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Till’, subject !)f the present essay was undertaken

many } ears ago
;
but owing to a variety of causes,

which could not be foreseen, its publication has

been delayed much beyond the time that was ori-

ginally intended. Tlie first was, that I found I*?**

difficult to obtain any correct information respecting

tlic ancient astronomy of the Hindus, by reason of

all the ancient works having been purposely de-

stroyed or concealed, since the introduction of the

systems now in use. I was thci'cfore induced, by

way of saving time, to lay before the Asiatic Society

n. A.D. 1799, a paper “On the antiquity of the

Sunia Shldhanta, and the .foimiation of the Astrono-

mical Cycles therein contained, intending to follow'

.i^iip with the present essay, as soon as the ncccs-

sary'facts and data that I was in search of could be '

obtained. My paper on the antiquity of tJic Sn/yu

Siddhanta was published in the sixth volume of the

Asiatic Researches ^ "and 1 was in great hopes that
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it would open the eye«iiiNNfll||i!^^ and science

in.Europe, in respect of the real state of the Hmdu
sbtronomy, and dispel those prejudices which, from

a want ofa due knowledge of the subject, Mve arisen

in favour of its supposed extraordinary /antiquity.

In this hope I have not^been disappointed; for some

of the first astronomers *ai|f!^sciyntifi^ men of the

age have concurred in the ^nc/asmji there drawn

respecting the age of the w^rk. Tnc age of that

work, however, had nothing do wi|,h the real an-

tiquity of the Hindu astronomy, which was intended

to be the subject of the present essay, and would

have been long ago published in the Asiatic lle-

^arches, had it not been for circumstances, some oi'

whWi I shall now explain, that totally prevented it.

It wouW appear, that shortly after the publication

of the srath volume of the Asiatic Researches, the

harmony of the Society, and the zeal of its members

in promoting the object of the institution, were

nearly extinguished, by means of certain attacks

made on the labours of some of the members, in a

periodical work called the Edinburgh Review, ap-
4

parenlly with a view of putting down all further

researches into anti<juity, and the investigation of

truth. The consequence was, as might have 'been

easily foreseen— a general apathy and disgust

amongst the members, who naturally said to them-

selves, “ If the.se sneers and. seofis are to be our



tha^s, it is uDhi^emly tibat we should laBoiiV in

the field any longer f it is better by far that we'

should\|efrain fi*biw our la£k)ttr, than involve our-

selves in perpetual disputes with j^rsdiia concealed,

who maylbe bofc Capable and willing to do us ah

injiuy, witijout our 4»f^g;,alrfe to ascertain whence

it came.”
, \ i

A more faial bliw could not be aimed by the

•rreatest enemy to t'/e ifistitution than had h^en

thus inflicted on it : for, setting aside the general

apatliy, it would ultimately, by its effects, not only

be productive of the greatest evils to the welfare of

the Society, but destructive to the intention of its

original tbtmdcr, which was thus i)erverted; so that^*'

instead of the institution being “ for enquiring into

the history and antiquities, the arts, sciences, and

literature of Asia,” as expressed by the title-page

of their work, it became of a direct opposite nature.

Surely, it ought to have been foreseen, that such

a mode of proceeding would ultimately tend to the

lo^s of the Society, and perhaps to its final disso-

lution. The attack made on any member must

obviously be intended to diminish the value of the'

jsqatings or essays of the member so attacked ;
con-

secjiiently it must have the same effect, if it has any

at all, in reducing the value of the volume of the

Kcscarches. The injury is intended for the indi-

vidual, but it falls only on the Society; for the in-



dividual, becoming disguste<f’wii^ the treatmen^e

V^eives at the hands of secret enemies, is obliged

to reserve the publication of the result of his labours

for some future time, when more liberal s ntiments

may prevail. In consequence 6f the at|l4ck made

on my essay on the an{Vquit^^ +b.e Surye. Siddhanta,

I wrote another paper in tK'^ ci^ith vr fume of the

Asiatic Researches, pointing outfthe complete igno-

rance of the reviewer, ard hiL ill nature in making

an attack, where in fact there was not the most

distant foundation for it. I there showed by a table

the gradual decrease of the errors in the Siirya

Siddhanta, from the year 3102 before Christ, down

•ia,A.D. 999, and also for two periods later, in order

to show the increase of the errors again in an op-

posite JKrection ; thereby showing, that the point

at which the errors were the least possible, was

between seven and eight hundred years back at

the time. This table is so jdain, that a schoolboy

totally unacquainted with astronomy can under-

stand it; but, plain and simple as it is, the reviewer,

to show his knowledge of astronomy, T suppose, as

’well as his ill will, has thought fit to attack it by

such sophistry and ignorance as, 1 believe, never

before came from the pen of a reviewer; and am

rather surprised that it could be at all admitted

into the Review, which certainly did it no good, as

easting a reflection on the abi,lities of those who



conducted it. oi^.jtSit olliers may be

abl^ to judge o^i||L0.$futi^r ^^hood of the aa-

sertionB of the reyi^f||eejr,(ll|^tedl here give the three

first coliitons of jt^le, ^^h^ are

here wanting to exhibit the decirease in the errors.
M

'mfer table.

1*1 a rifts, &o. B.C? 310j A.D.4I>!>. A.D. 990.

iMnoii, 5° 52' •A"
'

*00 20' 14"- 0° V 2"u-
A police. 30 il 25 4 52 53 - 1 21' 59 -— — \o<U*, 23 37 + 3 56 0 + I 12 1 +

\ t'llUS, 32 43 46 3 n 41 - 0 29 22 -f

Mai-s 12 5 42 + 2 32 42 + 1 13 8 +— Apliel. 0 47 0 + 1 30 50 f 0 21 55 +
17 12 30 — 1 48 50 - 0 21 20 I-

Satiini, 21 25 43 + 2 50 9 + 0 3 33 -
Sun's ;ip<ij;cc. 3 15 53 + 0 5 45 4- 0 33 45 -

There is no man, I believe, in his .senses, who,

on inspection of this table, will not say, that the

autlujr of the work must have lived at that period

of time when the errors were least, instead of that

period when they were greatest; but our reviewer

would wish his readers to believe the contrary; and

that the author of the Suri/a Skldhanta, instead of

living about the year A.D. 1000, when the error in

the moon’s place was only about I', lived 3102'

before Christ, when the error amounted to near G° :

IhX•which circumstance, it will naturally be con-

cluded by many, that he must cither be mad, or

entirely ignorant of the nature of astronomy, which

science could admit of no such conclusion; because.
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fi*om>tlie quantity of the error in the moon's place

3102 before Christ, it was impossible that the com-

putations by the Surya Siddhemta, could^Ive, or

foretel the eclipses of the sun and mo^, which

clearly shows the absurdity oft the reviewer’s no-
0 I*

tions. Lest, howeveat it migM be supposed that

I am not speaking the tl^h, u will here tran-

scribe his own words, whicli' I fnink will point ont

still more his sophistry, ^no^nce, and ill will.

** Let us next consider the criterion which Mr.

Bentley himself proposes for determining the age

of a system of astronomical tables, from the con-

sideration of the tables themselves, independently

rfOf testimony, tradition, or any external evidence.

Such a criterion is precisely the thing wanted on

the present occasion: but we can by no means

approve of that particular one which he endeavours

to establish. It is founded on this maxim, that the

time of the construction of any set of tables must

be that at which they agree best with the heavens.

Hence, when such tables arc given, and we wish to

determine their antiquity, we have only to compute

•from them the jdaccs of the sun and moon, &c.

for different times, considerably distant from onq

another: to com])arc these places with those given

by the best modern tables ; and the time when they

approach the nearest to one another is to be taken

for the time when the tables were constructed.”
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The' reviewer tiien goes ' on his sof^islfy, to

endeavour to set aside lilS' ndei thus As it

must Ir* an object, in all astronomical tables, to

rcpresenb\the state of the heavens tolerably near

the truth at thetime when they are composed, it

must be allowed jfi^t this J&ftle is not destitute of

plausibility. On cxamihation, however, it will be

found very fallacious, and .such as might lead into

•great mistakes.” Th5 reviewer then proceeds to

show liis oxtraordinaijjr skill and sagacity, by saying,

that “ Astronomical tables arc liable to errors of two

different kinds, that may sometimes be in the same,

sonictinu'.s in opposite directions. One of them con-

cerns the radical places at the epoch from which tho.

motions arc counted, the other concerns the mean

motions themselves, that is to say, the mean rate,

or angular \cIocity of the planet. Oftliese the first

remains fixed, and its effect at all times is tlfe same

;

the second again is variable, and its effect increase.^

proportionally to the time. Jf, therefore, they arc

opjn/sitc, the one in excess and the other in defect,

they must partly destroy one another; and the one,

increasing continually, will at length become equal*

o the other, when there will of consequence be no

error at all ; after which the error will fall on the <

opjiositc side, and will increase continually. Here

the moment of no eiTor, or that when the tables arc

perfectly correct, is. evidently distant from the time
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of tfefe«oiistfuction of . tile tables, and may be tery

tong either before or after that period. Suppose,

for example, that ia construeting tables of the sun’s

motion, Wi&are to set off -from the beginhi^ig of the

present century, and that we make the sun’s place

for the beginning of tS\e year^l6ipi more advanced

by half a degree than it v^s in reality. Suppose

also, that the mean motion set d(j:wn in' our tables is

erroneous, in a way oppusiteVto the former, and is

less than the truth by 1" in acyear. The })lace of

the sun then, as assigned from tables for every year

subsequent to 1800, will, from the first of the above

causes, be half a degree too far advanced, and, from

iJie second, it will be too little advanced, by as

many seconds as there are years : when the number

of years become as great as that t)f the seconds in

30', that is, when it is equal to 1800, the two errors

will destroy one another, and the tables will give

the place of the sun perfectly exact. Were we,

therefoi'e, to ascertain the age of the tables by

Mr. Bentley’s rule, we should commit an error of

18(^ years; from which we may judge of the

credit due to that rule, as a guide in chi-onological

researches,"

Here the reviewer’s plausible sophistry may' be

clearly seen through. He assumes an error in the

sun’s place at the epoch of the tables t)f 30", and an

error in the mean motion of 1" per year. All this.
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we see, is upoiv oa^^i^dei and

Have I not the same right to assiime a

in one of the planets^ that is, aaimor of 30?, iii its

radical p^ition, and'an eriror of V pei%dlham iii' its

motion, so that ift kSOO years the error of 30'. would

be cancelled? N<jw,if this efror so assumed be^
an opposite nature to tfii^one he - assumed, the ofid

cancels the other, a id the epoch of the tables would
;

•not be at all affected by the circumstance: his con-

clusion, therefore, in^egard to my rule is incorrect;

for 1 do not determine the age of any system of

astronomy by a single item, as he thought proper

lo assume on this occasion, to give the greater

plausiliiliiy to his assertions; I make use of as.

many as appear to be the most correct, because

the errors counteract each other. Why did he not

apply the rule to some tables, the age of which was

known to him, the same as I have done in respect

t)r the system of Aryabhatta, in the third section of

the second jiart of my essay, the author of which

gives his own date ? I have also applied the same

rule to the Brahma Skldhanta, the first of the mo-

dern astronomical works introduced in A. D. 5.38*

to which the reader may refer, and where he will

timi' the method by which the system was con- •

structed explained at length. The apjilication of

the rule, in both these instances, when we had the

actual dates of the. system before us, demonstrate

that it is perfectly just, so far at least as wc require
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it. however, for tiie* eake of exposing tlic

fitl^acy of such arguments, apply the rule to the

determination of the age of certain well, known

modern tables, which I hope will put this^ cavilling

at rest, or expose the author of them to the censure

he deserves.
^

A set of astronomical t^es being put into my
hands, to determine their antiqfuity, I accordingly

compai'ed them with the,thir(l\ edition of La Laude’s,

which is supposed to be corre*^ t, and find the errors

gradually diminishing from the Christian era down

to about the year A.D. 1744, as in the following

TABLL.

Slim of the ye ire in <hc two last columns,

lilt bdUK iliMtUd hv tht uuiiibtt ot items, tlu mi an it suits iit

A
25.320

1701

Planets, &.e. A. 0.0 A. D. 1000 A. 0. 1500 A. 1). 1700 \ ( II ulll 1

iiJ 1 in 1

1 \ 1 ir s<

h ( Ud

A R
Sun, + 0° 0' 12"5 QO nfj 0° O'll' 1918
|Suii\aiio(.ce— 1 37 2 0 11 h 0 13 11 0 1 .>9 1737 1737
Moon, 0 6 38 0 2 18 0 0 .33 0 0 7 J730 1730
- A|)0}ree, + 0 0 38 0 0 .38 0 0 5S 0 0 5S
Node, 0 t) .31 0 0 51 0 0 51 0 0 51

Mtrtiiry,
+

1 2 lb 29 1 0 9 0 20 59 0 3 20 I7ti8 17(H
— Aphel. G 59 27 3 0 17 1 0 12 0 12 51 1751 1754

Node, 0 19 2 0 20 12 0 C 32 0 0 53 1731 1731
Venus, -V 0 12 31 0 4 31 0 0 31 -.0 1 5 1.3(i5

Aplul. 19 0 8 20 .30 b 6 15 b 1 7 8 1710 1710~ Node, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M.US, + i) 0 30 0 0 30 0 0 30 0 0 30

Aphel. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0— Nodi

,

5 1C 13 2 29 33 0 51 13 0 11 55 17fil 17(>1

Jupiter, ... 2 23 17 0 .i3 49 0 4 5 +0 15 10 1341
Aphel. — 2 32 14 1 1 21 0 20 29 0 2 53 1733

— Node, ... 11 27 (I 1 12 0 1 19 30 fO 1 23 KiOti • ^
Satin n, + 1 17 53 1 20 19 0 1 17 -0 32 56 1 1507
— Aphel. — 9 .32 35 3 13 15 + 5 10 1 25 2(1 118(1

Node, 0 47 7 0 21 17 0 8 22 0 2 12 1823

R
13051

1711
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To make my meaningr ,better

;

, "'‘t -

selected into the last columtv^i^

agree near to each other, and ti^,ri^u^%tn

conics out 1744, the age of the astronomical taHes.:

but to show how*faf the errors in the years in tl^e

other column would affect tljis result, I have cast

them up as they stands^and they give then 1701

years. The notion of the reviewer is here shown

.in the item of 1948, at the beginning of the

column under A, inyprder to show his error; ’for

that item is balanced by others on the contrary

side :— but is not the idea of using an erroneous

result, when we have so many others to choose

from, truly ridiculous ? Surely the astronomer must

be at liberty to employ those results he finds most

correct, and not those that appear erroneous. The

reviewer’s ideas in this respect arc totally unscien-

tific, and rest upon nothing but sophistry, misrepre-

sentation, and deception.

No result can be drawn when the motions are the

same by both tables, as in the moon’s apogee and

node, the node of Venus, Mars and his aphelion

;

for the errors neither increase nor diminish. The

tables here given as an example to the rule, are

those of La Landc, first or second edition; but ,

the title-page and date ai’e wanting. The reason

why the mean result makes the tables older than

the epoch, which I Jaelievc was 1770, is, that the
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on which they are founded are anterior

None of the Hindu artificial systems are

^cient: they are all since A. D, 538, the year in

which the modem astronomy commenced, and not

at the beginning of the Kali Vt(ga, as imagined by

Bailly or others; for 'they had 'no astronomy then,

as I have fully proved inVjf'c Essay, where I have

brought foiward all the astron9mical facts and ob-

servations that could be collected relative to their
,

r

ancient astronomy, showing^^ that it did not go

further back than about 1425 before Christ, which

was only the dawn of astronomy in India.

The reviewer must be greatly mistaken, if he

imagines that the motions of the planets in Hindu

artificial systems, were drawn from two actual ob-

servations, as in the European methods, and “ that

their merit, and their claim to antiquity, was de-

cided”— “ by the accuracy of the mean motions, as

contained in the tables.” Now the assertion thus

boldly made is not correct ; for the Hindu artificial

systems, and tables drawn from them, which give

the motions alluded to, are not constructed on the

-European principle. The European method re-

quires that the motions be determined by two actual

observations at least, and at a eonsWerable distcuice

of time: the Hindu, in artificial systems, requires

no such thing
;
he makes use of but one observation,

which is in the time of the observer : the other he
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assumes; that is to say, he assumes that

wei e in a line of mean conjunction at ^e begimui^

of the Kali Yuga, and from thence ilraws the mo^n
that would give the position of the planet in

own time, agreeingVith his observation. To make

this matter plain, hwill give Jn example.

Suppose that in A. D.' 939, at the end of the year

4040 of the Kali Yuga, there were two astronomers

Snaking observations on theplanet Venus at the sajne

place, one being a Eifihpean, the other a Hindu, and

that tliey both found the place of the planet in the

Hindu s[)hcre to be then 2* 19° 55' 12". The Hindu

astronomer says to the European: “We must now

find the mean annual motion that will give this

position
;
and observes, that at the beginning of the

Kali Yuga, the planets were all in a line of mean

conjunction in the beginning of the Hindu sphere;

consequently, that the mean annual motion ofVenus,

multiplied by 4040, the years then elapsed, must

give the position, and therefore the mean motion

must be=7* 15° ir 52"8; for if this quantity be

multiplied by 4040, it will- produce 2’ 19° 55' 12".”

The European astronomer observes : “We have agreed

in the actual position of Venus at the end of the year

4040 of the Kali Yuga, because it depends on actual

observation made now by both of us
;
but- the as-

sumption that the planets -w ere in a line of mean

conjunction in the beginning of the Kali Yuga, I

cannot admit to be true : for by our tables, which I
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t^e to be perfectly correct, Venus was not in the

position assumed by you, for her longitude then,

was 1 * 2° 43' 46*6
; consequently the mean annual

motion must be. less than what you make it, and by

my calculation comes out exactl_9^ *!' 15° 11' 23''635,

which, if multiplied b^ 40^jO years,

we shall have . . r 17° 11' 25"4

Add position of Venus at the epoch, 1 2 43 4G G

Wq get her mean longitude now, =2 19 55 12
”

The Hindu astronomer replies: “Yes, Master

European, your mode may be true ;
for we have no

means of detecting its errors, since we had no ob-

servations at the beginning of the Kali Yuga

:

we

can only say, that you take more trouble by adding

the supposed position of Venus at the epoch than

we do. We manage it otherwise, as you see, by

simply taking the mean motion such, that it gives

us the position without any addition or subtraction,

which labour we save.”

The Euro])ean astronomer says : “You certainly

save both labour and time; but still I do not ap-

prove of 3"Our method, because it is incorrect : for

though it gives the same longitude to the planet as

mine does for this moment of time, yet it will not

continue to do so for any length of time. For

instance, next year there will be a difference be-

tween us of 29"!G5, and it wall for ever after con-

tinue to increase at that rate yearly. But this is not

all : our "veat astronomers, who may live between
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eight and nine hundred years hence, will be de*

ceived by the annual motions which you thus de-

duce, some being greater, and others less than yre

gi\ e them, thereby, according to physical ideas,

indicating great ‘aittiquity
;

so that your time will

be thrown back between two and three thousand,

years.” The Hindu Astronomer replies : “ I am
A cry glad to hear it

; I did not mean deeeption; but

since you will have it so, take it. I did not think.the

European astronomers to be such fools as to be de-

ceived by our manner of deriving the mean motions.”

Thus I have endeavoured to show, in a familiar

way, the Hindu method of deriving the mean an-

nual motions, which being totally different from the

European, renders the method of Bailly and others,

of ascertaining the supposed antiquity of astronomi-

cal tables from the quantity of the mean motions, as

totally inapplicable. But it may be done, if we

a]>ply the principle upon which they have been

derived
;
otherwise not. Thus, suppose we have the

mean annual motion of Venus as above given=: 7’ 1.5°

1
J

' 52"8, to find what year this mtition eprresponds

to, that is, the year in which it would give tKe mean

longitude of Venus corresponding to observation, the

meAn motion of Venus, according to Europeans, in the
'

Hindu sphere, would be as above= 7’ 15° IT 23"635

Which taken from the former, 7 15 II 52 8

Leaves a remainder jof . . 29 1G5
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The position at the epoch of tlie Kali ac-

cording to Europeans= 1’ 2® 43' 46''G; divide the

Ihtter by the former, and we have -^^|g^’=4040,

the year from the epoch when it gives the position

of Venus agreeing with observation:

The reviewer says
: ' “ The

,
antiquity of it (the

Surya SiddhTinta), has beeii conceived to be very

great, as it is reckoned the most ancient astrono-

mical treatise of the Hindus; but, according to

Mr. Bentley, that antiquity ‘lixtends to no more

remote period than the year 1068 of our era. The

main argument on whicli this determination is

founded, seems to us subject to considerable diffi-

culty. It supposes what is by no means certain,

that the Hindu astronomers deduced the mean mo-

tions of the planets from a comparison of a real ob-

servation with one that was ])urely fictitious. This

is no where proved by Mr. Bentley, though taken

as the basis of all his computations.” The asser-

tion of the reviewer in this instance is positively

untrue; for I have shown, from the data given in

the Surya jS/ddlianta itself, that all the mean motions

and positions of the planets given by that work are

expressly deduced from the assumption of the

planets being all in a line of mean conjunction in

the beginning of the Hindu sphere, at midnight, at

the beginning of the Kali Yuga, and on the meridian

of Lanka. These data are all derived from the work
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itself: and what will show it to be assumed, and

not a real epoch of obsei*vation, is, that the vernal

equinoctial point, or the beginning of Aries in the

tropical s|)here, was then assumed to be also in the

.same point with thj planets, which we know could

not have been the^case ; for !he sun’s mean longi-

tude in the European sphere at that moment was

JO’ 1° r 1", and therefore GO days short of the time

;

•yet, notwithstanding all this apparent absurdity, it

is the epoch from whi'^ih not only the motions of the

planets are reckoned and drawn, but also the pre-

cession of the equinoxes. It is really ridiculous to

see a man like the reviewer, who seems to know

nothing whatever of the Hindu astronomy, talk on a

subject he is unacquainted with, and pretend, with

the utmost gravity, that the Hindus, like all other

peo[)le, must have two or more observations made

at a distance, from whence they drew the motions

of the planets. They might have hundreds or thou-

sands of observations in ancient times at a distance

from each other, and draw the mean motions from

thence for other books, but not for the artificial

systems now in use, nor the Surya Siddhmtff^v^uBx

is entirely on an artificial plan : and all those that

are on an artificial plan have been introduced since

A.D. 538, for the purpose of imposition, in order that

their history and astronomy should be considered by

the ignorant as excQ.ssively ancient;' in which impo-
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sition they have certainly but too well succeeded.

The example I have above given respecting Venus,

shows how the motions are deduced, the position in

the astronomer’s time being known from observa-

tion : and it also shows, from tli»« motion alone, how

to determine the time to which it refers. They arc

the same as arc given by the Surya Siddhatita.

The Hindus have many astronomical books not

on the artificial plan : they arc, however, all modern,

and do not fall within the scope of my observations,

as they are hardly worth noticing. It is to the ex-

posure of the impositions introduced by the artificial

systems, that my whole attention has been princi-

pally directed.

Is it not most strange that Mr. Bailly, or any

other person pretending to a knowledge of astro-

nomy, should j)lace the age of a work at that period

of time when its rules made an error in the moon’s

place of near G°, in the moon’s apogee upwards of 30°,

and in the moon’s node near 24° ? How was it pos-

sible for eclipses to be calculated by the rules of

that book, when the moon, at the actual time of an

eclipse, would be G° distant from the sun by the

rules ? And how was it possible for it to point out

the precession of the equinoxes, when it erred GO

days in . the time ? The tables of Trivalor and

Chrishnahorinn are from the Surya Siddhduta, and of

course contained these errors ‘in them for the be-
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ginning of the Kali Yuga; but Mr. Bailly having

imagined that the mean motions were drawn ac-

cording to the European method, which has been

repeatedly shown was not the case, he fell into the

mistake.
*

How is it possible, that a man, pretending to a

knowledge of the principles of astronomy, should

or could give in to such errors ? The eclipses of the

'sun and moon are the most material evidence for

determining the date of astronomical tables, whether

the motions be drawn on an artificial plan or not

:

it is by them that the astronomer proves the truth

of his tables, and his own abilities
;

and it is by

the time, quantity, and other circumstances of an

eclipse, that he is enabled to see and correct, from

time to time, the errors that may be concealed in

his tables or rules, before he makes them known.

Why did not the reviewer determine the age of the

Sun/a Siddhunta by this criterion, if he did not like

the rule we proposed, in respect of the position and

motion of the jilanets ? It may be that he thought

the labour of calculating eclipses, and c^omparing

them with those deduced from correct European

tables, too great, and, moreover, that it would prove

too much, viz. that the Siirya Siddhdnta was not

composed 3100 years before the Christian era.

The reviewer, not satisfied with what he says in

the tenth volume of.the Edinburgh Review, on the

subject of my reply to his strictures on my first
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pAper, accuses me of attacking tlie opinions of Bailly

and others, thus ;
—

“

Mr. Bentley having with great

courage brought forward his own peculiar views, in

opposition to the authority of such celebrated names

as those of Bailly, Le Gentek l*layfair, and Sir

William Jones, it certainly, did^net occur to us that

we could be gviilty of any' very unpardonable pre-

sumption, in venturing to doubt whether his specu-

lations were in all respects conclusive. Mr. Bentley,

however, has thought fit to ‘resent our sce|)ticism

with a good deal of philosophical warmth, and with

unmerciful severity accuses us of both attachment

to system, apd of relinquishing that system.”

The reviewer, not only licrc, but in every other

instance, endeavours to clokc his attack, and sup-

port his arguments under the authority of such

names as Bailly and otlxers, because 1 differed from

them in opinion. I could not help feeling warm at

a wanton and insidious attack being made on me for

explaining the nature of the astronomical system

contained in the Suri/a Sidilhanta, and the formation

of the numbers and revolutions it contained, which

clearly pointed out that Bailly was completely mis-

taken in the ideas lie had adopted. This was the

crinjc for which I was attacked
; and I was the more

vexed at it, because it appeared to be done with a

view to put down all such investigations for the

future, and 1 was actually so’ told. So then, if a

great man is to commit a mistake, we are not at
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liberty to point it out ; it must remain safor &ret, at

least the reviewer would so insinuate ; but 1 am. of

a very different opinion : the greater the man, the

more necessary .it is to point out his errors, and the

foundation of thetft, that others may not fall into the

same. It was for fjui^ reason that I pointed out the

cause why the motions g^ven in the Surya Siddhantat

though a modern work, must of necessity differ ffom

•the European, in consequence of the position as-

sumed at the beginning of the Kali Yuga being

0" 0° 0' 0". The example I have given above in

respect of Venus, explains this circumstance suffi-

ciently clear; so that it is not necessary to insist

more on it here. Mr. Playfair, who supported Mr.

Bailly with his calculations, was then living: did

he consider that I made an attack on him, because I

exjdained the cause of the errors, by which all his

calculations became of no use ? Most certainly not

:

though he was wrongfully stated by some as the

author of the review, in order to tlirow the odium

upon him, and take it from the real person. 1 sent

Mr. Playfair a copy of my. paper on the antiquity of

the Surya SiddhatUa, to open his eyes as to die

dation of Mr. Bailly’s mistake : and after the review

on it came out, it being industriously fathered on •

Mr. Playfair, I directed enquiry to be .made at

Edinburgh through some of Mr. Playfair’s most in-

timate friends, to ascertain from himself if he was

the author of the review. The reply was, what I
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would have expected from a man of candour and

acience, that he was not the author of the review, and

that he could not, consistently with his character,

be the author of any such nonsense. What further

information he afforded, need nqt now be noticed.

Having thus far ascertained, th?>t Mr. Playfair was

not the author of the review in question, nor of those

that followed on the same topic, I was anxious to

know the opinions of others on the subject : for

though I was perfectly satisfied 1 was right in the

conclusions I drew, yet to have the ideas of others,

whose skill and knowledge in astronomy could not

be doubted, would be highly gratifying. I therefore

collected together various astronomical facts, par-

ticularly those above alluded to respecting the

moon’s place, &c. at the beginning of the Kali Yaga,

in order to show the error, not only of Mr. Bailly,

but of the reviewer, who imagined, that by using his

name he could do wonders. These facts 1 forwarded

to a friend in London, desiring him to show them to

the Astronomer Royal, the late Rev. Dr. Maskelyne,

and to get his opinion thereon; which he accordingly

cflar ami transmitted me Dr. Maskelyne's answer, in

a letter under date the 12th April, 1811, which I

shall now take the liberty to introduce. He says

:

“ I showed your astronomical letter to Dr. Maske-

lyne
;
indeed I left it with him several weeks : he

returned it to me at his own table, at dinner, with

the following observations :
—
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1 think Bentley right: he has proved by his

calculations that there were no real observations

made at the beginning of the Kali Vt^a. Bailly

was a pleasing historical writer; but he had more

imagination than judgment, and 1 know that he was

condemned by hisArjends La Lande and La Place,

as a superjicial astronomer, and a very indifferent cat-

vulatur. These two gentlemen entertained the same

'opinion with myself, with respect to tlie antiquity of

Hindu astronomy; and I think Mr. Bcirtley has

made out satisfactorily the real antiquity of the

Surya Siddluinta."

It is well known that Dr. Maskelyne was an

astronomer of the first-rate abilities, and of the

utmost integrity. Here he gives his opinion free

from any prejudice. He does not condescend to

notice the reviewer, whom, for his sophistry, he

considers as beneath his observations.

Delambre, one of the greatest modern astrono-

mers, has also taken up the subject in his Ancient

Astronomy
;
and though he notices the reviewer, he

treats his notions with contempt, by deciding at

once against the pretended antiquity of tllU' Surya

Siddhdnta. So far, therefore, I thought it right, and

in justice to myself, to exhibit the opinions of far •

superior authorities to an obscure pretender, who

dares not to come forth with his own name, knowing,

that what he asserts is not true, and that the whole

of his object is deception, sophistry, and the misreo
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presentation of facts. He has complained, that I

have attacked him with severity : but whose fault is

that? Why has he meddled with me? and that, too,

under the mask of concealment, under the name of

reviewer, by which he thought to stab me in the

dark, to destroy my' labours, d-nd to do me every

possible injuiy, without nry knowing to what hand

I had been indebted for such unprovoked and unex-

pected usage? Can it Jbe supposed that I would

tainely submit to be thus treated, without speaking

ifiy mind, and exposing the malice and ill will of

the individual who could shamefully, and in spite of

truth, act in this manner ? What serves to mark his

malice and ill will, is his attempt to magnify ima-

ginary defects in my method, while at the same

time he endeavours to uphold the method of Bailly,

which of all others was the most imperfect. For the

quantities of the motions of the planets were totally

inapplicable, from their not being derived in the Eu-

ropean manner, on which he reckoned. And though

the greatest equations of the planets were not liable

to the same objection, yet they were too ill deter-

iSine'ff in Hindu books to answer the purpose. Not

satisfied wdth this marked ill will, he crowns it by

accusing me of having attacked Sir W. Jones, Mr.

Playfair,, and others, thinking thereby, no doubt, as

he found his sophistry and misrepresentations not

sufficient to answer his views, that their friends

would join him in raising a hue and cry against me.
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In this, however, he has been disappointed. I oer>

tainly attacked no one; but I explained the nature

and principles of the modern Hindu system of astro-

nomy, showing that it was entirely contrary to the

view that had bees taken o^t: so that 1 think 1

have fairly and cl/ajly proved, that the sophistry

and misrepresentations •of the reviewer are founded

in malice.

By his attempt to uphqld the antiquity of Hindu

books against absolute facts, he thereby supports’ all

those horrid abuses and impositions found in them,

under the pretended sanction of antiquity, viz. A?
burning of widows, the destroying of infants, and

even the immolation of men. Nay, his aim goes

still deeper
; for by the same means he endeavours

to overturn the Mosaic account, and sap the very

foundation of our religion: for if we are to believe

in the antiquity of Hindu books, as he would wish us,

then the Mosaic account is all a fable, or a fiction.

When our just endeavours to do all the good in

our power, to stem the torrent of imposition, and

to lay the same open to. full view, are opposed by

secret means, or by persons in concealment coun-

teracting our intentions, we cannot help feeling a

regret that such things should exist : that they da

exist, however, is certain, and has beeji fully proved

by the preceding pages ; and were 1 so disposed, I

could exhibit a great deal more. However, for the

present, 1 must draw a veil over them, and proceed
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to what may be deemed of more importance
;

' that

is, some account of the present Essay.

This work, as I noticed in the beginning of the

preface, I began many years ago, in hopes that by

giving a clear and concise historical view of the

Hindu astronomy, from the earliest period of time

in which the science was known, it would contri-

bute greatly to the dispelling of that mist of igno-

rance under which it had lain so long. In con-

formity, therefore, with this plan, I begin the first

section with the earliest observations known or no-

ticed in Hindu books, which will clearly show that

the Hindus had no astronomy, at least that we or

themselves know of, anterior to the year 1425 B.C.

when it is supposed the Lunar Mansions were

formed, and the first observations made.

About the year 1181 B.C. they with great in-

genuity formed the months, and gave them names,

derived from the Lunar Mansions in the manner

explained in the first section, which puts a stop to

the imaginary antiquity of all Hindu books and

systems that mention the names of the months, let

their pretensions be whatever they may.

In the second section, I give the epoch of Rama,

deduced from the positions of the planets at his

birth, which is confirmed by the eclipse of the sun,

and other circumstances, at the churning of the

ocean, or war between the gods and the giants ; as

also the eclipse of the sun, and positions of the
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planets, at the time his father wished him to join

in the government ; so that there is not a point in

history determined with more certainty and preci-

sion thatf the celebrated epoch of Rama, which

may be of some importance to those who make the

Hindu history theiif study, aslt will enable them to

correct and settle othejr points by the number of

reigns, either before or after Rama, with more cer-

tainty than they otherwise could do. I have also

noticed the observations then made in respect" of

the length of the year, the precession of the equi-

noxes derived from the lunisolar period then dis-

covered, which was the foundation of tlie changes

made in the commencements of the year from time

to time. The war between the gods and the giants

1 have given at full lengtlj, in order to show the

time to which it referred, and followed it up in the

third section by a description of the war between

the gods and the giants in the west, with all the

circumstances I could find relating to it, for the

better determining the time ; which seems to be of

importance for establishing with nH)re certainty the

epoch of the formation of the constellations, the Ar-

gonautic expedition, as it is called, and the time of

Hesiod, who gives a description of the war, which,

could not, therefore, have been written till the

close of it, which I have placed in the year 74G B.C.

In the fourth section, I have given the epoch of

Yudhisht'hira, Parasara, and Garga, which is a very
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material point in Hindu history. I have explained

the nature of the term, the liishis in Magha, as in>

troduced by the astronomers of that period
;
which

term the moderns have entirely perverted, to

answer their own impositions. I have also ex-

plained some other passages of J^arasara and Garga,

relative to the positions of the colurcs, which like-

wise have been perverted in modern times.

In the fifth section, I have given the four periods

into which the Hindu history was divided in ancient

times, that is, as early as the year 204 before Christ,

when this division seems to have been first invented.

It is very remarkable, that by this arrangement, the

creation took place at the very year of the Mosaical

flood, by which it appears they had then no know-

ledge whatever of any history anterior to that cir-

cumstance. It serves, however, I think, as a proof

of the year of the deluge being correctly given, as

the Hindus must have preserved it by tradition as

the year of the creation, which was very natural.

In the sixth section, I have given the nine pa-

triarchal periods, called Manwantaras. These ap-

pear to have been invented in the first or second

century of the Christian era, with a view, I believe,

,
of correcting the error in respect of the creation, as

given by the four ages. For the first of these pa-

triarchal periods goes back to the year 4225 B. C.

which is called the creation. . By the former divi-

sion, the creation took place at, or near the vernal
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(*<|uiiiox : by the latter, on the 25th of October, at

the antuinnal equinox. But though the latter al-

tered the time of the creation, it was only for man

;

I’or the animals they stated to have been created at

a much later period.

In the Modern /Vstronomy, first section, I have

given a full view of tho introduction of the modem

systems, by which the creation has been thrown

back into antiquity scvejral millions of years. I

have shoAvn, by o])crations at length, how the

ej)och of the modern Kali Yu;^a was settled, and

the method by which the planetary motions, posi-

tions, itc. were adapted to the system of Brahma,

to answer the purpose in view. These systems have

been the origin of a great part of the modern impo-

sitions, which would be too long to describe here.

In the second section, I have given the system

ctdled Varaha, as given in the Snri/a Si<ldluint(i, &c.

and shown the object of it was to support the former

.system in imposition. Its date I have shown by

computation, and explained the ingenious contri -

vance of the author for calculating with ease the

precession of the equinoxes, itcc.

In the third section, I have given the system of

Aryabhatta, together with that of Para.sara, which’

was framed by him for the purpose of imposition,

the nature of which 1 have fully explained. The
date is given by Aryabhatta himself, which is also

corroborated by computation made from his system.

d
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I have also noticed his geometry, Ike. which appears

to have been the same, nearly, with what is given in

the LiHivuti by Bhaskara, who wrote a commentary

on Aryabhatta’s work,- which probably was the

foundation or origin of the Z/7««fl//,'with a few more

modern improvements added.
^
\

In the fourth section, 1 have noticed Varidia Mi-

hira, and computed his time from the heliacal rising

of Canopus, as given by himself, in his Sauhita,

which was when the sun was 7° short of Virgo, or

23° of Leo
;
which computation makes his time the

same as given by himself in the Jataktiniava, in which

he gives the positions of the aphelia of the planets

for the year Saca M.'JO, or A.D. 1528, which, there-

fore, makes him contemporary nearly with the em-

peror Akber. He was one of those who endeavoured

to assist in the modern impositions ; for he attempted

to pervert the meaning of the epoch of Yudhisht'hira,

which was the year 252G of the modern Kali Yuga,

by saying, that the meaning was, that he lived that

number of years before Saca. He also supported,

for the same purpose, the idle notion first introduced

by Aryabhatta, about the motions of the Rishis

being one lunar Mansion in one hundred years— a

'thing^in itself too absurd to be noticed by an astro-

nomer, unless for the purpose of imposition.

Thus, from the above date, 252G, he makes the

Rishis to be in Magha in the year of Kali Yuga 653

Lalla, who follows him, gives . . . G14
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Mimiswara gives .... 600

Aryahhatta, the first impostor, . . 663

System of Parasara by Aryabhatta, . 666

And upon one or other of these fictitious eras of

Viulhisht'hira, the modern histories of Cashmere,

and other parts of /ndia, are now erected, and given

to the world as true : the whole of which, however,

is shown to be false, from the positions of the planets

' in the time of Garga, 548 p.C. ;
the epoch of Rama,

961 B.C.; the epoch of the formation of the months,

&c. 8cc. which overthrow the whole imposition.

In the fifth section, 1 have shown the cause of

Varrdia Mihira and Bhaskara Acharya being thrown

back into anti^iuity, to have arisen from a trick

])layed on Akber. 1 have shown the various means

that were adopted to support the imposition, by

interpolations and forgeries of every description;

which system of forgeries and impositions has con-

tinued down to the ])rcsent day unabated, nay,

rather with many new additions and improvements.

In the sixth section, I have been obliged to come •

forward in my own del'encc, against an extraordinary

mode that has been adopted by Mr. Colcbrooke, for

opposing my computation on the antiquity of the

Stiri/a Siddhanta, and for throwing back into anti-,

quity Varaha Mihira, and all others who state the

solstices to be in the beginning of Cancer and Capri-

corn. The first he .endeavours to effect by means of

the tables of Lunar Mansions, imagining thereby that
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the book must be as old as the time to which* tlu;

positions of the stars refer. But this is not the

case ; the tables are found in books of all ages, and

are inserted in them merely as tables of reference,

having no connection whatever with the age ol the

book in which they are insertet\ as fully proved by

the books themselves. The second he endeavours

to effect, by giving the names Aries, Taurus, Ge-

mini, &c. to the signs 9r divisions of the Hindu

sphere, beginning from the lunar astcrism Asinul,

which is completely proved by all ITiudu books ex-

tant, as well as by a translation of his own from

Bhattotpala, to be not only erroneous, but incon-

sistent with the Hindu astronomy, which assigns

these names to the signs of the ecliptic, beginning

from the vernal equinoctial point, and to no other

signs whatever.

As nothing more seems to me to be necessary to-

wards understanding what I have written on the

Hindu astronomy, 1 shall now close this jirelace,

with recommending and consigning my labours in

the investigation of truth, to the friendly protection,

care, and attention of all liberal and unprejudiced

men of science, as this will in all probability be the

.last effort I shall make: and I fear that there are

but few inelined to follow it up, as they would re-

ceive no thanks for their pains, but, on the contrary,

opposition and ill will, the only rewards which I

have met with for my labours
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PART I.

THE ancient astronomy
. OF

THii HINDUS.

SECTION I.

FROM H25 TO it6l K.C.

The eurhj part of the JTindu Astronomy involved in great obscwily—The Lunar
Mansions the most ancient part of the Hindu Astronomy— The time they were,

formed determined from isiroHomical Data— Second epoch in the Hindu
Astronomy— Many improrements made— The Solar Months formed, and
named, on Astronomical principles ^Tropical Lunar Mansions introduced-—
The Seasons qf the Year nutrked, and fixed to the Tropical Revolutwns of the

Sun— All explained by a Plate, and the time demonstrated—Birth of the

Goddess Durgn, or the year, with the month Aswina*

The early part of Astronomy among the Hindus,
like that of all other nations, is involved in great

obseurity. We can find no certain trace who the

persons were that first began the science, nor the

means employed by them for effecting their grand
purpose

; we are therefore obliged to pass over these

as objects unattainable, and begin from the earliest

known facts tliat offer themselves to our attention or

investigation.

The most ancient part of the Hindu Astronomy,
without doubt, is the formation of the Lunar Man-
sions ;

for, without a division of the heavens of some
sort, or some fixed points to refer tp, no observa-

tions on the position!!! of the Colures, or heavenly
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could be recorded with any degree of accu-

iney. History, and the poets, are perfectly silent

as to the names of the first Astronomers, or the king

in whose reign the science first began. All that we
are informed is, that in the first part (t[uarter) of

the Treta Yu^a, the daughters of Daksha were born,

and that of these he 'gave twenf|y-seven to tfie Moon
—that is to say, laying aside 'all allegory and poetic

language, the twenty-seven Lunar Asterisms were

formed in the first part of the Treta Yaga. The
Treta Yaga began in the year 1528 B.C. and lasted

about 627 years, the fourth part of which is 156^

years
;

therefore the Lunar Asterisms must have

been formed between the years 1528 and 1371 B.C.

which might be considered as sufficiently near the

truth. But as we have other means to approximate

still nearer, it is proper we should notice them here.

It appears, that at the time of forming the Lunar

Mansions, - one of them, “ Visakhu," received its

name from the equinoxial Colure cutting it in the

middle, and thereby bisecting it, or dividing it into

two equal sections, or branches
;
whence the name

Visakha. The observation here alluded to is men-
tioned in the Veda, and other books, and by which

the positions of the Colures were as follows :

—

The vernal equinoxial point was in the beginning

of Kritikii.

The summer solstice in 10° of Aslesha.

The autumnal equinox in the middle of Radha,

thence called Visukhd,

And the winter solstice in 3° 20' of Dhanisht'ha .

—

See Plate 1.

Now, in order to ascertain the time when this ob-

servation was . made, we must find the precession

from the position of some o^ 'the fixed stars at the
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time, Thus the longitude of Cor Leonis in the

Lunar Mansion Magha is always 9°. The vernal

equinoxial point was found by the observation to be
in the beginning of Kritika

;

and from the beginning

of Kritika to the beginning of Magha is seven Lunar
Mansions of 13° 20' each,

and therefore equal to . . . 93° 20'

Add longitude of Cor Leonis in Magha 9 0
Their sum is the longitude of Cor Leonis

from Aries . . . • 102 20
•Longitude of Cor Leonis in A.D, 1750, was 146 21

Difference is the [irecession . . . 44 1

or, the quantity by which the equinoxes fell back iu

respect of the fixed stars since the time of the ob-

servation. Now to find the number of years cor-

responding to this precession, it must be observed,

that as we go back into antiquity, the rate of pre-

cession diminishes about 2", 27 lor every century.

If we assume that the observation was made 1450

B.C. then iii*i'±:u/>'>=icoo
. fj.Qjjj which subtracting

1450, we get A.D. 150 for the middle point. Now
in the first century of the Christian era, the preces-

sion was 1° 23' 6" 4, to which if we add 2", 27, we
get 1° 23' 8" 67 for the mean precession; that is to

say, the precession that corresponds to the second

century of the Christian era, in which the middle

point is found. Therefore, as 1° 23' 8" 65 is to 100

years, so 44° 1' to 3176 years, from which subtract-

ing 1750, we get 1426 B.C. for the time of the

observation, and the formation of the Lunar Man-
sions, which sufficiently corroborates what is stated

in the KulikTi Parana.

If this, however, should not be deemed sufficient

for determining the time of the formation of the

Lunar Mansions, we have other observations to men-
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fliat will be found to be still more accurate, as

can be depended on to the very year; and

'^ese are of the planets. From the union of the

daughters of Daksha with the Moon, the ancient

Astronomers feigned the birth of four of the planets

;

that is to say,* Mercury from Rehini

;

hence he is

called Rohineya, after his mother. Maghu brought

forth the beautiful planet Venus; hence one of the

names of that planet is
* Maghiibhu. The Lunar

Mansion Xshad'ha brought forth the martial planet

Mars, who was thence called AshMhabhava

;

and

Purvaphalguni brought forth .Jupiter, the largest of

all the planets, and the tutor of the gods : hence he

is called Purvapkalgunibhava

;

the Moon, the father,

being present at the birth of each. The observa-

tions here alluded to are supposed to have been

occultations of the planets by the Moon, in the

respective Lunar Mansions from which they are

named* : they refer us to the year 1424-5 B.C. and

therefore corroborating the result of the observation

on the Colures. See Plate I.

The planet Mercury and the Moon in Ro/ihil, 17th

April, 1424 B. C.

;

The planet Jupiter and the Moon in P. Plia/gton,

23d April, 1424

;

The planet Mars and the Moon in P.XMd'hu, 19th

August, 1424;

The planet Venus and the Moon in Maghu, 19th

August, 1425

;

all within the space of about sixteen months : and

* They are anpposed to be occultations, because they are not made in the lime of

a 8in|;1e revolution of the Moon, but take in the space of about sixteen months, from

19th Auf^ust, 1425, to the I9th April, 1424, B.C.; and this idea of the observa-

tions being confined to occultations is supporte'd 4)/ Saturn not being included, be-

cause that planet was then out of the Moon’.s coarse.
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there, is no other year, either before that period or

since, m which they were so placed or situated.

Saturn is not mentioned among these births, proba-

bly from his being situated out of the Moon’s course;

but was feigned to have been bom afterwards from

the shadow of the. Earth, at the time of churning the

ocean, or the war between the gods and the giants,

which will be noticed in its proper place.

It appears, that at first the number of Lunar
Mansions was twenty-eight of 12° 51' 3-7ths each;

•but that number being found probably inconvenient

in practice, on account of the fraction, tliey were
reduced to twenty-seven of 13° 20' each. The first

Lunar Asterism in the division of twenty-eight was
called Mulu

;

that is to say, the root, or origin. In

the division of twenty-seven, the first Lunar Aste-

rism was called Ji/esht'ha

;

that is to say, the eldest,

or first, and consequently of the same import as the

former. They both began from the same fixed point

m the heavens, which was reckoned 2° 25', or there-

abouts, short of Antarcs.

The following arc the Lunar Astcrisms in their

order, as exhibited in Plate I.

Division uf 28 Mansions. Division oi 27 Mansions.

1 Mvla, 15 Mrigamast 1 Jyfshlha, 15 Mitgasiras,

2 P.Aihadha, 10 Ardia, 2 Nuth, 10 Ardra,

5 U AshidhOf 17 PunarvasUf 3 /*. AdtuiVha, 17 Punanasut

4 Ahktfil,* 18 Puihyn, 1 If.Ashadha, 18 Pushy t,

5 Siavana, 19 Ashshn^ 5 Stavanut 19 Aslesha^

0 Dhtunshtha, 20 Mayhn, 0 Vhamshthu 20 Maqha,

7 Satahhuhtif 21 P, Phalquui, 7 SaitibhiAlui, 21 P. Phaigutiij

8 P.Jihddtapada 22 U. Pkalgum, H P, Bhadrapadi 22 I Phalguntt

9 U . Bhadrapada 23 HoAlaj 9 U* Bhadtapadt 23 Hasla,

10 Beratif 21 ChiUat 10 Revatt, 24 Chtfm,

1 1 Aswtni, 25 Stualtf 1 1 Asiimif 25 Swattp

12 Bhatam, 26 Rudfutp 12 Bharam, 26 Badha,

13 Kttltkii, 27 Anuradhtij 13 K^Uika, 27 Anunidh*i.

1 1 Rohini, 28 Indrn. 14 Bohint,

—• —
^ Abliijit, in till division ot 28, is thrown nut in the ditision of 27.
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The next observations we meet with on record,

bring us down to the winter solstice in the year 1181

B. C. when the sun and moon were in conjunction,

and the Hindu Astronomers found that the Colures

had fallen back 3° 20' from their positions* at the first

obsei’vation : that is to say, the summer solstice was
found in the middle of the Lunar Asterism Aslesha

;

the autumnal equinox in 3' 20" of Visakha ; the winter

solstice in the beginning of Sravisht'lia ; and the vernal

equinox in 10° of Bluirum .—See Plate 11.

At this ejMJch, the Hindu Astronomy began to

assume a more regular form—many improvements

were made— the solar months were formed, and re-

ceived their names—another set of Lunar Mansions

was introduced, depending on the tropical revolution

of the sun, corresponding in name and number with

those ofthe zodiac, or fixed stars, and the six seasons

of the year established on unalterable principles;

which, with the months, depended also on the tropical

revolution of the sun :— all ofwhich are explained by
the Plate, which shows their positions, as they then

stood ill respect of the fixed stars.

The outer circle contains the zodiacal Lunar Aste-

rism, beginning with Sravisht'lia, as the first in the

arrangement at that period, and numbered from 1 to

27. The next, the tropical Lunar Mansions, or those

depending on the sun’s revolutions in the tropics,

coinciding with the astral ones at the time, and also

numbered from 1 to 27.

The next circle contains the twelve months of the

year in their order, beginning with Magha, at the

winter solstice. Next to these are the six seasons of

the year, of two months each, and the first of which,

Sisira, begins at the winter solstice. The innermost

circle of all represents the Serpent, which is the
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poetip emblem of both the year and the ecliptic.

The head and tail meet at the winter solstice; and its

middle corresponds with the middle ofAslesha, which,

in the tropical Lunar Mansions, was always the middle

of the year, so long as it continued to be reckoned as

commencing at tl\e winter solstice. The following

are the names of the Lunar Asterisms in their order,

as numerically expressed in Plate 11.

1 kravisMhii,

2 Satahhisha,

^3 Purva Jfhtidrapada

,

4 Vtiara Bhudrujuidd ,

5 Revail,

6 Aiwiui,

7 Bhuraul,

8 Kritika,

9 Rohini,

I

10 M¥iga\iras,

\ 11 Ardra,

I
12 PutmrvasH,

j

13 Pushyn,

14 AResha,

15 Magluiy

16 P. Phatguniy

17 U, Phaii/um,

18 JIasta,

19 Chitra,

20 Svoaii,

21 Viiukho,

22 Anuradhii,

23 Jyesht'hii,

24 Niriti,

25 P, A shad'till,

20 ir. AsJUtd'hd,

27 ^ravanu.

The names of the moveable or tropical Lunar
Mansions, always beginning from the winter solstice,

are the same with the fixed or Astral Mansions; and

therefore may sometimes cause an ambiguity, to be

explained only by the nature of the subject. Thus
when it is said, that the summer solstice is alwaj/s in

the middle of Aslesha, we know immediately that the

tropical or moveable Aslesha is meant; just in the

same maimer as, if it was said that the summer sol-

stice is always in the beginning of Cancer, we should

know that the sig7i Cancer was meant, and not the

comtellat'mi Cancer; because the solstices and Colurcs

do not remain always in the same points with respect

to the fixed stars.

It now remains to be explained, the principle on

which the months were formed and named, and the

time to which they refer. I have already observed,

that the Lunar Mansions were fabled by the Hindu

poets to have been married to the Moon, and that the

first offspring of that ’poetic union were four of the
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planets. In like manner, the Hindu poets feign, that

the twelve months sprung from the same union, each

month deriving its name, in the form of a patronymic,

from the Lunai' Mansions in which tlie Moon was

supposed to be full at the time.

Let us therefore, in the case betbre us, apply this

principle. At the above epoch, 1181 B. C. the sun

and moon were in conjunction at the winter solstice

;

and as the month began when the sun entered the

signs, the first month therefore began at the winter

solstice. Now to find the name of that month, the

the moon would be full at about 14J days after the

winter solstice, and would then be in the opposite

})art of the heavens to the sun. The sun would have

advanced in 142 days about 14°L and therefore would

have entered the second Lunar Asterism, Satahhisha;

a line drawn from the point in which the sun is thus

situated, through the centre, would fall into the Lunar
Asterism Magha, in which the moon was full, on the

opposite side; and consequently, on the principle

stated, the solar month was from thence called

Magha, in the form of a patronymic. At the next

full, the moon would be in Ullara Phalgum, and the

solar month from thence called Phalgum; and on

this principle all the months of the year were named

;

that is to say,

The month Mugha^ from the rjiinar Asferism Mayha, the t;llh Mansion.

Phnhjnmt, from U, PhalgutUt .. 17th.

Chaitra, from (Jhitrat .. lUth.

Vttisakhat fl Olll Visakha, ..21st.

JynisUthUf from JycsMhat .. 23u1.

Ashara, from P. Ashnd'fUit . . 2rith.

Sravana, from Sravatm

,

.. 27th.

JiJMdra, from P, Bhtidrapmlc 3nl.

Aswina, frum Aswintf .. Oth.

Karlik(tt from Kntikdt . . 8tli.

Mtirgaiirsha : from ^ M'nyasiras .. 10th.

Paushu, fniiii Pus/iytt .. I3tli.
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On the principle above stated, though the moon has

been introduced by way of explanation, it is not at all

necessary. All that is requisite to be understood is,

that a line drawn from some part of the Lunar
Mansion, through the centre, must fall into some
part of that montl? to which it gives name, otherwise

it does not answer the condition requisite. Hence,
it is very easy to demonstrate the utmost possible

antiquity of the time, Avhen the months were, or

could be, so named: for, there are certain limits

‘beyond which the line cannot be drawn; and these

are the termination of the Lunar Mansion, and the

commencement of the solar month which determines

the time
; because, it points out the commencement

of the solar month in respect of the fixed stars at the

time. Thus, at the time of the above observations,

the summer solstitial point was found in the middle

of the Lunar Asterism Aslesha, and the solar month
Sravana then began

;
for, in the ancient Astronomy of

the Hindus, that month always began at the summer
solstice. Now the month Sriivana derives its name
from the Lunar Asterism Sravana (the 27th), then

in the opposite part of the heavens. (See the plate.)

Let, therefore, a line be drawn from the solstitial point,

or commencement of the month, cutting the centre,

and it will fall into the very end of the Lunar Asterism

Sravana, from which it derives its name Sravana;

which line is, therefore, at its utmost limit, as it can-

not go farther without falling into a Mansion of a very

different name. This position of the line, therefore,

proves that the months received their names at the

time of the above observations, and not before. For,

if we wish to make it more ancient, let the solstitial

point be supposed more advanced in respect of the

fixed stars, say one, two, or three degrees, as at a,
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then a line drawn from the solstitial point, or .com-

mencement of the month Sravana, suppose at a, as

in the dotted line, cutting the centre, cannot fall into

any part of the Lunar Asterism Sravana, from which
it derives its name, but into Sravisht'ha (the 1st).

Therefore, the name which it possesses, could never

be given to it till the solstitial point, and commence-
ment of the month, actually coincided with the middle

of the Lunar Asterism AHesha (the 14th), being the

same with the obseiwation which refers us to the year

1181 B.C.; and this is the utmost antiquity of the

formation and naming of the Hindu months, from
which a very useful inference may be drawn, which
is, that no Hindu writer, or book, that mentions the

names of the Hindu months, can possibly be older

than this period, let its pretensions to antiquity be
ever so great.

Beside the observ'ations on the positions of the

Colures, there were others at the same time. Mer-
cury was found at the winter solstice above men-
tioned, to be in and near the beginning of the Lunar
Asterism Sravisht'ha ; hence he is called Sravisht'h(0a,

that is, born of the Lunar Asterism Sravisht'ha. This
is, therefore, his second birth.

The commentator on the Astronomy of the Rigveda,
also states that the planet Jupiter was in the first

quarter of the Lunar Asterism Dhanisht'hu, that is,

Sravisht'ha. Modern European tables make his place,

as seen from the earth, more advanced by 13“

;

whence it appears that the position stated by the
commentator was not from actual observation, but
the effect of a computation made backwards, from
about the 45th year of the Christian era, with the
mean annual motion of Jupiter ,!* 0° 2T 9", 9, which
quantity was employed before that time in settling
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the four ages hereafter mentioned in their proper

place. This quantity is greater by 38", 3, than our

modern European tables make the mean annual

motion of Jupiter; so that, if we divide 13° by

38", 2, we get the 1225th year after 1181 B.C. or

the year A. D. 45 ;
from which point of time, the

computation, being made backwards, would place

Jupiter in 3° 20 of Dhanisht'ha, at the winter solstice

1181 B.C.
The astronomers of this period, after having formed

tind named the Hindu months, as above mentioned,

framed a cycle of five years for civil and religious

purposes, in which cycle they reckoned,

Savan days, or degrees . . • 1800

Mean solar days ....
Lunar days, or Tithis (of 30 to a Lunation)

Lunar sideral days ....
1830

1860

2010

The number of Lunations, therefore, 62

The year, 366 days

The Lunation, r • • •
29-'- 12'>- 23'"- 13“-

And the difference between the shortest and

longest day was one hour and thirty-six minutes,

which serves to point out the latitude of the place.

It is extremely probable that the above-mentioned

observations were made in the time of Parasurama,

who, it is said, was a great encourager of astrono-

my. He lived upwards of 200 years before Rama,

whose time will be shown in the next Section. If

we take tlie data given by Dr. Buchanan, in his

Journey to Malayala, wherein he states, that they

reckoned by cycles of 1000 years from Parasurama,

and that of the then current cycle, 976 years were

expired in September 1800, there must be elapsed

from the epoch of Parasurama to A. D. 1800, 2976

years; from which taking 1800, we have 1176 B. C.
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for the epoch of that prince, which diflers bu.t five

years from the time of the above observ'ation.

The years of the epoch of Parasurama are reckoned

as beginning with the sign Virgo, or rather with the

month Aswina, which was afterwards changed by
the Chaldeans and Egyptians into the sign Virgo, at

the time the constellations were formed
;
which will

be noticed in its proper place. Some persons, per-

haps, would think there was an error in commencing
the year with the month Aswim, seeing that at the

time of the observations, only five years before the

epoch of Parasurama, the year began at the winter

solstice with the month Altigha.

This is true ; but it must be recollected, that the

month of Magha was not the only month with which
the year could commence :— any month commencing
at the same moment the sun entered a Lunar Aste-

risra, or, in other words, when the month and Lunar
Mansion began together, such month might begin

the year. At the time of the above observations,

there were three months, each of which began with

a Lunar Mansion. Thus, the month Alagha began
with the Lunar Astcrism Sravisht'ha

:

the month
Jijaist'ha began with Mngaslras

;

and Aswimi began

with the Lunar Asterism Chitra, as may be seen by
the Plate

;
and therefore the year might begin with

either of them. The Lunar Mansions that begin with

the months arc called wives of the Sun, though they

had already been all married to the Moon.
The commencement of the year with the month

Aswina, of all others, was the most celebrated:

Durga, the year, personified in a female form, and

goddess of nature, was then feigned to spring into

e.\istence. In- the year llJ^l B. C. the first of

A in'ina coincided with the ninth day of the moon

;
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and op that day her festival was celebrated with the

utmost pomp and grandeur. In the year 945 B. C.

some further observations were made, by which they

determined, tliat in 247 years and one month, the

solstices fell back 3"^ 20' in respect of the fixed stars.

In consequence of these observations, they threw

back the epoch of the commencement of the year

with Aswim, in 1 181 ,
to the year 1 192 B. C., in which

year the commencement’ of Amina fell on the sixth

day of the moon
;
and the festival of Durga was ever

'after made to commence with the sixth lunar day of

Amina, and to continue down to the ninth inclusive,

by which means both epoclns were included. Thus

1 have shown both the origin and antiquity of the

grand festival of Durga, which of all others is the

most ancient and the most superb. This goddess,

f)roperly speaking, signifies the year : she is there-

fore tlic goddess of nature; she is the consort of

8iva (the personification of time in the male form);

she is the same as the Juno of the (IIrecks and

Romans, and the Isis of the Egyptians

;

she is Ceres,

Proser])inc, and in fact the same as all the god-

desses ;
and their names arc applicable to her.
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SECTION II.

FROM 961 TO 608 B.'C.

Rilina— time of his hirlh determined from Astronomical Data— Date of the

itamayana determined— Churning of the Ocean, or War between the Gods

and the Giants, description of it— Time of it determined from Astronomical

and other Data — Hirth ri/* Saturn— The month Kartika made the commence-

ment hf the year— The rate of precession determined— A Luniwlar period

discocered, on which were founded the changes to take place in the commence-

ment of the year—A Table of eight periods of the same, and the year of their

respective commencement, S^c,

Lv the last Section I gave the epoch of Parasuriima,

1 J 76 B. C. I shall now proceed to that of Rama, the

son of Dasaratha, and who is believed, or feigned by
the modern Hindus, to have been one of the incarn-

ations of the Deity. The epoch of this prince is

considered the moist famous in Hindu history, and

perhaps deservedly so
;

for in his time, and that of

his father, astronomy is said to have been cultivated

with much attention; and it is supposed that the

astronomical tables for calculating the places of the

planets, were framed by means of the observations

then made. It is, therefore, highly important that

we should determine the time accurately, which for-

tunately we arc enabled to do from astronomical data.

According to the Rumdyana called Viilmika’s, five

of the planets were in their houses of exaltation, as

the astrologers term it, at the birth of Rama : that

is to say, the sun was in Aries S the moon in Cancer,

Venus in Pisces*, Jupiter in Cancer ’, Mars in Capri-

corn*, and Saturn in Libra*, on the 9th lunar day of

Chaitra.
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THq positions of the planets here given, 1 strongly

suspect, are the result of modern computation, and
not from actual observation : for the signs of the

ecliptic, at least by these names, were totally un-

known in the time of llama; and were not intro-

duced into India, Lbelieve, until the second of third

century of the Christian era. However, be this as it

may, the situations assigned to the planets, whether

from computation or otherwise, point out to us, that

llama was born on the Gth of April, 961 B.C.; at

Vhich time they were in the following positions

;

Sun

By Lalaiide’a Tables.

os 00 11 "

By the Hamayana

Moon 3 12 13 51 Cancer.

VciniJi • . .

.

11 1 0 0

Mars 10 2 47 0

J upiter • • • ..... 4 C 24 13

Saturn • . • 8 27 0

In which Jupiter is only 6° 24' 13 beyond the limit,

and Mars 2° 47'.

When Rama attained the ago of manhood, his

father Dasaratha, in consequence of certain positions

of the planets, approaching to a conjunction, sup-

posed to portend evil, wished to share the govern-

ment with him. Dasaratha says :
“ My star, O

Rama, is crowded with portentous planets ; the sun.

Mars, and the moon’s ascending node” (^Itahu), &c.

Ratmiyana, B. i. s. 3. v. 16.—“ To-day the moon rose

in Punarvasu

:

the Astronomers announce her enter-

ing to-morrow: be thou installed in Pushya.”

V. 19.—“ The sun’s ingress into Pmhya being now
come, the Lagna of Karkata (Cancer), in which Rama
was born, having begun to ascend above the horizon,”

sec. 13. V. 3.—“ The moon forbore to shine; the

sun disappeared while it was day; a cloud of locusts.

Mars, Jupiter, and the other planets inauspicious,

approaching,” sec. 33. v. 9, 10.
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The facts pointed out here, show that there was

an eclipse of the sun at or near the beginning of

Cancer, at the moon’s ascending node {Rahu being

present)
;
and that the planets were not far distant

from each other. These circumstances, therefore,

point out the time to have been the second ofJuly, in

the year 940 B.C. ; so that Rama was then onc-and-

twenty years old. The following were the jwsitions

of the sun, moon, and plan'ets at that time :
—

San

Moon

2*10

21)

Node asR'eiidiii;' 9

Mercury’.s geocentric L. ...... 10

Venus’s do. 8

Mars’.s do. 4

Jupiter’s do. 15

Saturn’s do. 0

It appears from what is above said, that the begin-

ning of Pushya, and that of Cancer, were supposed

to coincide ; because it says that both the sun and

moon entered Pushya

:

now the fact is, that in the

time of Rama, no part of Pushya coincided with

Cancer. We are therefore led to this important con-

clusion, that the beginning of Cancer and that of

Pushya coincided when the author of the Ramayana.

wrote that work, and that he therefore concluded,

though erroneously, that they were so in the time of

Rama. Now this gives us a clue to ascertain the

date of the Ramayana. In the time of Rama, the

beginning of Cancer, or, which is the same thing, the

beginning of the month Sriwana, coincided with 3°

20' of the Lunar Asterism Aslcsha ; and from thence

to the beginning of Pushya, is exactly 16° 40'. Now
the beginning of Cancer must fall back 16° 40' in

respect of the fixed stars, before it could coincide

with that of Pushya—the precession was found equal

to 3° 20' in 247 years and one month— therefore
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1G°4Q'=1235’"’ S'"' from which subtract 940, and we
get A. D. 295, the time when the beginning ofCancer

and that of Pushya coincided, and consequently the

period when the Ramayana was written. In thus

giving the age of the Ramayana of Valmika, as it is

called, I do not mean to say that the facts on which
that romance was founded, in part, did not exist

long before : on the contrary, my opinion is, that they

did, and probably were to be then found in histories

or oral traditions brought down to the time. The
author of the Ramayana was more a poet than an

astronomer, and being unacquainted with the pre-

cession, he fell into the mistake alluded to
;

for I do
not suppose it was intentional, as that could answer

no ])urposc. He made the like mistake, and from

the same cause, in saying, that the moon at the birth

of Rama, on the 9th of the moon of Chaitra, was in

the Lunar Asterism Aditi, or Panarvasu, which could

not be the case.

I have now, I think, shown pretty clearly the

epoch of Rilma from the positions of the planets at

his birth, as well as at the time he was invited by his

father to share the government with him. There is,

however, another important circumstance that oc-

curred in the time of -Rama, which we ought not to

pass over, and which, while it also shows the time of

that prince, points out a most material error in the

chronology of the western world, in respect to certain

points in history. The circumstanct' I allude to is

what is generally called, or known by the name of,

the War between the Gods and the Giants.

I am not aware that any person has ever attempted

to determine the time of this extraordinary fiction,

which is somewhat singular, as there are sufficient

•data for that purpose to be met witi).
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By what is stated in the Rarmyana, it appears that

Daiaratha, the lather of Rama, had two wives, and

that he made a promise to one of them, at the time of

churning the ocean, that her issue should succeed to

the throne, in preference to the children of the other.

That in consequence of this promise, when he wished

that Rilma should be installed, he was opposed, and

the com})act he had unwarily entered into, brought

forward as an argument hgainst it ; and as the pro-

mise of the king could not lawfully be broken, Rama,
his eldest son, and the real heir to the thi'onc, was
obliged to relinquish his right, and, in sorrow of heart,

to betake himself to the wilderness, where he is said

to have suffered great and many hardships.

7’'he fact here stated, is sufficient to show the time

of the churning of the ocean, otherwise called the

War between the Gods and the Giants, that it must have

taken jilace after the marriage of Daiaratha, nay,

after the children were born ; for it would be absurd

to suppose that any such promise could well be made
or exacted, before there was actual issue in being to

benefit by it. However, be this as it may, we have

other data to show, not only the year, but the very

day and hour to which it refers.

Before we proceed, however, to the data, it will

be proper, in this place, to give the Hindu descrip-

tion of the churning of the ocean, and the subsequent
battle, as a principal part of the evidence will be
fouqd to emerge therefrom. On this occasion, I

shall employ Mr. Wilkins’s trjyislation, as given by
him from Book i. chap. 15. of the Mahuhharata, as

being more full than what is to be found in the gene-
rality of the Purdnas. It runs thus :

—

“ There is a fair and stately mountain, and its

name is Mem, a most exaltetf inass of glory, reflect-
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ing the sunny rays from the splendid surface of its

gilded horns. It is clothed in gold, and is the re-

sj)ected haunt of Devas (gods), and Gandharvas (ce-

lestial singers). It is inconceivable, and not to be
encomjiassed by sinful man; and it is guarded by
dreadful serpents. ’ Many celestial medicinal plants

adorn its sides
; and it stands piercing the heavens

with its aspiring summit— a mighty hill, inacces-

sible even by the human mind. It is adorned with

trees and pleasant streams, and resoundeth with

delightful songs of various birds. The<5'wmv, and all

the glorious hosts of heaven, having ascended to the

summit of this lofty mountain, sparkling with pre-

cious gems, and for eternal ages raised, were sitting

in solemn synod, meditating the discovery of the

AviHta, or water of immortality. The Deva Nara-
yana* being also there, spoke unto Brahma f whilst

the Suras'^ were thus consulting together, and said,

‘ Let the ocean, as a pot of milk, be churned by
the united labour of the Suras and and
when the mighty waters have been stirred up, the

Amrita shall be found. Let them collect together

every medicinal herb, and every previous thing, and
let them stir the ocean, and they shall discover the

Amrita'
||

“ There is also another mighty mountain, whose
name is Alandar, and its rocky summits are like

towerintf clouds. It is clothed in a net of the en-

tangled tendrils of the twining creepei , and resound-

eth with the harmony of various birds. Innumerable

* Vishnu—time
; 2nd person of the Hindu triad,

t Brahma—time ; 1st person of the Hindu triad.

X Swas

;

fei|;ned deities, implying light.

$ Asfiras; feigned demons, iinpl3'ing the opposite to light, or darkness.

II
Amrita

;

the fabled liquor of immortality.
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savage beasts infest its borders; and it is tlie re-

spected haunt of Kinnaras (celestial musicians),

Devas, and Asuras (celestial courtezans). It stand-

eth eleven thousand yojans above the earth, and
eleven thousand more below its surface. As the
united bands of Devas were unable to remove this

mountain, they went before Vishnu, who was sitting

with Brahma, and addressed them in these words

:

‘ Exert, O masters, your superior wisdom to remove
the mountain Mandar, and employ yovir utmost
power for our good.’ Vishnu and Brahma having
said, ‘ ft shall be according to your wish,’ he with
the lotus eye directed the king of serpents to ap-

pear; and Ananta* rose, and was instructed in that

work by Brahma, and commanded by Narayana, to

perform it. Then Ananta, by his power, took uj)

that king of the mountains, together with all its

forests, and every inhabitant thereof
;
and the Suras

accompanied him into the presence of the Ocean,
whom they addressed, saying, ‘ We will stir up tliy

waters to obtain the Amhta' And the lord of the

waters replied, ‘ Let me also have a share, seeing I

am to bear the violent agitations that will be caused
by the whirling of the mountains.’ Then the Suras
and Asuras spoke unto Kurma-ruja, the king of the

tortoises, upon the strand of the ocean, and said,
‘ My lord is able to be the supporter of this moun-
tain.’ The tortoise replied, ‘ Be it so ;’ and it was
placed upon "liis back.

“ So the mountain being set upon the back of the

tortoise, Indra began to whirl it about as it were a
machine. The mountain Mandar served as a churn,
and the serpent Vasuki'l' for the rope: and thus in

* Aiianfa. Tlie serpent Ananta implies timd without end ; also the year,
t The .SCI pent Vasuki. figuratively the year.
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former days did the Dcvas, the Asuras, and the

Danas (or Danavas, feigned giants), begin to stir up
tlie waters of the ocean for the discovery of the

AviHta.
“ The mighty Asuras were employed on the side

of the serpent's head, whilst all the Suras assembled

about his tail. Ananta, that sovereign Deva, stood

near Niirayana.
“ They now pull forth the serpent’s head repeat-

edly, and as often let it go
; whilst there issued from

' his mouth, thus violently drawing to and fro by the

Suras and Asuras, a continual stream of fire, and

smoke, and wind
;
which ascending in thick clouds

replete with lightning, it began to rain down upon

the heavenly bands, who were already fatigued with

their labour ; whilst a shower of flowers was shaken

from the top of the mountain, covering the heads of

all, both Suras and Asuras. In the mean time, the

roaring of the ocean, whilst violently agitated with

the whirling of the mountain Alandar by the Suras

and Asuras, was like the bellowing of a mighty

cloud. Thousands of the various productions of the

waters were torn to pieces by the mountain, and

confounded with the briny flood ;
and every specific

being of the deep, and all the inhabitants of the great

abyss whieh is below the earth, were annihilated;

whilst, from the violent agitation of the mountain, the

forest trees were dashed against each other, and ])rc-

cipitated from its utmost height, with all the birds

thereon ;
from whose violent confrication a raging

fire was produced, involving the whole mountain with

smoke and flame, as with a dark blue cloud, and the

lightning's vivid flash. The lion and the retreating

elephant are overtaken by the devouring flames, and

every vital being, and every specific thing, aie con-
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sumed in the general conflagration. The raging

flames thus spreading destruction on all sides, were

at length quenched by a shower of cloud-borne

water poured down by the immortal Indra.* And
now a heterogeneous stream of the concocted juices

of various trees and plants ran dqwn mto the briny

flood.

“ It was from this milk-like stream of juices, pro-

duced from those trees and* plants, and a mixture of

melted gold, that the Suras obtained their immortality.

“ The waters of the ocean now being assimilated

with those juices, Avere convcited into milk
;
and

from that milk a kind of butter was presently pro-

duced: when the heavenly bands went again into

the presence of Brahma, the grantee of boons, and

addressed him, saying, ‘ Exce[)t Narayana, every

other Sura and Asura is fatigued with his laboxir;

and still the Amrita doth not appear ; wherefore the

churning of the ocean is at a stand.’ Then Brahma
said unto Narayana, ‘ Endue them with recruited

strength; for thou art their support.’ And Nara-
yana answered atid said, ‘ I will give fresh vigour to

such as co-operatc in the work. Let Alumlur be

whirled about, and the bed of the ocean be kept

steady.'

“ When they heard the words of Narayana, they

all returned again to the work, and began to stir

about with great force that butter of the ocean, when
there presently arose from out of the troubled deep,

first the moon, with a pleasing countenance, shining

.
with ten thousand beams of gentle light

; next fol-

lowed SrI'f', the goddess of fortune, whose seat is the

* liiflrn, regent of the skies— a persoiiirication of the sky.

t Sn, or Lakshini, the Inrii.solar year
;

also the nOjOn.— [Most of the iiaiues men-

tioiied here, 1 believe, represent time.]
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white, lily of the waters; then Sura Devi* , the god-

tless of wine, and the white horse called Uchlsrava.'\

And after these, there was produced from the unc-

tuous mass, the jewel Kaitstnbha'^., that glorious

sparkling gem worn by Narayana on his breast : so

Farijalaka^, the tree of plenty; and Siirabhil, the

cow that granted every heart’s desire.

“ The moon, Sura Devi, the goddess SrT, and the

horse as swift as thought, instantly marched away
towards the Devas, keeping in the path of the sun.

“ “ Then the Deva Dhanwautari^, in human shape,

came forth, holding in his hand a white vessel filled

with the immortal juice AuiHta. When the Axuras

beheld these wondrous things appear, they raised

their tumultuous voices for the Amrita; and each of

them clamorously exclaimed, ‘ This of right is mine.’

“ In the mean time, AirTwata**, a mighty elephant,

arose, now kept by the god of thunder
; and as they

continued to churn the ocean more than enough, that

deadly poison is.sued from its bed, burning like a

raging fire, who.se dreadful fumes in a moment spread

through the world, confounding the three regions of

the universe with its mortal stench, until Siva j f, at

the word of IJrahma, swallowed the fatal drug to

save mankind
;
which remaining in the throat of that

sovereign Deva of magic form, from that time he hath

* Surii PevI, the goddess of wine, the consort of Bncidius— or tlic year,

t (/cinsiava, the white horse, probably the year
;
for time has long ears ns well h.s

wing.4.

t KauslMa, the glorious sparkling gem, the sun.

§ Parijutaka, the tree of plenty, is doubtless the year.

II
Snrahhif the cow that grants every boon— the year.

^ Bhanwantari, the year, or time, the best physician— the same as l!lsciilaj)iu‘«.

Airavata, By this most probably is meant clouds, as productive of thundt r

and lightning, and appertaining to Tndra, the sky, personified as the goil of thunder*

tt Siva, lime, the great deity of the Hindus.
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been called Nilkanta, because his throat was stained

blue.

“ When the Asuras beheld this miraculous deed,

they became desyieratc ;
and the Amrita and the god-

dess Sri became the source of endless hatred.

“ Then Narayana assumed the, character and per-

son of AJohim Maya, the power of enchantment, in a

female form of wonderful beauty, and stood before

the Asuras, whose minds • being fascinated by her

presence, and deprived of reason, they seized the

Amrita, and gave it unto her.

“ The Asuras now clothe themselves in costly

armour, and, seizing their various weapons, rush on

together to attack the Suras. In the mean time,

Narayana, in the female form, having obtained the

Amrita from the hands of their leader, the host of

Suras, during the tumult and confusion of the

drank of the living water.

“ And it so fell out, that whilst the Suras were

quenching their thirst for immortality, Rahu*, an

Asura, assumed the form of a Sura, and began to

ilrink also ; and the water had but reached his throat,

when the sun and moon, in friendship to tlie Suras,

discovered the deceit; and instantly Narayana cut

off his head, as he was drinking, with his sj)lendid

weapon Chacra.'\ And the gigantic head of the

Asura, emblem of a mountain’s summit, being thus

separated from his body by the Chacra's edge, bound-

ed into the heavens with a dreadful cry ;
whilst his

ponderous trunk fell, cleaving the ground asunder,

and shaking the whole earth unto its foundation, with

* Rtiliu/thc moon’s ascendiny^ node personified.

t Chnera, the ecliptic, by which the dragon of old was feigned to be cut in two

paitc, ItaJiH, the head, or ascending node, and the tail, or descending node.
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all its islands, rocks, and forests. And from that

time, the head of Rahu resolved an eternal enmity,

and continueth even unto this day, at times, to seize

upon the sun and moon.*
“ Now IS’arayana, having quitted the female figure

he had assumed, began to disturb the Asuras with

sundry celestial weapons; and from that instant a

dreadful battle was commenced on the ocean's briny

strand, between the AsiO'as and the Suras. Innu-

merable sharp and missile weapons were hurled, and
'thousands of piercing darts and battle-axes fell on

all sides. The Asuras vomit blood from the wounds
of the Chacra, and fall upon the ground, pierced by
the sword, the spear, and the spiked club. Heads
glittering with polished gold, and divided by the

Pattis blade, drop incessantly
;
and mangled bodies,

wallowing in their gore, lay, like fragments of mighty
rocks sparkling with gems and precious ores. Mil-

lions of sighs and groans arise on every side ; and
the sun is overcast with blood, as they clash their

arms, and wound each other with their dreadful in-

struments of destruction.

“ Now the battle is fought with the iron-spiked

club
;
and as they close with clenched fist, and the

din of war ascendeth to the heavens, they cry

:

‘ Pursue ! Strike ! Fell to the ground !
’ So that a

horrid and tumultuous noise is heard on all sides.

“ In the midst of this dreadful hurry and confu-

sion of the fight, Naraf and Narayanu entered the

* This eclipse at the war between the gods and the giants, so poetically de.scrihcd,

is the first on record, that on the 2d July, 940 B.C, being the second. It is remark-

able, that during the war between the gods and the giants in the west, which will be

noticed in the next section, there was also an eclipse of the sun, which is the liist

known or mentioned in poetic story.

t Kara, the eternal, the same as Narayana or Vishnu.

V.
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field together. Nrirayana, beholding a celestial bow
in the hand of Nara, it reminded him of the Chacra,

the destroyer of the Asuras. The faitliful weapon,

by name Hudarsuna, ready at the mind’s call, flew

down from heaven with direct and refulgent speed,

beautiful, yet terrible to behold, .And being arrived,

glowing like the sacrificial flame, and spreading

terror around, Narayana, with his right arm formed

like the elephantine trunk, ’hurled forth the j)onder-

ous orb, the speedy messenger, and glorious ruin of

hostile towns ;
who, raging like the final all-destroy-

ing fire, shot bounding with desolating force, killing

thousands of the Asuras in his rapid flight, binning

and involving like the lambent flame, and cutting

down all that would oppose him. Anon he climbeth

the heavens, and now again darteth into the field like

a Pisdeha to feast in blood.

“ Now tlie dauntless Asuras strive with repeated

strength to crush the Suras with rocks and moun-
tains, which, hurled in vast numbers into the heavens,

appear like scattered clouds, and fell, with all the

trees thereon, in millions of fear-exciting toirents,

striking violently against each other with a mighty

noise
;
and in their fall, the earth, with all its fields

and forests, is driven from its foundation. They
thunder furiously at each other, as they roll along

the field, and spend tlieir strength in mutual conflict.

“ Now Nara, seeing the Suras overwhelmed with

fear, filled up the path to heaven with showers of

golden-headed arrows, and split the mountain suni-

mits with its unerring shafts ; and the Asuras, find-

ing themselves again sore pressed by the Suras,

precipitately flee. Some rush headlong into the briny

waters of the ocean, and others hide themselves within

the bowels of the earth.
'

'
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“ The rage of the glorious Chacra, Sudarsana,

which for a while burnt like the oil-fed lire, now
grew cool, and he retired into the heavens from

whence he came. And the Suras having obtained

the victory, the mountain Mandar was carried back

to its former station with great respect ; whilst the

waters also retired, hiliug the firmament and the

heavens with their dreadful roarings. The Suras

guarded the Amrita with great care, and rejoiced

exceedingly because of their success; and Indra,
' with all his immortal bands, gave the water of life

unto NiirHyana to keep it for their use.”

In this highly coloured fiction, the Hindu poets

have exerted all their abilities to give a most pom-
pous description of a battle that never existed, the

foundation of which shall presently be explained.

By what is stated above, it wiH ajipcar that the sun,

moon, and Rrihu, or the moon’s ascending node per-

sonified, were prestmt, consequently an eclipse of

the sun is thereby indicated at the ascending node.

Moreover, the goddess Sri*, or Lakshmi, was then

born, or produced from the sea. Therefore, in order

to find the time, we refer to the Hindu calendar,

where we find that her birth-day falls on the 30th

lunar day of the moon of Asivina; so that the solar

eclipse at the ascending node must have happened

on that day; which circumstance alone would be

sufficient to point out the day and year of the eclipse.

But the goddess Lakshmi was born on a Thursday

;

hence that day is called Laksmiwdr

;

and therefore

The Venus AphrodituK of the Western mjihologists, and emblematic of tlie

lunisniar year : therefore she is called the goddess of increase, abundance, dtr. She

is the daughter of Durga, and the Proserpine of the West ; and, considered as lime,

she is the same with her raolbcy. • Metaphorically, she iiiay sonictimrs represent

the moon.
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the eclipse must have been on Thursday.* From all

these data, it is easy to determine the time, inde-

pendent altogether of any knowledge of the time of

Rama. But beside these, there are others, if thought

necessary. One is, that the planet Saturn, at the

time of this eclipse, was supposed to be born from

the earth’s shadow
; that is to say, that he was situ-

ated in that part of the heavens towards which the

shadow of the earth projebted : he was, in conse-

tjuence, called the offspring of the shadow, or Chaif-

asuta. Another is, that Saturn was born in the

Lunar Asterism Roliini; in consequence of which,

they say, that any person born under that mansion,

while Saturn is in it, is of the same nature with that

planet, that is, of an evil disposition. The shadow
of the earth at the time of the eclipse must therefore

have pointed towards the Lunar Astcrism Rohinl, in

which Saturn was born. All these data arc more
than sufficient for our purpose. Proceeding, there-

fore, with the three first, we find that the eclipse we
are in quest of fell on Thursday, the 25th October,

in the year 945 B.C. at which time.

Tilt* Sun's lunglfudc from was about 0^ 22^ 37'

'J'iic Moons do. do 6 22 37

Sun from the whIk about .. 0 12

Merntry*s geocentric longitude about 0 13

ymus's do. do. 7 11

Mars's do. do. ........ (i 11

Jupifar's do. do. 8 28

Salurn's do. do. 0 2o

From which it will appear, that all the planets,

excejit Saturn, were on the same side of the heavens

with the suti and moon. The sun.

3

longitude at the

time of the conjunction being G" 22° 37', the point of

the earth’s shadow must be then directly opposite.

The day was called Thursday, because Jupiter on that day conquered the Titans.
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that is, in 0" 22° 37'
; and as Saturn was in 0’ 25°,

the difference is something more than 2° from the line

of the centre of the shadow ; which difference, how-
ever, could be of no importance, as still Saturn would
be considered in the earth’s shadow, according to

the notions of the; ancients, who believed that the

earth was much larger than the sun, nay, that it was
supposed to be flat, and surrounded with various

seas, until it reached the starry heavens. But Saturn

was also said to be born in the Lunar Asterism

lioliinJ; which fact we must now ascertain, in order

to prove the truth or falsehood of the assertion. For

this purpose we make choice of the star Cor Lvonls,

whose longitude is 9° in the Lunar Asterism Magha.

The lon^riiutle of this star, in A. D. IT.'iO, was 4’’ 2r><> 21' 12^

Subtract >«sioii for 2(i(M yonrs 1 7 40 42

Remain lon^iludo ill the yeai 045 R.C 3 18 40 30

Subtract 1 itude of Cd# Ja^ mis m Matiha 0 0 0 0

Remain loiijjitude of the bc}; nniiif^ of Magha, 3 0 40 30

Subtract s x Lunar Mansions implete 2 20 0 0

Remain 1< i^itude of the beg lining of RoAtm 0 19 40 30

Which taken from Safuni\s <iigitade 0 25 0 0

Leaves Saturn's longitude in Rohbd 0 6 10 30

8o that Saturn was actually near the middle of

Rohinl at the time. Rohini is the 9th Lunar Aster-

ism, reckoning from Dhanisht'lia, as the first.

Thus I have at length, I think, not only confirmed

the most famous epoch in Hindu history, that of

Uama., but also, in a most decisive manner, shown
the real time of that most extraordinary of all fictions

that ever was invented by human ingenuity, the War
between the Gods and- the Giants ;

which fiction,

about two hundred years afterwards, was new-mo-

delled and improved by Hesiod and others, and ulti-

mately became the foundation of the religions of

various nations of antiquity, on which more will be

said in the next section.
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I shall now proceed to give some explanation of

the origin of the fiction, which in itself is nothing

more nor less than a feigned war between light and

darkness, and their imaginary offsprings. The eclipse

took place on the 25th of October, at which time the

longitude of the sun and moon wajg 6‘ 22° 37'. Now
the Hhidu months always began at the moment the

sun was supposed to enter the sign : therefore it was
the 23d day of the month oi^Kartika when the eclipse

happened, reckoning back from this
;
and the first of

the month will be found to have fallen on the end of

the sixth day of the moon. This being the time of

the autumnal equinox, it was found by observation

that the Colures had fallen back in resjicct of the

fixed stars, 3° 20' since the former observations in

1181 B.C. ; so that the cardinal points of the year,

or the Colures, were now found in the following

positions :
—

The vernal equinoctial point in the middle

of Bharani ..... the 7tli.

The summer solstice in 3° 20' oiAslesha the 14th.

The autumnal equinox in the begmning of

Visaku ...... the 2 1st.

And the winter solstice in 10° of Sravana the 27th.

It is said, that at this time they formed the stars

into various groupes or constellations, but of which

we have now very little or no knowledge. It is also

said, that the theogony was tlien formed or invented,

and that the heavens were divided or shared between

the gods, each having a certain portion assigned to

him, which stands on Hindu record to this day.

Among these deities was Yama, the judge of the

dead, the Pluto of the Western mythologists. To
him the Lunar Asterism Bharani (the 7th) was as-

signed as his house: so that from the positions of
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the Colures at the time above described, the cqui-

noxiai Colure passed through the very middle of it

;

and the solstitial Colures cutting Asksha in 3° 20',

and Snivam in 10°, divided the heavens exactly in

two equal iiortions ; from which, I believe, the fiction

of the heavens being divided between Jupiter and
Pluto originally sprung. (See Plate Jill, in which
the Mansions are numbered as in Plate 11.) From
these positions, it is evident, that the solstitial Co-

lures, which divided the' heavens, would also fotm

the boundary between light and darkness; and as

the serpent's head was always at the winter solstitial

point, as 1 formerly explained, a line drawn from it,

cutting the serpent in the B^i^dle, would place the

head, or first half, in the dsMAied hemisphere, and
the tail, or last half, in the n^i^ened hemisphere.

Hence the poet, in his fiotion, places the Aheras at

the head, and the ^uras at the tail, which we see was
strictly true ; for ^ura laeans light, and comes from

the root Sura, to shine, and Aiura means the

opposite, conscquently^^l^ll^ Thus the morning
star (which in anciei^ sujpposed to be tiie

planet Jupiter), was of tiie gods, be-

cause it indicated lW of day, or light;

while, on the other hand, tiMc star {Venus)

was called the guide of the ilrtimt*.'heeause it mdi*

cated the approach of darkness, or This short

explanation will, I hope, be con^esed as si^Seleftt i

to enter more fully into the subject would require the

whole of the Hindu theogony to be brought forward

and explained, which would swell this essay to a

much greater extent than what is absolutely neces-

sary for the purpose intended. '

It has been mention^ beginning

of the month fell on the* etid vdUfPpk.' sixth day of the
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moon, and tliat it was idund that the Colurcs had

fallen back from their former positions 3'^ 20'. This

made the bcfjinning of the month Kartika coincide

with that of the Lunar Astcrism VisTikha, in conse-

quence of which it was made the commencement of

the year; and in order to make this circumstance

still more remarkable, it was made the birth of Kar-

tikeya, or the Hindu god of war (a personification of

the year, beginning with the month Kartika), naming
him in the form of a patronymic, from the month
with which the year began. Moreover, they esta-'

blished a festival in honour of him, which is marked
in the flindu calendar by the name of Giiha Shaxii

:

Ouhu, implying Kartikeya, and Shasti, the sixth day
of the moon on which the year began. At the festi-

val he is represented as riding on a peacock, indi-

cating thereby that he is the head, and all the planets

are stars in his train; whence, metaphorically, he

is called the general of armies, which he is there

supposed to lead. He is called by a variety of epi-

thets, indicating his supposed exploits, qualities, &c.

such as,

Shaddnana— six-faced, in allusion to the six seasons

of the year

:

Dwddasalochana— twelve-eyed, in allusion to the

twelve months of the year

:

Visukd— alluding to the commencement of the

year with that Lunar Asterism.

It appears also, that the astronomers of this period

(945 li. C.), among other things, had determined the

rate of precession of the equinoxes, which they found

to be 3° 20' in 247 Hindu tropical years and one

month ; in consequence of which determination,Hhey
settled the conunencement of the former period, and
made it the first of Aswinaln the year 1192 B.C.
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which i’ell on the sixth day ol' the moon, as inen-

lioiicd in the last section.

They found that in this period of 247 years and
one month, hi which the sun made 247 revolutions

and one sign over, that the moon made d.'KW revolii

tions and one sign ov'cr, and tliat tlicrc were
lunations complete, and that the number of days i«>

the whole period was 90,245.^. Hence wc get.

Length of the Tropical year 305 '' 5" 50'"- 10"™,

of the Hindu side-

ral year . . 3(].> 0 9 32

of a lunation . 29 1 2 44 3

Moon’s tropical revolution 27 7 43 3

Mean annual precession 4is''30C(')l

Sun’s mean motion for 3G5 days J L 29'' 4 3' 37
'

Moon’s mean motion for 3G5 days 13‘- 4 9 22 37

From the circumstance of the astronomical period

above mentioned, containing one month over anil

above 247 years, it is obvious that it must begin

and end with the same month of the year, and thal

the next succeeding period would begin with the

month following, and thereby change the commence-
ment of the year one month later each succeeding

period: and, moreover, as there was a complete

number of lunations (305G) in the period, it follows

that the moon’s age would be always the same at

the commencement of each succeeding period. For

instance, at the beginning of Kartika, 943 B.C. the

sun’s longitude was G% and the moon’s was 8' 12;

hence it was the end of the sixth lunar day of 12'’

each; and this would be constantly the same at the

beginning of each period, in succession, as may be

seen by the following table of all the changes made

in the commencement of the Hindu year, from 1 1 92

B. C. down to A. I). 338, when the ancient method

i-
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was entirely laid aside, and the present, or sideral

astronomy introduced.

o
' Dcgan. Months

h. A., Coin-

ciding.
1

Sun’s

jLongit.

Moon’s
Longit.

Calendar.

1 1102 n.c. A.su'ina Chitra 1}^ 0‘> 7;J2« Shasty Aiiikulpa 1 Sept

2 04.} .

.

Kiirfikn Visukhd
1

0 0 8 12 (tuha Shasti 1 Oct.

3 oas .

.

Affrahayam Jyesiha 7 0 0 12 Mitru Saptami 29 ..

t
1

451 .. , Puusha P. Astui'ha 8 0 10 12 27 Nov

201 .. 1 Mnyha Sravana 0 0 11 12 BhdscaraSaptamt 25 Dec
Ua.dJ Phalguna Satabhisha 10 0 0 12

1

23 Jan.

7 21)1 .. ! Chaitra [LWntilrapadti u 0
1

1 12 1 21 Fvh.

8| 538 .. 1 Vmsnkfm J.virnu 0 0 1 2 12 Jahnu Saptami 22 Mar

In the abov'c table, the first column contains the

periods, the second the year before and after Christ,

the third and fourth the Hindu month and Lunar

Asterism with which the periods begin ;
the fifth

and sixth, the sun and moon’s longitudes at the

commencement of each period; the seventh, the

names and lunar days of commencement, according

to the calendar
;
and the eighth, the corresponding

day of the European months, according to common
reckoning. Thus the first period began in the year

1192 B.C. on the first of the Hindu month Aswina,

at the commencement of the Lunar Astcrism ChitrU,

the sun’s longitude from Aries being then 5% and

the moon’s 7‘ 12°, corresponding to the 2d Septem-

ber, about sunrise, according to common reckoning

in India. The commencement of each period falling

at the end of the sixth lunar day, it might therefore

begin either on the sixth or seventh ;
but the com-

mon practice afterwards being to commence on the

following sunrise, the calendar states them all as

beginning on the seventh, except the two first

periods. The names Mitru, Bhdscara, and Jahnii,

are those of the sun.

The third period began with the month Alurga-

sirsha, which name was changed into Agrahuyana,
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to express the circumstance of its commencing the

year, and which it has ever since retained, though
no longer beginning the year.

The pregession of the equinoxes was reckoned
from the commencement of the first ])criod, in the

year 1192 B.C., btjcause in that year the moveable
Lunar Mansions, or those depending on the sun’s re-

volution in the tropics, coincided with the fixed or

sideral ones of the same name ; and the beginning of

the solar month Magha, which was always the in-

stant of the winter solstice, and the commencement
of the season Sisira^ coincided with the beginning of

the Lunar Asterism Dhamsht'lui, otherwise called

SravlsMha. All these, that is to say, the moveable
Lunar Mansions, the solar months. Colures, and
seasons, fell back in respect of their then positions

with the fixed stars, at the rate of 3° 20' in every

astronomical period of 247 years and one month, or

48'',5GGG1, annually.
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SECTIOJV 111.

I’lIK VVAK rjKTWEEN THE GODS ApfD THE GIANTS IN

THE WEST.

I'lu: War beiiveen the C>odb and the Giants in tht West ,
described by Hesioil

tn his Tlioof'oiiy— 7Vte time of it determined from various Data— Its dura-

tion 10 years and Jive months— The Zodiacal Constellations and others then

formed— The orip^iiial idea of some of them appears to have been derivedfrom
the liiiidiis — The Tropical Siff'ns named qfter the Zodiacal Constellations—
The Months named after the Tropictd Sifi^ns with tvhich they then coincided—
Their names comjmrcd— Itomiir and Hesiod not so ancient as generally sup-

posed— The year represented by the Ancients under a great variety of names

and personifications, as Mercury, Hennes, Anubis, Uudlia, ^c. &c.

I N the foregoinjy section I have endeavoured to show
the progress of Astronomy in Lulia in the time of

llama; we shall now take a view of the labours of

the astronomers in other parts of the world, particu-

larly in Chaldea and Egypt. Before, however, we
can enter on this interesting subject, which will re-

quire particular attention, it will be necessary to

insert here some parts of the fiction of the War
between the Gods and the Giants in the West, the

idea of which doubtless was borrowed from the one

in the East, it being in like manner not only con-

nected with, but serving essentially to point out the

time of the formation of the constellations, to immor-

talize which seems to have been the object of the

fictu-n.

Hesiod in his Theogony gives the following de-

scription ;

—

Wlien first the sire ’gainst Cottus, Briareus,

And Gyges, felt his iroody anger chafe

Within him,— sore ania/ed with tha\ their strength

Imineasnrahle, their aspect fieiec, and hidk

ftigiintic, — vith a chain of iron foire R25
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Uf IjoiiikI Ihi-in niiii Jixfd Ihcir ilueiliii^ |)Lir

Keiieiitii tln‘ spurious •ground brneulli the ground
Tlu'\ dwell in puin ami durance in th‘ nby.s.s,

'J'liero sitting; where earth's utmost boundaries end. 8ii0

Full lon^ opprcst with luiglitv grief of heart

They hroAded o’er their woe.s : hut then did Jove,

Saturnian^ and those other deathless god.s

Whom fair-hairM Itl^ea bore to Saturn’s love,

counsel wi.se of earth, lead forth again S3.'»

To light. For she successive all things t(»ld

How with the giiiiit brethren lliev should win

The glory bright of conquest.

Long they fought

With toil soul 'harrowing
; they the deities

Titanic and Saturnian ; each to each SIO

()ppu.sed, in valour of promiscuous w'ar.

From Otlirvs* lofty suiiiinit warr'd the host

Of glorious Titans : from Olympus, they

The hand of gift -dispensing deities

Whom fair-hair'd Rhea bore to Saturn 's love. H|.i

So wag’d they war soul-harrowing : each willi ea< h

Ten years and more the furious battle joined

Uniiitermilted ; nor to either host

Was issue of stern slrifo nor end ; alike

Did either stretch the limit of the war. Kr>(l

“ But now when Jove had set before his powcis

All things befitting : the repast of gods,

The nectar and aiiilirosia, in each breast

Kindled til’ heroic spirit : and now all

The nectar and ambrosia sweet had shar’d, fl.»5

When spake the father both of gods and iiicti.

* Hear, yc illustrious race of earth and hcav’ii,

AVhal now the soul within me prompts. Full long

Day after day in battle have wc stood,

Opiios’d Titanic and Saturnian gods

For conquest and for empire : still do yc

III deadly combat with the Titans Join’d,

Strength mighty and uncoiiqueralile hands

Display : remembering our benignant love

And tender mercies which ye prov’d, again hli.i

From resUess agony of bondage risen.

So willVl our counsel, and from gloom to day.’

“ He spake ; when answer’d Cottiis the renown' d :

* O Jove august! not darkly hast thou said

Nor know we not how excellent thou art H7i>

Jn wisdom j
from a curse most horrible

Rescuing iminorlal.s, O impiHrial son

Of Saturn! by tby couhscis have wc ris’n
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from bitter bondage and the depth

Of darkness, all onhoping of relief,

Then with persisting spirit and device

Of prudent warfare, shall we still assert

Thy empire midst the rage of arms, and still

In hardy conllict brave the Titan foe/

“ He ceas’d. The gift-dispensing gods ground

Heard, and in praise assented : nor till then

So biirn’d each breast with ardour to destroy.

/Vll in that day roused infinite the war,

remalc and male : the Titan deities.

The gods from Saturn sprung, and those whom Jovo
l*'rom subterraneous gloom releas’d to light.

Terrible, strong, of force enormous ; burst

A hundred arms from all their shoulders huge :

From all their shoiiiders fifty heads up sprang

O’er limbs of sinewy mould. They then array’d

Against the Titans in fell combat .stood.

And in their nervous grasp wielded aloft

Precipitous rocks. On tl/ other side alert

The Titan phalanx clos’d : then hands of strength

Join’d prowess, and display’d the works of war.

Tremendous then 11/ immeasurable sea

Roar’d
; earth resounded : the wide heavens tliroiighout

Groan’d shattering : from its base Olympus vast

Reel’d to the violonco of gods : the shock

Of deep concussion rock’d the dark abyss

Remote of Tartarus : the slirilling din

Of hollow traraplings, and strong battle-strokes,

And measureless uproar of wild pursuit.

So they reciprocal their weapons hurl’d

Groan-scattering
; and the shout of either host

Burst in exhorting ardour to the stars

Of heaven
; with mighty war-cries either host

Encountering clos’d.

Nor longer then did Jove

Curb his full power ; but instant in his soul

There grew dilated strength, and it was filled

With his omnipotence : at once he loos’d

His whole of might, and put forth all the god.

The vaulted sky, the mount Olympian, flashed

With his continual presence . tor he pass’d

Incessant forth, and scattered fires on fires ;

Hurl’d from his hardy grasp the lightnings flew

Reiterated swift
; the whirling flash

Cast sacred splendour, and the thunderbolt

Fell : roar’d around the nurture yielding earth

In conflagration, for on every side

The immensity of forests crackling blar/d.
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Yea, the broad earth burn’d red, the streams that miv

With ocean, and the deserts of the sea.

Round and around the Titan brood of earth

Roll’d the hot vapour on its fiery sorge ;

The liquid heat air’s pure expanse divine

Suflus’d the radiance keen of quivering ihiine

That shot from writhed lightnings, each dim iirti,

Strong though they were, intolerable smote.

And scorclied their lilasted vision. Through the void

Of Erebus, the preternatural glare y.‘10

Spread, mingling fire with darkness. But to set*

With human eye, and hear with ear of man
Had been, as if midway the spacious lieaven,

Hurling with earth shock’d— e’en us nether earth

Crash’d from the centre, and the wreck of heaven

Fell ruining from high. So vast the din,

Wlien, gods encountering gods, the clung of arms

Comiiiiuglcd, and the tumult roar’d from heaven. ‘MO

Shrill rush’d the hollow winds, and rous’d tlirouglioiit

A shaking, and a gathering dark of dust ;

The crush of thunders and the glare of 0,lines,

The fiery darts of Jove : full in the midst

of either host they swept the roaring sound ‘M.j

Of tempest, and of shouting : mingled rose

The din of dreadful battle. There stern sliengtli

Put forth the proof of prowess, till the fight

Declin’d : hut first in opposite array

Full long tliey stood, and bore the brunt of war. IMU

Amid the foremost towering in the van

The war uiisated Gyges, Briareus,

And Coitus bitterest conflict wag’d : for they

Successive thrice a hundred rocks in air

Hurl’d from their sinewy grasp : with missile storm ‘Jn.'i

The Titan host o’ershadowing, them they drove

All haughty as they were, with hands of strength,

O'ercoiniiig them beneath thi; expanse of earth.

And bound with galling chains
;
so far henualli

This earth^ as eaith is distant from the sky : DCO

So deep the space to darksome Tartarus.”

Elton s Traruslation, p. 1 OK to 1 14.

Thus far Hesiod's description of the War between

the Gods and the Giants in the West. He also gives

a description of the battle between Jupiter and

Typheeus, or the moon’s ascending node personified

;

but as it contains no fact to point out the time, it

would be useless to msert it here. There are many
other descriptions of this v'ar, differing from each
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other, as well as the places in which it was snpjjosed

to have commenced and ended, each poet endea-

vouring to transfer it to his own country. In some
of these, we arc told that the stars S and 7 of Cancer,

called the Asclli, assisted Jupiter in his war with the

Giants. This is a most materijil fact, because it

serves to point out the time, independent of all other

considerations. Hesiod notices the same thing, but

in a very different manner : for, considering the in-

consistency of two insignificant little asses assisting

mighty Jove in his loar with the Titans, he rneta-

morj)ho.5Cs them with Pnesepe, into three mighty

Giants, by the names of Briarcus, Gyges, and Cottus.

When the War between the Gods and the Giants

was feigned to take place in India, 94.'> years B.C.
the solstitial Colure cut the Lunar Astcrism A 'skshu

in 3” 20', and the opposite one. Sraoand in 10°; which

Colure, therefore, divided the heavens in two ccjual

[lortions, and formed the boundary between light and

darkness at the moment of the autumnal equinox;

the enlightened half belonging to the Gods, and the

dark half io the A-suras, called also, from their mother,

Dumivas, and Daitj/as, the Titans of the west. At

that period the stars S, 7, and Prascjic, were in the

dark half, or on the side of the J'ilans, as will be seen

from their respective longitudes at the time, which

were.

7 Cancri, 945 B. C. 2* 20° 40' 14

S Cancri, 2 27 50 54

0 Prajsepe, (mean) . 2 20 19 52

Hence Hesiod, in alluding to the first War between

the Gods and the Giants, that is to say, the one in

India, poetically describes Cottus, Briarcus, and

Gyges, as bound with a chain of iron force, beneath

the spacious ground, in the abi/ss' where earth's utmost
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boumlaries end, v, 822—830. The earth and sea

were then supposed flat, and to extend to the starry

heav'cns, in the same plane with the solstitial Colurc,

which was supposed to surround the earth as a wall

of brass, leaving a passage to Tartarus in the begin-

ning of Cancer, and another passage in the beginning

of Capricorn— the former for tlie departed spirits to

enter, the other to admit of their ascending to heaven,

when their period of punishment terminated.

From the longitudes of the stars 7 and S of Can-

cer in 945 B. C. it must be obvious that the u'ar

between Jupiter and the Titans must have been sub-

sequent to that period ;
for these stars could not assist

Jupiter until they were in the enlightened hemisphere,

or at least in the boundary between light and dark-

ness. Now the star S is the nearest to that boundary,

being distant from the beginning of Cancer only
2° 9' G" : the annual rate of precession at that period

was 49" G ;
consequently the war in the West must

have been at least 156 years later than the one in

India, We know, however, from other circumstances,

to be noticed hereafter, that it began about 33 years

still later, that is to say, at the autumnal equinox

in the year 756 B. C. and terminated at the era of

Nabonassar. If the star 7 had been employed in the

calculation, the time would come out considerably

later, that is to say, 24
1
years

; to which if we add

the former 156 years, and take the mean, we get J93
years; therefore 945—193 = 752 years, differing only

lour years from 756 B. C. To meet with extraordi-

nary accuracy in ancient observations is not to be ex-

pected ;
therefore what is here exhibited must be

considered as sufficiently exact to indicate the time.

But over and above all this, there is another circum-

stance to be noticed, ‘vi'hich i.s, that as the stars 7 and
o
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Pru’scpe iiave a more northern latitude than the star

S, they would appear in Egypt and other northern

places to be in the horizon, or above it, when the

star S was in three signs, or the beginning of Cancer,

at the time of the autumnal equinox at noon ; so that

in i’act they would then be in the. enlightened hemi-

sphere, ready to co-operate with Jupiter against the

Titans, according to the fiction of the j)oets. Hesiod

therefore makes Cottus say :
“ O imperial son of Sa-

turn! by thy counsels have we risen again, from bit-

ter bondage and the depth of darkness, all nnhoping

of relief,” v. 872—875. After the war was finished,

Hesiod points out the station or place of Gyges, C»)t-

tus, and Briareus. “There the litanic gods in mur-

kiest gloom lie hidden
;

in a place of darkness where
vast earth has end; from thence no open egress lies:

Neptune’s huge hand with brazen gates the mouth
has closed

; a wall environs every side. There Gyges,

Cottus, high-soul’d Briareus dwell vigilant, the faith-

ful sentinels of aegis-bearer Jove. Successive there

the dusky earth and darksome Tartarus, the sterile

ocean and the star-bright heaven arise and end, their

source and boundary,” v. 970— 981. And again:
“ There night and day near passing, mutual greeting

still exchange, alternate as they glide athwart llie

brazen threshold vast,” v. 992—995, Here it is

sufficiently plain that the horizon is meant, both east

and west, as the points where the day begins and

ends. At noon, at the autumnal equinox, the stars

S and y, with PrcEscpe, would be in the western hori-

zon
;
and at midnight, they would be in the eastern

horizon.

In giving this explanation, my principal object

was to point out, that the mighty giants Cottus,

Gyges, and Briareus, of Hesiod, were no other than
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the stars g and y, called the AselU by other poets,

together with Preesepe: but whether they be consi-

dered so or not, is of no material consequence, as it is

only to the positions of the stars we refer.

It may now be proper to mention the manner in

which the Aselli assisted Jupiter. The stars S and y
of Cancer, or the Asdli, being found in the enlightened

hemisphere, and at or near the entrance into Tartarus,

in the beginning of the sign Cancer, when the Giants

attempted to ascend to the celestial regions that way,
the Aselli set up such a braying noise as to dismay
them completely from the attempt ; they took to their

heels, resolving to try the scaling of heaven in the

opposidc side
;
that is, where the gate or outlet was

in the beginning of the sign Capricorn

:

but there they

were equally disappointed; for Pan, that is to say,

Capricorn, being placed there, on seeing them come
near his gate, set up so great a noise, that even the

Gods themselves were terrified with it ; and the Giants,

being panic struck, were glad to save their lives by a

precipitate retreat.

This second War between the Gods Giants

is noticed in some Hindu books, as having taken

place in the next age after Riima, in whose time I

have shown the first took place.

Having thus far giving a short view of the Wars

between the Gods and the Giants, and shown the

times to which they respectively referred, we may
now enter on the subject of the labours of the astro-

nomers in the west, and other circumstances, during

the period assigned to the last of these wars.

During the period of the first War between the

Gods and the Giants, which, according to some ac-

counts, lasted 10,748 days, the Hindu astronomers

were employed in forming the stars into constellations.
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or groupes, under regular figures, and assigning fo

each of the Lunar Mansions its proper deity, drawn
from the thcogony, which is supposed to have been

then, for that and other purposes, invented. The
western astronomers, having, after the lapse of some
years, received information of what was done in the

east, conceived the idea of following the example,

and offorming the stars into constellations also. The
period emj)loyed for that purpose, in imitation of

the eastern astronomers, was likewise termed the

War between the Gm/,v and the Ghnitu, which is said

to have lasted something more than ten years.

But though the astronomers of the west had thus

lar fqllowed the notions of those of the east, and

adopted their astronomy and rules, yet, in forming

the constellations, they deviated from them both in

their number and figures; and instead of dividing

the zodiac into 27 or 28 constellations, as the Hin-

dus had done, they adopted, in preference, as per-

haps more convenient, a division of twelve, and in

the forming of which they were guided by particular

circumstances, some of which it may be proper to

notice.

1 have already mentioned, that the earth in ancient

times was considered as flat, and that it was sup-

posed to be surrounded with the sea on all sides, till

it touched the starry heavens in the solstitial points,

which were supposed to be always in the same
plane therewith.

It is therefore obvious, that in these two opposite

points, the constellations must be formed after such

animals as were capable of existing in such a situa-

tion. The only animals that could be sii^pposed

capable of existing both in the sea and air, must be

amphibious : the astronomers, therefore, placed at
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one point the constellation of a Crab, and in the

opposite one that of a Sea-goat, both amphibious^

and capable of living in or out of the sea. Oh the

one side, the top of the head of the goat is about 8°

above the water of the sea, and his chin nearly

touching it ;
on the other side, the extremity of the

head of the Crab is also about the same height above

the sea
;
and on a level with the sea, the star S in

the breagt of Cancer stands (see Plate IV.), to point

out that the solstitial Colure then passed through it.

These two constellations being thus adjusted to

their proper situations, all the rest would be easily

settled, from the fables or fictions on which they

were respectively founded. Some of them appear

to have been derived from the IFindus. Thus the

Hindu Durga, and the Lion on which she is feigned

to ride, were converted into the constellations Virgo

and Leo, which may be proved from the position.

Durga, as I have already shown Jn the first section,

was feigned to be bom on the first
,
of Aswina; which

month, in the ancient astronomy of the Hindus,

always coincided, from its beginning to end, with

the .sign of the ecliptic now called Virgo. The con-

.stcllation Aries, and perhaps Capricorn, in part, I

suspect to have been derived from the same source.

Arks, or the Ram, is to be found in the ensign of

Agni, who, according to the fictions of the Hindus,

was feigned to ride that animal. The first half of

Kritiku, over which Agni is considered as the pre-

siding deity, corresponds with the end of the con-

stellation Aries; and therefore the po.sitions may be
sufficiently near to warrant the conclusion drawn in

this respect. But in respect to Capricorn some
difficulty arises, from, having neither position nor

time of the year to guide us in the investigation. In
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the Hindu books, 1 mean the Ptu'dnas, time is per-

sonified under various shapes and names. Siva,

whicli is the greatest of all the Hindu deities, is time.

He is feigned, in these books, as marrying Durga,
the daughter of Daksha. Durga, as already noticed,

was a jiersonification of the year, in a feminine form

;

and it would appear that Daksha, her father, was
Cudus, or the ecliptic, or, as some may have it,

Allas, as giving rise to all the Lunar Asterisms.

Siva, his son-in-law, is said to have cut off his head,

in consecpicnce of not being invited to a feast given

by Daksha; but re|)cnting of the act, he restored

him to life, and placed on him, in lieu of his own,
the head of a goat. Here, to my apprehension, a

change in the commencement of the sphere, or the

year, is to be understood by the fiction, and that by
such change, the year was made to commence Irom

the winter solstice, which was in fact the case 1181

B.C.; and therefore 1 think it is from this fiction

that the idea of the constellation Capricorn first arose.

In like manner, some of the other constellations may
have been derived from Hindu fiction. The constel-

lation Gemini may, I think, have arisen from the

story of the Aswini Knmaras, though we cannot

deduce direct jjroofs at this time. But whether

these conjectures be correct or otherwise, it is of no

material consequence, as the object in view is the

<lctermination of the time when the constellations

were framed, and not the various sources, from which

the ideas respecting their formation may have origi-

nally sprung, which can only be of a secondary

consideration.

The constellations of the zodiac liaving been all

framed and named according to the animals or things

intended to be represented under such figures, the
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astronomers then divided the ecliptic into 12 parts ot'

30 degrees each, commencing the division I'rom the

vernal equinoctial point To these divisions, which

are called signs, they assigned the same names they

had done to the constellations— the first sign, be-

ginning at the vernal equinox, being called ylyvc.v ;

and as 8 Cancri was then in 3’, or the beginning of

Cancer, the beginning of the sign Aries, or the equi-

noctial (^olure, was of course three signs more to

the west of that star.

The signs being named after the constellations,

the next important ste]> was to determine the year

and the month, and to assign appropriate and signi-

ficant names to the latter, corres[)onding either with

the times of the year, or the signs of the ecliptic

with which they then respectively coincided. If the

year was precisely of the same length, as the sj)ace

of time it would take the sun to pass, or run his

annual course through the tw'elve signs, we should

not be able to ascertain the time when they were

first framed
;
because the months would always coin-

cide with the same signs wdth which they began ;

but if there was any deviation, however small, by
the constant accumulatu)n of that deviation, the time

would become known when they w'erc' first framed

and settled. The Kgpptian year, of all others, there-

fore, appears the best calculated for this purpose,

and presents us with the requisite data. For, 1 st,

the Egyptian year contains only 365 days, and there-

fore falls back, with respect to the signs of the

ecliptic, at the rate of 14' 35" 15 per annum ; and,

2ndly, the names of the Egyptian months are also

their names of the signs with which, at the time of

their formation, they coincided, as will appear from

the following table :
•
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Montlis.
;

Arabic NamcN. Signs.

1 Paophi, «>r Faopi Foafi A ries.

2 Athir, or Athyr Thonr Taurus,
3 Ckujac Chat/k (lemini.

4 Tyhi Tab Coucer,
5 Mechir Mecheri t^eo.

(i Phameuoth Famenoth
\

Viryo.
7 Pannufhi, or Farmuthi

1

Farmoui • ' Equality,
8 Parhan

1

Bachomy
\ Siotpio.

!) Payni
1

Fayui Sayitturius.

10 Kpiphi Hebhib Caprirorn,
1 1 Mesori Mesoitr Aquuriu'i,

12 Thoth Touhont Pisces,

The month Thoth begins the Kgifjdian year; but

tlic names are here arranged according to the signs

of the ecliptic, beginning with Aries, as the first.

Now the question is, when did the Egiijdian

months coincide with those signs of the ecliptic after

whicli they are named ?

When Julius Caesar corrected the calendar, 44

B.C. the 30th oiChqjac coincided with the l&tJimu-

ary at noon, at which time the

Sun’s mean longitude was, meridian of

Paris 9» 8" 34' 34"

Subtract motion for 89 days . 2 27 43 21

Remain sun's mean longitude 1 st

Ptfwp///, (4th Oct. 45 B.C.) . G 10 51 13

Substract this from 12 signs, and we
have . . . . . 5 19 8 47

the quantity by which the month Paophi had re-

trograded, or fallen back, in respect of the sign

Aries, from whence it derived its name. Now di-

vidiiig this quantity by the annual variation or dif-

ference, we have ’-^"-4^=702 years
; to which adding

45 B.C. we get the 747th year B.C. for the time

when the months and signs of the same name
coincided, and which corresponds with the era of

Nabonassar, The same thing might have been
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tli'tcrniined much easier (Voni tiic Alnuisfest

;

for, at

the era of Nabouassar, the

Sun’s mean lonsfitude on the first of

7'//of/r at noon, was . IP ()°4r)'

To which add 30 days’ motion, . 0 29 34
We get the sun'» mean longitude 1st

Paop/ii at noon, . . . 0 0 19

And as Pmphi in the Kpypliaii language, meant
Aric,s, both the sign and the month then coincided,

or nearly so, there being only a difierence of 19 mi-

nutes. The whole of this, therefore, proves beyond
a doubt, that the constellations were formed and
comjiletely finished at the era of Nabouassar, and
not before; and as this was the termination of the

fictitious War between the (lods and the Giants in

the West, neither Homer nor Hesiod could have
written earlier than the year 74G B. C.

I am aware of the extreme difficulty of removing
modern prejudices in favour of extraordinary anti-

quity, however unfounded the same may be. It may
be said, that Hesiod's time must be known from the

passage in his Works and Daps, wherein he says :

“ WIitMi .sixty (lay.s liavt*. ciivled since the sun

Turned fnnn hi.s wintry tropic the star

Arcturus, leaving ocean's sacred Hood,

First whole apparent makes his evening rise/’

It may also be said, that the time of the War be-

tween the Gods and the Giants was considerably an-

terior to the era of Nabouassar; foi that the names
of certain kings are mentioned in history, at or near
whose time this war is supposed to have taken
place : and that from the positions of the Colures in

the sphere of Chiron, as mentioned by Eudoxes and
others, the time of thp Argonautic expedition, and of

the formation of the constellations, must be placed
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several centuries before the era of Nabonassar:
moreover, that the Ksiijptiam and Chaldeans received

their astronomy from Abraham, and were therefore

possessed of that science long before the year 740
B. C. and even immensely long before the U'nulus

had any knowledge of it, if we* are to place any
credit in the supposed antiquity of the zodiacs at

Tentyra or Dendera, which men of science have

made out to be about 15,000 years old.

1 am perfectly aware of all these objections, likely

to be made by persons who never gave themselves

the trouble for a single moment to investigate the

matter; but when all the circumstances and real

facts are carefully and coolly examined without pre-

judice, the whole of such objections will, 1 am per-

suaded, fall to the ground, as they will be found to

rest either on misconce])tion, or on the stories of the

priests and poets of antiquity, who framed them on

purpose to answer their own views, as I shall now
endeavour to point out.

First .—With respect to Hesiod, it is uncertain

whether the rising of the star Arcturus meant the

whole constellation, or the single star. It is also

uncertain whether this rising was observed in He-
siod’s own country, or even in Hesiod’s time

;
par-

ticulars absolutely necessary towards making a just

calculation. Moreover, the ancients were not very

accurate in their observations of the solstices, which,

in many instances, might differ a whole day or more
from the truth, and thereby make a difference of up-

wards of 70 years in the result. Besides all these,

it appears to have been the practice for the ancients

to have copied from each other, without any regard

to the latitudes of places, and.tp continue to express,

or mention tl'.e times of the risings and settings of
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the stars that took ])lace some centuries before

them, as if actually occurring in their own times.

Hesiod makes the acroni/cal rising of Arcturus sixty

days after the winter solstice : Pliny, in particular,

says the same. How can we then be certain but

that Hesiod may have borrow’cd it also from some
one before him? Herodotus, who was born B.C. 484,

places Hesiod and Homer 400 years before his own
time. Blit this, as well as what is said by others,

and in the Chronicle of the Marbles, amount to

nothing more than mere assertions without j^roof

;

nor can they stand a single moment opposed to the

astronomical facts above mentioned, coupled with

those yet to be noticed.

Secomlly .—With respect to the Wf/r between the

(rOi/s and Gkoits, it is very easy to see the reason of

its being placed some centuries farther back into an-

tiquity than the real time of it. Were those who
wrote first on this fictitious war, to state that it oc-

curred between the years 75C and 740 B. C. which
was the real time of it, they would be called im-

postors, bccaxise all others living at that period,

would also be able to see it, as well as the writers

themselves, if it really had taken place. To avoid,

therefore, this dilemma, they found it necessary to

throw it back into antiquity, out of the reach of the

memoiy of any one then living, by which means
they were enabled to establish it without fear of

being contradicted, and to introduce into their re-

ligions, under the venerable appearance and sanction

oi antitjuitii, the idea of a place of punishment for

the wicked, under the name of Tartarus.

Thirdly .—With respect to the positions of the

Colures at the Argpooutic expedition, we are in-

formed by Eudoxes and others, that the solstitial
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Coluro cut the star S Cuncri, called the southern

Asellus
;
consequently that star’s longitude from the

vernal equinoctial point, or beginning of the sign

Aries', was then exactly three signs. In^A. D. 1690,

the longitude of the same star by the Brit. Cata-

logue was 4' 4° 23' 40". The difference between the

two longitudes was therefore 1“ 4° 23' 40". Re-

ducing this to time, at the rate of 1° in 72 years, we
get 2476 years, from which deducting 1690, we have

786 years before Christ, which might be considered

as sufficiently near the truth. But to be still more

accurate, let us take the middle point, or 1238 years

before A. D. 1690, it will be A. D. 452. The pre-

cession, in the first century of the Christian era, was
1° 23' 6" 4, and increased at the rate of about 2" 27

each century: therefore, 2". 27 x4=9".08, to which

add 1° 23' 6" 4, the sum is 1“ 23' 15" 48, the preces-

sion for the fifth century of the Christian era. Now
as 1*^ 23' 15" 48 is to 100 years, so 34° 40', the whole

precession, to 2478 years; from which taking 1690,

leaves 788 B. C. for the time of the feigned Argonau-

lic expedition. But the periods of the formation of

the constellations, of the War between the Gods and
the Giants, and of the Argonautic expedition, being

all the same, and having reference to the time be-

tween the autumnal equinox in the year 756, and the

entrance of the sun into Pisces in 746 B.C., the above

result differs from the truth only about 32 years

;

which is as near as can be expected from the observ-

ations of the ancients. The Argonautic expedition

being, like the War between the Gods and the Giants,

a mere fiction, it became, therefore, equally necessary

to throw the supposed time of it back into antiquity,

that the authenticity of the fabujous facts on which it

was founded might not be controverted or overturned.
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’I'tie position of the star 8 Cancri, at the time of the

Wuv between the Gods and the Giants, and at the

Argonantic exj)edition, being exactly the same, that

is to say, in the beginning of the sign Cancer, shows,

that the time must be the same, and that the one

fact corroborates the other, in so far as time is con-

cerned.

Lastly.—From all the facts thus exhibited, it ap-

peans sufficiently obvious, notwithstanding all that

has becir urged by writers on the supposed great an-

ticpiity of astronomy in Egi/pt and Chaldea, that, in

reality, they liad none before the era of Nabonassar,

and that the whole of their pretensions were mere
fictions, set up on purpose to conceal the source

from whence they received it, as well as the time of

its introduction
;
anxious to make themselves appear

to bo, not Only the most ancient jieople on the face

of the earth, but tlie first also in astronomy and

other sciences. If, however, any other evidence be

thought necessary to show that they were not so, we
have the testimony of both Hipparchus and Ptolemy,

who, after very diligent search, met with no observ-

ations made at Jialnjlon before the time of Nabo-

nassar. E])igenes speaks of Baht/Ionian observations

for the space of 720 years. Berosus allows them to

have been made 480 years before his time, which

carries them back to the year 740 B. C. We have,

therefore, the most direct and positive proofs that

could be given, that the Chaldeans and Egyptians

had no astronomy, till they received it from India

about the time above mentioned; and that it was

then, and not before, that they were enabled to form

the constellations, from the information and assist-

ance they derived from the same source. It was not

from Abraham they received their astronomy, as pre-
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tended, for the purpose of concealment, but from a

Brahman, or the Brahmans : and though the word
or name Abraham, might possibly arise by corrup-

tion, from pronouncing the name Brahman, yet I am
disposed to think the corruption intentional.

But, should the whole of what.is shown above, be
deemed not sufficiently accurate, we have another

fact of a still more decisive nature, which, while it

serves to point out the time with the utmost preci-

sion, other circumstances connected with it, will be

found to form the basis of an immense number of

fictions, framed for the purpose of imposing on man-
kind. The fact that I allude to here is the eclipse of

the sun, at the ascending ivode, which took place dur-

ing the War between the Gods and the Giants in the

West. Hesiod notices this eclipse under the fiction

of the battle between Jupiter and Typhaus, or Ty-
phon, which I mentioned in a former place : but he
cautiously avoids saying any thing that could point

out the time of it. He makes Jupiter to conquer

him, who down wide hell’s abyss his victim hurl’d,

in bitterness of soul.” Others say, tliat the sun and
moo?i chased Typhon till . he was drowned in the

Thracian sea, or, as others have it, till he was buried

under JEtna

:

but all these lead to no conclu-

sion as to the time. The Egyptians, however, have

not acted with the same caution
;

for, in alluding to

this event, they say that Typhon put Osiris (the sun)

into a chest, on the 17th day of Athyr, which there-

fore serves as a clue to discover the actual time of

the eclipse. But, in order to limit our enquiries

within proper or reasonable bounds, I have already

shown, from other circumstances, that the War be-

tween the Gods and the Giants was from the autum-

nal equinox in the year 756 B. C. to the entrance of
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the sun into Pisces in the year 746 B. C. being ten

years and five months : therefore, if this statement
of the time be at all correct, the eclipse of the sun at

the ascending^ node on the 17th day of the Egyptian

month Athyr, must be found within that period. Be-
ginning, therefore, *our enquiry from the year 756
B. C. we find, at last, that the very eclipse 'we are

in search of, fell on the 17th day of the month .d/Ay;*,

in the year 751 B. C. being the sixth year of the War
between the Gods and Giants, and therefore com-
pletely proving all that has been already stated.

The eclipse took place in the afternoon, and the sun

set eclipsed in Egypt

;

in consequence of which the

Egyptians represented it by the figure of a Hippopo-

tamus, (a Typhonic emblem,) receiving the sun in his

jaws at setting in the western ocean. The eclipse

must have been considerable, as the sun and moon at

the time were very near the ascending node; but

falling in the sacred period of the War between the

Gods and the Giants, it could not be entered on record,

like the subsequent eclipses after the era of Nabonas-

sar, without exposing the whole imposition. The
time was, therefore, kept a profound secret from all

except the initiated and the priesthood, who had

formed various festivals, on purpose to blind the po-

pulace, as well as for their own benefit.

Having thus far explained matters, we may now
take a view of some of the other circumstances con-

nected with this eclipse.

The longitudes of the sun and moon at the time of

this eclipse was Taurus, 15° 46', or thereabouts, and

therefore in or very near the middle of the sign.

The day on which the eclipse fell was made the birth

of Hermes, the son of, Osiris and Maia, one of the

daughters of Atlas ; or, which is the same thing, the
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birth of Mercury, the son of Jupiter and Maia ;
which

day, according to the connection of the calendar by
Julius Caesar, in the year 44 B.C. was the fifteenth

of the month now called May ; so named, it is sup-

posed, after the same Maia
;
and in consequence of

which, the fifteenth of that month was always held

sacred to Mercury in the Julian calendar.

Mercury, or Hermes, was considered by the an-

cients as emblematic of the year : hence we find the

books of Hermes, as mentioned by some writers, as

amounting to 360,00, or the number of degrees

which the sun passes through in one year, multiplied

by 100 ; or, as others have it, 365,24, being the num-
ber of days, &c. in the year, multiplied by 100

:

from which we gather, that the ancient tropical year

of the Egyptians was 365 days 5 hours 45 minutes

and 36 seconds, differing from the Julian, exactly

one day in 100 years ;
which difference, in the time

of Julius Ctesar, reckoning from the year of the eclipse

751 B. C. was upwards of 7 days: therefore, in or-

der to (nake allowance for this difference, and to

make his year correspond with the Chaldeayi reckon-

ing, he was obliged to change the Numaen year into

another form, making the 15th* of October, in Numa’s
year, to be the 1st of January in his own

; so that

the birth of Mercury fell on the fifteenth of May, the

day on which the eclipse occurred.

MYTHOLOGICAL UEMAllKS.

From the circumstance of Hermes being consi-

dered the same as the year, he was called the great-

* See this matter more fully explained in my translations of two Ilieroglyphic-

Caluudars, (found at Dendera in Egypt,) at the end of this work.
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est of chemists
;

for time reduces all things to their

original states; compounds and decompounds bo-

dies; converts earths into stones, and stones into

earth
; forming continual changes in every thing that

exists : hence the science of chemistry was called

the Hermetic ai't. .The name Hermes we find also

often united with others, forming thereby compounds
generally expressive ofthe month, or sign, or other cir-

cumstance from which the year commenced : tlius

—

Hermanubis, the year, commencing from the rising

of the dogstar :— Hermaphrodite, the year, com-

mencing from the first of April, from Venus presiding

over that month, &c. Anubis was called sometimes

the year, and marked the different seasons ; but it

seems the ancients had ascribed different meanings

to Anubis, though all apparently expressive of cer-

tain points of time. He was called Anubis, or the

watchful dog, that gave notice of the rising lumina-

ries : he was, therefore, by some considered as the

circle of the horizon ; but this could only be at the

moment of twilight. Anubis, considered as the year,

had also the same offices assigned to him as Mercury

had, such as being secretary to the gods, and record-

ing all the events of a man’s life, year by year, to

appear for or against him at his death.

In different parts of Egypt, the year had different

commencements. This was done, no doubt, to mul-

tiply festivals, and, consequently, emoluments to the

priests. In some places, the year began on the en-

trance of the sun into the sign Taurus; at which time

the Bull, Apis, was worshipped with great expense

and ceremony. In other places, the year began at

the winter solstice, and the Goat was worshipped

;

from which circumstapee the people were called

Mendesians

:

and in other places, the year began on
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the sun entering Aries; and that luminary was then

worshipped under the name of Jupiter Ammon, and
from whence the worshippers were called Anitnonians.

In noticing the year under the names of Hermes,

the son of Osiris and Maia, and Mercury, the son of

Jupiter and Maia, we should not omit that of Buddha,
the son of Maya of the Hindus. This name is only

a mere translation of Mercury, the son of Maia,

Buddha and Mercury being the same : therefore

Buddha, the son of Maya of the Hindus, is nothing

more or less than the year, which is even sufficiently

shown, by otlier names assigned to him -in the Hindu
books. From this circumstance, it may be plainly

perceived, that though the West had borrowed all its

knowledge in astronomy from the Hindus, yet that

the latter had, in their turn, borrowed from the West.

This may be still further seen by the fiction of the

Hindu Mars, usually called Kartikeya, being born of

the Pleiades, and thence called Bahuleya, and, there-

fore, the same as Mercury, or Hermes. The great-

est of all the Hindu gods is Siva, or time, and his

image is generally accompanied with that of a Bull,

to indicate the commencement of the year from the

sign Taurus ; and therefore, must have a reference to

the ancient commencement of the year in the West,

from the beginning of Taurus, or first of May

;

for

there is no record or fact, from which we could draw
a conclusion that the Hindu year ever began from

Taurus. All these circumstances taken together, I

think, sufficiently prove that a communication did

exist at some former period, between the East and the

West, though that period cannot be now ascertained.

Woden, of the north of Europe, from his being sup-

posed to have given his nam^ to the fourth day of

the week, as well as his presiding over battles, makes
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him the same as the Buddha and Mars (or Kartikeya)

of the Hitidus, both of which meant the year.

Of all the gods of the ancients, none appear to

have been personified into so many different shapes,

or worshipped under so many different names, as the

year, or time. It was made the foundation of the

greatest part of their fictions, varying the personifi-

cations and worships, according to the purpose in-

tended, the better to multiply the emoluments of

the priests. In general, however, the personifications

of time, or of the year, had their insignia, or charac-

teristic symbols attached, by which they were known

:

this symbol was generally the Serpent, which of it-

self was known and understood to signify the year

:

sometimes wings were added, which had the same
signification; for it is a common saying, that time

hath wings. Hence the personification of the year,

under the figure and name of Mercury, with his ca-

duceus and wings,— also under the figure of !£scula-

pius, with a serpent in his hand, (which some, with-

out just grounds, have taken to be a leech.) Among
the Romans, the Jirst of January, as the first of the

year, was sacred to him. He was invoked and wor-

shipped by the sick, or others for them ;
because,

time and patience, are said to cure all diseases. Me-
dusa, or rather Medusa’s head, with serpents instead

of hair, I have no doubt, also meant time; and the

meaning of the fiction relating to her power of de-

struction, seems to have been this, tliat he who has

seen her, must necessarily perish
;
that is to say, all

who have been brought into existence must die. All

the Hindu deities which have any relation to time, or

the year, are in general accompanied with the sym-

bolic serpent, as may be seen in sculptures and
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drawings of Siva, Krishna, and others. The figure

of Siva is hardly ever seen without the Serpent. But

it has also another distinguishing mark, which, as it

serves to explain some of the customs of the Egyp-

tians, ought not to be passed over. That is, the river

Ganges is represented as springing from the head of

Siva, the meaning of which is this: the celestial

Ganges, or the ecliptic, begins at the commencement
of the year, which is the head of time, and, there-

fore, represented as springing from the head of Siva.

The ecliptic, in ancient Hindu books, is called the

celestial Ganges; and this may serve to show, that

in ancient times, the ecliptic was called a river. In

Egypt, it was called the celestial Nile

;

and the gods

and planets were therefore feigned to move along it

in boats. At Babyhn, it was called the ;

and so on of other places.

It may be objected and said, that the serpent is

an emblem of wisdom : true ; but what is wisdom
itself derived from but from years? A child just

born cannot be said to have wisdom, nor can it be

obtained but by the progress of time : hence, making

the serpent as the emblem of wisdom, is only taking

it at a second hand, that is, metaphorically derived

from time. This may be seen in the Hindu name for

Mercury, the son of Maia, or the year, which they

call Buddha, the son of Maya ; thereby calling the

year by the name wise, or wisdom, and consequently

inferring wisdom as coming from years, the symbol

ofwhich is a serpent. We may also see, that Buddha,

the son of Maya, or the year, being the founder of a

religious sect in India, is a mere fiction, and that we
are rather to take it in a figurative sense

;
that is to

say, that time has produced thjs religion, and that the
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person or persons, who may have first promulgated

it, are now unknown. The epoch of Buddha is ge-

nerally referred to the year 540 or 542 B. C. which

probably may have been the period at which the re-

ligion of the Bhuddhists was first introduced into dif-

ferent parts of India and China. Time, in fact, may
be considered as the author of every thing

;
for every

thing is produced and perfected in titne. Time is

considered by the Hindus under three distinct points

of view : first, as creating or producing ; second, as

preserving that which has been produced; and, third,

as destroying ultimately that which has been pre-

served. These distinctions form the Hindu triad,

under the names of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. All

the offsprings of these, the feigned Avatars of Vishnu,

so called, as Buddha, Krishna, &c. are, therefore,

in fact, only certain portions of time. Krishna has

been considered by some as the sun

:

but this opi-

nion is not correctly founded ; for Vishnu being time,

and as such always accompanied by serpents, the

common symbol of time, no portion of him can be

taken as the sun.* Krishna is considered by some,

the same as the Apollo of the west : this, however.

• One of the mythological names of Uie sun is, 1 believe, Garud'at the bird of

Vishtia. Some have mistaken this for a real bird, as the eagle, &c. ;
bnt if his de-

scription had been particularly attended to, this, I think, could not happen. He is

called by a variety of names, descriptive of what he is : such as, that he is brother

of Arma, or the dawn, and born after him ; that he is of a beautiful plumage, and

his body of a golden colour ;
and that he is the carrier of Vishnu

j
and that he is

the destroyer of seiiients, &c. All these appear to have a reference to the sun i for

he rises after the dawn, is of a golden colour, and his rays are tlie beautiful plumage.

He is the carrier of Vishnu, because the .vim by his revolution carries time along with

him. He destroys serpents, because the serpent is an emblem of the year ; and

therefore every past revolution of the sun is a year lost, or, metaphorically, a ser-

pent destroyed ;
for time that is past cannot be recovered. The Eagle of Jupiter

may also, perhaps, be considered in the same light.
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can only be in respect of his qualities ; for Krishna

is a modern invention to serve a particular purpose.

Apollo certainly is time personified, as well as

Krislma, which may be proved by examining into his

parentage, his inventions and discoveries. Jupiter

and Latona are said to be his parents. Under the

name of Orus, he was the offspring of Osiris and Isis

in Egypt

:

in both cases, his father was probably the

sun under a metaphorical name ; and his mother, no

doubt, though under different names, meant time

:

for Diodorus Siculus says, that Isis invented the

practice of medicine, and taught the art to her son

Orus ; whence we must naturally conclude that Isis,

and perhaps Latona, meant time taken generally;

and that from the union of time with the sun, sprung

Apollo, or the year. Hence, like Mercury, Hermes,

^sculapius, and other personifications of the year,

he is said to have invented eloquence, music, medi-

cine, and poetry, qualifications not applicable to the

sun, but to time, as producing all things, according

to the notions of the ancients, as well as of some of

the moderns. Latona was the daughter of Saturn,

or of time, and therefore must be considered as time,

as v/ell as Isis, who was also considered the same
as Ceres, Juno, Luna, Terra, Minerva, Proserpine,

Thetis, Cybele, Venus, Diana, Bellona, Hecate,

Rhamnusia, and all the goddesses. From the whole
of what is above shown, it is evident, that neither

the sun nor moon, by whatever mythological names
they may be called, can ever be considered as in-

ventors of arts, letters, sciences, &c. except in me-
taphorical language ; and then it is not the sun or

moon that is to be understood, but their revolutions,

or the time in which they are ^made, as years, lun-

ations, &c.
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A great deal more might be said in explanation of

mythological subjects; but as I have already ex-

tended this article far beyond what I originally in-

tended, I shall therefore now close it, and proceed

to matters of more importance.
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SECTION IV.

FROM G98 TO 204 B.C.

Commencement of the third Astronomical Period— The Precession then— The

term Rishis in Maglia explained— Parasara and Garga cited— The Heliacal

rising^ of Canopus in the time of Paiftsara— The same computed— Positions

qf the Planets when Garga wrote— The time deduced— The real epoch qf

Yudhisthira, 2520 of the Kdliyugap perverted by the Moderns— The fourth

Astronomical Period,

We now come down to the third astronomical period,

which, by the table at page 34, began in the year

698 B.C. on the first of the month MargaUrsha

;

which name was now changed into that otAgrahayana,

from its commencing the year.

At the commencement of this period, the preces-

sion amounted to 6® 40 ; for all the months, seasons.

Colures, and moveable, or tropical Lunar Mansions,

depending thereon, were now found to have receded,

or fallen back, in respect of the positions they had

in 1192 B.C. by that quantity; and the beginning

of the fixed Lunar Asterism Magha was found in the

middle of the tropical, or mowevAAe,Magha, making
a difference of 6° 40' in 494 years and two months.

To say that the beginning of Magha fell into the

middle of Magha, would, to those who might be un-

acquainted with the real nature of the case, appear

an- inconsistency, though in fact there was none ; for

the same expression, or a similar one, we now use

in saying that Aries is got into Taurus: meaning
thereby, that the constellatimi Aries is got into the

sigw Taurus, which every one understands
; and no
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doubt every one understood tiie meaning of the other

at the time in the same wa^^ But to do away every

appearance of inconsistency, the astronomers of that

period invented a term to answer the same purpose,

and for showing the quantity of the precession.

This was by assuming an imaginary line, or great

circle, passing through the poles of the ecliptic and
the beginning of the fixed Magha; which circle was
supposed to cut some of the stars in the Great Bear,

which, by calculation, seems to have been the star /3.

The seven stars in the Great Bear being called thf’

Rishis, the circle so assumed was called the line of

the Ris/iis ; and being invariably fixed to the begin-

ning of the Lunar Asterism Magha, the precession

would be noted by stating the degree, &c. of any
moveable Lunar Mansion, cut by that fixed line, or

circle, as an index. Thus, in the case above, where
the beginning of the Lunar Asterism Magha coin-

cided with the middle of the moveable mansion
Magha, it would be expressed by saying, that the

Rishis got into 6° 40' of Magha, that is, the line of

the Rishis cut the moveable mansion Magha in

G° 40', thereby avoiding the supposed inconsistency

that would arise in saying that one Lunar Mansion
got into another, or that one part of the same mansion

by name, got into a different one ; which simple

explanation brings us to the following one, respect-

ing a passage in Parasara, and which has greatly

puzzled, or seemed to puzzle many of the moderns.

At the commencement of the first astronomical

period, the fixed Lunar Asterisms, and the moveable

ones of the samename, then coincided, (see Plate 11.)

and the positions of the Colures were therefore the

same in both; that is to say, the winter solstitial point

was in the beginning of both the fixed and moveable
K
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mansions Sravisht'ha, with which the beginning of

the month Magha, and that of the season of Sisira

also coincided. The summer solstitial point was

in the middle of the fixed and moveable Lunar

Mansions Aslesha, with which point the beginning

of the Solar month Sravana, and =that of the season

of Varsha, also coincided. The autumal equinoctial

point was in 3° 20' of the fixed and moveable Lunar

Mansion Visakha, with which point the beginning

of the solar month Kartika, and the middle of the

season Sarada, coincided. And the vernal equinoc-

tial point was in 10° of the fixed and moveable

Lunar Mansions Bharani, with which point the

beginning of the solar month Vaisdkha, and the

middle of the season of Vasanta, coincided. Now,
as the moveable Lunar Mansions, depending on the

sun’s revolution to the tropics, with the Colures,

months, and seasons, fell back together, and at the

same rate of precession, (3° 20' in 247 years and one

month,) it would naturally follow, as a matter of

course, that the positions of the Colures in the move-

able Lunar Mansions, would still remain invariably

the same, and at all times, as they were in the year

1192 B. C. The following expression, therefore,

of Parasara, who, it will be shown, flourished about

576 years B. C. was perfectly correct and consistent.

He says :
“ When the sun having reached the end of

Sravana in the northern -path, or half of Ashlesha

in the southern, he still advances, it is a cause of great

fear." And Garga, who was contemporary with

Parasara, and wrote his Sanhita in the year- 648

B. C. says thus, to the same effect :
“ When the sun

returns, not having reached Dhanishta in the northern

solstice, or not having reached Ashlesha in the south-

ern, then let a manfeel great apprehension of danger."
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In these two passages there is nothing inconsistent

;

for they are strictly conformable to the positions of

the Colures, not only then but at all times, in the

moveable Lunar Mansions, which alone are here

meant, and not the fixed or sideral ones; there

being no other mode in this case to distinguish

between them, nor none necessary. The precession

was well known in the time of Parasara and Garga,
and for upwards of 500 years before them ;

there-

fore, they could not be understood as speaking of

the fixed Lunar Asterisms. If an European astro-

nomer was now to say, “ If the sun, having reached

the beginning of Cancer, still advances without return-

ing great fear may be entertained,” no one could

possibly misunderstand him—no one could say he

meant the constellation Cancer : so it was the same
in the time of Parasara. These explanations are

of the utmost importance, and should be particularly

attended to, as they serve to show more cldarly the

impositions of the moderns, which will be noticed

in their proper place.

There is another passage of Parasara, respecting

the heliacal rising of Canopus in his time, which it is

proper to notice here. He states, that “ the star

Agastya (or Canopus) rises heliacally when the sun

enters the Lunar Asterism Hasta, and disappears or

sets heliacally, when the sun is in Rohinl.”

As Parasara was contemporary withYudhishthira,

and the latter ascended the throne in the year 675

B.C. we shall make the calculation for that year.

The difference between the time of rising and setting

of Canopus, points out the latitude of the place of

observation to have been the same, or nearly the

same as that of which lies in latitude 28° 38*

North.
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The longtiludc of Canopus in A. I>.

1750 was

Siibtracl procession for 2325 years,

according to modern theory, ....

Hemain,

Subtract variation in longitudo of the

.star, by reason of the change in the

ecliptic*, .... ....

Remain true lougitade of Canopus

A. D. 575 B. C
Latitude of Canopus A. D. 1750, .

.

Add variation for the change in the

ecliptic*,

True Latitude of Canopus 575 B. C.

3*^ 1 1'’ 30" 40
'

1 2 17 0

2 9 13 40

25 30

75 51 20

17 12

76 8 32

From which data we now get the right ascension

and declination of Campus at that time by the fol-

lowing proportions ;

1 As radius sine • • 90° 0' 0" 10.0009000

Is to sine of the longitude of Canopus. .•••••• G8 47 10 9.9095259

So cotangent of the latitude 70 8 32 9.3921570

To cotangent of an ^ 72 2 55 9.3010829

Subtract obliquity of the ecliptic 575 B*C... 23 40 40

Leaves 3 10 9

2 As ladins sine 90 0 0 10.0000000

To cosine of the longitude of Canopus 08 47 10 9.5585293

So cosine of the latitude of Canopus 76 8 32 9.3793284

To cosine of 85 1 41 8.9378577

3 As radius rine 90 0 0 10.0000009

To cosine 53 10 9 9.7707422

So tangent of 85 1 41 11.0005943

To tangent of the right ascension of Canopus.. 81 43 25 10.8372405

Then for the declination

:

4 As radius sine 90° 0" 0" 19.0000000

To sine 53 10 9 9.9038786

So sine. 85 1 41 9.9983028

To sine of the declination of Canopus S 52 58 53 9.9022414

Having thus obtained the right ascension and
declination of Canopus 575 years B. C. we are now

* These corrections might have been dispci}sed with, as the result would come

out nearly the same without them.
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prepared to proceed in the calculation of the heliacal

rising of that star at the period given.

Let P be the pole of the equator.

PZ= 90°—28° 38'=G1°28'=ACS
t C the equator,

r D the ecliptic.

S place of the star

As tanfrent of the colailtade PZ=sACS .... 01° 22' 0' I0.202S291

To tangent of the declination AS 62 58 63 10.1225040

So radius siue 90 0 0 10.0000000

To sine of the ascensional dinTerence AC .... 40 26 22 l).K597055

Add the right ascension, 81 43 25

The sum is the oblique ascension T C • . • . .

.

128 6 47 or the point of

the Equator rising with Can^uSi
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Now to find the point D of the ecliptic rising with

S and G

;

In the right-angled triangle t CB, right-angled

at C, there is given t C 128° 6' 47" and the obliquity

ofthe ecliptic C t B, to find t B :— t C being more
than a quadrant, take its complement to the next

equinoctial point= 180°— 128° 6' 47"=51° 53' 13",

then in the supplementary triangle C=2>B we have

C ^ =51° 53' 13" : the z=a =z23° 46' 46", the obliquity

of the ecliptic, to find B^.
6 As cosine of the obliquity of the ecliptics t ~ 23° 4G' 46^'s9.9614706

Is to radius sine 90 0 0 10.

So tauj^ent C dOr 51 53 13 10.1054247

To taugent B 54 19 36 10.1439541

Which taken from 180° leaves t B= 125° 40' 24",

the point of the ecliptic B, or the longitude of that

point of the equator C, which rises with Canopus.

Now, the next portion of the ecliptic to be found

•

7 Say as radius sine

To sine C ^
90° 0' 0" 10.

51 53 13 9.8958613

So tangent 23 46 46 9.6430682

To tangent B C« 19 4 6 9.5389295

8 And as radius sine 90 0 0 10.

To sine 23 46 46 9.6055389

So cosine C ^ 51 53 13 9.7904.S66

To cosine C 75 35 21 9.3959755

9 And as radius sine 90 0 0 10.

Is to cosine BC 19 4 46 9.9754623

So tangent of the latitude of the place of

observation, 28 38 0 9.7371709

To cotangent of an / which call e 62 42 26 0.712G332

Which taken from C =76° 35' 21" leaves 12 52 65 which call/
10 As cosine z / 12 52 55 9.9889296

Is to cosine /e 62 42 26 9.6613749

So tangentCB 19 4 46 9.5389246

To tangent BD 9 14 26 9.2113699

To which adding T B...... 125 40 24

We have the longitude of the point 1) •••••• 134 54 50 coascendent

with S and C, or the cosmical point.

The next portion of the ecliptic to be found is

DM depressed 10° below the horizon.
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11 As radius sine 0' 0" 10.

To cosine BD 14 26 9.0043272
So tangent if 52 55 9.3502642
To cotangent CDB 16 47 9.3535014

12 AssineNBM-CDB 16 47 0.9802080
Is to sine M N 0 0 9.2306702
So radius sine 0 0 10.

To sine DM 15 15 02504622

Now the different portions of the ecliptic thus

found, being added together, we have t B +BD +
DM= r M = 125° 40' 24" + 9° 14' 26" +10° 15' 15"

= 145° 10' 5" = the sun’s longitude from the vernal

equinoctial point, when the star Canopus rose

heliacally at Delhi 575 years before the Christian

era ; and as the sun, at the time of the heliacal

rising of Canopus, was, according to Parasara, in the

beginning of the Lunar Asterism Hasta, the next

thing we have to ascertain is the longitude of the

beginning of Hasta, reckoned from the beginning of

Aries, or the vernal equinoctial point, in the year

575 B.C.
For this purpose we make choice of the star Cor

Leonis, whose fixed longitude is 9° in the Lunar

Asterism Magha.

The longitude of this star in A. D. 1750 from

the beginning of ^rte« was 4^ 2G^ 21' 12"

Subtract its longitude in the Lunar Asterism

Magha 0 9 0 0

Remain longitude of the beginning of Magha in

A. D. 1750, 4 17 21 12

From the beginning of Magha to the beginning

of Hastif is just three Lunar Mansious of

130 20' each ; therefore add 1 10 0 0

The sum is the longitude of the beginning of

in A. D. 1750, 6 27 21 12

Subtract from this the precession for 2326 years^

(see before,) 1 2 17 0

Leaves longitude of the beginning of Hasta 575

years B. C 4 25 4 12

Sun’s longitude at the time of the heliacal rising

of Canopus 676 B. C 4 25 10 6

The difference is only 0 0 6 63
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Which I think is a sufficient proof of the accuracy of

the observation of Parasara on the heliacal rising of

Canopus. If the place of observation was a few

miles more to the southward of Delhi, which is ge-

nerally supposed to have been the case, and at a

place called Hastina-pura, the ancient seat of go-

vernment in the time of Yudhisht'hira, then the

agreement of the observation with the result of cal-

culation would be still more perfect.

We have now to notice Garga, an ancient astrono-

mer that was contemporary with Parasara and Y iid-

hisht'hira. He states the positions of the sun, moon,

and planets, at the commencement of the year

(1st Aifrahatjana'), at sunrise, as follows

:

The sun he states to be then in Anuradha,

The 7noon ... in Rohinl,

Jupiter . . . in Pushi/d,

Mercury ... in Satabhishu,

Mars .... in Aduld,

Venus .... in Kfitikd.

These positions, therefore, refer us to the 29th of

October, in the year 548 B.C. the time when Garga
wrote his Sanhita.

The facts we have thus exhibited prove decidedly,

and beyond the possibility of doubt, the time in

which Parasara, Yudhisht'hira, and Garga lived,

they being contemporaries. I have been more par-

ticular on this head than perhaps was necessary

;

but my reason for it was, to show the falsehood and

impositions of certain modern Hindu writers, who
have, through sophistry and low cunning, endea-

voured to destroy the epoch of Yudhisht'hira (2520

of the Kaliyuga of the modern astronomers), and to

throw back his time to a yery remote antiquity;

some placing him 2448 years before the Christian
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era, while others, more bold, even go so far as 3100
years before that period. The impositions here al-

luded to, and the methods employed, will be more
fully explained when we come down to the times of

Aryabhatta, Varaha Mihera, and others..

The next astronomical period (the 4th) began on
27th of November 451 B. C. when the Hindu year

commenced with the month Pausha, and the Lunar
Asterism Purvushddhu. In this period I have met
with no observations worth mentioning, except one

near the close of it in 215 B. C. when it was found,

that at the winter solstice, or beginning of the solar

month of Mugha, the sun and moon were in conjunc-

tion on Sunday, at sunrise, in the beginning of the

Lunar Astei'ism SravanZt. This observation was the

foundation of the festival called tlie Ardha Udaya,

which is still kept up with great ])onip and cere-

mony, though, strictly speaking, it cannot now take

place under all the same circumstances, on account

of the changes that have taken place by the preces-

sion of the equinoxes.

1 .
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SECTION V.

FROM 204 B. C. TO A. D. 538.

Commencement of the fifth Astronomical Pei'iod— Astronomy further improved

— More accurate Tables formedy and Equations introduced— The Hindu
History divided into four Periods, and the Commencement of each settled

astronomically— Tables of the four Ages, and their respective Years of Com-
mencement, with the Errors in the Tables then used.

We now come down to the beginning of the 5th

astronomical period, or 25th December 204 B.C.
when the Hitidu year began with the month of

Magha, at the winter solstice, and in the first point

of the 'Lunar Asterism St'avana : this is marked in

the calendar with the word Makari Saptami, denot-

ing, that the sun entered Capricorn on the 7th of the

moon. Sometimes it is marked Bhaskara Saptami.

The precession of the equinoxes now amounted to

one whole Lunar Mansion, or 13° 20', reckoning from

the year 1192 B.C. when it was nothing; so that

now the beginning of the fixed Lunar Asterism

Magha, was in the beginning or first point of the

moveable Lunar Mansion Purvaphalguni : or, in other

words, the Rishis were in the beginning of Purva-

phalguni: that is, the assumed fixed line already

mentioned as cutting the beginning of the fixed

Lunar Asterism Magha, and the star /3 of the Great

Bear, did at this time cut the beginning of the move-

able Lunar Mansion Purvaphalguni: so that the

moveable Lunar Mansions, the months, and the
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seasons, all had fallen back 13° 20' from the posi-

tions they were in, 1 192 B. C. in respect of the fixed

stars.
*

It appears that at, or about this period (204 B. C.),

improvements were made in astronomy: new and
more accurate tables of the planetary motions and
positions were formed, and equations introduced.

Beside these improvements, the Hindu history was
divided into periods, for chronological purposes

;

which periods, in order that they might never be
lost, or, if lost or disputed, might, with the assist-

ance of a few data, be again recovered, were settled

and fixed by astronomical computations in the fol-

lowing manner :—The years with which each period

was to commence and end having been previously

fixed on, the inventor then, by computation, deter-

mines the month, and moon’s age, on the very day
on which Jupiter is found to be in conjunction with

the sun, in each of the years so fixed on*; which
being recorded in the calendar and other books,

might at any time be referred to for clearing up any
doubt, in case of necessity.

It was from these conjunctions of the sun with Ju-

piter, that the periods themselves were named Yugas,

or conjunctions; and the order in which they were

named was thus:'—The first period immediately

preceding the inventor, was called the first, or Kali

Yuga

;

the second, or next, was called the Dwdpar
Yuga ; the third was called the Treid Yuga ; and the

fourth, or furthest back from the author, was called

the Kritd Yuga, and with which the creation began.

The end of the first period, called the Kali, was fixed

by a conjunction of the sun, mom, and Jupiter, in the

beginning of Cancer, .on the 26th June, 299 B. C.

This was called the Satpa Yuga, or true conjunction.
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and is the radical point from which the calculation

proceeds.

Having thus far explained the principles on which
the four ages of the ancient Hindus werefounded and
settled, I shall now exhibit them complete, with all

their dates, in the following table

:

Names and Order of

the Four A{rcs.
Dales.

Moon’s Ago and
Month.

Error in the ilin

du Tables used.

Kritiit or fourth

Trtila^ or third

liwdpar, or second
Kali, or (irst

I9th April 2352 B.C.
28th Oct. 1528 ..

15 th Sept. 901 .. I

8th Feb. 540 ..

26th June 299 . •

3rd Titkio£ VaisakJia,

9th . , of Kfiritkttf

28th . . of Mudra,
J5tli •• of Maghuy
1 st . . of Sruvana.

About 21«46'~
.. 13 1—
.. 6 22—
.. 2 33—
.. 0 1 +

The mean motion of Jupiter in the Hindu tables

employed for calculating the conjunctions and set-

tling the periods, appear to have been 1*0° 21' 9" 54"',

or nearly so, which being too great by about 38"

would cause the error to increase continually the fur-

ther we‘go back into antiquity, as exhibited in the

last column, and from which a neai- conclusion can
be drawn as to the time the tables were framed, from
the decrease in the error. I fix them to the year
204 B. C. because it was then the commencement
of the astronomical period, at which the astronomers
would naturally correct their table by new observa-

tions. Moreover, it appears that the Hindu history,

according to the above periods, so settled and ad-
justed, was brought down, either by the inventor or

some other person, to the year 204 B. C. and there

terminated.

It will naturally be observed, that the year of the

Hindu creation, or beginning of the Kritd, corre-

sponds exactly with the year of the Mosaic flood,

which is a most remarkable circumstance, and points

out the opinion of the Hindus at that period, (204
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B. C.) in respect of the time of the creation. The
year 2352 B. C. was a leap-year, and the 19th April

fell on Sunday, eight days after the vernal equinox.

Thu.s the periods of Hindu history stood in the year

204 B. C. ;
but in the first century of the Christian era,

it appears that they again changed the time of the

creation, and carried it back to the autumnal equinox

4225 B.C. The particular periods then employed,

the astronomical method used for fixmg them, and

the probable cause of the change, will be explained

when we come down to that period.

The Hindus commence the reigns of their kings

with the Treta, which according to the table, began on

the 28th of October, in the year 1528 B.C. common
reckoning. Rama, whose birth we have already

shown, from astronomical facts, to have been in the

year 961 B.C. was the last prince that reigned in the

Tretd

:

and from the first, named Ikswaku, down to

Rama, inclusive, there were about 56 reigns in the

space or period of 627 years, which gives an average

of about 11 and l-6th years to a reign. The Tretd

terminated in the year 901 B.C.
;
and as Rama was

born 961 B.C. he must at the close of the period

have been 60 years of age, if then living. The next

period, the Dwdpar, began in 901 B.C. and ended in

540 B. C. and therefore lasted about 361 years, in

which space there were thirty reigns, giving an

average of about 12 years to a reign. The next

period, theKuli, began in 540 B.C. ; therefore Yud-
hisht'hira, whose time I have shown to have been

575 B.C. was of course but 35 years before the be-

ginning of the Kali Yuga. The Kali lasted from 540

B.C. to 299 B.C.; but the reigns of the kings for

that particular space of time are not distinguished

from those that reigned after the period terminated.
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for a reason that will be hereafter explained. This,

however, eannot prevent us from discovering the real

period to which the reigns extended, taking them at

the average already found; which, taking the two

periods Treta and Dwapar together, gives an average

of about 12 years to a reign. N«ow the number of

princes in the solar line, that reigned after the com-
mencement of the Kali, before that time became
extinct, was 28; and 28 multiplied by 12, gives us

336 years for the period they reigned, which, being

reckoned from the year 540 B. C. when the Kali

began, will bring them down to the year 204 B.C.
the very year at which the astronomical period com-
menced, and when the periods of the four ages were
invented, as above stated : but what is equally re-

markable, is, that the solar line of princes, the lunar

line of princes, and the line of Jarashanda, should all

become then extinct at one and the same time, as if

the histbry after this period, was discontinued from

some particular cause. The duration of the Kali

from 540 B.C. to 299 B.C. being 241 years, the

nunlber of reigns in that period, at 12 years to a

reign, would be 20 ; and from the year 299 B. C.

down to 204 B.C. would be the eight remaining

reigns, when the whole terminated. We may, from

these circumstances, plainly perceive, that Vyasa,

the son of Parasara, who lived 540 years B.C. was
not the author of the ancient Hindu history, much
less of its division into the periods above given,

though pretended so to have been. Vyasa could

have given a history only to his own time, if he gave

any ; which, however, is very much to be doubted,

as we find many other assertions of the modem
Hindus, not only totally void of truth, but of the

slightest foundation.
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We shall now proceed to the next astronomical

period, or the sixth, which began on. the 23rd

January A.D. 44, when the Hindu year commenced
with the month Phdlguna, on the 7th day of the

moon, and with the Lunar Asterism Satabhi^hd. At
the commencement of this period, observations were
made, and the positions of the planets for that epoch,

together with their mean motions, corrected, where

necessary.

Early in this period, that is to say, about the year

A.D. 51, Christianity was preached in India by
St.Thomas. This circumstance introduced new light

into India, in respect of the history and opinions of

the people of the west, concerning the time of the

creation, in which the Hindus found they were far

behind in point of antiquity ;
their account of the crea-

tion going back only to the year 2352 B.C. which was
the year of the Mosaic flood, and therefore would be
considered as a modern people in respect of* the rest

of the world. To avoid this imputation, and to make
the world believe they were the most ancient people

on the face of the earth, they resolved to change the

time of the creation, and carry it back to the year

4225 B.C. thereby making it older than the Mosaic ac-

count
; and making it appear, by means offalse history

written on purpose, that all men sprang from them.

But to give the whole the appearance of reality, they

divided anew the Hindu history into other periods,

carrying the first of them back to the autumnal

equinox in the year 4225 B.C. : these periods they

called Mamvantaras, or patriarchal periods, and fixed

tlie dates of their respective commencement by the

computed conjunctions of Saturn with the sun, in the

same manner as those .of the four ages already given,

were fixed by the conjunctions of Jupiter and the
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sun. This, no doubt, was done with a view of

making the world believe, that such conjunctions

were noticed by the people who lived in the respec-

tive periods ; and therefore, might be considered as

the real gemiine and indisputable periods of history

founded on actual observations. .

The following table contains these periods, with

their respective dates of commencement, &c.

Patriarchal Periods

or Manwantaras.
Dates. Muon's Age.

Errors in the Ta-

bles used.

1st, 25th Oct. 4225 B.CJ 9th Ti/Ai of Asu'inff, 30° 58' 42"—
2iid, 13th Nov. 3841 12tb • • ofKariika, 28 12 IT —
did. nth April 3358 3rd . . of Chditra, 21 43 14 -
4tli, l20thAug. 2877 3rd .. of Bhadray 21 14 38 —
5tli, 25th March 2388 30th .. ofPhdltjuna 17 42 65 —
Gtb, 23rd Dec. 2043 nth •• of Pausha, 15 13 0 —
7th, 2nd July 1528 loth • • of As/uid'Aa, 11 30 8 —
8th, 8th Jan. 1040 7th .. ofMagha, 7 58 22 —
0th, 28th Jnly 555 23rd • • of Srdvana, 4 28 28—
Ended, 23rd June 31 A.D. 15th • • of Ashdd^hUt 0 14 34 —

The mean annual motion ofSaturn was 0’ 22° 14' 2"

48"', and the error in the mean annual motion =26" + ;

therefore the year in which there would be no error

in the position of Saturn, would be A.D. 64, shewing

the time when this division of the Hindu history was
invented.

The introduction of this division into the Hindu

history, occasioned no derangements in the times of

the reigns of the princes of India by the former divi-

sion :— for Ikswaku, the first king who began his

reign at the commencement of the Trctii, 1528 years

B.C. was transferred to the beginning of the seventh

Manwantara in the above, or 1.528 B.C. which, there-

fore, is the same time.*

* Iksvraktt, on being so transferred, was called ilie son of the sevenlli Menut who

was feigned to be the oOspring of the sun, which shows his origin to be fictitious
;

and from this fiction arose the appellation of solaV line, being applied to his posterity.

The liiimr line, on the other hnnd, was feigned to have sprung from Buddha, the soft
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This division of the Hindu history was, however,

doomed to be superseded by another about the year

A.D, 538, in which the creation was thrown back

1972947101 years before the Christian era, and the

real Hindu history entirely changed, as will be no-

ticed and explained in the second part, when the

subject of the modern astronomy is introduced.

The next astronomical period began in the year

A D. 291, when the month Chaitra began the year,

with the Lunar Asterism Z7. Bhiidrapada, and the

month Srtwana (which was the same as the sign of

the ecliptic Cancer), began with the Lunar Asterism

Pushifa, that is, the beginning of Cancer and the be-

ginning of Pushya then coincided. 1 mention this

merely to show that ^'^Ramayana called ValmTka’s,

could not be older than A. D. 292 ; but it might be

a century, or even two later, the limit of the period

in which it was written being from A.D. 292 to

A.D. 538.
• *

I have not been able to ascertain with sufficient

certainty, the time when the tropical signs were first

introduced into India; but they were certainly in

use when the author of the Ramayana wrote, though

probably not long before : we do not find the slightest

mention of them in the genuine works of Parasara or

Garga, nor in fact in any real work of antiquity.

There being no observations in this period, at least

none on record worth mentioning, we therefore come
down to the end of it, in A.D. 538, when the year.

of Soma, or the moon, by the Lunar Asterism Rohint, which is, therefore, also hcii-

tious. The birth of this Buddha I have shown, in tlie first section, to have been tlie

17th April 1424 B.C. ;
consequently the solar line is older than the lunar by 104

years. From these circumstances, I think it highly probable that the Arcadians were

a colony from India that settled in a part of Greece in early times, to which they

gave tlieir name (which is Sanscrit, Anplying descendants of the sun); for they called

themselves older than the moon.

M
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according to the regular periods above given, began

on the first of Vaisakha, which then coincided with

the beginning of Aswim, on the 7th day, or Tithi, of

the moon. This beginning of the year was desig-

nated by the name Jahnu Saptanii in the calendars

and other books of the Hindus, as one of the names
of the sun. This year, A. D. 538, terminates the

ancient astronomy of the Hindus, and commences
the new, or modern, to which we shall now proceed.



PART 11.

THE MODERN ASTRONOMY
OF

THE HINDUS.

SECTION I.

Commencement the eighth Astronomical Period, the beginning of the Modern

Astronomy— The Brahmins introduce new and enormous periods into their

History— The means adopted on the occasion— The new periods explained—
fixed by Astronomical computations, the nature of which is explained at length

— The revolutions of the Planets determined, and a^usted to the system ef

years so introduced—Method of determining the antiquity of the system, sup-

posing the same unknown— The same by a Table of Errors continually decreas-

ing down to the Epoch— The positions of the Stars given in Hihdu Tables

explained with a Diagram— Table of the Lunar Asterisms— The names of

the Signs Aries, Taurus, Sfc, introducedfrom the West, and still used to repre-

sent the signs as beginning from the vernal equinoctial point— Some of the

impositions ofmodem Commentators and others noticed— The system intended

as a blow against the Christians— The Avatars inventedfor the same purpose

— Krishna the Avatar noticed— His nativity computed from the positions of

the Planets at his birth.

In the preceding pages, I have endeavoured to

give a clear and concise view of the ancient astro-

nomy of the Hindus, so far as the same was found

to be connected with history, from the earliest dawn
of its commencement, down to A. D. 538, which

was the beginning of the eighth astronomical period.

This epoch is one of the greatest importance, not

only in Hindu history, but also in astronomy, as it

was now that means were adopted by the Brahmins

for completely doing Away their ancient history,

and introducing the periods now in use
;
by which
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they threw back the creation to the immense distance

of 1972947101 years before the Christian era ;
with

a view, no doubt, to arrogate to themselves that

they were the most ancient people on. the face of

the earth.

The various means or contrivances that were
adopted for this purpose will now be explained.

—

In the first place, they made choice of a j)eriod of

4320000000 years, which they called the Kalpa.*

This period they divided and subdivided into lesser

periods, which, the better to answer their purpose,

they called by the same names as the periods of the

two former divisions of the Hindu history were
designated, in order that they might be conceived to

be the same.

The Kalpa, or 4320000000 years was divided into

14 Manwantaras,'\ each consisting of 308448000
years, with the addition of 1728000 years to make
up the Kalpa. The Manwantara they divided into

71 Mahd Yugas, or great ages of 4320000 years

each, with the addition of 1728000 to make up the

Manwantara. The Mahd Yuga, or great age, they

divided into four others, viz. the Kali of 432000

* Kdlfa implies form.

t The division of their history into ManwantaraSf as formerly given, only consisted

of nine, the first of which began in the year 4225 B. C. at the autnmnal equinox, and

the last terminated in the year A. D. 31 ; whereas they made their modern Kalpa,

as above, to consist of fourteen Manwantaras, and therefore not the same number

:

this objection they foresaw, and, to obviate the force of it, added five iiotninal, or

spurious ones to the former nine, to m^ke tiieir number the same with the modern

ones, to give them a better appearance, inserted their pretended dates in the

calendar and other books, as.ui the following Table :

The spurious Manwantaras added,

10. Date, 16th of the moon of Ashad'ha,

IJ. .. 15Ui of the moon of Kdrlika,

12. .• 16th of the moon of,Phdfffuna,

13. . . 16th of the moon of Chaitra,

14. . . 15tb of the moon of Jyest'ha.
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years, the Dicapar of’ 864000 years, the Treta of

1296000 years, and the Krita of 1728000 years ; the

four making up the number of years in the Maha
Yiiga, or grpat age =4320000 years; thus giving to

these periods, for the sake of imposition, the same
names they had done in the former divisions of

their history.

The Kalpa, being divided and subdivided into the

periods above given, the next step was to fix the

commencement ofthe Kalpa itself, and consequently

the creation, which was assumed to have then taken

place.

For this purpose, it was resolved to frame an as-

tronomical system, in which the planetary motions

were to commence with the Kalpa, and to make the

computation of eclipses, and the positions of the

planets, at all times, to depend on that circum-

stance ;
by which means an air of truth and reality

would be given to the whole, in the same manner as

if actual observations had beenmade at the beginning

of the -Kalpa, or creation. In framing such a sys-

tem, they resolved to adopt the sideral sphere and

year, in place of the tropical, which till then had

been in use ; so that the beginnings of the months

and years would always, for the future, remain fixed

to the same points, in respect of the fixed stars, in

which they then stood ; and be also the same at the

beginning of the Kalpa, or creation. Matters being

thus far settled, the next step was to ascertain, by
computation, a point of time from which the calcu-

lation of the length of the year and the mean motions

.

of the planets should proceed, in order to determine

the number of revolutions of each in the Kalpa, pre-

paratory to their application to astronomical pur-

poses. The only point of time they could find to
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answer this purpose was the 18th of February, in

the year 1612 of the Julian period ; and this point

they made the commencement of the Kali Yuga of

the twenty-eighth Maha Yuga, of the seyenth Man-
v)antara

:

from which we are now enabled to shew
the number of years then elapsed of the Kalpa, or

in other words, from the creation, according to this

new system, as follow :

—

Period of years at the beginning, called a Sandhi, = 1,728,000

Six ManuxoUaras complete, or 308448000 x 6 1,850,688,000

Twenty-seven Maha Vugas of the 7th Manwantara, or

4320000x27:= 116,610,000
Kritd of the 28th Maha, Yuga, 1,728,000

Tretd of the same, 1,296,000

Diodpar of the same, 864,000

To the beginning of the Kali Yuga, (or 18th February,

1C12 J. P.) 1,972^91^,000

The point of time thus fixed on, was found by
computation made backwards, which showed that

the planets were then approximating to a mean con-

junction in the beginning of the sideral sphere, com-
mencing with the Lunar Asterism Aswinl

; on which
account it was made choice of as the point to pro-

ceed from : for, had the approximation of the planets

been in any other part of the heavens, it would not

have answered their purpose; because their object

was to assume the sun, moon, and all the planets,

to be then in a line of mean conjunction in the begin-

ning of Aswini, or the sideral sphere, in order that

from that assumption, as if it had been an actual

.observation, they might determine the length of the

year, and mean motions of the planets, sufficiently

near the truth to answer their purpose : for, what-

ever errors there might be in such an assumption,

the same being divided among the years elapsed
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when the system was framed, would appear so small

as not to be worth notice.

For the better understanding of this, it will be
proper to gjve here the positions of the planets at

the point fixed on, viz. on the 18th February, in the

year 1612 of the Julian period, at sunrise, on the

meridian of Lanka, or, more properly speaking, the

meridian of Ujein, where this system was invented,

and which is about 75° 50' E. of Greenwich.

MEAN PLACES OF THE PLANETS AT THE GIVEN TIME.

European Sphere.

Sun, lOs 1® 15' 48" 1' 28^' 44' 12"

Hindu Sphere.

08 0° 0' 0"

Moon, 10 4 24 30 + 1 28 44 12 0 3 8 48

'Mercury 8 28 3G 49 1 28 44 12 = 10 27 21 1

Venus, 11 4 8 39 1 28 44 12 = 1 2 52 51

Mars, 9 19 3 11 + 1 28 44 12 11 17 47 23

Jupiter, , . . • 10 18 5 9 + 1 28 44 12 SR 0 10 49 21

Saturn, * « . . 9 10 2 28 + 1 28 44 12 11 8 40 40

Moon’s apog^ee, 2 1 14 7 + 1 28 44 12 3 29 58 19

—Node supt. 7 5 22 10 — 1 28 44 12 = 5 0 38 4

The sun at the given moment is supposed to be

just entering the first sign in the Hindu sphere; but

its longitude at the same instant in the European

sphere was 10' 1° 15' 48", the difierence 1’ 28° 44' 12"

is the difference between the two spheres at the time

;

which being added to the longitudes of the planets

in the tropical sphere, reduces their places to the

Hindu

;

from which it may be easily seen tliut the

planets were not in the position assumed, and that

the errors in the assumption so made were,

In the Sun’s place, 0° 0' 0"

Moon’s do 3 8 48 —
Mercury’s do 32 38 69 +

' Venus's do. 32 52 51 —
Mar’s do 12 13 37 +

Jupiter's do.* 1® 49 21 —
Saturn's do 21 13 20 +
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The marks or signs— + show, that the assumed po-

sition falls short of, or exceeds the real mean place,

by the quantity to which they are annexed : thus the

position assumed being O', falls short of the moon’s

mean place at the time by 3° 8' 48", and exceeds the

mean place of Mercury by 32° 38' 59", because Mer-
cury was then only in 1 0* 27° 21' 1" instead of O' 0°

0' 0", the assumed position.

From the circumstance here stated, it must be

self-evident, that in deriving the mean annual motions

of the planets from the assumed position at the given

time, the mean motions of the moon, Venus and

Jupiter, must come out greater, and those of Mer-
cury, Mars, and Saturn, less, than the truth,—and

that the errors in such mean annual motions would,

if nothing else operated to the contrary, be in pro-

portion to the errors above exhibited in the position

assumed.

Having thus shown the principal cause of the dif-

ference between the Europeans and modern Hmdus
in respect ofthe quantities ofthe mean annual motions

of the planets, we may now proceed to determine

the mean motions themselves, preparatory to our

showing the manner in which the astronomical sys-

tem was formed and connected with the system

of years already mentioned.

1 have already stated, that the ancient astronomy

of the Hindus terminated in March, A.D. 638, at

which period the new system was introduced. In

this year the vernal equinoctial point, the beginning

of the Lunar Asterism Aswini, and the beginning of

the month Vaisakha, were supposed to coincide,

(See Plate VI.) which point was, therefore, made the

commencement of the year in this new system
;
so
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that the sun wa.s supposed to enter into the sign

Aries of the tropical sphere, and into the first sign

of the Hindu sphere at the same moment of time.

Now the instant of the mean vernal equinox in tliat

year, was the 21st March, about six in the morning,
on the meridian o£ Ujein, and the number of days
elapsed from G A.M. 18th February, in the year
1612 of the Julian period, to the instant of the ver-

nal equinox in A.D. 638, was 1329176 days, which
being divided by the number of Hindu ye^, viz.

3639 then completed, we obtain 365^ 6’’ 12” 21* 57*''

or GGG** 15''* 30' 54* 54"' for the length of the Hindu
year ; which, however, must undergo a correction,

in order to adjust it to the new system, under the

following conditions :—1st, The Kalpa, or system,

is to commence with Sunday at sunrise, as thefirst day

of the week.—2d, The number ofdays in the Kalpa, or

in 4,320,000,000 years, must be complete without a

fraction .—3rd, The number of daysfrom the breation,

or beginning of the Kalpa, to the 18th February, in

the year 1612 ^ the Julian period, or in 1972944000
years, must be complete without a fraction.—4th, The
days so elapsed, must, when divided 'by seven, leave a
remainder of five, to indicate that the 18th February

1612 X P.fcll on Friday. To comply with all these

conditions, the length of the Hindu year, when cor-

rected, comes out 365" G"* 12™ 9*, or 365" 15"* 30' 22*

30"', differing a few seconds from the former. Com-
mencing, therefore, this year on the J 8th February

1612 J.P. at 6 A.M. the termination of the 3639th

year falls on the 20th of March A.D. 638, at 53' 51*

past 4 P. M. at which instant the following were the

mean positions of the planets :

—

N
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Sun, European Sphere, 11^ 29^ 25' 33^' Hindu sphere, 0^ 0*^ 0^ 0"

Moon t 17 46 32 ] 18 20 59
Mercury, 5 5 41 45 5 6 19 12
Venus, 4 17 37 64 4 18 12 1

Mars 9 1 42 31 9 2 IG 58
Jupiter,...) 9 21 19 26 0 21 53 63
Saturn, 5 15 12 35 5 15 47 02

On the 18th February 1612 J.*P. at 6 A.M. they

were assumed to be in 0*, or the. beginning of the

Hindu sphere
;
therefore, to get their mean annual

motions from this assumption, we must get their re-

volutions for the time elapsed, (3639 years com-
plete,) and add them to the above positions, which
will then give us the following

:

Sun, 0“ 00° 00' 0'

Moon, 1 18 20 59
Mercury, 5 G 19 12
Venus, 4 18 12 21

Mars, 9 2 IG 58

Jupiter, 9 21 53 53

Saturn, 5 15 47 02

%

These quantities, being now divided by the time,

3639 years, we shall get the mean annual motions
of each, as follow

;

Sun, l«v. o« 0° 0' 0"

Moon, 13 4 12 4G 30
Mercury, 4 1 24 45 1

Venus, 1 7 15 11 45
Mars, 0 G 11 24 6

•Jupiter, 0 1 0 21 8
Saturn, 0 0 12 12 49

The mean annual motions thus deduced, as from
two actual observations, would of course give the
positions of the planets on the 20th March A.D.
538 at 53' 51" past 4 P. M. reckoning such motions
as commencing at the epoch of mean conjunction.

But, conformably to the nature of the system to be
constructed, it is requisite that the planetary mo-
tions should commence with the Kalpa, or modern
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creation
; therefore the motions just found will re-

quire a correction to adjust them to the system of

years already mentioned. For this purpose, it is

necessary, in the first place, that the number of re-

volutions of each planet in the period of 4320000000
years should be complete, and entire without a frac-

tion ; and, secondly, that the number to be assigned

shall, when reckoned as commencing from the crea-

tion, or beginning of the Kalpa, give the mean place

of the planet in A. D. 538, when the system was
framed, as near the truth as the nature of integral

numbers will admit. The method of doing this I

will now show;— a single example will be sufficient

for this purpose.

Let it be required to find from the mean motions

above determined, the number ofrevolutions of Venus
in the period of 4320000000 years, so that the same
being reckoned from the creation, (1972947639 years

before A. D. 538,) it shall give the mean place of

the planet, sufficiently correct to answer all Hindu
purposes.

First step.—The mean motion of Venus for 3639
years is found above to be 5915"''' 4’ 18° 12' 21".

Therefore, as 3639 years give this quantity, so

4320000000 years will give 7022384850 revolutions

nearly : then say.

As 4320000000 years to 7022384850 revolutions,

so the years elapsed from the creation in A. D. 538 =
1972947639, to (3207129076”’') 4' lO" 24' 20"; com-

paring this with 4* 18° 12' 21", the mean longitude of

Venus in A. D. 538, it will be found too little by
1° 48' 1"

; to make up this deficiency, we must find

what difference one revolution will make, thus :
—

As 4320000000’'"- : I”’- 1972947639’'"- : 5‘ 14° 24'

44* 17"' 30"- 7''- 12''‘- Having thus found the differ-
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ence that one revolution would make, we must find

by trials what number of revolutions will make up
for the deficiency, 1° 48' 1";— this will be found to

be 4642 ; for, if we multiply 5* 14° 24' 44", &c. by
this number, we shall get, rejecting the revolutions

as of no use, 1° 54' 42", which exceeds 1° 48' 1" by
only 6' 41": therefore, adding 4642 to 7022384850,
we have the corrected number, equal to 7022389492,
which is the veiy same that is given by the inventor

of the system, in the following table
; and in this

manner all the rest were formed and adjusted to the
number of years above given.

Table of the revolutions of the planets, apsides,

and nodes in a Kalpa, or 4320000000 years, formed
in the manner above explained by the author of the
system in A. D. 538.

Planets. Apsides. Nodes Retrograde.

Sun’s revolutions, 4320000000 * « • • • • 480
Moon, 57753300000 .. .. 488105858 a. a. 232311168
Mercury, 17036008084 • • • . • • 332 as as as 511
Venus, 7022389402
Mars, 2200828522

V 9 #9 9 #

•• •• •• 292
* a a a as Ova,

Jnpiter, 364226455 • a • a a a 855
n • • • 9 • vlJf

• a a a a a 63
Saturn, 146567298 •• as sa 41 a a as a a 584
Equinoxes, 109660 aa •• as aa

Days, 1577916450000 •• •• •• •• •a aa aa aa

The following numbers, which are of use in com-
putation, are derived from those in tlie above table.

Solar or Saura inoaths, in 4S20000000 years, » 51840000000
Lanations in ditto, rx 57753300000-.'4320000000 « 53433300000
Intercalary lunations, 53433300000 -.61840000000 = 1503300000
Tithis, or Innar days, « 63433300000 x 30 »1602090000000
Intercalary Tithis, « 1,602,000,000,000~ 1,677,016,450,000s 25,082,550,000
Sideral days, 1577016450000 + 4320000000 ^1682230450000

Having thus given a complete view of the manner
in which the first and most ancient of the modern
astronomical systems of the IUndus was framed, it
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must, I believe, be sufficiently obvious to any per-

son acquainted with computation, that the positions

of the planets given by such system, must necessa-

rily be nearer the truth at the time it was framed,

than at any other distant period, either before or

after. For, thouglr entire numbers cannot be made
to give exactly the positions of the planets according

to observation, as may be seen by the example above

given respecting the number of revolutions of Venus,

which gives the position of that planet about 6' 41"

too great, yet still, the errors upon the whole, will

be less then than at any other distant time : and
this self-evident principle will be found to exist, not

only in Hindu astronomical wi'rks, but also in all

astronomical tables whatever
;

for every astronomer,

whether his system or tables be real or artificial, must
necessarily endeavour to give the positions of the

planets as correct as he can, at least in his own time;

for otherwise they would be of no use.

Let us, therefore, now, apply this principle in de-

tennining the antiquity of the above system, in the

same manner as if we met with it by accident, and

did not know when itwas framed. For this purpose

there are two methods. The first is, to determine

the error in the positions of the planets at some fixed

point of time, and then to divide the errors so found,

by the errors or differences in the mean motions; the

mean result will point out the time sufficiently near

for our purpose. The second is, to determine the

errors in the positions of the planets at different pe-

riods, till one is found at which the sum of the errors

is the least possible, and after which the errors again

begin to increase. The period when the errors are

least, is the time the system was framed, or very

near it.
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To determine the antiquity of the system by the

first method, let the errors in the positions of the

planets at the beginning of the Kali Yiiga, (18th

February 1612 J.P. at 6 A.M. 75° 50' East of

Greenwich,) be determined.

The positions of the planets by the system, at the

beginning of the Kali Yuga, will be had by multi-

plying the four last figures of the number of revolu-

tions of each, as given in the Table, by 4567, re-

serving in the product the four right-hand figures,

which will express the position of the planet in de-

cimal parts of a revolution, thus :
—

The San, 0000 x 4507 0000

Moon, 0000 X 4567 ss 0000

Mercury, .... 8984 x 4567 = 9028 = !!• 27° 24' 28^8
Venus, 9492 x 4567 0064 = 11 28 42 14 ,4 .

Mars, 8522 x 4567 = 0974 = 11 29 3 50 ,4

Jupiter, 6455 x 4567 = 0085 = 11 29 27 36 ,0

Saturn, 7298 x 4567 = 0966 = 11 28 46 33 ,6

Moon's apogee, 5858 x 4567 = 3486 = 4 5 29 45 ,6

,
Node, ... 1168 X 4567 = 4250 = 5 3 12 57,6

The rule above given, serving only to exhibit the

positions of the planets, &c. at the beginning of the

Kali Yuga, by the system, it may be proper to give

here the general rule, which answers for all times.

It is this : As 4320000000 years is to the number of

revolutions of the planet. See. given in the Table
;
so

the time elapsed from the beginning of the Kalpa, or

modern creation, to the planet’s, &c. mean place in

the Hindu sphere at the end of that time.* By this

rule the above positions may be verified, the number
of years elapsed at the beginning of the Kali Yuga
being 1972944000. By the same rule the mean an-

nual motions are also obtained, by making the state-

ment for one year.

* If tbe time be da^s, you may make the days in the Kalpa your first number, ^

the revolutions tbe second, and the given number of days the third.
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Having the positions of the planets at the begin-

ning of the Kali Yuga, we compare them with their

positions for the same instant by La Lande’s Tables,

in order to find the errors or differences at that time,

thus :
— ’

Mean places of the planets at the beginning of the

Kali Yuga.

By the system as above. By La Lande’s Tables. Errors.

Sun, 0* 0° 0' 0" 0“ 0° O' 0" 0° 0' 0"

Moon, 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 47,7 3 8 47,7

Mercury, 11 27 24 28,8 10 27 21 0,9 + 30 3 2r,»
Venus, 11 28 42 14,4 1 2 52 50,9 _ 34 10 36,5

Mars 11 29 3 50,4 11 17 47 22,9 + 11 16 27,5

Jupiter, 11 29 27 30,0 0 16 49 20,7 _ 17 21 44,7

Saturn, 11 28 4« 33,6 11 8 46 40,0 + 19 59 53,6
Moon’s apogee, . 4 5 29 45,6 3 29 58 19,2 + 5 31 26,4

Node supt. 5 3 12 57,6 5 6 38 3,8 — 3 25 0,2

Here, at the beginning of the Kali Yuga, we have

the error in the place of Venus, equal to 34° 10' 36"

5, whereas in A.D. 538, it amounted to only 6' 41",

which alone would .be a convincing proof of the time

when the system was framed ;
for all the errors must

incontrovertibly diminish, as we approach the time

at which the observations were made, on which the

system is founded.

But to proceed : we must now compare the mean
annual motions by the system, with La Land('’s Ta-

bles for the same space of time, 365*'‘ G’’* 12“- 9’', re-

duced to the Hindu sphere, in order to find the dif-

ferences, or errors.

By the System. By La Lande’ s Tables. Errors.

Sou, 0» QO 0' 0" 0» 0® O' 0" 0"

Moon, 4 12 46 30 4 12 46 26,6140 3,3860 +
Mercury, 1 24 44 59,6952 1 24 45 33,3660 33,6708 —
Venus, 7 15 11 56,8476 7 15 11 22,9260 33,9208 +
Mars, 6 11 24 8,5566 6 11 24 19,6790 11,1224 —
Jupiter, 1 .. 0 21 7,9365 1 0 20 51,5178 16,4187 +
Saturn, 0 12 12 50,1894 0 12 13

•
10,4427 20,2523 —

.Moon’s apogee. 1 10 40 31,7574 i 10 40 36,5950 4,8376 —
Node, 0 19 21 33,3504 0 10 21 20,8975 3,4520 +
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Having now obtained the errors or differences in

the mean annual motions, let the errors in position

at the beginning of the Kali Vuga be divided by
these, and we shall have the time, according to each,

when there was no error, thus :
—

Moon S° 6' 48" >

Sec. equal. + 13 54 >

Mercury, 30 3 27 9

Venus, 34 10 36 6

Mars, 11 16 27 5

Jupiter, 17 21 44 7

Saturn, I!) 59 53 6

Moon's apogee, 5 31 26 4

Node supt. 3 25 6 2

divitfed by 3,386 gives 3591

ditto by 33,66 — 3213

33.92 — 3627

11,12 — 3649

16,42 — 3806

20,25 — 3565

4,84 — 4109

3,45 — 3567

Their sum is 29117

Which, divided by 8, gives for a mean result 3639

years from the beginning of the Kali Vuga, or A. D.

538, the real epoch of the system.

The following Table will now explain the second

method,' by which the errors in the system, at dif-

ferent periods, are shown gradually diminishing, from

the beginning of the Kali Vuga, down to the epoch

at which it was framed, A.D. 538.

Planets,
&c.

Kali Yuga,
errors at.

Kali Ynga
600.

Kali Yuga
1200.

Kali Yuga
2000.

Kali Yuga
.300f).

Kali Ynga 3039,
or A. D. .538.

Moon,* 8°56'33"_ 7° 814"- 6027'37"- 3®2G'll"- 1°15'28"- 0° 7' 20" +
Mercury, 24 2646 + 18 50 3 + 11 21 6 -1- 1 59.56 + 3 58 40 -
Venus, 34 1037 - 28 3124 - 22 5211 - 15 19 63 - 6 5132 - 0 06 41 +
Mars, 11 1628 + 9 25 15 + 7 34 1 -1- 5 5 43 + 2 021 + 0 1 64 +
Jupiter, 17 2145 - 14 3734 - 11 5323 - 8 14 28 - 3 4049 - 0 46 58 -
Saturn, 19 5954 + 16 2923 + 13 651 ^ 8 3650 + 2 5918 + 0 36 24 -
Moon’s 3

apogee S

Moon’s S!

5 3126 + 4 43 4 + 3 5441 + 2 5011 1 2934 + 0 38 2 +

Node Si

supt. 3l

3 25 6 . 2 5034 - 2 16 2 - 1 30 0 - 0 3227 - 0 4 19 +

By this Table it may be seen, at one view, the

vast difference there is between the errors at the be-

* liH’ludiiig the secular equation.
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ginning of the Kali Yuga, and those in A. D. 538.

At the former period, the error in the moon’s place

was 8° 66' 33", at the latter only about 7' 20", die

secular equation being added throughout. Tlie error

in the place of Venus at the beginning the Kali

Yuga was upwards.of 34®, in A.D. 538 only O' 41*.

The error in Mars, at tlie former period, was upwards
of 11®, at the latter only 1' 54"; and so in all the

rest, in not one of which does the error in A.D. 638
amount to a degree, except Mercury. The error in

the place of Mercury in A. D. 538, 1 suspect, has

not arisen from incorrect observation, but rather from

some inadvertent error having crept into the number
of revolutions by miscopying, at some period or

other. The number of revolutions that seem requi-

site to correct the error is 300, which, being added

to 17936998984, makes 17936999284. This number
will give the place of Mercury in A. D. 538, agree-

ing with our modem European Tables within *17' 13".

Having now sufficiently explained the structure

of the astronomical part of the system, and the

mode of determining the mean places of the planets,

&c. from the number of revolutions of each in the

Kalpa, it will be proper, in the next place, to say

something of the Lunar Asterisms.

The Lunar Asterisms, from what has been said in

the first part of this essay respecting ancient observ-

ations, must have existed ready fomied, and the la-

titudes and longitudes of some of the principal fixed

stars in each, determined many centuries anterior to

A. D. 638 : moreover, the Hindu sphere, at different

times, appears to have commenced with different

Asterisms, depending on the coincidence of the com-
mencement of the year with that of the Lunar As-

terism. Thus, in the year 1 181 B. C. when the Hindu
months were first framed and named, the year began
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with the month Magha, at the winter solstice, and
with the Lunar Asterism Dhanisht'ha, sometimes call-

ed Sravisht'ha, which was therefore made the first of

the series at that time. But the ancient Hindu years,

,
months, and seasons, being tropical, continually fell

back in respect of the fixed stars
; in consequence

of which, at the end of every period of 247 tropical

years and one month, the commencement of the

year was changed to the next succeeding month, in

regular succession, in the manner already described

in the first part, until at length the month Vaisakha,

in A. D. 538, coincided with the beginning of the

Lunar Asterism Aswin'i; which was therefore, made
the first of the year, and Aswitii the first Lunar As-

terism in the series of mansions: (see Plate VI.)*

and this is the epoch referred to by the positions, &c.

'

of tlie stars given in all the Hindu books written

since that period.

It is proper to observe, that the positions of the

stars usually given in Hindu books, are not, strictly

speaking, either their latitudes and longitudes, nor

declinations and right ascensions. The distance of

the point in the ecliptic, cut by the circle of declin-

ation of the star, measured from the beginning of

Aswin'i, is given in place of the longitude ; and the

distance between the same point of the ecliptic and
the star, measured on the circle of declination, is

given in place of the latitude : from these the true

latitude and longitude is obtained by computation

when necessary. All this will be easily understood

by means of the following Diagram :
—

* In Plate VI. there are two numbers to each fixed Lunar Asterism, to point out

the name : the first, or right hand number, refers to the modern order, beginning

with Asiomi; the second to the ancient, commencing with Srarnisht'hdm The move-

able Lunar Mansions, after the introduction of the signs of the tropical sphere into

India, I believe were, discontinued, as of no further use ; but they are marked in

the plate, to point out the quantity of the precession, reckoning from the year 1192
B.C. when they coincided with the fixed or astral ones of the same name.
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Let P, be the pole of the equator.

p, the pole of the ecliptic.

A E, the equator.
2” T w, the ecliptic.

S, the place of a star.

r, the beginning of Aswini, and the vernal equi-
noctial point in A.D. 538, then assumed as
coinciding.

Then P c, is the circle of declination cutting the
star at S, and the ecliptic in the point c. Now the
distance r c, on the ecliptic, is the tabular longitude
from the beginning of Aswirii, and the distance c S,
is the tabular latitude : on the other hand, r 3 is the
true longitude, because the circle of latitude'jo b,

cuts the ecliptic at b, and the true latitude is 4 S.
The Hindu astronomers, in calculating the true

latitudes and longitudes from the tabular ones, de-
termine the difference of longitude c b, and add it to,

or subtract it from the tabular longitude, according
as the circumstance of the case may require.
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The following Table, shows the distances of the

stars from the ecliptic, counted on their circles of

declinations, and the longitude of the points of the

ecliptic cut by the same, reckoning from Aries, or

the beginning ofAswinl.
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The first column of the above table shows the

names of the Lunar Asterisms in their order, reckon-

ing from Astvim as the first of the series. The second

column contains the distances of the respective stars

from the ecliptic, measured on their circles of declin-

ations, explained in the diagram by the distance S c.

The third column shows the longitude of the point in

the ecliptic, intersected by the circle of declination

(at c in the diagram), measured on the ecliptic, and
represented by t c.

The fourth column shows the longitude of each

star in its own mansion.

The fifth, shows the true latitude, marked in the

diagram S b, and the sixth, the difference of longitude

be, both computed from the positions given in the

2nd and 3rd columns.

The seventh, shews the true longitude represented

by T b.

The eighth, the stars supposed to be intended by
the positions so given.

The ninth, the longitudes of the same stars by the

Britannic Catalogue in A. D. 1690, and thence we
obtain the precession contained in the tenth column

for each particular star, from the time of supposed

observation down to that year.

The change took place in the Hindu astronomy in

A.D. 538 : from thence to A.D. 1690 are 1152 years,

the precession for which is about 16° 2' 4*. This,

compared with the precessions in tlic 10th column,

shows that some of the observations, if made in A.D.

538, must have been inaccurate, or else that they

had been made at different times, and introduced

into the table without correction. This seems to be

the case with the star a Lyrae (Abhyit), against which

stands the precession 20° 17', which exceed the real
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precession by about 4° I -4th; and therefore sup-

posed to be introduced into the table without making
the necessary correction, to reduce its position to

what it should have been at the epoch.'
,
It is, how-

ever, to be observed, that the star Abhijit, or rather

the mansion so called, does not belong to the division

of 27, but to that of 28 : and the same may be said

of the asterisms marked 21, 22, and 23, the positions

of the stars given in them, from this cause, falling

into mansions bearing other names, in the division of

27, which will be more fully explained in the next

section.

The positions of the stars thus intended for the

epoch of A.D. 538, are nearly the same in all Hindu
books, whether written then, or at any time since

;

in order that the precession may be invariably

reckoned from the commencement of Aswirii, which
is the beginning of the modern Hindu sphere. They,

therefore, do not point out the age of the book in

which they are given, which may be very modem,
but only refer to the epoch of the change in the

Hindu astronomy; so that whatever antiquity may
be feigned to a Hindu book containing the positions

of the stars thus given, or the same order of the

mansions, we may be certain that it has been written

since the introduction of the modem astronomy. So
far, therefore, the table of mansions may be of use in

limiting the utmost age of a book, when we have no
other means to fix or determine its real date.

Having thus explained the Lunar Asterisms, it

will be now proper to add a few remarks on the

signs, both in the Hindu and tropical spheres. I

have already noticed, that the Hindus, for some cen-

turies anterior to A.D. 538, adopted the tropical

sphejre; or that in which the sign named Aries,
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always begins at the vernal equinoctial point, and
which probably they received from the west. In

A.D. 538, they changed their method, and intro-

duced the sideral sphere now in use, which they di-

vided into twelve signs of two Lunar Asterisms and
a quarter each, the, first of which always begins with

Aswini, and therefore fixed, in respect of the Lunar
Asterisms

;
but the tropical signs, which they found

necessary still to retain for a variety of purposes,

continually falling back in respect of the others, by
reason of the precession, it became, therefore, ne-

cessary to distinguish them from each other, in order

to g^ard ag^nst confusion or uncertainty ; this was
effected by retaining the names Aries, Taurus, Gemini,

Cancer, Leo, Virgo, &c. exclusively for the signs of

the tropical sphere, and the new sideral signs, to be

only numerically expressed or designated. Thus,

suppose the sun’s place was 9" 6° 4' 30", it would be

immediately understood that this was in the sideral

sphere, reckoning from the beginning of Aswini, and

not from Aries, or the venial equinoctial point. For,

if the latter was intended, it wojild be expressed

thus : Capriem'n, 6° 4' 30", or else by the words with

the precession added, when the name of the sign was
not used. This method was also adopted in Europe

about 150 years ago, when some astronomers had

introduced the sideral sphere, making y Arietis the

commencement, and from which star the precession

was reckoned, as by the Hindus, from the beginning

of Aswini.

The Hindu astronomers employ the tropical sphere

to tl^ day for many purposes. By the sun’s longitude

in the tropical sphere, or from the beginning of Aries,

is determined his declination and right ascension,

lengtli of the day and night, times of sun’s rising and
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setting, &c. together with the times of the heliacal

and cosmical risings and settings of the stars, nati-

vities, and a great many other circumstances known
to astronomers. I have been more particular on this

head, perhaps, than may appear necessary to tlie

real astronomer
; but my reason and excuse for it is,

that in no part of the Hindu astronomy has arisen so

much error and confusion as on this very point.

The astronomical system above explained, is by
some attributed to Brahma, by some to Brahma
Achar5'a, and by others to Brahma Gupta, the whole
of which names, I apprehend, belong to one and the
same individual, and that individual to be Brahma
Gupta. For the system is given in the Siddhanta

Siromani, said to be by Bhaskara Acharya, and ac-
knowledged to be from Brahma Gupta; and the
same conclusion is supported by the authority (rf

other writers, notwithstanding the opinion of the
commentator on the Surya Siddhanta, that Brahma
Gupta borrowed his system from the Vishnu Dtiar-
mottara Purdna, an opinion which can be of no
weight whatever

; because, it is the wish of every
Hindu, to make the world believe in the great anti-

quity of their Puranas : though in fact none of them
are ancient, and some of them not a hundred years
old. Brahma Gupta’s system may be contained in

the Vishnu JJharmottara Purdna, but it does not
follow from thence that he borrowed it from that

work ; on the contrary, it is more reasonable to sup-

pose that the author of the Vistmu Dhamiottara Pu-
rdm borrowed it from him.

But be this as it may, the question who was the

author of it, is not of the slightest importance ; nor

do I care or concern myself about who was the au-

thor : my object alone was to determine, fi'om astro-
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nomical data, the antiquity of the system, which,

I believe, I have sufficiently and satisfactorily ef-

fected.

The object of the author of the system, whoever
he may have been, was evidently to substitute in the

room of the former, periods (the four ages and nine

patriarchal periods, or Manwantaras), the immense
periods of his own system, and thereby give the ap-

pearance of the most profound antiquity to the Hindu
people, their history, their arts, and their sciences,

far beyond any other nation or people on the face of

the earth, as may be seen by the following passage

in the Commentary on the Surya Siddhanta, wherein

Ghinesa is made to say : “ The planets were right in

the computed places in the time of Brahma Acharya,

Vasishtha, Casyapa, and others, by the rules they

gave; but in length of time they differed, after

which, at the close of Satya age (2,163,101 years

before Christ), the sun revealed to Meya a comput-

ation of their true places. The rules then received

answered during the Tretd (1,296,000 years), apd
Dwdpar (864,000 years), as also did other rules

formed by the Munis during those periods. In the

beginning of the Kali Yuga (3101 B.C.) Parasara’s

book answered ; but Aryabhatta, many years after,

having examined the heavens, found some deviation,

and introduced a correction of bija. After him, when
further deviations were observed, Durga, Sinha Mi-

hira, and others, made corrections. After them came
the son of Jistnu, and Brahma Gupta, and made cor-

rections. After them, Kesava settled the places of

the planets ;
and sixty years after Kesava, his son

Ganesa made corrections.”

—

As. Res. vol. ii. p. 243.

The object of this most absurd passage is, first, to

give an appearance of immense antiquity to their
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astronomy, their history, and consequently them-
selves as a people; secondly, to throw back into

antiquity Aryabhatta, Durga Sinha, Varaha Mihira,

and others, by placing Brahma Gupta as posterior

to all these ; which, however, is shown to be false in

the very beginning of the book,, where the author

enumerates the astronomers whose works he con-

sulted, in the order o£ their antiquity, thus : Bralima

Gupta, Aryabhatta, Varaha, Lalla, &c. The real

times of Aryabhatta and Varaha Mihira will be
shown from ^eir own works, in the third and fourth

sections : so that the above passage must be an im-

position, if Brahma Gupta was the author of the

system above given, or lived at the time when it was
framed.

In fact, there is no imposition too gross or absurd

that a Hindu will not employ to gain his ends, if he

can effect it by that means. We see that by means
of this (System of Brahma (invented in A.D. 538), and
of various passages like the above, inserted in books

with a view to support it, the real Hindu history and
chronology have been completely destroyed; so that

Yudhisht'hira, Parasara, Garga, and others, who lived

from about 540 to 575 B.C. were thrown back into

antiquity about 2600 years more : * Rama, who was
bom in the year B.C. 961,*' was thrown back up-

wai'ds of 867,000 years before the Christian era, and
Ikswaku, the first king, who began his reign in the

year 1528 B.C.was thrown backupwards of2, 163,000

years B.C. ; for such was the change made by this

system in the chronology and history of the Hindus.

But to carry all this into effect, many things were

* This is the cause why the reigns of the kings from 540 B. C. to 299 B. C. are

not distingaished from the rest that followed. See pp. 77» 78,
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necessary. In the first place, it was requisite that

all their ancient books on astronomy, history, &c.

that could in the smallest degree affect or contradict

the new order of things, should be either destroyed

new modelled, or the obnoxious passages expunged

;

and, secondly, that others should be written or com-
posed having the appearance of antiquity, by being

fathered on ancient writers to support, as it were by
their evidence, the existence in ancient times, and
through all ages, of the new system of years thus

introduced. Thus, it is put into the mouth of Menu
to say : “ When ten thousand and ten years of the

Satya Yuga were past (i. e. 3881091 B.C.) on the

night of the full moon in the month of Bhadra, 1

Munnoo, at the command of Brahma, finished this

shaster, that speaks of men’s duty, of justice, and of

religion, ever instructive.”* By such means the

system was introduced, though I believe not without

a struggle; for there is still a tradition that the

Maharastras or M^harattas, destroyed all the an-

cient works,— that people hid their books in wells,

tanks, and other places, but to no purpose, for

hardlyany escaped ; and those that did then escape,

were afterwards picked up by degrees, so that not

one was allowed to be in circulation. This will ac-

count, not only for the books that now exist being

either entirely modern, or else new modelled to cor-

respond with the new order of things, but also for

the paucity of ancient facts and observations that

have reached our time. Indeed the few scattered

and insulated fragments that have reached our time.

* Mr. Halhed, Gentoo laws, gives this passage, and from what he says,

seems to believe Uie truth of it ; but bis arguroeot will not hold good, because it

does not follow that Menu ever wrote a line of it ; in fact be could not. Menu being

only a fictitious personage introduced for the purpose.
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would not have been allowed to pass, had they been
supposed to be of any consequence, or could convey
any idea or knowledge of former times. And we
may rely on it, that the moment they become known,
the books in which they are contained will either be
destroyed, or the facts themselves expunged; for
the Brahmins of this day, are fully as eager in sup-
port of this monstrous system as those that first in-
vented it, and watch every opportunity of destroying
such tacts against it as may appear to have escaped
the vigilance of former Brahmins. But to wait for
the gradual development of facts, would be a great
loss of time ; they therefore artfully endeavour, as if

by accident, to eneourage a controversy on the sub-
ject, with the sole view of knowing from the oppo-
nent, the points on which he rests his arguments,
and the books from whence he draws them, in order
that such books may be destroyed entirely, or the
facts eipunged by degrees, as the nature of the case
will admit. It is but too well known, that many
books that were in circulation not more than fifty

years ago, have now altogether disappeared, probably
from this cause alone.

To some it would doubtless appear, as a thing im-
possible, that a set of Brahmins in Ujexn, could im-
pose such a system on the rest of India. Those,
however, who are acquainted with the Brahminical
character, know too well that every thing was in
their power: they were in possession of all the
learning in the country, and their influence was so
great, that even the princes of the country were ob-
liged to .bow submission to their will. Therefore,
when tliey assembled together in convocation, to
consult on the general interest of the whole body,
whatever resolutions they came to on that head.
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would be universally adopted by the brethren : and
woe to the man that should dare oppose them ; for

their power and influence far exceeded those of the

Popes in Europe, so that wherever they sent their

secret orders, they would be sure to be obeyed.
The introductioniof the modern system was doubt-

less intended as a blow on Christianity, which, at the

time, was making some progress in India; for by
making the Christians appear but as people of yes-

terday, in comparison to themselves, the natives

would not only be less disposed to listen to them,
but would look upon them with the same degree of

contempt as the Brahmitts did.

But the grandest blow of all, which was levelled

by th& Brahmins against Christianity, and the neplus
ultra of their schemes, was the invention of the

Avatars, or descents of the Deity, in various shapes,

and under various names, particularly that of Krisna;

for as the Christians acknowledged that CUS'ist was
an incarnation of the Deity, and that God the Father

had sent him down on earth to show his special fa-

vour to them, and redeem them from sin; so the

Hrahmins, in return, invented not one, but several

incarnations and descents of the Deity amongst them
at various times ;

thereby, to make it appear by such

frequent descents, that they exceeded the Christians

and all other nations by far, in point of favour with

the Deity.

My attention was first drawn to this subject, by
finding that a great many of the Hindu festivals

marked in their calendar, had every appearance of

being modern; for they agreed with the modern

astronomy only, and not with the ancient.

1 observed also several passages in the Geeta,

having a reference to the new order of things I
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was therefore induced to make particular enquiries

respecting the time of Krishna, who, I was satisfied,

was not near so ancient as pretended. In these en-

quiries 1 was told the usual story, that Krishna

lived a great many ages ago ; that he was contem-
porary with Yudhishthira; that Garga, the astrono-

mer, was his priest
;
and that Garga was present at

his birth, and determined the positions of the planets

at that moment; which positions were still pre-

served in some books, to be found among the astro-

, nomers ; besides which, there was mention made of

his birth in the Harivansa and other Puranas. These
1 examined, but found they were insufficient to point

out the time. I therefore directed my attention to-

wards obtaining the Jammpatra of Krishna, con-

taining the positions of the planets at his birth, which

at length I was fortunate enough to meet with, and

which in the original Sanscrit runs in the words fol-

lowing :
—

tr^HBiTnrU

From which its appears that Krishna was bom on

the 23d day of the moon of Sravana, in the Lunar

Mansion Rohini, at midnight; at which instant the

moon. Mars, Mercury, and Saturn, were in their

respective houses of exaltation ; the moon in Taurus,

Mars in Aries, Mercury in Virgo, and Saturn in

Libra: that the sign Tp.urus was then rising: Ju-

piter in Pisces, the sun in Leo, Venus and the

moon’s ascending node in Libra.
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The positions of the planets thus given us at the

birth of Krishna, place the time of the fiction to the

year A.D. 600, on the 7th of August, on which day,

at noon, on the meridian of Paris, the following were
their respective positions, as computed . from Euro-
pean Tables :

—

Suo in Leo, 4* 1G^ 40'

Moon in Tanrug, 1 18 32
Moon*B node aic. in libra, • • 0 11 17

Merenrj in Vjrgo, geoc« long 5 0 20
Venus in Libra,. do 0 1 24

Mars in Aries, ..•••.do. 0 10 40
Jnpiter in Tanrus,.. ••do. 1 10 5

Saturn in Libra,.. .... do 6 26 51

Subtracting the sun’s longitude, 4* 1
6° 40', from

the moon’s, 1" 18° 32', we get 9* 1° 52', which being

divided by 12, the difference in longitude between
the sun and moon in a lunar day, we have 22 lunar

days, 29 dandas, and 20', and therefore only40 dan-

das 40' to the commencement of the next lunar day,

or about 8"' and 24 minutes, making the commence-
ment of the 23d at 24" past 8 in ^he evening. To
this add difference ofmeridians, 4 hours, 54 minutes,

makes at Ujein, 18" past one in the morning, at

which time the moon was a little past the middle of

Rohinl.

Krishna, as a portion of Vishnu, means time, or

the year ;
for Vishnu being a personification of time,

any portion whatever of him must be considered as

time also. Hence the figure of Krishna is almost

always accompanied with that of one or more ser-

pents, as emblematic of time; for all the deities

whose representations or sculptures are accompanied

by figures of serpents, are without doubt mere per-

sonifications of time, whether taken as the year or
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I'ndefinite*. Arjuna in the Geeta, page 93, in

aressing Krishna, says :
“ 1 am anxious to learn

thy source, and ignorant of what thy presence here

portendeth.” Krishna answers :
“ I am Time, the

destroyer of mankind, matured, come hither to seize at

once on all these who stand before us”
The fabrication of the incarnation and birth of

Krishna, was most undoubtedly meant to answer a

particular purpose of the Brahmins, who probably

were sorely vexed at the progress Christianity was
making, and fearing, if not stopped in time, they

would lose all their influence and emoluments. It

is, therefore, not improbable but that they conceived,

that by inventing the incarnation of a deity nearly

similar in name to Christ, and making some parts of

his history and precepts agree with those in the gos-

pels used by the Eastern Christians, they would then

be able to turn the tables on the Christians by
represe^iting to the common people, who might be
disposed to turn Christians, that Christ and Krishna

were but one and the same deity
;
and as a proof of

it, that the Christians retained in their books some
of the precepts of Krishna, but that they were wrong
in the time they assigned to him ; for that Krishna,

or Christ, as the Christians called him, lived as far

back as the time of Yudhishthira, and not at the

time set forth by the Christians. Therefore, as

Christ and Krishna were but one and the same

deity, it would be ridiculous in them, being already

of the true faith, to follow the imperfect doctrines

of a- set of outcasts, who had not only forgotten the

religion of their forefathers, but the country from

* All tlie Ifinduri are Satarnalians, that is, worshippers of time, under various

shapes and names, according to the diiierent sects.
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which they originally sprung. Moreover, that they

were told by Krishna, in his precepts, that a man’s

own religion, though contrary to, is better than, the

faith of another, let it be ever so well followed.
“ It is good to die in one’s own faith ; for another’s

faith beareth fear.”. Geeta, pp. 48, 49.

I have thus endeavoured to explain, what I con-
ceive the motives of the Brahmins to have been, in

their invention of the incarnations of Vishnu, parti-

cularly that of Krishna : nor have 1 any doubt but
that the whole of the incarnations were invented at

one and the same period ; and as they were then
destroying the old, and forging new books, to answer
the purpose of the newly introduced system above
explained, an opportunity oiSered of referring them
to different portions of history, that the whole might
have the appearance of reality. Krishna they artfully

threw back to the time of Yudhishthira, because by
that means they put the matter beyond th5 power
of investigation, following exactly the examples of

the Egyptians, Chaldeans, and Greek priests and
poets, in throwing back the times of4he war between
the gods and giants, the Argonautic expedition, and
the war of Troy, to periods of time out of the power
of any one to contradict them : and this in fact is

the case with almost all fictions, however plausible

they may be.

What shall be now thought of the antiquity of

Hindu books, in most of which, and particularly the

Mahdbhdratt they give the exploits of Krishna ?

Even some of the Ytdas speak of him, which cer-

tainly is not saying much in favour of their antiquity.

The age of the Makdbharat is mentioned in Sir

Stamford Raffles’ History of Java, by which, at the

utmost, it could not have been written earlier than

Q
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about the year 786 of the Christian era ; but from
the words forming the date, the probability is, that

it was as late as the year A.D. 1157. The war of

the Mahabharat, mqst likely, is nothing more than

a mere fiction of the poet.

It is somewhat remarkable .that none of the

writings of the Christians who resided in India

anterior to, or about A.D. 538, have come down
to our time. If any exist at this day, they would
most probably be invaluable, in throwing light on
that part of the Hindu history, &c. which is now
lost, in consequence of being either destroyed or

concealed by the moderns, to make room for their

new system. It is not impossible, however, but
that some of them, with early Hindu manuscripts,
may still exist, locked up in some immense public
or private libarary in Europe, totally unkno'yvn and
forgotten

; where they will remain, until the great
Hindu'-deity, Time, puts an end to them, by finally

mouldering them into dust.
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SECTION IL

System «)/* Varalia

—

Framed in the ninth century—The olgect qf — Wwks in

which it is given— Observation on Canopus referring to A. D, 928— Revolu^

tions of the Planets, i^c, in the System— Years elapsed to the beginning qf
the Kali Vuga— Formation of the System, with Remarks— Compared with

the System of Brahma

—

Age of the System determined—Lunar Asterisms
The places qf some Stars not agreeing with the names of the Mansions—The
cause explained, and shown in a Table—Precession of the Equinoxes— The

method employed artificial^ by assuming the motion in an epicycle— Explained

by a Diagram— The terms Libration or Oscillation inconsistent with the

Author*s meaning, which isfurther explained by the Commentator, i^c. tfc.

We now come to notice the next astronomical sys-

tem of .the Hindus, in point of antiquity
;
that is to

say, the system of Varaha. This system, from the

astronomical data it gives, appears to have been
formed in the ninth century of the Christian era.

The object of the author, whoever he may have been,

was, first, to support the notions introduced by the

last system, in respect to the time of the creation,

&c. &c. ;
secondly, to give new numbers that would

give the positions of the planets correctly at the

time, those given in the former system no longer

answering, with sufficient accuracy, that purpose

;

and, thirdly, to render the calculation of the places

of the planets, &c. much more simple and easy by
smaller numbers, than could be done by the unwieldy

numbers in the system of Brahma.

The system of Varaha* is given in the following

* This name Varaha, is supposed bj some to have an allusion to the feigned

incarnation of Vishnu under that name, while others suppose it to be from Varaha

Mihira
; but it is perfectly immaterial which. It is certain, however, that Varaha

Mihira was not the author of the system, as will be seen in the fourth Section, where
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works :— the Vasisht’ha Siddhanta, the author of

which is pretended to have lived 1299101 years

before the Christian era ; the Surya Siddhanta pre-

tended to have been written 3027101 years before

the Christian era* ; and the Soma Siddhanta, feigned

to have been written by Gopi Raja at the close of

the Dwapar, or 3101 years B.C.
By these may be seen, the mode adopted for sup-

porting the imposition introduced by the former

system, that of people living, and cultivating the

arts and sciences at immense periods of time back.

The three works just mentioned, it is probable,

were written at different times, as occasion required,

to support the imposition. The Vasishiha Siddhanta,

1 consider as the oldest, because the supposed author

of that work is said to have observed Canopus, when
that star was exactly in the beginning of Cancer.

This observation is mentioned by Dada Bhili, a

commchtator on the Surya Siddhanta, and is the very

position given in the Surya Siddhanta, which we
must therefore conclude to have been written sub-

sequent to the observation of Vasisht'ha.

it will be shown that he was contemporary with Akber. This, however, does not

prove that the system might not be called after him
;
neither does it prove any thing

against his being the supposed author of the Vasishlfha the Suryay and Soma

Siddhantaa, under feigned names, &c. the better to support the modern system of

years introduced in A. D. 638 ;
but whether he was or was not, is of no consequence

whatever : we can ascertain pretty nearly the age of any system of astronomy, if

genuine, though we cannot tell who framed it ]
neither can we tell who has been the

author of any book, where the name given, as generally the case, is fictitious.

What gave rise to the idea of Varaha being the author of the books just mentioned

was, that the system they contained was called that of Varaha, a name naturally

supposed to be given to the system, in consequence of his being the real or sup-

postld author of these works. Systems may have no names conferred on them for

many bei^ories after they are framed, as is the case with that given by Aryabbatta,

See. III. which, 1 believe, to this day has no particular name assigned to it.

* The author pretends to have written it at the vernal equinox, beginning of tlie.

Satya Vuga, or 3027101 years before Christ
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The longitude of Cooopns in A. D. 1T50 was.... 9* 11° StF 30" 0
The diflerenoe of longitude since the observation, 0 11 SO SO <i

Which reduced to time, at 1° in 7lS years, we get

822 years, w^ich being taken from 1760, leaves A.D.
928, the time of the observation. From this fact,

supposing we had no other, it would most undoubt-
edly appear that the Surya Siddhanta could not be
written earlier than the 10th century. But besides

the observation above given, we have also the time
from the positions of the planets ; which prove, that

the system of Varaha, is even posterior to the obser-

vation on Canopus by the supposed Vasisht'ha.

Before we proceed, however, to show the time from
the positions of the planets, it is proper that we
should first exhibit the system, and explain its

structure.

The following Table exhibits the revolutions of

the planets, &c. in 4320000000 years according to

the system :— ••

JNaiucs. Revolutions. Apsides. Nodes.

Sun
IVI non,

Mercury
Venus,

{Mars,

I

Jupiter,

'Saturn,

Days,

Revol. 387
.. 488203000
.. 386
.. 636
.. 204
.. 900
.. 39

Revol. 232238000
488

.. 903
214

.. 174
662

Revolutions of the eijuinoxes (in the epicycle,) 600000
|

The number of years in this system, is exactly

the same as in that of Bralima; but they do not

commence at the same time. The system or Kalya

* This is the correct number ; in the system it is 17037060 for a Muha. Yuga,

owing to an error in the number for the primary cycle, which should have been

4484206, and not 448 1266. The digits are the same, but the two last arc mis-,

placed
)
the 6 should follow the 5«
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of Variiha begins later by 17064000 years, a circum-

stance owing to the formation of the revolutions of

the planets into small cycles, for the convenience of

calculation. Therefore, in computing^ the number
of years elapsed of this system, the time must be

first found according to the system of Brahma, as

already shown, and from that time 17064000 must
be deducted, to give the years elapsed of the

system, of Variiha. Thus, at the beginning of the

Kali Vuga, there were elapsed of the system of

Brahma, . . . 1972944000 years.

Deduct the above number, 17064000
Remain time elapsed of the

system of Varaha, . 1955880000

Hence, it must be obvious, that the system of

Brahma had existed and was in use long before that

of Variiha ; as the computation of the time elapsed

must be made in the first instance by the former

system,' otherwise we should not know when the

latter began.

The Kalpa of Varaha begins with Sunday, as the

first day of the week, at the instant of midnight, on
the meridian of Ujein ; and the Kali Yuga begins

with Friday at midnight. The year, therefore,

begins earlier by six hours than in the system of

Brahma, which would therefore cause it to be some-
thing longer

; but the true length depends on other

circumstances.

The revolutions of the planets given in the Table,

all terminate with three cyphers : these being cut

off, the remainder will be the revolutions in a Maha
Yuga, or 4320000 years. The numbers may be
further reduced by dividing them by four, the quo-

tient will be the revolutions in 1080000 years ; which
is the least common cycle, in which the planets
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return to a line ofmean conjunction in the beginning,

both of Aswini and Aries.

The years elapsed of the system of Varaha, at the

beginningof^heX'a/i Pwga.are, as above, 1955880000.
If this number be divided by the years in the least

common cycle, 1080000, the quotient will be 1811,
the number of cycles in that period. Now since the

system begins with a Sunday, as the first day of the

week, and the Kali Vuga begins with Friday, it is

evident that the whole number of days to be assigned

to the 1811 cycles, must, when divided by seven,

leave a remainder of five : then the question is, how
many odd days, over and above complete weeks,
we must assign to each cycle, so as to answer this

purpose. This is easily known by assuming one
day in excess above the weeks: then 1811 cycles

will have 1811 days, which, being divided by seven,

leaves a remainder of five, which is the very num-
ber we want. Therefore, each cycle must"*contain

a complete number of weeks, and one day over.

The time elapsed from the beginning of the Kali

Yuga at midnight, to the instant of the vernal equi-

nox in A. D. 538, which was supposed, or assumed
to coincide with the beginning ofthe Lunar Asterism

Aswini, is 1329176 days, 6 hours, and 40 minutes

in 3639 years : therefore, as 3639 years are to

1329176 6'' 40”, so 1080000 years to 394479356
days, rejecting fractions. If we divide this number
by seven, there will be a remainer of five ; but from

the conditions already stated, it must be one : there-

fore we add to the number three days more, and

make it 394479359, from which the length of the

year would be obtained, that would answer all the

terms, because divisible by seven, leaving a remain-

der of one. But the number of days to be assigned
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to the cycle of 1080000 years, must also give the

relative motions of the sun and moon correct, and

the lunation of a true length; -in consequence of

which, a further correction must be jnade to the

time by the addition of 14 complete weeks, or 98

days, to the above number, which will make it

394479467 days. This number being multiplied by
four, makes 1577917828, the number of days in the

Maha Yuga, or 4320000 years
;
and the days in a

Maha Yuga being multiplied by 1000, the product

will be 1577917828000, the days in a Kalpa, or

4320000000 years, the same as in the Table : and

the days in either of the periods being divided by the

corresponding number of years, we get the adjusted

length of the Hindu year, according to the system

of Varaha, =365"* 16'“ 31° 31' 24"'. The length of

the year might be computed in another manner;

but as the result would be the same, by reason of

the adjttstment, it was thought unnecessary. Having
found the length of the adjusted Hindu year, we are

now enabled to proceed to show how the revolutions

of the planets have been obtained :— one example
will be perfectly sufficient.

I have shown above, that the observations of

Vasishtha on the position of Canopus, refer us about

to the year A. D. 928, or of the Kali Yuga 4029. Let

us, therefore, suppose the system was framed about

that period, and that the author had determined, by
accurate observations, the positions of the planets

in the Hindu sphere, at the end of the year 4029 of

the Kali Yuga

;

which position formed the basis

of the revolutions in the system. Thus, suppose

we take Venus as an example :—
The mean heliocentric longitude of Venus at the

end of the year 4029 of the Kali Yuga, A. D. 928,'
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March 23d. at lO** 48' 56", meridian of Paris, by La
Lande’s Tables European sphere, was 4* 9° 30' 26"

Or Hindu sphere, . . .
4”’* 2 49 39

Now suppose this to have been the precise position

determined* by the author, it is required to deter-

mine the number gf revolutions of the planet in the

primary cycle of 1080000 years, that will give this

position, reckoning from midnight at the beginning

of the Kali Yuga, as an epoch of mean conjunction

of all the planets.

The first step is to ascertain the number ofrevolu-

tions made by the planet Venus, from the instant

of midnight at the beginning of the Kali Yuga, to

the end of the year 4029, which will be found to be
6549. Add these to the position of the planet at

the end of the year 4029, =4‘ 2° 49' 39", the sum will

be Venus’s entire motion in 4029 Hindu years, =
6549'‘'''‘ 4' 2° 49' 39"

; then say, as 4029 years give
6549^'’’’ 4* 2° 49' 39", so 1080000 years will give
1755594"”'- 0’ 22° 55' 8", which, rejecting the frac-

tion, (being under six signs), it will be 1755594
revolutions in 1080000 years ! t|jis number being

multiplied by four, wc have 7022376, the revolutions

in a Malta Yuga, or 4320000 years ; and the revo-

lutions in a Maha Yuga being multiplied by 1000,

we have 7022376000, the revolutions in a Kalpa, the

same as given in the Table.

Having thus shown how the number of revolutions

of the planet in the primary cycle of 1080000 years is

found, let it now be applied in determining the posi-

tion of the planet. In doing this, there is no occa-

sion to reckon from the beginning of the Kalpa, as

in the system of Brahma ;
for in this system, we may

commence our calculation from any point of time.
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at which the planets are assumed to have been in a

line of mean conjunction : and as the last mean con-

junction is assumed to have taken place at midnight,

at the beginning of the Kali Ytiga, we commence our

calculation from thence, in preference to any other,

as being the commencement of the cycle of 1080000

years.

Suppose we wanted to know the mean heliocen-

tric longitude of Venus at the end of the year 4029

of the Kali Yuga, (A.D. 928,) then we say, as the

number of years in the cycle, is to the number of

revolutions in the same, so the years elapsed since

the beginning of Kali Yuga, to the planet’s heliocen-

tric longitude, in revolutions, signs, &c. Thus, for

the year 4029 of the Kali Yuga, we have
6549”''- 4‘ 2° 44' 31" 12"', which differs from the actual

position of Venus by only 5' 7" 48'"
: this difference

arises from the fraction 0* 22° 55' 8", being rejected

in forming the number of revolutions, which must be

always entire.

The motions of the nodes and apsides of the

planets being slaw, making a revolution in a great

•many years, are reckoned from the beginning of a

system, and their revolutions determined in the same
manner as those of the planets in the system of

Brahma, already explained.

It must be obvious from the above example, that

the method of computing the mean place of a planet

by this system, is less troublesome by far in the

operation, than in the system of Brahma. If we
wanted to find the mesm longitude of Venus for the

end of the year 4029 of the Kali Yuga, by the latter

system, we must find the time elapsed from the cre-

ation, thus :
—
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To sunrise at the beginning of the

Kali Yuga, it is . . 1972944000

Add, 4029

To the end of the year 4029 of the

Kali Yuga, .... 1972948029

The number of revolutions of Venus in 4320000000

years is 7022389492 : therefore the mean heliocen-

tric longitude of Venus at the end of the year 4029 of

tlie Kali Yuga, by this system, will be expressed by

the formula : 3207131830

revolutions, 4" 5° 58' 33" 23"', the mean longitude of

Venus at the end of the year 4029 of the Kali Yuga.

This shows not only the great labour in the calcula-

tion, but also partly the error in position ; to get the

whole error we must compare the time ;
for the end

of the year 4029 of the Kali Yuga, by the system

of Brahma, does not coincide with the end of the

same year by the system of Varaha. For, 4029

years, by the system of Brahma, =365*'''' IS***'
30'

22" 30"' X 4029 = 1471626''’- M-"*- 40' 52" 30"' and 4029

years, by the system of Varaha, = 1471G27'’*‘31''*'47'

30" 36'" the difference is, I"- 17"^ G'Q8"6'" but the for-

mer begins from sunrise, and the latter from mid-

night : therefore we must diminish the difference by

six hours, or 15 dandas, which will make p'- 2''*' 6'

38" 6"'= I”' 0"- 50'”- 39" 14'" 24'’'- the real difference in

A. D. 928. Wc must therefore add the mean motion

of Venus for this difference = 1° 39' 30" to 4* 5° 58

33" 23'" the sum is 4‘ 7° 38' 3" 23'" the mean longitude

of Venus by the system of Brahma in A.B. 928, at

the moment the longitude by the system of Varaha

was 4’ 2° 44' 31" 12'" which, as the latter only differed

5' 7" 48'" from the truth, shows how erroneous the

system of Brahma had become at that time ;
though

in A.D. 538, when it was framed, it gave the place
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of Venus to within G'4r of the truth. This is, in

fact, the case with every system : they are all cor-

rect, or nearly so when framed, but not so at any
considerable distance of time, either before or after.

The mean longitude of Venus, by the system of

Varaha at the end of the year 402p of the Kali Yuga,
was found above not to differ 6' from the truth

; but
will it give the position of that planet in A.D.
538, or the end of the year.3639 of the Kali Yuga,
with the same degree of correctness ? Most cer-

tainly not, because it was not then framed. The
mean longitude of Venus at the end of the year
3639 of the Kali Yuga, by the system of Varaha

=

. . 4' 15° 31' 19" 12"'

By LaLande’s Tables for the

same instant, H. sphere, 4 18 46 3 44

Error in A.D. 538, . 0 3 14 44 32

And if we carried our calculations still farther back
into antiquity, the error would be found to increase

in proportion to the time, so that at the beginning of
the Kali Yuga th§ error would amount to 32° 43' 36".

Upon this change in the error in proportion to the
time, is founded the method of determining the an-
tiquity of astronomical systems or books; and, in

fact, it is not only the surest, but the very best that
can be employed. If there were no errors, or if the
errors were always the same, then we should have
no data to proceed on ; but this supposition is in its

nature impossible : there never yet was found any
set of astronomical tables or systems, whether Eu-
ropean or otherwise, that did not in progress of time
become more and more inaccurate, by the continual

accumulation of the errors in the mean annual
motions.
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We shall now proceed to show the antiquity of

the system of Varaha, in the same manner as we did

that of Brahma, by dividing the errors in position at

the beginning of the Kali Yuga by the errors in the

mean annual motions.

The following Table shows the positions of the

planets, both by the system and La Lande’s Tables,

at the instant of midnight, at the beginning of the

Kali Yuga, on the meridian of Ujdn, 75° 50' east of

Greenwich.

THE TABLE.

By La Lande, 11. Sphere. By the System. Errors or Differences.

Sun, m 0' 0" m 0
' 0" 0* 00 0' 0"

Moon, .••••• 0 0 6 50 0 0 0 0 0 5 50
Apogee, 4 0 11 25 .. 3 El 0 0 1 0 11 25
Node, 5 6 22 20 .. 0 0 0 0 + 0 23 27 31

Mercury, .... 10 20 :t4 25 El 0 0 + 1 3 25 35
Venus 1 2 43 30 0 0 0 1 2 43 30
Mars, 11 17 54 18 BIB] El 0 0 + 0 12 5 42
Jupiter, 0 17 2 53 BKl El 0 0 0 17 2 53
Saturn, 11 9 1 67 .. 0 n 0 0 + El n 69 3

And the following Table exhibits the mean annual

motions of the planets, both by the system and
La Lande’s Tables, with the differences or errors.

Mean Annual Motions of the Planets^ Hindu Sphere,

By La Lande’s Tables. By the System. Differences.

Sod, 12' 0° 0' 0"

Moon 4 12 40 40 ,013

Apogee, 1 10 40 35 ,591

Node, 0 19 21 31 ,090
Mercury, .. 1 24 45 30 ,943

Venus,.... 7 15 11 23,035
Mars, .... 0 11 24 19 ,15

Jupiter, • • . 1 0 20 50 ,483

Saturn,.... 0 12 13 9,343

.. 12» 0° 0' 0"

.. 4 12 40 40 ,8

., 1 10 41 00 ,9

.. 0 19 21 11 ,4

.. 1 24 45 7 ,2

.. 7 15 11 52 ,8

.. 0 11 24 9 ,0

.. 1 0 21 0 ,0

.. P 12 12 50 ,4

.... + 0",187
• . a 25 ,309
.... 19 ,090

- 29 ,743

.... + 29 ,105

.... — 9 ,55

.... ^ 15 ,6

1

7
- 18 .949

Dividing the errors in position at the beginning of

the Kali Yuga, by the differences in the mean annual

motions, we have from
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Years.

The Moon, .

.

6' 56" + (7 the Sec. £q.) divided by 0",187 =.4288

—— Apogee, 30° 11' 25" by 25 ,309-4294

Node, .. 23 27 31

Mercury, 33 25 35 by 29 ,743 -4046
Venus, .

.

32 43 36 ^ly 29 ,105-4010
Mars, .

.

12 5 42
Jupiter,.. 17 2 53
Saturn, . . .

.

20 59 3

The sum is 33536

Which divided hj 8, gives for a mean resnlt, 4192

Or the year A.D. 1091 : whence it appears that the

system must have been framed a good many years

after the observation attributed to Vridha Vasishtha

on the star Canopus, above mentioned.

We shall now exhibit the errors in the positions

of the planets, &c. by the system, compared with

La Lande’s Tables, at different periods, from the be-

ginning of the Kali Yuga down to the year 4192, or

A.D. 1091 in the Table following:

Planets, KaliYnga. Kali Yiiga KaliYnga Kali Yiiga K. Y. 3039,1 K. Y. 41 !)2.
j

&c. 1000. 2000. .3000. 538 A.D. 1001 A.D.

Moon,* — 6®52"4l' - 3®50'48' — 2° 9'17 —0«52'33' -0oi8'30",-0o O'll'

Moon’s^ _3on26 -23 9 30 -10 7 47 -9 5 58 -4 30 20 -0 4310apogee )

**Node j

+23 27*1 +1V 6921 +12 3111 +7 3 1 +3 3310 +0 31.50

Mercury, +33 25 35 + 25 952 +10.54 9 + 8 3820 + 3 2140 -1 1228
Venus, —32 4330 —24 3731 —10 3120 —8 25 21 —3 14 45 +1 14 3
Mars, +12 5 42 + 9 2032 4 0 4722 + 4 812 + 2 2030 + 0 5829
Jupiter, —17 2 53 -12 4410 — 8 25 39 -4 7 2 -1 2147 + 0 4114
Saturn, +20 69 3 +15 4329 +10 2737 + 5 1154 +1 5010 -1 425

The above Table serves to show, by mere in-

spection, the time at, or near which the system was
framed, by the gradual decrease in the errors down
to the year A.D 1091, after which they would again

increase.

Having already given the Lunar Asterisms in treat-

ing of the system of Brahma, it might be considered

as altogether unnecessary to repeat them over again

Including the secular equation.
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here from the system of Varaha, since from their

very nature being sideral and consequently fixed,

they must be the same, or nearly so, by all Hindu
writers, whether ancient or modem, except where
errors may Have crept in. But the author of the

Surya Siddhanta having noticed in that work, certain

deviations in the positions of some of the stars, by
which they appear to fall into other Lunar Asterisms,

different in name from those to which they originally

did belong, I am, therefore, induced to give them
here a place, for the purpose of explaining the cause

of the deviation alluded to.

Table of the Lunar Asterisms, according to the Surya Siddhanta.

Names. Latitudes.*

Longitudes
from

Aswini.*

Longitude

in the

Mansion.
Stars supposed to be

intended.

1 Aswinit •• 10° N. 8° 0' 8° 0'
y or Arietis.

2 Bharani, .

.

12 20 0 6 40 36 ditto.

d K.Tiiik(iy •• 5 37 30 10 50 Alcyone ?

4 Rohinit • • 5 S. 49 30 0 30 87 Tauri. •

5 MrijjasiraSf • • 10 63 0 9 40 113,116,117Tauri?
(> Ardra, •• 9 67 20 0 40 133 Tauri 7

7 PunarvasUf • • 6 N. 93 0 13 0 13 Geminorum.
8 Pushya^ 0 106 0 12 40 S Cancri.

9 Aslesha, 7 S. 109 0 2 20 49, 50 Cancri.

10 Magha, •• 0 N. 129 0 9 Cor Leonis.

11 P.Phalgunij .. 12 144 0 10 40 70, 71 Leonis.

12 U. Phalganlf .. 13 155 0 8 20 /3 Leonis.'

13 HastOf 11 S. 170 0 10 0 7, 8 Corvi.

14 ChltTttf mm 2 180 0 6 40 Spica Virginis.

15 Swalit mm 37 N. 199 0 12 20 Arcturns.

16 Visaihttf m m 1 30 S. 213 0 13 0 24 Librte.

17 Anuradhd, .. 3 224 0 10 40 (3 Scorpii.

18 Jyesht*ha, 4 229 0 2 20 Antares.

19 Mtdd, 0 241 0 1 0 34, 35 Scorpii.

20 i>. XfAddVifl, .. 5 30 254 0 0 40 d Sagittarii.

21 U. Ashdd’ha, a • 5 260 0 6 40 0 Sagittarii.

• Ahhijit, b .. 60 N. 266 40 13 20 a Lyras.

22 Sraxand, c .. 30 280 0 18 20 a Aquillae.

23 DhanishChatd .. 36 290 0 10 0 a Deipbini.

24 Satahhishdf 0 30 S. 320 0 13 20 X Aquarii.

25 P. Bhadrapadd, 24 N. 326 0 6 0 a Pegasi.

26 (7. Bhadrapadd, 26 337 0 3 40 y Pegasi.
27 Rwati, m m 0 359 50 13 10 i Piscium.

* What are called latitudes and longitudes in this Table, are only the distances

'already explained at page 99 by the Diagram.
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By comparing the above Table with the one given

under the system of Brahma, it will appear, that in

general they agree, or at least nearly so ; they differ,

however, in one or two instances, very materially,

which must be attributed to errors having crept in

by miscopying. In the table of the Brahma Sid-

dhanta, the star Purva Phalgmii, 0 Leonis, stands in

147° from Aswim

;

but by the Surya Siddhanta, it

should be 144° : the latter is nearer the truth. Spica

Virginis, Chitrd, is placed by the Brahma Siddhanta

in 6*3°, or 183° from Aswini; but ihe Surya Siddhanta

places it in 6‘, or 180°, making a difference of three

degrees. In this respect, the Surya Siddhanta is in

error. For, takmg the position of Cor Leonis as

correctly given, it being the same by all Hindu
books, then Spica should be in 6’ 3° : for the differ-

ence in longitude between Cor Leonis and Spica, by
European books, is about 54°; which being added to

the longitude of Cor Leonis, 129°, we get 183°, the

longitude of Spica, agreeing with the Brahma Sid-

dhanta. A few other differences may be observed,

but they are of less iipportance.

Now with respect to the passage above alluded

to, the author of the Surya Siddhanta states, that the

star Uttara Ashad'ha, (No. 21,) falls into the middle

of Purva AshM'hd, (No. 20) ; that the star Ahhijit,

(marked in the table with an ,) falls into the end

of Purva Ashad'ha, (No. 20) ;
that the star Sravana,

(No. 22,) falls into the end of Uttara Ashad'ha, (No.

21); and that the star Dhanisht'hd, (No. 23,) is in

the end of the third quarter of Sravana, (No. 22).

All this, though strange in appearance, is very true,*

'and easily accounted for. The star Abhijit is given

as the key to the mystery ; for it does not belong to

the division of the zodiac into 27 parts, and could.
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not, tlierefore, fall into any Lunar Asterism of its

own name. At the commencement of the Hindu
astronomy, the zodiac was, divided into 28 equal
jiarts, each containing 12° Sl'L and the first of such
divisions was’ called Mula, thereby to signify that it

was the root or origin in the series. This division of
the zodiac, was, however, found to be rather incon-

venient in the practice of astronomy: therefore it

was changed to 27 equal portions, each containing
13° 20'. The first of these divisions was called

Jifesht'ha, to denote that it was the first or eldest in

the series, and began from the same point in the

heavens as Mu13, in the division of 28. The star

that belonged to Mula was Antares, and its longi-

tude was about 2° 2.5' from the beginning of that

asterism, and consequently had the same longitude

in the Lunar Asterism Jycsht'ha. In this new ar-

rangement, Ahhijit was thrown out
; but the names

of all the rest were retained, though not to tJie same
stars that originally belonged to them. The name
Mula was given to the second, or next mansion to

Jycsht'ha, and other changes made to answer the ar-

rangement. The following short Table will explain

the cause of the deviations :
—

Division of Twenty-eight

Mansions of 12° 51' 3-7 each.

Division of Twenty-seven
Mansions of 13° 20' each. Stars supposed to Im

intended.

Names. Longitude. Names. Longitude.

1 Mula
2 P. Ashad*ha,

3 U. Ashad*ha,
X 3 Ashud*ha,

X 4 Ahhijit,

X .3 Sravann,

X 6 Vanishfhd,

2° 25'

1 28 4-7
1 37 1-7

7 37 1-7
1 25 6-7
1 64 2-7
0 0

1 Jyesht'hdf

2 Kiriti

3 P^ Ashad*ha,
3 P*Ashdd*hd,
3 • • • •

4 U.AshatPha,
5 Sravand,

2° 25'

1 0
0 40
6 40
13 20
13 20
10 57

Antares.

h Sagittarii.

0 Sagittarii.

a Lyrcp.

a Aqnilsc.

a Deipbini.

This Table, as far as it has been thought necessary
• to carry it, contains the corresponding positions of
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the stars in both divisions. Thus the longitude of

the star in Muta 2° 25' in the division of 28, is the

same in Jyesht'ha in the division of 27. The longi-

tude 1° 28' 4-7 in P. Ashad'ha, in the division of 28,

becomes 1° in Niriti. The star U. Aafiad'ha, whose
longitude is 7° 37' 1-7 in the divif^ion of 28, falls into
6°40' of P. Ashad'ha, in the division of 27. The star

Abhyit, whose longitude is 1° 25' 5-7 in the mansion
Abhijit, in the division of 28, falls into the end, or
13° 20' of P. Ashad'ha of the division of 27. The
longitude of the star Sravand, 1° 54' 2-7 in the

division of 28, falls into the end, or 13° 20' of
U. Ashad'ha; and the star in tlie beginning of Da-
nisht'hd in the division of 28, falls into 10° 57' of

Sravand in the division of 27 : the whole of which

corresponding to what the author of the Surya Sidd-

hanta states, and shewing, in a clear manner, that

the cause of the supposed deviations, arises from

still using the names of three Lunar Asterisms, which

belong to the division of 28, without its being known
or suspected that they are so. Mr. Colebrooke says,

the cause arises fj'om the longitudes being reekoned

by the circles of declinations, and not by the circles

of latitude, cutting the ecliptic ; but this circumstance

could not cause the deviations alluded to. We shall

now take a view of the subject of the precession of

the equinoxes. The method given in the system of

Varaha (contained in the Surya Siddhantd), for com-

puting the precession, differing widely from that of

the system of Brahma, a particular explanation of

the cause and foundation of that method may perhaps

not only be acceptable, but also useful in doing

away the incorrect notions that have been enter-

tained by some on that subject.

By die system of Brahma, the number of revolu-
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tions of the equinoxes in a Kalpa, or 4320000000
years= 199669. These revolutions are retrograde,

and were determined in the same manner as those of

the planets ^ready explained. Now, suppose we
wanted to determine the precession of the equinoxes

for the end of the y^ar 4900 of the Kali Yuga (A. D,
1799), from this number, we must first find the years

elapsed of the system, thus :
—

To the beginning of the Kali Yuga, 1972944000
Add, 4900

Total years to April 1799, . 1972948900

Then we get the precession by the following for-

mula, viz.

‘^S“=^Sr=91189"=''- 0-21"9'34*.205; that

is to say, the precession of the equinoxes was then

(April, A. D. 1799), 21° 9' 35''.205, or the quantity

by which the vernal equinoctial point had fallen

back from the beginning of Aswini. This example
is sufficient to show how troublesome the operation

of finding the precession is, from tlje number given

in the system of Brahma. So it must have likewise

appeared to the author of the system of Varaha : but

how to remedy the evil was a task of no small diffi-

culty. He succeeded in lessening the labour of cal-

culating the places of the planets, by giving their

revolutions in small cycles: but here that method
could not answer, because the period of one single

revolution of the equinoxes, would exceed 25000

years; and to begin such periods from the com-

mencement of the Kalya, they would become equally

as troublesome in computation, as the number in the

system of Brahma. Therefore, to avoid all this, he

conceived, that as the most perfect astronomical
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system that was ever framed could not always last,

the best plan would be, to make his rule answer

within a certain limited period of time. He was
aware, that the earliest observation the Hindus had

on record, only placed the vernal equinoctial point

in the beginning of Kritica, or 26° 40' to the east of

the beginning of Asicini: therefore, by taking into

his rule, as far as 27° on the east side, and just as

many on the west side, he would not only include

the most ancient observations, but also give a suffi-

cient scope of time to elapse before his rule would
become useless. The next thing was to adjust this

space of 27° on each side of the beginning of Amim,
to time and circular motion ; for without the idea of

circular motion, he could not connect it with his

system. He therefore assumed the space of time in

which the equinoxes would fall back 54°, or 27° x 2,

at 3000 years. Then, to get a circular motion, he

assumed the equinoxes to move in the periphery of

an epicycle, the centre of which is fixed to the be-

ginning of Aswim, and the dimensions of the peri-

phery 108°, or 54° X 2, so that one complete revolu-

tion of the equinoxes in the epicycle would be 7200

years. By this ingenious contrivance, he transfers

the 64° in the zodiac to the periphery of the epicycle,

of which it takes up the lower half. The rest of the

contrivance will now be explained by the following

Diagram :
—
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Let the large circle be the Hindu zodiac, divided

into 12 parts or signs, and marked 1st, 2nd,

3rd, &c.

And ABCD the epicycle, the centre of which is

at 12 in the beginning of Aswinl.

The line A C, divides the epicycle into two equal

halves; and as it cuts through the beginning of

Aswini at 12, its two extremities in the periphery of

the epicycle form the points of superior and inferior

conjunctions, where the precession is nothing. In

the point B the precession is at its greatest quantity

to the east, viz. 27°, and in the point D it is at its

greatest quantity to the west, or 27°, these being the

limits beyond which it does not increase by the rule.
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From A to B the precession increases from 0 to 27®,

in proportion to the time; from B to C it diminishes

from 27° to 0 ;
from C to D it again increases from 0

to 27®
;
and from D to A it diminishes frpm 27® to 0

;

thus making a complete revolution from west to east

through 108° in 7200 years, being twice within that

period in 0, or in the extremities of line AC, and twice

,

in points of greatest precession B, D. Now to show
how this scheme has been applied to the system, we
have the number of years elapsed of the system of

Variiha, at the beginning of Kali =1955880000:

at the commencement of this period of years, the

vernal equinoctial point coincided with the begin-

ning of Amhn, in the pointA of the epicycle : there-

fore, dividing the years elapsed by 7200, the years

in one revolution, we have —^=271650 revolu-

tions, complete without a remainder : consequently,

at the beginning of Kali Yuga, the vernal equinoctial

point would be again in A, in the beginning of the

epicycle commencing another revolution. At the

end of 1800 years from the beginning of the Kali

Yuga, the equinoctial point would arrive at B, where

its distance from Aswim, reckoned on the periphery

of the epicycle, would be 27° to the east. The vernal

equinoctial point, still moving onwards in the peri-

phery, diminishes its distance from Aswim, until in

the year 3600 of the Kali Yuga, A. D. 499, it coin-

cided with the point C or 0, being then in the line

with the beginning ofA and therefore in that

year the precession was 0. Since that time, the

equinoctial point proceeds from C towards D
; and

therefore the precession must continually increase,

until it amounts to 27® at D
;

after which (by the

scheme), it proceeds from D to A, and completes the

revolution.
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From the explanation thus given, it must be easy
to perceive how the precession is to be computed.
In 1800 years, the precession increases to its greatest

quantity, 27®. Therefore all that we have to do, is

to say, as 18t)0 years, to 27°, so any number of years
less than 1800, to the corresponding precession

;

which is to be counted to the east of Aswint, in the
two first quadrants of the epicycle, but to the west
in the two last.

Thus, suppose we wanted to know the precession
of the equinoxes, or the distance of the vernal equi-

noctial point from the beginning ofAswint, for the
end of the year 4900 of the Kali Yuga, (A. D. 1799,)
we subtract two periods of 1800 years each =3600,
the remainder is 1300 years; then 1800: 27°:: 1300:
19° 30', which is to the west of the beginning of

Asvoini, being in the third period of the cycle. This
example is given for the same year, that the calcu-

lation was made for by the system of Brahma, in

order to show the difference in labour, &c. : by the

latter, the precession was found to be 21° 9' 34''.2,.

which is nearest the truth.

I have been more particular in niy explanation of

the contrivance of the author of the system ofVaraha
for calculating the precession of the equinoxes, than
perhaps was necessary ; but my reason for it was to

do away an erroneous notion that appeared to be
entertained by some who called the motion a libra-

tion*, or oscillation of the equinoxes, instead of a
complete revolution, which the author himself ex-

pressly mentions ;
for he says :

“ The Ayanansa

moves eastward thirty times twenty =(600) in each

Maha Yuga:” therefore each revolution=^i=7200

• As. Kes. Vol. xii. p. 212, 2i7, 218.
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years, which, therefore, must be conceived to be in

an epicycle, as described above. The Sacalya San-
hita states, “that the Bhaganas, (revolutions,) of the

Crantipata, (point of intersection of the ecliptic and
equator,) in a Maha Yuga, (4320000 years,) are 600
eastward,” in which I see not the slightest shadow
for conceiving the idea of an oscillation, or libration,

at least not according to my conception of the terms.

The commentator on the Surya Siddhanta is still

more explicit. He says : “ The Bhaganas, (revolu-

tions,) of the Ayandnsa, (equinoctial points,) in a
Maha Yuga, (4320000 years,) are 600 ;

one Bhagana,
(or revolution) of the Ayandnsa, therefore, contains

7200 years. He then describes how the revolution

is divided, thus : “ Of a Bhagana, (revolution,) there

are four pddas, quadrants, or parts. First Pdda,
when there was no Ayand,nsa” (as when the vernal

equinoctial point was at C in the epicycle, in A.D.
499 ;) “but the Ayandnsa, (precession,) beginning
from that time, and increasing (from C to D,) it

was added. It continued increasing 1800 years,

when it became at its utmost, or 27°, (as at D in the

epicyle.) Second Pdda, (or quadrant) after this it

diminished; but the amount was still added, (be-

cause to the west of Aswinl,) until the end of 1800
years more, it was diminished to nothing, (as at

A in the epicycle.) Third Pdda, the Ayandnsa
for the next 1800 years was deducted; (that is

from A to B, because to the east ofAswim;) and the

amount deducted at the end of that term was
twenty-seven degrees. Fourth Pdda, (from B. to

C,) the amount of deduction diminished; and at

the end of the next term of 1800 years, there was
nothing either added or subtracted,” because it

had then returned to C, where the precession was
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nothing, being in a line with the beginning of Aswini.

The commentator, however, has made a mistake;
for the first Pada, or quadrant of the revolution did
not begin a^ C, but at A, for this reason, that the
rule was intended to give the precession from B to

C, and from C to D, the other two quadrants being
fictitious, and added merely to introduce into the
calculation a circular motion: and as the quadrant
B C was prior in point of time, to C D, it must fol-

low, that CD could not be the first quadrant, con-
sistently either with calculation or the nature of the
scheme. But in the system of Aryabhatta, which
the commentator seems to have followed, the first

quadrant begins at C, which may have occasioned

the mistake.

In all this contrivance, I see nothing that could

support in the slightest degree the opinion that has

been formed by some, that the author of the Surya
Siddhanta believed in a libration of the eqfiinoxes.

We may suppose any thing, if we do not chuse to

give ourselves the trouble of investigating, and fairly

entering into the author’s ideas and intentions, which
we should always hold in view. An erroneous

opinion must be always the consequence, when the

matter before us is not properly understood ; of

which we have repeated and most decisive proofs,

in various instances.

T
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SECTION III.

The Xrya Siddhania— by Aryabhatla— Its date^ A, D. 1322— The object qf it

— The eystem containe— Its formation— Precession of the equinoxes—
Mode of computing it— The Rishis— The object of introducing them, and the

manner of computing their place— The Parasara Siddhanta, and the object of

the author in exhibiting it— The system of the Pdriisara Siddhanta— The com-
putation of the Rishis by this system— Age of the Arya Siddhanta, confirmed

by computations from Astronomical Data—Age of the system of Parasara

determined— Found to be of the same age with that of Aryabhatta—Lati-

tudes and Longitudes of the Stars— Geometry of Aryabhatta same as

Bhdskara*s— His rulesfor shewing the proportion of the diameter of a circle

to its circunference, S^c.

The next astronomical work in point of antiquity,

that I have met with, is the Arj/a Siddhatifd, written

by Aryabhatta, in the year 4423 of the Kali Yuga, or

A.D. 1322. It is divided into eighteen chapters or

sections, in the first of which he gives both the date

and the system. His principal objects appear to

have been, first, to give a system that would give the

position ofthe planets, agreeing with their real places

in the heavens, in his own time, much nearer the

truth than could be then obtained from either the

Brahma Siddhanta, the Surya Siddhanta, or any other

work then extant. Secondly, to support the modem
impositions respecting the introduction of immense

periods of years into their history
;
and, lastly, to

endeavour, by a curious contrivance, to pervert the

meaning of the passage I have mentioned and ex-

plained in a former part of this essay, respecting the

Rishis being in Maghd in the time of Yudhist'hira,
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Parasara, &c. Before, however, we can enter on

this discussion, it will be proper to g^ve Aryabhatta’s

system entire in the following Table

:

ARYABHATTA’S SYSTEM,

I'ROM THE I’lRST CHAPTER OF THE ARYA SIDUHANTA.

Revolutions of the PlanetSf Apsides, and Nodes in 4320000000 Years.
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therefore no further explanation is necessary here,

except, that the differences between the numbers

arise from the systems being framed for two distinct

periods of time ; that of Brahma, for the year A. D.

538, and that of Aryabhatta, for the year A. D. 1322

;

for it may be easily conceived, that the numbers that

will answer at one particular period of time, will not

answer at another.

Thecomputation ofthe precession of the equinoxes,

by the system of Aryabhatta, is on a similar plan

with that given in the Surya Siddhanta, already ex-

plained
; but by no means so convenient in practice.

Aryabhatta gives 578159 revolutions of the equi-

noxes, in the epicycle, in 4320000000 years
;
which

makes one revolution equal to 7471.993 years, or

say, for common practice, 7472 years, whereas the

Surya Siddhanta makes it 7200 years. The number
of revolutions of the equinoxes in the epicycle,

to the beginning of the Kali Vuga, by the system

of Aryabhatta =26304 revolutions, and

.504, or a little more than half a revolution over

and above. This .504, being the only part we
want, might be got much easier by multiplying

the three last figures of 578159 by 456, reserving

only the three right hand figures in the product,

thus, 159 X 456= .504. Now, as one revolution,

is to 7472 years, so the fraction .504 to 3765.888

years ; or the number of years elapsed at the be-

ginning of the Kali Yuga since the vernal equi-

noctial point was in the beginning of the epicycle

:

subtract half a period, or 3736, the remainder

29.888, or near 30 years, was the time anterior

to the beginning of Kali Vuga, when the equinoctial

point was in the middle of the epicycle. The di-.

mensions of the epicycle in the system ofAryabhatta
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is 96°, that is to say, each quadrant 24°
; but in the

Surya Siddhanta, each quadrant is 27°: in other

respects, the explanation is the same. From a
fourth part ,of the entire revolution= 1868 years,

subtract 29.888, we get 1838.112, the year of the

Kali Yuga, when the precession was 24° eastward
by this system

; and as it decreased from that time,

if we add one fourth of a revolution, or 1868 years,

we get 3706.112, the year of the Kali Yuga, when
the precession was nothing, and the vernal equinoc-

tial point in the beginning of the epicycle, in a line

with the beginning of the Lunar Asterism Aswini.

This corresponded to the year A. D. 605. From
these data, it is easy to determine the precession at

any time since the year 3706, by the rule of propor-

tion, by saying, as 1868 years to 24 degrees, so the

number of years elapsed since the year 3706 to the

precession. Thus, suppose required for the year of

the Kali Yuga 4900, (A.D. 1799,) subtra’ct 3706,

the remainder is 1914; then as 1868: 24°:: 1194:

15° 20' 25", the precession, or distance of the vernal

equinoctial point from the Lunai> Asterism Aswini,

reckoning on the periphery of the epicycle to the

west. This quantity is by far too small, owing to

the erroneous rate of precession made use of by
Aryabhatta, which he makes only 46".2526 per

annum. The precession for the year 4423 of the

Kali Yuga, (A. D. 1322,) when Aryabhatta wrote,

would, by the same rule, be 9° 12' 43".

Having thus explained the precession according

to the scheme of Aryabhatta, we shall now proceed

to show his contrivance for doing away, or pervert-

ing the original meaning of the passage already

alluded to, respecting the Rishis being in Maghd in

the time of Yudhist'hira, Parasara, &c. which term
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I have already explained in pp. 64, 65, 66, and sim-

ply related to the precession of the equinoxes, and

the motions of the Lunar Mansions depending on

them, reckoning from the year 1192,B.C. when
there was no precession, the fixed and moveable

Lunar Mansions of the same name, then coinciding.

Aryabhatta, finding this passage an obstacle in the

way of transferring the ancient history of the Hindus

to the immense periods of the modem system of

Brahma, thought he might be able to remove the

difficulty, by giving it a different explanation and

turn
; which would at once, with all the astronomers

and Brahmins, immortalize his name for ever. For

this purpose, he assumed the Rishis, (the seven stars

in the Great Bear,) to have a particular motion of

themselves, different from all the rest of the stars,

by which they moved, or were feigned to move
eastward, at the rate of 13° 20', or one Lunar Man-
sion eve'ry hundred years, or nearly so ; thereby

making a complete revolution in about 2700 years,

or rather 1599998 revolutions in a Kalpa, or

4320000000 years as given by himself in the

system.

At the commencement of his Kalpa, (1969920000
years before the beginning of the Kali Yuga,) he
assumes the line of the Rishis to be in the beginning

of Aswini. Therefore, to find the position of that

line at the beginning of the Kali Yuga, multiply the

three right hand digits of the number 1599998 by
456, reserving the three right hand figures in the

product, and we have 998 x 456= .088, the decimal

parts of a revolution at the beginning of the Kali

Yuga* to find the value of which in years, say, as

l«y. j 27003™*- :: .088"*- : 237.63™*- which shows, that at

thebegUming ofthe Kali Yuga, 237 years and 6-1 Oths
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had elapsed from the time the Rishhvfere in Aswinl;

and as the Rishis were feigned to move one Lunar
Mansion to the east, every hundred years, the man-
sion in which the line of the Rishis then fell into,

was Kritica, 37 years. Now to find the time of

Parasara, &c. we must add 100 years for each Lunar
Mansion, till we come down to Magha, thus :

—
Remainder of Kritica, . . years 62.4
Add for Rohinl, . . . 100

for Mrigasiras, ... 100
for Ardra, . . •

. 100
for Punarvasu, ... 100
for Pushya, . . . 100
for Aslesha, . . . 100

Total to the beginning of Magha, 662.4

So that by this silly contrivance, the Rishis were
feigned to be in the beginning of Magha, in ‘the 663d
year of the Kali Yuga, or B. C. 2439 ; and Parasara,

Yudhisht'hira, &c. who lived between five and six

hundred years before Christ, were thrown back into

antiquity upwards of 1800 years ; nay, upwards of

4500 years, if he meant to place them in the Dwdpar
Yuga; for, in that case, we must go back one full

period of 2700 years more. But neither of these

agree even with the modern system, and not at all

with the ancient method. It is natural, therefore,

to suppose that Aryabhatta’s imposition would not

gain credit, but, on the contrary, be opposed. For,

Aryabhatta’s contemporaries would naturally ask,

where did he get all this supposed knowledge ? for

he could know no more on matters of Antiquity than

they themselves did ; and, moreover, that the Rishis

had no other motions in the heavens, but-what all
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the stars had in common. To silence all such im-

pertinent questions, and to put all cavils to an end,

he conceived that the best plan would be to follow

up the imposition by another of a more formal

nature, and against which, the same arguments that

might be used against himself as a modern, could

not so effectually apply. This was nothing more
nor less than to forge and construct another work
and father it on Parasara, giving it the name of the

Parasara Siddhanta. By this second piece of impo-

sition, he could reply, that whether the Rishis had a

separate motion of their own, differing from all the

rest of the stars, or not, was a matter that had nothing

to do with him, or whether he believed in such mo-
tion or not

;
that the ancients had employed it for

the purpose of computation, and as a proof of it, that

it still existed in the genuine work of Parasara, enti-

tled the Parasara Siddhanta; and that if they did not

believe that work, they would not believe Parasara

himself, if he rose from the dead to confirm it. Such,

I conceive, would naturally be the arguments that

would be employed by AryabJ^atta to support his

impositions. Having thus far explained the matter,

we shall now give the system of Parasara, from the

second chapter of the Arya Siddhanta.

SYSTEM OF PARASARA.

“RevohAwM of the Planets, 4^. in a Kafya, or 4320000000 Years, according to the

Parasara Siddhanta^

Planets. RevdluUons. Apsides. Nodes.

.. 4320000000 480
•« 67763334114 488104634

366
232313236

ntaiiBarv. .. 17937056474 648
.. 7022372148 626 893

idm, .. 2206833037 827 246
Jnpiter, •••••••••• .. 364219964 982 190
Satarn .. 146571813 54 630
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RcToliilions of the seven Jtinhis in 4320000000 yefir.s=^

Revolutions of flic equinoxes in the epicycle in ditto.

Solar months in ditto.

Lunations in ditto,

Intercalary ditto In ditto,

Titliis, or loMir days in ditto.

Natural days in ditto.

Intercalary lunar days.^, in ditto,

Sideral days in ditto.

15091)90

581709
51840000000
5S483334515

1503334515
1003000036460

1577017570000

25082465450
1582237670000

This system was constructed precisely in the same
manner as the system of Brahma, and therefore re-

quires no further explanation on that account here.

The number of years elapsed of the system at the

beginning of the Kali Ytiga, is the same as in the
system of Brahma, viz. 1972044000, and the days
elapsed to the same epochwere 7 195304 1 1 920. The
Kalpa also begins on Sunday at sunrise, on the

meridian of XJjein, where in fact the system was
framed.

From the circumstance of the years elapsed at the

beginning of the Kali Yuga, being the same as in the

system of Brahma, a person unacquainted with the

structure of these systems, would wonder why the

revolutions of the planets, apsides, and nodes, are

not the same in both. The reason is this, the system
of Brahma was constructed to give the positions of

the planets when its autlior lived, that is, about A.D.
538. The system of Parasara, for the same reason,

was constructed to give the positions of the planets

in the time of its inventor, that is to say, in the time

of Aryabhatta, or about A.D. 1322. For the same
number of revolutions of the planets will not give

their positions true at two distant periods of time

;

and hence arises the necessity of forming new sys-

tems, from time to time.

u
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The length of the year, by the eystem of Parasara,=

By the Arya Siddhanla, it is

The time of one revolution of the equinox in the epioy*

cle, by the system of Parasara,

By the system of tlie Arya Siddhauta, it is

The greatest precession of the equinoxes east and west,

by the former,

By the latter, it is also

The annual precession of the equinoxes, by the Para-

Sara Siddhanla,

By the Arya Siddhanla, it is

The year of the Kali Yuya when the precession was 0

by the former, was

by the latter, it was

SOS'*- ITi" 31' 18"

3G5 15 31 17

=:742G.3j^3G

»7471.993

=24°

=24

=»46".53G7

»4G.252

r=3711, A.D. CIO

:tz3707, A.D. GOO

30
'

(i

From the very near agreement between the par-

tieulars above compared, no doubt whatever can

exist, but that Aryabhatta was the real author of

the Parasara Siddhanla, and for the express purpose

above mentioned, that of supporting the imposition

respeeting the position and motions of the seven

Rishis-, invented by himself.

We shall now compute the position of the line of

the Rishisby the system of Parasara. In 4320000000

years, there are 1599998 revolutions of the Rishis

feigned; therefore each revolution 2700

years and a small fraction, which we reject.

At the commencement of the Kalpa, the line of

the Rishis is assumed to be in the beginning of

Aswini; therefore, to find its position at the begin-

ning of the Kali Yuga, we multiply the four right-

hand figures of the revolutions 1599998, by 4567,

reserving in the product the four right-hand digits,

which will be the decimal parts of a revolution,

showing the time then elapsed, since the line of the

RUhis was in the beginning of Aswini. Thus, 9998 x

4567= .0866 of a revolution, the value of which in

year8=2700x.0866= 233.82, or near 234 years;

that is, 234 years before the beginning of the Kali
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Vuga, the line of the Rishis was in the beginning ol‘

Astcinl; consequently, at the beginning of the Kali

Yaga, it was 34 years advanced into Kritka, from

which point of time wc compute as follows :
—

Remainder of K>;itka, . 06 years

Add for Ro/ti/ii, . . 100

for MFigasiras, . . 100

for Ardra, . . . 100

for Punarvasu, . 100

for Pushyd, . . 100

iot Ade6liti, . . . 100

Total to the beginning of Alugha, COG

That is to say, in the year 066 of Kali Yaga, or

2435 before the Christian era, the line of the Rishis

was in the beginning of Maghu; which, therefore, as

coming from the sage Pariisara himself, who lived

when the Rishis were in Alaghu, was conclusive evi-

dence of the truth of the time assigned to Parasara,

Yudhisht'hira, &c, by Aryabhatta.

Having now explained the nature and object of

Aryabhatta’s imposition, and his forgery of the Pa-
rasara Siddhanta to support the same, we shall next

proceed to show the age of theArya Siddhanta andP«-
rasara Siddhanta, from the errors in the positions and
motions of the planets, in the same manner as I have

already done, in respect of the Brahma Siddhanta and

Surya Siddhanta ; for though we have the date of the

Arya Siddhanta, as given by its author, it may be so

far satisfactory, to see it confirmed by computation.

We shall begin with the Arya Siddhanta. The
positions of the planets at sunrise, at the beginning

of the Kali Yaga, on the meridian of UJein, will be

had by multiplying the three right-hand digits of
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each number of revolutions, as given in the table of

the system, by 450, reserving the three right-hand

figures in the product, which will be the planets’

place in decimal parts of a revolutioH, thus; for

Mercury, the number of revolutions in 4320000000
years= 17937054671, the three ’right-hand figures

071, multiplied by 456, give .976, which reduced is

1 1*21° 21' 30", the mean place of Mercuiy at the be-

ginning of the Kali Yuga

:

or the same result will be

obtained by saying, as 4320000000 : 17937054671,

so the years elapsed of the Kalpa (in Ibis case

1969920000), to the planets’ mean place in revolu-

tions, signs, &c.

The following were the mean places of the planets

at the beginning of Kali Yuga, Hindu sphere, by

Aryabhatta and La Lande’s Tables.

Planets, &o.
c

By Aryabhatta. By La Lande. Biflerenoes.

San, Hindu sphere. 0* QP 0' 0" 0* 0° 0' (T 0° 0' 0'

Moon, 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 48 0 3 8 48-
Meroary, 11 21 21 36 10 27 21 1 0 24 0 35 +
Venus, 11 27 7 12 1 2 52 51 1 5 45 39-
Mars, 0

,
0 0 0 11 17 46 23 0 12 13 37 +

Jupiter, 11 27 7 12 0 16 49 21 0 19 42 9-
Saturn, 0 0 0 0 11 8 46 40 0 21 13 20 +
Moon's apogee. 4 3 50 24 3 29 68 19 0 3 52 5 +

Node, 5 2 38 24 5 0 38 4 0 3 59 40-

The following are the mean annual motions of

the planets, Hindu sphere, by Aryabhatta and La
Lande’s Tables.

By Aryabhatta. By La Lande. Diflernneos.

San, 0° 0' O'' 0* 0® 0' O'" 0' 0"

Mood, 4 12 46 40,6 4 12 46 37,7076 0 2,7924

Meroniy, 1 24 45 16,1013 1 24 45 36,1940 0 19,7927~
VoBM, 7 16 11 61,4290 7 15 11 23,4870 27,9426 +
Mars, 6 II 24 9,3 6 11 24 19,26 9.96 ~
Japitcr 1 0 21 5,9046 1 0 20 60,0965 15,2081 +
Saturn 0 12 12 50,7 0 12 13 9,5701 18,H76I-.

Moon's apogee, 1 10 40 32,6022 1 10 10 35,7990 :t.lfK»2-

Node 0 19 21 3>l,0062|' 0 19 21 30,8420 3,1042 +
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Now, dividing the errors or difTcrcnces in the

mean places of the planets at the beginning of the

Kali Vuga, by the errors or differences in the mean
annual motions, we get as follow :

—
Moon, • . • .

.

See. equal. +

8'

2«

48^

40
1 - 4114 ycaih.

Mercury, . . .

.

.. 21 0 35 4367

Venus .. 35 45 38 s 4007

Mars, .. 12 13 37 =. 4418
Jupiter, .. 18 42 8 C=; 4663

Saturn .. 21 13 20 = 4047

Apogee, ... 3 52 5 = 4356

Node, .. .. 3 58 40 4541

Tlieir sum is .. .. .. 35117

And which, divided by 8, the mean is • . • • 4388

Differing only 34 years from the date 4423 given by

Aryabhatta, and therefore a complete proof of the

truth of it. Indeed there is no reason whatever to

suppose that Aryabhatta, or any real Hindu astro-

nomers, would falsify their own dates ; nor indeed

could they, because such an imposition would be

observed by their contemjwraries : the falsification

of dates, and the interpolation of passages into

books, with a view to give them or others the ap-

pearance of antiquity, are the artful contrivances of

those that came after them. But though Aryabhatta,

would not givq^ false date to his own work, yet he

could forge a book in the name of another, as the

Parasara Siddhanta, to serve his purpose.

The following Tabic, will now show the errors in

the places of the planets by the Artfa Siddhanta,

compared with La Lande’s Tables, at different

periods, from the beginning of the Kali Yuga to

A.D. 1322.
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to the Pariisara Siddhanta and La Landes Tables,

with the errors or differences.

Planets. Pfirasara Siddhanta. [m Lande’s Tables. Errors or Difterenoes.

Sunt ••••••••
Moon,
Mercury,
Venus,
Mars,
Jupiter,

Saturn,

Moon’s apogee,

Node, ....

0* 0° 0' 0"

4 12 4G 40,3545
1 24 45J6,G422
7 15 11 51,G444
G 11 24 9,9111
1 0 21 6,98G2
0 12 12 51,5139
1 10 40 31,3902
0 19 21 33,0705

0« 0® 0' O'’

4 12 46 37,6236
1 24 45 35,8979
7 15 11 23,1328
G 11 24 18,8799
1 0 20 50,3068
0 12 13 9,1854

1

1 10 10 35,4105
0 10 21 31,2355

0"

2,7309 +
10,2557.
28,5116 +
8,9688.

15,6794 +
17,0415.
4,0203.
2,7350 +

Having now the errors or differences in the mean
places of the planets at the beginning of the Kali

Kuga, and the errors or differences in the mean
annual motions, let the former be divided by the

latter, and we have.

Planets, &c. Divisors. Dividends. Quotients.

Moon, 2",7309 2® 68' 0" 3910
Apogee, •• 4,0203 5 14 9,6 4088
Node, •• • • 2,7350 3 48 51,8 5020

Mercury, •••••• 19,2557 23 56 15,9 4475
Venus, 28,5116 35 54 17,3 4533
Mars, 8,9688 11 27 15,5 4597
Jupiter, 15,6794 19 46 23,9 4540
Saturn, 17,6415 20 10 41,6 4117

The sum of the quotients or results •• S5880

Which divided by 8, gives for a mean result 4485,

or A.D. 1384; which, therefore, coupled with the

comparisons already made, shows that it was the

work of Aryabhatta, though it comes out a few years

later than his date ;
but that can be of very little

consideration here, for the object of the work was

not extraordinary accuracy, but as an authority to

support by name an imposition : indeed the nearer

the system of the Pdrasara Siddhanta agreed with

his own work, the moBC it bccanie liable to suspi-
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cion; and 1 am therefore rather surprised that he

did not use more artifice than to frame it for his own
time.

The following Table, will now show, the errors in

the mean places of the planets by the Parasara Sidd-

hanta, compared with La Lande’s Tables at different

periods, from the beginning of the Kali Yuga to A.D.

1322.

Planctfl,

&c.
Kali Yuga, oi

B.C. 3102.

Kail Yuga
1000.

Kali Yuga
2000.

Kali Yuga
3000.

Kali Yuga
4000.

K. Y. 4423,
1322 A.D.

Moon, 8044'46"- 6° 0'28’'- 1037'25"- Oo 7'29" + 0O20'14"-k

Moon’s
^

H|10{r(>c (
5 14 10 + 4 710 +mm 1 63 0 + 9 46 0 4. 0 17 49 4

Moon’s ^
Node ^

3 4862 - 3 217 - 2 1642 1 31 7 - 0 20 16 -
Mercury, 23 66 16 + 13 1424 + 7 5328 + 0 1047 +
Venns, 35 54 17 - 27 69 5 - 12 841 - 4 13 29 -
Mars, 8 6747 -1- 6 2818 + 3 5849 + 0 20 0 +
Jupiter, 10 46 28 - 15 25 9 ~ 6 4231 - 2 2112 » nWTigTiMI
Saturn, 5 1640 + 10 2238 -i- 5 2836 + 1 29 48 -1

As this Table will, I think, be sufficient to show,

by inspection, the time nearly when the Parasara

Siddhanta was framed, it must be altogether unne-

cessary to dwell longer on this point. We shall

therefore now proceed to such other matters, con-

tained in the Arya Siddhanta, as may be deemed
curious or deserving of notice.

In the twelfth chapter of iSxeArya Siddhanta, Aryab-

hatta gives us a table of the longitudes and latitudes

of the stars in the Lunar Asterisms. The longitudes,

as usual, are all reckoned from the beginning of the

Lunar Asterism Aswitii, as the commencement of the

modern Hindu sphere, but determined by the points

of the ecliptic, being cut by the cireles of latitude,

and not by the circles of declination ; therefore, dif-

fering from the Brahma Siddhanta, and others that

follqyr the latter method. The author of the Sarva

Bhauma, a modern writer, appears to have followed
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Aryabhatta in his method : it will therefiire be useful

to exhibit both their tables at one view.

TABLE of the Lotigitudes and Latitudes of the Stars in Lunar
Mansions, rdtskonedfrom the beginning of Aswini, according to

the Arya Siddhanta and Sarva Bhauma Siddhanta.

Lunar Asterisms.
Qngi Sarva Bhauma.

Stars supposed to

be meant.
Longitudes Latitudes Longitudes Latitudes

1 Aswini, 120m 120m 10050' N. y or j3 Arietis,

2 Bharani, 24 12 25 8 35 Arietis,

3 Kriiika, 38 33 5 2 The Pleiades.

4 Rohi/ii, 47 33 5 Be 48 9 4 40 S. Aldcbaran.
5 Mngasiras, 61 3 61 1 10 12 87,89,40Orionli?
C Ardrd, 08 23 11 65 8 11 7 L37 Tauri ?

7 PutMrvasu, 02 53 0 N. 53 EKE! 78 or 88 Gemioodrain.

8 Pttshyd, da 0 aEBlil PcK8epe»ory,dCancri ?

9 As'ieshd, 111 El T 8. 109 0 7 4 8. 40 or GO Cancri.

10 Maghd, 129 0 0 129 a 0 0 Hegvitts.

11 P.Ph^unt, 140 23 12 N. 142 48 12 42 N. 70 or 71 Leonis.

12 U.Phalgunl, 150 23 13 150 0 13 55 jS Leonis.

13 Hasiii, 174 8 OH S. 176 13 EEKEl S Corvi.

14 Chitrd, 182 63 2 183 50 1 62 Spioa Virginia,

15 Simti, 194 K1 37 N. 182 24 41 5 N. Arotonis ?

1(1 Viwm, S12 23 id S. 212 30 1 85 S. 24 Libne,

17 Anurudha, 224 58 8 224 88 7 Scoriii.

18 Jyesh^hd, 8 4 230 5 3 28 Antares.

19 MvUt, 342 24 QH 246 36 34 Soorpiil

20 P.Ashddfhd, 254 33 254 34 d Sagittarii.

21 U,Xshdd'hd, 860 83 5 s. 260 21 0 Sagittarii.

Abhijit, 363 o 63 N, 262 10 62 14 N, a Ljne. •

22 Sravand, 280 8 8 y or a Aquilm.

23 Dhanisht'kOf 290 38 36 2M 12 26 25 p pr a Delpbini 1

24 Saiahhishd, 319 53 819 15 0 45 S. X Aquarii.

25 P,BMdr<gpada, 334 53 24 385 8 20 8 CL Pegasi ?

20 U.Bhddrapadd, 347 n 348 44 28 0 78 or
y Pegasi.

27 Hevafi, 360 1 0 859 50 0 0 Z Pisoium.

On comparing the above latitudes and longitudes,

some differences will be observed; but whether such

differences arise from error, or from different stars

being intended, cannot be so readily ascertained.

Thus Aryabhatta gives the longitude of the star in

the sixth mansion Ardra, 68® 23'
;
but in the Sarva

Bhauma, it is set down 65° 8', making a difference

of upwards of 3°. The position of this star by th6

'Brahma Siddhanta is dT’^and 11* S. from which data I
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find the longitude to be 65° 5', and latitude 10° 50' S.

Hence it appears that the error is on the side of

Aryabhatta, unless he meant another star ; but this

we can hardly suppose, because there is no other

star 3° more to the east with the same latitude. On
the other hand, Aryabhatta makes the longitude of

the star in the seventh Lunar Mansion Punarvasu,
92° 53'. 1 make it, from the data in the Brahma
Siddhanta,S^^ 52', differing but one minute; but the

Sarva Bhauma makes it 94° 53', differing 2°, which
shows that there are errors on both sides, which,

after all, may have arisen from carelessness in

copying, and therefore it would be needless to offer

any further observations on the differences in the

table, as copies of the Arya Siddhanta are not now
procurable.

In the fifteenth chapter, Aryabhatta treats of the

several rules of arithmetic, as addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, squares and cubes of num-
bers, and their roots, progressions, and other matters

relating to the doctrine of numbers, after which he

treats on geometrical problems ; the whole of which

appears to be the same, or very nearly so, and in the

same order, as given in the Lilavati of Bhaskara

Acharya
;
with this difference, that Aryabhatta only

gives the problems and rules of solution generally,

and without numbers, whereas in the Lilavati, they

are exemplified by figures and numercial solutions, so

that the latter may be taken as a perpetual com-
mentary on this part of the Arya Siddhanta

:

but in

the problems relating to the circle, of which there

are gbout eighteen in the Arya Siddhanta, Bhaskara

Acharya differs from him, particularly in the propor-

tions of the diameter to the circumference. For

instance, the’ diaineter being given to find the cir--
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curafcrence, one of Aryabhatta’s rules is, “ Multiply
the square of the diameter by 10, the square root of

the product is the circumference.” Thus, suppose
the diameter 10, then 10* x 10 = 1000, and v'1000=
31.6228: this appears to be from Brahma Gupta.
Bhaskara’s rule is, Multiply the diameter by 3927,
and divide by 1250, the quotient is the near cir-

cumference. Thus, suppose the diameter 10, then

^^“=^=31.416. The following rule is<>given by
Aryabhatta for finding the arc from the chord and
arrow (or verse sine) : Multiply the square of the

arrow (v. s.) by 6, add the square of the chord, the

root is the arc. Thus, suppose the diameter of a

circle is 10, and we wanted to know the circumfe-

rence, then 10 will be the chord and 5 the arrow ; and
we shall have v's»yF?io’=v' 250= 15.8114 for the

arc or semicircumference; its double, therefore

=

3 J.6228, the same as aboA'e from Brahma Gupta.

The following is another of Aryabhatta's I'ules for

finding the arc: Multijdy the square of the arrow
(v. s.) by 288, divide the product by 49, to the

quotient add the square of the chowi, the root of the

sum is the near arc. Thus, suppose the chord=
1 0 = the diameter of a circle, then the arrow will

be 5, or the semidiameter, and ^^^=146.938 and

V'iJ«.»38+ro>=4/246.938= 15.7I43, the arc of a semi-

circle, and its double 31.4286, the whole circum-

ference of a circle whose diameter is 10; whence,

the proportion is as 1 : 31.4286. But Aryabhatta,

in the 17th chapter, in speaking of the orbits of the

planets, gives us a nearer approach to the truth ;
for

he there states the proportion as 191 to 600, or as

1: 31.4136, which gives the circumference a small

matter less than the proportion of Bhaskara in the

Lilavati. This, however, is not the invention of
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Aryabhatta; for it is employed in liie lirahmu SuUl-

hanta, Surya Siddluinta, and by all the astronomers

before the time of Aryabhatta, as well as since, for

computing the tables of sines, &c. though not imme-
diately apparent. Thus, in computing the sines,

they take the radius at 3438', an^ the circumference

they divide into 21600', the diameter is therefore

6876, hence the proportion is 6876: 21600: reduce

these numbers to their least terms by dividing them
by 36, the result will be 191 : 600, as stated by
Aryabhatta.

Aryabhatta next proceeds to the doctrine of exca-

vations, and the contents ofsolids ; but unfortunately,

after proceeding as far as Chiti (piles or stacks), the

remainder of the chapter is lost, together with the

whole of the sixteenth, which contained his algebra,

and a few stanzas of the seventeenth—a loss the

more to be regretted, as 1 fear it cannot be restored.

If we had this part, we should have been able to

ascertain what improvements were introduced by
Bhaskara Acharya, who, it appears, lived 200 years

after Aryabhatta, as will be shown in the next sec-

tion. Aryabhatta, like many other Hindu writers,

is now thrown back into antiquity, the cause of

which will be explained when we come to speak of

Bhaskara and Varaha Mihira in the next section.
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SECTION IV.

X'aralia Milurai Wee Ai^yabhatta, endeavours to support the new order 0/ things
— Perverts the meaning of a jatssage relating to the rjMch gf YiicIhislMui'a,

who he places 2448 before Christ— Vuralia Miliira mentions the Stmja

Siddhanta and Aryabliatta— States the heliacal rising of iUtnopiis at UJein,

when the Sun wtat 7° short of Virgo— Gives the positions of the nphelia of the

Planets in the JaUikdmava for the year 1150 Saca^ or A, D. 1 .528— The
heliacal rising of Canojms at Ujein computed for that year, the result agrees

with that which Varalia stated, being 7® short of Virgo— The point ofheliacal

rising of Canopus at Ujein, in the Hindu sphere, shown

»

The next person we have to notice, in point of

antiquity and celebrity, is Varaha Mihira. Like

Aryabhatta, he contributed his mite towards sup-

porting the modem order of things, by endeavouring

to pervert the meaning of a passage respecting the

epoch of Yudhisht'hira. When the modern system

was first introduced, the epochs of ancient kings

were referred to it, as they really stood, and amongst
the rest, Yudhisht'hira, who lived about 575 years

before Christ. The epoch or time of Yudhist'hira

ascending his throne, transferred to the modern Kali

Vuga, corresponded to the year 2526. The meaning
of this, Varaha Mihira thought fit to pervert, by say-

ing that it was the number of years Yudhist'hira

lived before the era of Saca; placing him there for

2448 B. C. The era of Saca, it seems, then, fell very

conveniently in his way ;
but if it had not, he would

have hit on some other contrivance, equally as plau-

sible and convincing. He also supported the notions

of the motions of the stars in the Great Bear first

broached by Aryabhafta, that of their being 100
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years in each Lunar Asterism, and that they were

in Magha in the time of Yudhisht'hira. To dwell

longer on such childish absurdities would be a

waste of time : we shall, therefore, proceed to what
is of much more importance, that of determining the

period when Varaha Mihira lived, which will enable

us to point out a great number of forgeries and im-

positions of .the moderns, that were not in the least

suspecte<f.

I have noticed on a former occasion, that Varaha
Mihira mentions the Surya Siddhanta, which would
of course place him after the period to which that

work has been referred. Varaha Mihira also men-
tions Aryabhatta ;

consequently he must have been

posterior to him, that is, since A. D. 1322. But
what he states himself is still better than all this,

because it brings us at once to the point. He tells

us in one of his works, the VarUha Sanhita, that

Canopus rose hdiacally at U/ein, when the sun was
7° short of Virgo ;

that is, when he was in 23° of

Leo. This is a most important fact, because it

serves to decide .a point of time that has been long

disputed.

In calculating the time, we may make choice of

any particular year since the time of Aryabhatta:

but as Varaha Mihira has given us his time in another

of his works called the Jdtakarnava, in which the

positions of the aphelia of the planets for the year

of Saca 1460, or A. D. 1528, are given, we may as

well make choice of that year, because, if the Jiita-

hdrnava was the real work of Varaha Mihira, then

we would naturally expect they would agree, or at

least nearly so, and thereby they would'confirm each

other
;
but if they disagreed considerably in point

of time, though passing under the name of the same
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author, we then certainly would have a right to

conclude they were not written by one and the
same person.

The longiUde of Canoput in A. D. 1760 was 8* ll® 81'

Deduct preoeniinn for 232 jrean (>1750—162S,)s .. 0 8 3
liOngitnde of Cani^ in A. D. 1628, 8 8 27
Latitude of 0 76 61
Obliquity of the ecliptic, 0 23 SO

From which we get the right ascension and decli-

nation of Catwpus in A. D. 1528 by the following
proportions

:

1 As radius sine 90° 0' 10.

Is to sine of the longitude of Canopus ...... 81 33 0.9052697
So cot. latitude of ditto 75 51 9.4015010
To cot. of an 76 0 0.3968507
Subtract obliquity of the ecliptic • • 23 30
Remain 52 30

2 As radius sine 00 0 10.

Is to cos. longitude of Canopus, 81 33 0.1671586
So cos. latitude 75 61 9.3882101
To cosine of 87 56 8.6553687

3 As radius sine 00 0 10.

Is to cos 62 30 ff.7844471

^^otan 87 56 114426638
To tan 86 36 11.2271109
Which taken from 180 0
Leaves the right ascension of Canopus . . • • 03 24 in A. D. 1528.

4 As radios sine 00 0 10.

Is to sine 52 30 0.8004667
So sine 87 56 0.0907174
To sine of the declination of Ccmopus s .. 52 27 9.8001841
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Now, in the apnexed Diagram,
Let P be the pole of the equator.

PZ= 00°—2S® 11'= 60® 49'=the complement of the Lat. of Ujcin,

T C the equator.

T P the ecliptic.

S place of the star.

Then say

:

As tau. CO. lat. PZ = ACS 06® 40' 10.3G82903

Is to rad. sine 00 0 10.

So tan. of the declination AS 62 27 10.1142350

To sine of the ascensional difference AC .... 33 51 0.7459387

Add right ascension 93 24

The sum is the obliqne ascension r C 127 16

Which taken from 180 0

Leaves C^ (supplementary triangle,) . • . •

.

62 45

As cos. of die obliquity of the ecliptic ^ 23 30 0.9623078

la to rad. sine 00 0 10.

So tan. C^ 52 45 10.1180478

To tan. B:22; 65 7 10.1565500
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And 180°— 55° T— 124° 53'= r B, the point of the

ecliptic B, or the longitude of that point of the

equator C, which rises with Canopus.

IVow the next jiortion of the ecliptic to be found
is BD.

7 As radius sine . . 90° 0' 10.

Is to sine C-«- . . 52 15 9.9009142

So tan. obliquity of flie ecliptic / , .. 23 30 9.0383019

To tan. OC . . 19 C 9.5302101

H As rad. sine . . . 90 0 10.

To sine of tlie obliquity of llicr ecliptic 23 30 9.0000997

So cos. C . . 52 45 9.7819001

Tocos. CII-^ . . 70 2 9.3820001

9 As rad. sine .. 90 0 10.

Is to cos. DC .. 19 0 9.9754083

.So tan. of the latitude of Vjein .. 23 11 9.0317037

To cot .. 07 58 9.0071120

W'bicb taken from 70° 2' leaves .. 8 4
10 As cos .. 8 4 9.995C815

Is to cos .. 07 58 9.6742003

So tun. CD .. 19 6 9.5394287

To tan. DD .. 7 29 9.1179175

To which add tB = 124° 53' we have the longitude

of the point D = 132° 22' coascendent with S and C,

or the cosmical point of rising of Canopus.

The next portion of the ecliptic to be found is

DM, depressed 10° 30' below the horizon •

11 As rad. sine 0' lOe

Is to cos. BD 29 9.9002852

So tan 4 9.1514543

To cos. CDD 0 0.1477395

12 As sine CDB-NDJU 0 9.9957528

Is to sine MN 30 9.2G0G330

So is rad. sine 0 10.

To sine DM 30 0.2648802

Add the point of cosmical rising 22

The sum is the heliacal point 58==; 4-22° 58',

or 22° 58' of Leo,

which is within two minutes of what Varaha states

it, he making it 23° of Leo, or 7° short of Virgo.

In the above calculation, I have taken 10° 30' for

the arc of vision, or the depression of the sun below
y
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the horizon at the rising of Canopus. Some allow

10°, others 11°; mine is a medium between the

two, and agrees best with what Varaha states : but

whether we take 10° or 11°, the difference will be

inconsiderable, and not exceeding 30' in the sun’s

longitude either way. Therefore the question re-

specting the true time of Varaha Mihira is now finally

settled, and all doubts respecting his being the

author of the Jataharnava proved to be entirely

groundless.

It may not now be amiss, to show the points in

the Hindu sphere, to which the sun must have come
at the cosmical and heliacal rising of Canopus at

Ujein in A. D. 1528, as it will serve to prevent miscon-

ception. This may be done by deducting the differ-

ence between the Hindu and tropical spheres for the

year A.D. 1528, from the cosmical and heliacal

points 4’ 12° 22' and 4* 22° 58' above determined.

But as this would require some calculation, I shall

show how it may be done without any trouble, by
means of a celestial globe, and that independent al-

together of any reference to the tropical sphere.

Take a celestial globe, on which the stars are cor-

rectly laid down, and rectify it for the latitude of

lljein 23° 1 T N. bring the star Canopus to the eastern

horizon, and mark the point on the ecliptic then in

the horizon, with its distance from some fixed star

east or west of it, lying in or near the ecliptic ; this

will be the cosmical point, and its longitude in the

Hindu sphere, will be known from its distance in

degrees east or west of the star. Measure 101° to-

wards the east, perpendicular to the horizon, and

mark the point where it falls on the ecliptic, in

respect to its distance east or west of some fixed

star whose longitude is given in the Hindu sphere, this
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will be the heliacal point, and its longitude in the

Hindu sphere will be known from its distance east

or west of the star. Thus, the globe being rectified

for the latitu4e, and the star Canopus brought to the

eastern horizon, the point of the ecliptic then on the

horizon will be found to be about 10” 56' west of

Regulus, whose longitude in the Hindu sphere is

4“ 9°; consequently the longitude of the cosmical

point in the Hindu sphere, is 4* 9°— 10° 5G'=3‘ 28°

4': now measuring 10i° perpendicular to the horizon

towards the east, as directed, the point will fall on
the ecliptic about 20' to the west of Regulus ; there-

fore the longitude of this point in the Hindu sphere,

is 4* 9'— 0° 20'=4'‘ 8° 40', to which the sun must in-

variably come at the heliacal rising of Canopus at

UJein. The Hindu sphere being sideral, and conse-

quently fixed, the cosmical and heliacal points thus

shown, are also nearly fixed : they were so in the

time of Varaha, and they are the same no'4^. But
it is far otherwise in the moveable or tropical sphere,

in which the variation is considerable, the longitude

of the cosmical and heliacal points*increasing as the

time is more modern.

Having thus shown the age in which Varaha

Mihira wrote, from the data gfiven in both his works,

the Varahi Sanhita and Jataktimava, which com-
pletely agree, we shall, in the next section, endeavour

to explain the cause of his being thrown back into

antiquity by the moderns, with the various means

that have been employed for that purpose.
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SECTION V.

The cause of Variijlia MUiira being thrown back into antiquity by the moderns

explained— The reason of two Varalia Mihiras and tioo Ulihskaras explained

by the imposition on Ak}>cr— Bli:iskara thrown back toA.D* 1150

—

A num-

ber of forgeries to support the imposition— Spurious Arya Siddimnia— Ttco

IJhiisvatis—Pretended ancient commentaries— Interpolations— The Pancha

Siddlumtika— False positions ofthe Colures—Artificial rules for the cosmicat

rising of Canopus by the Uhavasti—By the Pancha Siddhantiki—By
Kesava—By the Graka Laghava— The time to which they rtfer appears to

be about the middle of last century— The heliacal rising of Canopus by the

Brahma Vaicarta^ and Bhavisya Puranas, when the sun was short of

Virgo—A view of the impositions arisingfrom spurious hooks— Laksinidasa,

a commentator on the Siddhanta Siromani, pretended to he a grandson of

Kesava, and to have written in A, D. 1500—Determines the cosmical rising

of Canopus at Benaresfor that year— The spurious Arya Siddhanta examinedy

and shown to be a modern forgery— The system it contains, how framed—
Gives the proportion ef the diameter of a circle to its circmrfcrence the same

as Blifisksira— Quotes the Brahma Siddhanta, Brahma Gupta, and the

Surya Siddhanta— The PuUsa Siddhanta, another forgery, noticed— For-

geries of hooks innumerable— The Braluna Siddhanta Sphuta, another for-

gery— The object of the forgery— The spurious Brahmi Siddhanta quotes

the spurious Arya Siddhanta, Pulisa Siddhanta, and Variiha Mihira, thcrelnj

proving it to be a forgery, and, jjerhaps, by the same individual— Quota-

tions made from it to show the same—Mistake about the imsiiions of the

Colures, and the meaning of the terms Aries, Taurus, Sfc,— Interpolations—^

Vishnu Chandra, Sfc,

About the year A.D. 1556, the emperor Jelaledeen

Mahomed Akbcr ascended the throne. This prince

was universally esteemed as a great encourager of

leai’ning, and of learned men of all nations
; in con-

sequence of which, a number of works on various

subjects were continually presented to him, and

among these was the Lilavati of Bhiiskara Achfirya.

This work, in order to increase its value, as well as

to ^exalt the abilities of the Hindus as men of science

in the eyes of the emperor, was given out to be then-

several centuries old
; and that it was not the work
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of BliHskara Acharya, who was then livinf^, but of

another person of the same name, who lived as far

back as the year A. D. 1 150. By this Brahminical
contrivance, »two Bhaskara Acharyas were framed
out of one. But it so happened that Bhaskara
Acharya, in one of his works, the SUldhanta Siromani,

mentioned the name of Varfilia, who appears above
to have written only twenty-six years before Akber
ascended the throne, and consequently might then

be still living. This untoward circumstance was,

therefore, likely to overturn the whole imposition
;

and, if observed, instead of getting favour with the

emperor, they would be considered as cheats and
impostors : therefore, to save appearances and their

ci'cdit, the same method was followed as with
Bhaskara, by giving out that the person mentioned

by Bhaskara was not the Varfilia who wrote a few
years before the emperor ascended the throne, but

another of the same name, who lived about the time

of Raja Bhoj, or his successor, by which means the

discovery of the deception was prevented, and two
Varaha Mihiras were thus made oilt of one.

It would appear that the matters remained in this

state, depending entirely on mere verbal assertions,

until the last century, perhaps about the middle of

it, when the impositions above stated, were most

probably opposed, and nearly overturned. Who
the persons were that made the opposilion we cannot

now ascertain, nor the proofs produced, except by
inferences from the various means that appear to

have been employed to counteract such proofs.

The time of Aryabhatta was known from the date

of the Arya SUldhanta, which was still existing ;
and

.Bhaskara Acharya had*written a commentary on the

Arya Siddhanta, which is supposed to have been the
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foundation of the Lilavati : consequently Bhaskara

must have been posterior to Aryabhatta. Aryabhatta

wrote the Arya Siddhanta in the year A.D. 1322,

(Sec. III.) but Bhaskara Acharya, (in order to make
the Lilavati appear ancient,) was thrown back to the

year 1150, or 172 years before •the very person on

whose work he wrote a commentary. Here was a

most glaring* inconsistency, that could not be other-

wise than noticed, and as such, fatal to the story of

the pretended antiquity of Bhaskara Acharya, as

well as to that of Varaha Mihira. Moreover, the

positions of the planets given by the Arya Siddhanta

proved the truth of the date of that work, so that

there was no room left for subterfuge. These being

the proofs, I suppose, that were brought forward,

or at least a part of them, we shall now endeavour

to show the means that were adopted to counteract

them. It was evident, that so long as the Arya
Siddhanta was in existence and in circulation, any
means they might adopt to counteract the proofk

would be useless. It became, therefore, necessary

by all means to suppress it, and to fabricate a variety

of books, and make interpolations in existing ones,

for the express purpose of supporting the antiquity

they had thus given, or meant to give, to Varaha
Mihira and Bhaskara Acharya. Among the number
of books that were thus fabricated to answer this

purpose, we accordingly find a spurious Arya
Siddhanta, as a substitute for the real one sup-

pressed, but differing entirely from it and appear-

ing an imposition on the face of it. We also find a

book called tbe Kutuhala, lathered on Bhaskara

AchSrya, in which the epoch for the positions of

the planets is given for the year 1105 Saca, by.

which it was intended that the world should believe
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that he actually lived at that period, and wrote the

work. Other works were written to throw back
the time ofVariiha Mihira, such as the two Bhawatis,

pretended to,have been written by Satanunda, the

fictitious pupil of Variiha ; the epoch of these is the

year 1021 Saca. One is made to mention the name
of Varaha, and the other to allude to the five Sidd-

hantas, which it was pretended Varaha had written,

or compared and examined : consequently, from the

epoch thus given, it was intended to establish that

Varaha Mihira lived as far back, at least, as the year
1021 Saca, or A.D. 1099. Besides these, there is a

commentary on the Vardhi Sanhita, by some person

or persons, under the fictitious name of Bhattotpala,

given out by the Brahmins of lljein to be near eight

hundred years old
;
for this Bhattotpala is pretended

to have lived in A. D. 968* ; consequently the asser-

tions of the Brahmins of L[jem, if believed, would
place Varaha Mihira anterior to A. D. 968 for no
one will doubt, but that he must be older than his

commentator. And to strengthen all this, they had
recourse to several interpolations, which they made
into the original work of Variiha Mihira, the Vardhi

Sanhita, one of which, in particular, we shall here

notice, to show the artfulness of the method that

was adopted.

They feigned that Varaha Mihira had examined
and compared five certain Siddhantas, or works on

astronomy, called by the names of the Brahma, the

Surya the Vasishtha, the Romakat and the Pulisa

Siddhanta, which names they interpolated into the

Vardhi Sanhita, to support the fiction. They also

pretended that Varaha Mihira wrote a work on these

* Mr. Colebrooke’s Notes and lllnstrations, p. xxxiii.
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five Siddhantas, entitled the Panchu Siddhantika, but

which work it does not appear that any one has ever

yet seen. From this unseen and unheard of work,

and which I am disposed to think, never existed,

Bhattotpala, the commentator on the Vamhi Sanhita,

or rather the person who assun>ed that name, pre-

tends to quote a passage, stating that the colurc was
in the LunaV Asterism Punarvasu when the author

wrote that work
;
which, as no particular degree is

mentioned, would place him between the years A.D.

277 and A.D. 1165. This forgery is, however,

completely overthrown, as well as all the others we
have mentioned, by the time deduced from the

heliacal rising of the Canopus mentioned by the

author himself in his Sanhita, and by the time for

which he gave the positions of the aphelia of the

planets in his other work, the Jdlakarnava.* It

* Mr. Colebrooke is not disposed to believe the Jatahirnava a work of Varalin

Mibira, because it forms a direct positive proof against him. He says ;
** Tlie

“ minor works ascribed to the same author (Varaha Mibira), may have been coin-

** posed in later times, and the name of a celebrated author have been aflixed tu

** them, according to a prahtice which is but too common in India, as in many other
** countries. The Jatakarnavat for example, which has been attributed to him, may
** not improbably be the work of a diiTerent author. At least I am not apprized
** of any collateral evidence, such as quotations from it in books of some antiquity,

to support its genuineness as a work of Varuha Mibira.”—As. Res. Vol. XII.

p. 244. The genuineness of the Jatakdrnava is proved by its agreement in date

with the Varahi Sanhita, to both of which the anthor*s name is aflixed. Quotations

can never be considered as proof, for they may be, and often arc made by impostors

to give strength to their forgeries ; and what is more, spurious works very seldom

quote any other but those of the same character, lest a discovery of the real truth

should be made by that means. For instance, the spurious Arya Siddhanta is

repeatedly quoted by Bhattotpala, (one of the greatest impostors that ever lived),

and also by the spurious Brahma SiddJianta, but not a word about the genuine A rya

Siddhania, wliich, however, is found quoted in other books. And when quotations

are made by impostors from genuine books, it is generally with a view of introducing

to hotioe some passage that has been interpolated for the purpose of imposition.

Thus the Pancha Siddhantika is quoted by Bhattotpala, to bring forward tlie pre-

tended positions of the colnrcs in the time of Var.Hha Mibira, with the intention of

throwing that author back into antiquity ; which, however, is overthrown by the

other passage he cites from the same book relative to the cosmical rising of Canopus,
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might, therefore, be considered superfluous to enter

into all these particulars, since every circumstance

showings it to be the production of the last century ; and oonaequently all the

interpolations into the Varahi Sanhita relating to it, to Pulisa, and the spariona

Arya Siddtianta, are of the same period. But it is upon these quotatiSns,

interpolations, and assertion^ without proof, that Mr. Colebrooke relies, and

not on astronomical facts, which he seems to disregard. He tells us, that Varaba
Miliira was the son of Aiiityadosa, being so described in t!&e Vrihat Jdtaka, of

which he was the author, and that he lived in the fifth or siath century of the

(Miristian era. Notes and Illustrations, pp. xlv. li.—^Tbat Adityadasa miglit

possibly be the father of Varaba Mihira, for any thing we can know to the contrary ;

but that he flourished at the close of the fifth, or beginning of the sixth century of

the Christian era, is what cannot be admitted, because we have already shown him,

from astronomical facts, to have been contemporary with the emperor Akber.

Whether he was the author of the Vrihat Jdtaka or not, cannot possibly be known,

except from circumstances } for Mr. Colebrooke himself has admitted the practice

of India and other countries, of naming books on celebrated authors that never saw
them. And the assertion of Bhattotpala, the impostor, making him the author of it,

is here of no weight. Mr. Colebrooke also states, that ** Varaba Mihira is cited by
iianie in the Pancha Tantra, the original of the Fables of Pilpay, which were trans-

lated into Persian for Nushervaii, more than 1200 years ago.’’ As. Res. Vol. IX.

p. 3C4.—All this proves nothing. For it does not follow that the Pancha Tantra of

Vishnu Sarmana is the original of the Fables of Pilpay : on the contrary, it is more
likely that the latter should be tlie original of the former, and perhaps oSmany others,

under different names, in the same manner as we have a number of Rdmayanas, and

other books on subjects of the same kind. We have no proof whatever that the

Pancha Tantra of Vishnu Sarmana is even a hundred years old : for, to prove that it

was the identical one that was translated into Persian more than 1200 years ago, it

ought be shown, that the name of Varaha Mihira, was dbtually in that very transla*

tion, and still continues, without which it could be no proof ; for we know that all

Hindu books are liable to interpolations, and consequently the Pancha Tranta as

much so as any other. But, supposing the fact was true, that the name of Varaba

Mihira was actually in the original translation into Persian upwards of 1200 years

ago, what would that prove, after all 1 It could only go to prove that there have

been more persons of the name of Varaha Mihira than one ; but it would never affect

the time of the author of the Varahi Sanhita, who was the contemporary with Akber.

Mr. Colebrooke himself, seems to say, there have been more than one Varaha

Mihira, (Notes and Illustrations, p. li.) but 1 have not seen as yet any snflioient

proof to that effect, and therefore 1 am disposed to believe there was but one, and to

consider all the rest as arising from the effect of imposition. 1 have seen an old copy

of the Vrihat Jataka above alluded to by Mr. Colebrooke, and it does not contain a

syllable of what be states, as to Varaha Mihira living in the fifth or sixth centniy of

the Christian era, &o. I think Mr. Colebrooke, like my old friend, the late Colonel

Wilford, and perhaps many others, was imposed on by his crafty dependants, who

studied his inclinations and his wishes, and, from knowing the bias of his sentiments,

were tliereby enabled to practise, with security and advantage to themselves, their

imposture of forged and interpolated iJboks, which they produced for him, or put in

bis way to obtain, as might appear best to answer their purpose.

Z
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that does not accord with these decisive facts, must
be taken and considered as an absolute forgery or

imposition ; but it may be useful to point the artful

manner by which they were conducted,which never

ccgald have been fully detected, had it not been for

the circumstance of the heliacal ‘rising of

given by Varaha Mihira himself, of the effect of

which, perhaps, they were not fully aware, other-

wise they would in all probability have expunged
it : but so it always happens, that impostors, how-
ever careful they may be, in giving a plausible

appearance to their writings, yet, overlook some
circumstance, which entirely overthrows the whole
fabric ; as may be seen by the instance above given.

But it is not the above instance alone that we are to

notice
;
there are many others, some of which I

shall now bring forward to support the same facts.

*

THE BHASVATI.

This work I have noticed above, as being pre-

tended to ^have been written by a person of the

name of Satananda in the year A. D. 1099, who is

also said to have been a pupil of Varaha Mihira:

therefore, by this contrivance, Variiha Mihira would
be placed anterior to that period. But the author

of this work, whatever his real name may have

been, has left us his rule for computing the cosmical

rising of Canopus in his own time, from which we
are enabled to judge whether the date assigned be

true or false. His rule is thus given : Multiply the

length of the equinoctial shadow by 25, to the pro-

duct add 900, (the sum will be degrees, of which

225 are equal to one sign) ; when the sun is in the

longitude expressed by this quantity, then the star
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Canopus rises cosmically, or at the same time with
the sun.

Example :—The length of the equinoctial shadow
at Ujein, -cast by a gnomon of 12, is taken at 5

Multiply this by 25, the product is , . 125
Add 900, the sum will be 1025

Which divided by 225 for each sign, we get 4’ 10°

40' for the sun’s longitude at the time of the cosmical

rising of Ca}iopiis at Ujein, which, by adding 10° 20',

would give the heliacal rising the same as in the

Brahma Vaivarta Parana, ^c.

THE PANCHA SIDDHANTIKA.

This is quoted by the commentator Bhattotpala,

as one of the works ofVaraha Mihira, and from
which he cites a similar rule to the preceding for

the cosmical rising of Canopus, which is thus given

:

Multiply half the equinoctial shadow by the square

of 5, add to the product 73, the sum will be degrees

and minutes
;
and when the sun’s longitude is equal

to the sum, then Canopus rises cosmically, or at the

same time with the sun.

Example :—Length of the equinoctial shadow at

Ujein is 5, and its half= ....
Multiply by the square of 5=25, the

product is 62° 30'

Add 73, and the sum is 135° 30'=4‘ 15° 30', the

sun’s longitude when Canopus rose cosmically at

Ujein.

KESAVA.

• Kesava’s rule is premsely the same as the Pancha
Siddhantika, and therefore gives the same longitude
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to the sun, 4’ 1 5° 30', at the time of the cosmical

rising of Canopus.

THE GRAHA LAGHAVA *

Gives the following rule :— Multiply the equinoctial

shadow by 8, to the product add 98, the sum will

be the sun’s longitude when the star Canojnis rises

cosmically, or in the morning with the sun : and
subtracting the product from 78, shows the sun’s

longitude at the heliacal setting.

Example :
—^The equinoctial shadow at Ujein 5

Multiply by 8, the product is . . 40
* Add to the product .... 98

The sum is 138

Or 4* 18° the sun’s longitude when Canopus rose at

sunrise, and 78°— 40° =38°, the sun’s longitude,

when tlxat star set heliacally at ITjein.

The artificial rules for the cosmical rising of Ca-

nopus by the different books being now explained,

we shall next ^how the time to which they refer.

In A.D. 1750, the cosmical rising of Campus at

TJjjein was when the sun’s longitude was 4’ 13° 34',

which is less than any of the Hindu books make it.

The cause of this is owing to their method of esti-

mating it from the sun’s longitude, at the time of

heliacal rising of Canopus, by allowing a deduction

of about 10 degrees. Thus the sun’s longitude at

* Thedegrees added in these operations do not arise from any scientific principlc.s

;

only the difierenoes to make up the sun’s longitude to what it is required to

bja'Vl^Ihe cosmical risingk Thus, suppose I know that the sun’s longitude at tlic

chsmical rising of CoMwpus is 4* 17^ at Ujein, then I may multiply the length of the

equinoctial shadow by 5,6, 8, 10, or any other number, at pleasure, and add the

difference to make up 4* 17^ ^ for the rules arc entirely artificial.
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the time of heliacal rising of Canopus in A. D. 1750,
was about 4“ 25° 40'

; deduct from this 10° or 10i°,

the remainder is 4* 15° 10' : the Pancha Siddhantika

and Kcsava make it 4‘ 15°; therefore, making every
possible allowance for error, they cannot be older

than the middle, (fr at farthest the beginning of last

century. And the differences between the sup-
posed dates of the books mentioned above, were
doubtless made on purpose as a deception, to' give,

as it were, the appearance of different degrees o’f

antiquity to the authors, while, in fact, they are all

of the same period, or at least nearly so ; the whole,

with many others, being probably the contrivance of

a junta of Brahmins during the last century.

Here, I think, we have a complete proof of the

imposition of the Brahmins of l^ein, in telling the

late Dr. Hunter that Bhattotpala, who cites the

Pancha Siddhantika, lived near 800 years ago. Cer-

tainly IJjcin is not the place to obtain any true in-

formation on matters of this kind, it being the very

foeus or point from which the whole of the im-

positions appear to have originally sprung; though

at present, I believe, the fabrication of spurious

books, commentaries, &c. is not confined to UJem,

but to be found all over India, wherever the influence

of the Brahmins prevails.

THE BRAHMA VAIVARTA AND BHAVISYA

PURANAS.

These books state the heliacal rising of Canopus

when the sun is 3° sl||prt of Virgo, or 4’ 27 of Leo

:

they are therefore the productions of the same period

;

and thus we may see that the Puranas are not so
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ancient as generally supposed, or the Hindus and

others would wish us to believe.

The epoch of the two Bhaswatis is the year 1021

Saca, or A.D. 1099. Bhattotpala, according to the

information received by Dr. Hunter when at Ujcin,

was said to have lived about the year 890 of Saca, or

A. D. 968 ;
Kesava about 1382 Saca, or A. D. 1440

;

and the epoch of the Grahalaghava, feigned to be

written by Ganesa, the son of Kesava, 1442 Saca, or

A.D. 1520. And yet none of them, from what has

been shown above, can be referred further back than

the middle or beginning of last century. Hence we
can depend on neither names, dates, nor epochs in

Hindu books. One Gungadhur is said to have writ-

ten a commentary on the work of Bhaskara Acharya
in the year 1342 Saca, or A. D. 1420, which we know,
from the tinae ofVaraha Mihira, A.D. 1528, already

determined, to be impossible, in respect of date.

Laksmidas, the feigned grandson of Kesava, wrote a

commentary on the Siddhanta Siromani of Bhaskara,

in which all the calculations of the places of the

planets, and the dbsmical and heliacal risings of two
of the stars, are made for the end of the year 4601 of

the Kali Yuga, or A. D. 1500. This, no doubt, was
done with a view to make it believed that he lived

and wrote at the very epoch for which he made his

calculation : but how could this be, if his supposed

grandfather, Kesava, lived only about the middle of

last century, or say, even in the beginning of it, at

farthest? In fact, names, dates, and astronomical

epochs, are given to books, at the will and pleasure

of the writers, and seldom have any reference to the

names, dates, and epochs of the real authors. * The

* I mentioned this circumstance to a Hindu astronomer, who acknowledged the

fact, and, in defence of it, said :
<< Some men make the commencement of the Kafp(t,
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object here, as well as in all the rest was to support

the pretended antiquity of Varaha Mihira, and of

Bhaskara Achiirya, the latter of whom the author

states for that purpose, as having been born in the

year 1036 of Saca (A. D. 1114), and of his having

written the SiddhatHa Siromani in the year 1072 of

Sam, at the age of 36. The work, however, though
intended to support an imposition, is useful in other

respects : it gives the different operations for deter-

mining the mean and the true places of the planets,

both heliocentric and geocentric; the calculations of

lunar and solar eclipses
; the rising and setting of

the planets, &c. together with the cosmical and
heliacal rising of a Delphini and Canopus, by which it

is shown, that the sun’s longitude at the times of

the cosmical and heliacal rising of the stars is

reckoned from the vernal equinoctial point, and not

from the beginning of Aswbu, or the Hindu sphere.

Thus, in calculating the cosmical and heliacal rising

the epoch from which tliey direct tlie calculations of the places of the planets to he

made for any time required. Others make choice of tlie’beginning of the Kali Yuga

for the same purpose. Have we not, therefore, a right to make choice of any other

epoch, such as 2, 3, 4, or 5 hundred years or more, back from our own times, for

the like purpose ?’* To which I replied, that certainly they had ; but that, in conse-

quence of the epoch’s being brought down to piodern times, and within the scale of

probability, others were deceived by it, and supposed the author must have lived at

the epoch for which he gave the positions of the planets. To which he replied, that

that was not their fault ; for that there was no absolute connection \\ liatever between

the epochs and the times of the authors : that they might be the same or not, as

they found it best to answer the purpose : that in astronomical books, the principal

object was to give rules for determining the places of the planets for any time re-

quired, from the motions and positions given at some certain epoch, without any

regard to the time of the author. I asked him, if he framed an astronomical work,

and placed the epoch from which the calculation should proceed 1000 years back, if

he would put his name to it, and own the work. He replied, he could do so, on the

principle already explained
;
but, in such cases, it was usual to put the name of

some ancient sage to it, or that of sonie fictitious astronomer, with an account of his

birth, parentage, connections, and country, in order to give it the plausible ap-

pearance of being ancient and real, which, according to moderD notions, would much

enhance its value.
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of Canopus for the 4002d year of the Kali Yuga, or

A. D. 1500, he takes tabular longitude, or the dis-

tance between the beginning of Aswini and the point

of the ecliptic cut by the circle of declination of the

star, which is 87°

He takes the tabular latitude, oc distance

between the same point and the star,

counted 6n the circle of declination,

which is 77

From these he determines, by approximations, the

true longitude, latitude, and declination. That is to

say, the longitude, reckoned from the beginning of

Aswirn, to the point in the ecliptic cut by the circle

of latitude, which he makes . . 80° 39' 11*

Making a difference between the points

of the ecliptic cut by the circle of de-

clination and that of latitude . 6 20 49
The true longitude of the star from the beginning of

Astvint being thus determined, he then adds the pre-

cession of the equinoxes, down to the end of the

year 4601 of the Kali Yuga (A.D. 1500) 16° 10' 59*,

the sum giv^es tha longitude of the star in A.D. 1500,

reckoned from the vernal equinoctial point, equal

to 96° 50' 10"

He then determines the sun’s longitude

at the cosmical and heliacal rising of

the star at Benares, where the length

of the equinoctial shadow is found to

be 5 50*z=5.75, or latitude north , 25° 36' 8"

He makes the cosmical rising, when the

sun’s longitude was . . . 4’ 16°

The heliacal rising at . . . 4 25 36 9

All of which are reckoned from the vernal equinoctial

point, or beginning of Aries, and not from the begin-

ning of the Hindu sphere.
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It is, however, to be observed, that there is an
error in the computed longitude of Campus used,

which affects all the calculations connected with it.

The longitude of Canopus in A.D. 1500, at the end
of the year 4601 of the Kali Yuga, by

European Tables, was . . 3‘ 8" T 30*

But by the Hindu computation, it was
only ’3 6 50 10

Difference, the latter too little by 0 1 1 1 20
Which must, of course, affect the results of the cal-

culations.

In A.D. 1500, the latitude of Campus
was 75^51' O*

The right ascension . . . 93 12 33
The declination . . •

. 52 26 O
And the obliquity of the ecliptic . 23 30 22

If we now take the latitude of Benares

at what the Hindus state it, from the

length of the equinoctial shadow, as 26 36 8

The cosmical rising ofCanopus in A. D.

1500, will come out . . A* 11° & 34*

Differing from the Hindu computation

by . . . . . 0 1 6 34

THE SPURIOUS ARYA SIDDHANTA.

This trifling production, has been substituted in

the place of the real one, now suppressed (see

Sec. HI.) : but notwithstanding all the care that has

been taken to prevent detection, appears to be a

forgery of very modern date. In this, as well as in

the works above mentioned, care had been taken

that the positions of the planets at the epochs as-

sumed, should be made to agree with the times; for

A A
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they discovered, from the circumstances of the Pa-

rasara Siddhanta (given in Sec. III.), that pretending

a book to be ancient would not alone be sufficient,

as it would be liable to be detected by.the positions

of the planets not agreeing with such pretended an-

tiquity, but to a more modern period, the time when
the work was actually written; and therefore, in

computing ^e places of the planets for forged

epochs of antiquity, they perceived the necessity of

computing from some tables the actual positions for

the time. It is not, however, on the mere position

of the planets alone thatwe are to depend ; for these

may be so accurately determined for the time, by
computation, as completely to baffle all our attempts

in detecting the fraud. We are, therefore, to have

recourse to other means, and to consider every cir-

cumstance lhat serves to point out the work to be
more modern than the period to which imposition

has referred it, as we have done with the books

above mentioned, which, by means of the cosmical

risings of Canopus, are decisively proved to be forge-

ries in respect to'their dates, epochs, names, &c.

The revolutions of the planets given in the spurious

Aiya Siddhanta, have no affinity whatever with those

given in the real Arya Siddhanta: they appear to

have been computed from those given in the Surya

Siddhanta. The revolutions of the planets given in

the Surya Siddhanta, answered when that work was
written ; but in process of time, they were found to

require corrections, to make them agree with the

actual positions of the planets corresponding to the

time ; so that about 260 or 300 years ago, it was
found necessary to make the following corrections,

which the Hindu astronomers call bij

:

—
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Mercury

Venus

Murs

Jujuter

Snturn

Sun

Muon
Apogee

Node

10 revolutions in 4320000 years, subtractive from 17037000
12 ditto 7022376

0 2296832

8 364220

12 additive to ... . 140508

0 4320000

0 57763336

4 * subtractive from 488203

4 additive to .... 232238

the revolutions on the right hand of the page, being

those given in the Surya Siddhanta, for 4320000
years. The jS&rya Siddhanta, from what is shown
in Section II. appears to have been written about

the year A. D. 1091 ; therefore, in framing numbers
to answer for a period anterior to A. D. 1091, we
would apply the corrections with a contrary sign,

thus : the number of revolutions of Venus in 4320000
by the Snrya Siddhanta=7Q22'^lQ

;
but this number

in modern times (about A.D. 1550), required to be
diminished by 12, to render the result correct: con-

sequently, in going back from A.D. 1091, the num-
ber would require to be increased, instead of dimi-

nished; so that, if the distance of time was the

same, the number would come out 7022376 + 12=
7022388, which is the number given in the spurious

Arya Siddhanta. Other means, such as European or

Mahomedan tables, might have been also used for

the more effectual correcting the numbers ; but this

explanation is sufficient.

The following Table exhibits the numbers, ac-

cording to the Surya Siddhanta and the spurious Arya

Siddhanta, with their differences.

Surya Siddhanta.

Sun, 4320000

Moon, 57753336
— Apogee, 488203;

— Node, 232238

Spurious Arya Siddhanta.

4320000 difference 0
57753336 . . 0
488219 . . + 16

232226 . . — 12
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Surya Siddhanta.

Mercury 17937060

Venus, 7022376

Mars, 2296832
Jupiter, 364220
Saturn, 146568

Spurious Arya Siddhanta.

17937020 diff. •— 40

7022388 . . + 12

2296824 . . . — 8

364224 . . + 4

146564 . . — 4

From this table it will readily appear, by the dif-

ferences in *the numbers, that the spurious Arya

Siddhanta, is placed several centuries anterior to the

Surya &ddhanta, which work, however, is quoted by
the former, as also Brahma Gupta and the Brahma
Siddhanta. The date given to it is the year 3623 of

the Kali Yuga, or A.D. 5S2, which is 16 years before

the sideral form now in use was introduced. All

these facts, 1 think, are sufficient, nowithstanding

all the care that has been taken to prevent detection,

to show it to be a mere modern imposition.

The first thing that strikes a person, on looking

over thfs trifling work, is the order in which the

planets are named, being the same as in the Euro-

pean or Mahomedan books of astronomy, and con-

trary to the universal practice of all other Hindu
astronomers, who arrange the names of the planets

in the smne order, as they are expressed by the

days of the week; that is, the sun, moon. Mars,

Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn. Whereas the

writer of this spurious production, names them in

the following order: the sun, moon, Mercury, Venus,

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn ; or reversing it, by be-

ginning with Saturn. From which circumstance 1

think it may be naturally inferred, that some Euro-

pean or Mahomedan tables had been employed in

the fimning of its numbers, or at least in correcting

them, and perhaps by European hands. Indeed, for.

some years past, many things have appeared, as if
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written by Hindus, in which the assistance at least

of Europeans appears conspicuous
; such as the

vaccine innoculation. Sir Isaac Newton’s method of

fluxions, &c^8ic. It is certainly true, that as the

Hindus become more and more acquainted with the

European languages, writings, and arts and sciences,

they are thereby enabled to give a view of the Euro-
pean sciences in Sanscrit, and father them on some of

their own ancient sages, if they think, that by so doing,

they will exalt themselves in the eyes of the world,

by making them believe that their forefathers were
the persons from whom the arts and sciences, even
in their present improved state, originally sprung.

But to return. The next thing that attracts at-

tention in the spurious Arya Siddhanta is the com-
mencing of the Kalpa, or grand period, with Thurs-

day, instead of Sunday, which is entirely contrary to

all the Hindu books that give regular systems. This,

most probably, may be owing to an ignorance of the

method of constructing a regular system; for to a

person acquainted with the process, it is as easy to

make Sunday the first day of the Kalpa, as any

other day : but Sunday being the first day of the

week, it is natural that it should be the first day of the

Kalpa, and is so given in all the books of astronomy

that I have seen, except the spurious Arya Sid-

dhanta. The Kalpa, by this book, begins at sunrise,

1986120000 years before the beginning of KaliYuga.

In this number of years there are 725447670625 days

complete, which, divided by 7, give 103635367232

weeks, and one day over: therefore, as the Kali

Yuga. began with Friday, the Kalpa began on

Thursday.

The system, in every point of view, is imperfect :

it gives no revolutions for computing the places of
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the aphelia and nodes of the planets, nor any rule

for determining the precession of the equinoxes for

any particular period of time required ;
thus showing

a want of knowledge in the requisites for forming a

complete system.

But though he neither gives the revolutions of the

nodes nor apsides, he gives the positions of the aphelia

of the planets, which however are computed from

the numbers given in the genuine Arya Siddhanta

(Section III.) : this completely overturns the whole

machinery, and shows it to be modern, in spite of

all tlie art and cunning that had been employed in

the forgery. Beside the decisive fact here mentioned,

there are other circumstances in the book, that would

also show that it is of a late date
;
for the author ex-

hibits his knowledge in modern improvements. For

instance, he gives the ratio, or proportion of the

diameter of a circle to its circumference, as 20000 to

G2832; 'that is, as 10000 to3141G, or I to 3.14G;

the multiplying it by 20000 was evidently to dis-

guise it. This proportion of tlie diameter to the cir-

cumference, was -totally unknown in the days of the

genuine Aryabhatta, and is in fact the very same as

given by Bhaskara Acharya, in another form, in the

Litdvati.

It also states the diameter of the earth, 1050 yojans.

of the sun, 4410
of the moon, 315
of Venus, 65
of Jupiter, 3220
of Mercury, 2140
of Saturn, 1615

qf Mars, 65
of Meru, 1

And the orbit of the wind, 3375
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with other particulars, of no interest or value to the

astronomer. It contains about 20 small leaves, and

goes by the name of the Laghu, or small Arya Sid-

dhanta. The genuine Atya Siddhanta contains 40
leaves or more, exclusive of the part that is lost.

It would be needless to waste any more time in

going over its contents : what has been shown must
be perfectly sufficient to convince any man of com-

mon sense of its being a downright modern forgery,

intended to supersede the genuine Arya Siddhanta.

There is, however, one passage in it which deserves to

be noticed, as it will be of use hereafter in showing

other forgeries to be brought forward. The passage

relates to Brahma Gupta, whom he mentions in

quoting the Brahma Siddhanta, and stands thus :
—

He also quotes from the Surya Siddhanta ; but in

so doing there is no inconsistency
;
for the genuine

Aryabhatta was long posterior to tHe times of either

of these works. The principal forgery consists in

the attempt to falsify the epoch of Aryabhatta, by

throwing him back into antiquity, and in suppressing,

for that purpose, the genuine Arya Siddhanta,

PULISA SIDDHANTA.

There is another work, called Pulisa Siddhanta,

which is said to have been written in opposition to

the doctrines containe4 in the spurious Arya Sid-

dhanta. It gives the same number of revolutions to

the planets as the spurious Arya Siddhanta, except
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for Mercury, which it makes 17937000, instead of

1 7937020 ; and for Jupiter 364220, instead of364224,

which, however, may arise from miscopying. The
number of days given by Pulisa, as ha is called, for

a Ma/ia Yuga, or 4320000 years, is 1577917800,

which divided by 4, gives 394479450 in 1080000

years
;
and these being divided by 7, give 56354207

weeks, and* one day over: hence the system, in

respect of commencement and cycles, is the same
with the Surya Siddhanta. And as the length of tlie

year is 365*^** 15'^‘ 31' 30", it must commence at mid-

night, in order that, in reckoning from the beginning of

the Kali Yuga, it may agree, at least nearly so, with

the Surya Siddhanta in respect to the moon’s place, &c.

For if it was to begin at sunrise, then at the end of

the year 3600 of the Kali Yuga, it would differ from

the &irya ^iddhanta by nearly six hours; and the

error in the moon’s place would be proportional to

that difference, because the revolutions of the moon
given in the Pulisa Siddhanta are the same with those

given in the Surya Siddhanta. This Pulisa also fol-

lows the spurious Arya Siddhanta, in adopting the

same proportion of the diameter of a circle to its cir-

cumference, viz. 1 to 3.146, which he employs in

computing the diameters of the orbits of the planets.

Thus, the circumference of the orbit of Venus being

2664632 yojans, the diameter will be 848176, and

the semidiameter 424088, as given in Bhattotpala’s

quotations : so that, though the Pulisa Siddhanta be
feigpued to be written in opposition to the spurious

Arya Siddhanta, it is only like one impostor attacking

another, as by mutual consent, on some trivial point,

but with a view of supporting him in that which is

the main (foject of both— imposition in respect of

time. Bhattotpala, or the person who assumes that
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name, whom I have shown to have lived about the

middle of last century, I believe was the author of

this Putisa Siddhanta

;

for he seems to show the same
partiality to it, in exhibiting its system, as Aiyabhatta
had done in respect to the ParUsara Siddhanta,

which was doubtless his work.
The fact is, that literary forgeries are^now so com-

mon in India, that we can hardly know what book is

genuine, and what not
:

perhaps there is not one
book in a hundred, nay, probably in a thousand, that

is not a forgery, in some point of view or other ; and
even those that hre allowed or supposed to be
genuine, are found to be full of interpolations, to

answer some particular ends : nor need we be sur-

prised at all this, when we consider the facilities

they have for forgeries, as well as their own general

inclination* and interest in following thafc profession
;

for to give the appearance of antiquity to thqir books
and authors increases their value, at least in the eyes
of some. Their universal propensity to forgeries,

ever since the introduction of the modem system of

astronomy and immense periods 6f years in A. D.
538, are but too well known to require any further

elucidation than those already given. They are

under no restraint of laws, human or divine, and
subject to no punishment, even if detected in the

most flagrant literary impositions.

THE SPURIOUS BRAHMA SIBDHANTA,
AND

BRAHMA SIDDHANTA SPHUTA.

We come now to notice another forgery—the

Brahma Siddhanta Sphuta*, the author of which I

* Thi.«i sparions production was found bj Mr. Colebrooke on the shelf of his

library, ns he himself declared, without knowing he had it. He could not know

B B
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believe I know. The object of this forgery was to

throw Varaha Mihira, who lived about the time of

Akber, back into antiquity, by placing him before

the time of Brahma Gupta, who is supposed to have
been the author of the Brahma Siddhanta, framed
about the year A. D. 538, and the oldest of all the

modern astronomical works now extant.

The Brahtna Siddhanta Sphuta, is not, however,
the only forgery thAt has been contrived to serve the

like purpose
; for it appears that a spurious or inter-

polated Brahma Siddhanta is made to quote Aryab-
hatta in several places. Now it is to be particularly

remarked, that the quotations made are derived from
the spurious Arya Siddhanta above given

; and yet
the spurious Arya Siddhanta quotes both Bralima
Gupta and the Brahma Siddhanta. Here, then, is a
downright contradiction, which is to be accounted
for by the forger not having the spurious Arya Sid-

dhanta m his possession, and therefore could not
foresee that it might ultimately detect him. The
passages interpolated were to be found in the Sarva-'

bhauma, or its commentary, and perhaps in other

books.

Thus we see how Brahma Gupta, a person who
lived long before Aryabhatta and Varaha Mihira, is

made to quote them, for the purpose of throwing
them back' into antiquity. Pulisa is also introduced

for the same purpose.—Now what does all this

prove? It proves most certainly that tlie Brahma
Siddhanta cited, or at least a part of it, is a complete
forgeJy, probably framed, among many other books,

durmg the last century by a junta of Brahmins, for

the purpose of carrying on a, regular systematic im-

that he had it, because it was purposely placed there for him to find, no doubt, by
the person who framed it. Mure need not be said on the subject

j
this is snllicieut.
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position. Under this view of the case, we need not

be surprised at agreements in quotations, respecting

the Brahma Siddhanta, said to be found in different

books ; for these books themselves may have been
forged, or interpolated to answer the purpose in-

tended. We see a«complete combination throughout,

and therefore cannot, surely, place an^ reliance on
assertions or quotations that are expressly contra-

dicted by astronomical facts : and therefore, we
must consider that Brahma Gupta, was either a mere
modern of last century, or else that the books now
attributed to him, are downright forgeries, either in

part or the whole.

Mere agreement in quotations, nay, allowing the

quotations to be just, and to have been actually in

the original, will never make a work or works that

are spurious genuine also; for it mpst be well

known, that the practice of impostors is to interlard

their productions with genuine passages, in*order to

give strength to the forgeries, and cause deception.

The Brahma Siddhanta being shown to be a forgery,

at least in part, from the quotatioils of the names of

Varaha Mihira, Aryabhatta, Pulisa, and others (con-

tained, as Mr. Colebrooke says, in the eleventh

chapter of that work), any reference made to it to

support the authenticity of th-^ Brahma Siddhanta

Sphuta, cannot alter the fact of that being also a

forgery. The passage referred to by Mr. Colebrooke

for this purpose is, however, a mere fiction, intended

to convey an idea of the extraordinary antiquity of

the Hindu modern systems. The passage is this :
—

“ The computation of the planets taught by Brahma,

which had become imperfect by great length of time,

is propounded correcj (Sphuta) by Brahma Gupta,

son of Jishnu.”
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In the first place, it is acknowledged, on the face

of the passage, that the computation of the places of

the planets taught by Brahma, became imperfect by

great length of time (that is, to give an appearance

of antiquity to the system). In the second place, it

states that Brahma Gupta propounds them as cor-

rect. Then who is the person that states them to

have become incorrect? It could not be Bi*ahma

Gupta, since he propounds them as correct; for the

passage does not say that he corrected them : con-

sequently, since they are stated to be correct in the

time of Brahma Gupta, he must be the identical

framer of the system, and of the Brahma SkUhanta

containing it, under the fictitious name of Brahma.

But what is more remarkable is, that “ the compu-
tation is propounded correct by Bralxma Gupta, the

son of Jishnii;” which evidently appears as if sixoken

or written by another person, and not by Brahma
Gupta, who would naturally say, “ is propounded

correct by me.”

Under all these circumstances, the passage is

evidently a forgery, and was never written by
Brahma Gupta : but whether it has any allusion to

the Brahma Siddhanta Sphuta, under the colour of

the word Sphuta, I will not pretend to say; but

there is no doubt but that is also a forgery, as 1 have

already stated.

The following is another passage quoted by
Mr. Colebrooke from this Brahma Skldhanta, wherein

Brahma Gupta is made to say :
“ I will refute the

errors respecting the Yugas, and other matters, of

those • who, misled by ignorance, maintain things

contrary to the Brahmi Siddhanta” In the former

passage, Brahma Gupta is made to speak in the.

third person, in this in the first person, which is
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rather inconsistent
; but it does not seem that either

should be by him. The latter appears as a passage

by some person coming forward to support with all

his might, a. work already written, under the name
of the Brahma Siddhanta; so that it could not be
supposed to meamthe work in which the passage is

found, and of course then unfinished. These two
passages alone, I think, would be suj9ic*ient to prove

the forgery, without any other assistance ; for they
are both said to be taken from one and the same
work, which I call the spurious Brahma Siddhanta.

Mr. Colebrooke seems to have been led into a

belief, from the forgeries above mentioned, that an-

cient works contained improvements not to be found

in more modern ones.

It is certainly possible, that an earlier writer may
have an improvement in his work, not noticed by a

later one who has not seen it, and therefore ignorant

of the circumstance : but this cannot possibly be the

ease where a writer quotes another; for then he

knows the whole of the work he cites, and cannot

be ignorant of the improvement made : consequently,

wherever such circumstances appear, they are sure

indications of forgery.

Thus, in the spurious Brahma Siddhanta, Brahma
Gupta is made to quote Aryabhatta, and also a part

of his system. The Arya Siddhanta quoted by him

is the spurious one, in which the proportion of the

diameter of a circle to its circumference is stated at

20000 to 62832. But Brahma Gupta, in his geo-

metry, does not give this proportion, but states it as

1 to the square root of 10, or as 1 to 3.16227, which

is a proof that Brahma Gupta, the author of the

geometry under his name, never saw the spurious

A}'ya Siddhanta, though* he is made to quote that
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work. The spurious Brahma Siddhanta, together

with the spurious Arya ^ddhanta^ are doubtless the

productions of the last century, at farthest ; but the

Brahma Siddhanta, in the state in which k is quoted by
Mr. Colebrooke, may be even of the present century.

I shall now introduce a passage which Mr. Cole-

brooke has brought forward, by way of supporting

his opinion respecting the positions of the colures.

He says :
“ The passage in which this author,

Brahma Gupta, denies the precession of the colures,

as well as the comment of his scholiast on it, being

material to the present argument, they are here sub-

joined in a literal version.”*
“ The veryfewest hours of night occur at the end of

Mithuna (Gemini), and the seasons are governed by the

suns motion. Therefore the pair of solstices appears

to be stationqpy, by the evidence ofa pair of eyes.” That
is to say, according to this passage of Brahma Gupta,

the solstices are always fixed to the beginning of Can-

cer and Capricorn, which is strictly true, and are so

now. Brahma Gupta, by this passage, did not say

there was no precession in respect of the fixed stars

:

all that he meant and declared was, that the solstice

was fixed to the beginning of Cancer and Capricorn

in the moveable sphere, and had no reference what-

ever to the sideral sphere, which is fixed, and the

signs of which, beginning with the Lunar Asterism

Astvinl, have no names, but are expressed numeri-

cally; consequently there was not the slightest

ground for misunderstanding the meaning of Brahma
Gupta, or attempting to give it a turn he never in-

tended. He further adds :

The commentator (Prithudaca Swami) says :
“ What

* Notes and Illustrations, xxwi.
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/> mid hi/ Vishnu Chandra, at the begimiiug of the

chapter on the Yuga of the solstice \the revolutions,

though the astcrisms are here in 4320000000 years a
hundred and* eighty nine thousand four hundred and
tVtww (189411), which is termed a Yuga (revolution)

of the solstice, as ofmid admitted by Brahma, Area, and
the rest], is wrong

;

for the veryfewest hours of night

to us occur when the sun's place is at the end of Mithuna
(Gemini), and of course the vety utmost hours of day
are at the same period. From that limitary point, the

sun's progress regulates the seasons, namely, the cold

season (Sisira), and the rest, comprising two months

each, reckoned from Macara (Capricorn): therefore

what has been said concerning the motion of the limitary

point is wrong, being contradicted by actual observatimi

of days and nights.” This is precisely the same as

stated by BrsJima Gupta, and has no relation what-

ever to the precession of the equinoxes in respect of

the fixed stars, which is Vishnu Chandra’s meaning.

They arc both right according to the sense in which
they themselves meant.

Then comes an interpolation contradicting Prithu-

daca Swami, which I have every reason to believe,

from the nature of the questions put to me on the

subject of the colures by a certain astrologer, was
surreptitiously inserted by him, by which he makes
the commentator contradict what he said just before;

for there is no other person mentioned.
“ The objection, however, is not valid ;

for now

the greatest decrease and increase of night and day
do not happen when the sun is in the end of Mi-
thuna” (Gemini). * By this artful interpolation, he

thought to overturn th9 opinion I had given him.

Notes and lHustraiions, xxxvi.
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which was, that the solstices were mm, and at all

times, in the beginning of Cancer and Capricorn.

He has shown by it, not only his own ignoi*ance of

the Hindu astronomy, but also his propensity to

forgery; for there is hardly a work on astronomy

that would not expose the imposition. The matter

of fact is this :— The Hindu astronomers, as I have

stated in another place, employ two spheres, the

sideral or fixed, which commences from the begin-

ning of the Lunar Asterism Amhu

:

the other sphere

is moveable, and is precisely the same with what is

called the European or Tropical sphere, in which

the signs begin from the vernal equinoctial point.

In the former, the signs are merely numerically ex-

pressed
; but in the latter, to distinguish them from

the former, they are named as in Europe, Aries,

Taurus, Gemini, &c. ; therefore they can never be

confounded, except through ignorance, inadvertence,

or for the sake of imposition, as done in the above

quoted passage, where the third Hindu sign is falsely

called Mithuna (Gemini), as will be fully and satis-

factorily proved in the next section.

With respect to Vishnu Chandra’s number of re-

volutions of the equinoxes in 4320000000 years,

being stated at 1 894 1 1 , it is certainly wrong, when ap-

plied to any of the knoYvn Kalpas. Mr. Colebrooke

at one time was of the same opinion*: but in a note

which he has added to his paper, in the twelfth

volume of the Asiatic Researches, on the precession

of the equinoxes, he has altered that opinion, and
states the number as rightf; which, however, on

the principles of the Hindu astronomy, it cannot

possibly be so, because, if tried with the years now

• As. Bes. J'ol. XII. p. 215. t Note after p. 250.
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elapsed of any of the known Kalpas, it will not give

the quantity of the precession for the present time,

which is the only mode of proving whether the

number be irue or otherwise; for if it does not

answer the purpose for which it was intended, of

course it must be «onsidered as either incorrect, or

an imposition.

In the second section (page 131), I’have shown
that the number of years elapsed of the system of

Brahma to the year 4900 of the Kali Yuga, was
1972948900, and that the precession of the equi-

noxes then amounted to O’ 21° 9' 34". If we now
try Vishnu Chandra’s number 189411 for the same
period, we shall have by the formula,

(8Q504 Revol.) 2’ 18° 40' 29, differing from the truth

by upwards of 57°
; and in like manner it is found

to differ in all the other known systems.^

But Brahma Gupta is made to speak of this

Vishnu Chandra (Brahma Siddhanta, C. Il*andl4)j

stating, that he was the author of the Vasisht'ha

Siddhanta, and that he took the mean motions of the

sun and moon, with the lunar apogee and nodes, and
other specified particulars, from Aryabhatta : • then,

if so, the system of Vishnu Chandra must be the

same witli that of Aryabhatta; for the numbers
must be always framed to answer the system of

years, and will not agree with any other. The
object here, as may be easily seen, is to throw

Aryabhatta back into antiquity ; for if Vishnu Chan-

dra borrows his system from Aiyabhatta, and Brahma
Gupta mentions the circumstance, ^en it is evident

both the one and the other must have been anterior

to him, that is to say, pi^ovided it is not a mere fiction

An. Res. Vol. Note after p. 260.

C C
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invented for the purpose. We shall now try Vishnu

Chandra’s number above given, with the system of

Aryabhatta, in which the time elapsed to the year

4900 of the Kali 1969924900
»
years, from

which the precession of the equinoxes will be

(86371 Revol.) 7* 17° 6' which differs

greatly from the truth : therefore this cannot be the

system supjlosed to be employed. Let us, there-

fore, try the system of the spurious Arya Siddhanta.

By this system, the number of years elapsed of the

Kalpa to the year4900 ofihcKaliVuga= 1986124900:

therefore the precession will be= ~—^J222=(87081

Revol.) 1 1' 1° 57', and which also differs widely from

the truth ; therefore, I say the number is an imposi-

tion. But even if the number had been right, it

would not have altered the fact of the passage being

an imposition, in respect of Brahma Gupta who is

thus made to speak of persons that lived many cen-

turies after his own time.

All this, and perhaps a great deal more not yet

brought to light, is, 1 am satisfied, the fabrication ofthe

astrologer alreadyalluded to. He offered his services

to me before he was in the employ of Mr. Colebrooke

;

but when he told me that his profession was book-

making, and that he could forge any book whatever,

to answer any purpose that might be required, I re-

plied, I wanted no forged books— that there were

too many of that description already— that I was
extremely glad he was so candid, and must decline

his services in any way whatever. In the course of

the conversation that passed, he made himself ac-

quainted with Mr. Colebrooke’s opinions that were

in opposition to mine, whic^ it seems he carefully

treasured up in his mind. He went directly to

Mr. Colebrooke’s from my house, and there got into
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immediate •employ, as he himself afterwards informed

me. This will serve to explain the circumstance

of the forged book (the Brahma Siddhanta Sphutd),

being found by Mr. Colebrooke on the shelf in his

library, without knowing that he had it ; as also the

various forgeries f names and quotations in the

spurious Brahma Siddhanta, made up on purpose, to

throw the persons named back into antiquity to

answer the end in view; but in so doing, he'was de-

tected and foiled by the very books of the authors

themselves, which showed the times in which they

lived and wrote, beyond the power of forgery to per-

vert or contradict. More, I think, need not be said

;

and I hope this will put an end to the subject for

ever, particularly as the forgeries are incontestibly

proved, independent of all other considerations and

circumstances whatever.
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SECTION VI.

Self-defence the oljject of this Section— The notions of Mr, Colebrooke respecting

the positions of the sttirs at the general epochs as indicating the age of the

works in which they are founds inconsistent with real facts, being given in

books of all ages — Mr, Colebrooke*s notions respecting the names Aries,

Taurus, being applied to the signs of the Hindu sphere, incorrect—Proved

to belong exclusively to the signs of the Tropical sphere, by tables and passttges

in modem Hindu books—Passagefrom Brahma Gupta to the same effect—
Passage from \nrhhn Mihira to thestnne effect—Anotherfrom thoTatwa-
chintamani, containing a computation of the sun's place, reckoned bothfrom
Aswini and Aries, to the same effect—A translation of a passage in Hhattot-

pala’s Commentary to the same effect— The translation by Mr, Colebrooke

himself, but not published or noticed by him— Nor the otherfacts stated—
Mr, Colebrooke ^notices the'heliacal rising of Canopus at Ujein, when the sun

was 7^ short of Virgo, mentioned by Varaha Miliira, but does not tell us the

time to wfHch it refers— Notices other risings, hut without reference to time—
Mistaken with respect to the time of rising of Canopus in the time of l^ara-

sara—A passagefrom Garga explained— Three periods of Canopus's heliacal

rising— The 8th and I5th ofAswina, and 8th of Kartika, mistranslated by

Mr, Colebrooke— The true meaning given— The time to which they refer ex-

plained in a note.

Having in the foregoing sections given a sufficient

outline of the nature of the modern astronomical

systems of the Hindus, and exposed the various

practices employed for imposing on the world the

pretended antiquity of their books and writers, I

should now most willingly wish to drop my pen,

particularly as I believe I have omitted nothing that

could in any way be conducive to the perfect un-

derstanding of the subject. It appears, however,

that there is something more yet to be done, how-

ever unpleasant the task may be ; and that is, to

.

come forward in my own defence.
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There are two points on which Mr. Colebrooke
seems to have laid great stress, in his endeavours to

support the antiquity of the Surya Siddhanta and
Varaha Mihira against the result ofmy calculations

;

which two points, though already noticed, we shall

here endeavour to allow are totally inapplicable, and
therefore mere delusions, without the slightest

foundation. *

One of the points relates to the longitudes of the

stars, reckoned from the beginning of the Hindu
sphere, commencing with the Lunar Asterism^lswiyi/,

as contained in the tables of the Lunar Mansions in

different books. These longitudes, from the very

nature of the subject, must in every case be the

same, or nearly the same, whether given by an

astronomer who lived a thousand years ago, or by
one who lived only fifty years ago : from the point

from which the longitudes are reckonecl being fixed

to the commencement of the Hindu sphere ^hen the

precession was nothing, the longitudes of the stars

reckoned from that point, must of necessity be al-

ways the same, though given at •different ages by
different astronomers, except so far as one may be

more or less accurate in his computation than

another, which, however, can never point out the

difference of time. Thus, some Hindu astronomer

about the year A. D. 638, observed the longitude of

Cor Leonis, from the beginning of Aswin'i, in the

commencement of the Hindu sphere, to be 4’ 9°

;

and another, about the middle of last century,

made it also 4' 9°. Now I should be glad to know
how this is to point out the difference of time

between the two astr,onomcrs, or when they re-

spectively lived. 1 say it is impossible ; but even

supposing the latter astronomer ha4 made it 4’ 8°, or
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4’ 10“, the difference, in that case, could only arise

from a greater or less degree of accuracy in the ob-

servation made, and had nothing whatever to do
with time. Hence it most clearly follows, that the

longitudes of the stars, reckoned from the com-
mencement of the Hindu spher®, can never point

out the time when any astronomer lived, or any
book in whith they are given was written or com-
posed. But, notwithstanding the clearness of this

fact, and the soundness of the foundation on which
it stands, Mr. Colebrooke has endeavoured to prove

the antiquity of the Surya Siddhanta from the longi-

tudes of the stars given in that work, reckoning

from the commencement of the Hindu sphere. In

the Brahma Siddhanta, the longitude of the star Cor
Leonis is reckoned at 4* 9° from the commencement
of the Hindu sphere : in the Surya Siddhanta it is

also 4’ 9°
: iii the Varahi Sanhita it is 4’ 9°

: in the

Siddhanth Siromani it is 4’ 9° : in the Siddhanta Sar-

vabhauma, a still more modern book, it is also 4" 9°:

and in the Grahu Laghava, another modern work,
it is also 4’ 9°: all exhibiting the same longitude,

though composed or written at different dates, and
by different persons. The reason of this must be
obvious. A certain point is fixed on by all the

Hindu astronomers, from which they compute the

precession of the equinoxes : at that point they also

give the positions of the stars in the Lunar Asterisms,

or what they suppose they were at that time
; and

this makes all Hindu writers, let their respective

times be what it may, agree nearly with each other;

for the positions so given, have no reference what-

ever to the age or time of the yvriter or his book, but

merely to the common epoch to which they all

refer
;
that is to say, the point of time when there
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Avas no precession, and the beginning of Aswim was
cut by the equinoctial colure. Therefore tables com-
puted for this point, for the sake of uniformity and
convenience* are found in books of various dates^ or
no dates expressed, without having the slightest re-

ference to the timg of any of them. Hence I say
that the whole of Mr. Colebrooke’s notions on this

point are altogether unfounded. *•

Indeed the facts against such ideas are incon-

testible. The observation made by Vasisht'ha on
the star Canopus, who found it in 3“, or the begin-

ning of Cancer, which is the same as given in the

Surya Siddhanta, would fully prove this
;
but the

positions of the planets given by that work, prove

that it was even of a much later date than the ob-

servation on Canopus by Vasisht'ha. Mr. Cole-

brooke, however, is not disposed to admit the cor-

rectness of this mode of determining tlie antiquity

of astronomical books by the positions of the? planets;

except where it suits his purpose. He saw it was
sufficiently correct in the case of the Brahma Sid-

dhanta ; but he would not admit* it to be so with

respect to the Surya Siddhanta

:

and why ? Because
Varaha Mihira, whom he imagined had lived thirteen

or fourteen hundred years ago, had mentioned the

Surya Siddhanta: therefore he was determined to

adopt a new mode (by the longitudes of the fixed

stars from the beginning of AswinT), for determining

the age of the Surya Siddhanta^ which mode, if

exact, ought to determine the ages of all other books

also
; but the truth is, it neither gives the age of the

Surya Siddhanta, nor of any other work whatever, as

may be easily seen from the explanation above given.

But to put this in a still stronger light, suppose we
designate the books abojve mentioned by the letters
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of the alphabet, and call them b, c, d, and e,

stating that they were of different ages, and that

each of them made the longitude of Cor Leonis from

the beginning of the Hindu sphere 4* 0®, and then

ask Mr. Colebrooke, or any other person, which was
the oldest : it is clear that he oould not tell. He
would perhaps say, let me know the name of the

book, and P will then tell you. But there is no
magic in the name of the book ;

and if the method
could not determine the question, without knowing
the name of the book, it is no method whatever; it

is a downright delusion. Mr. Colebrooke might
perhaps say, that as they gave the same longitude,

they might have been borrowed from each other, the

more modern from the older ; but this is not the

case, and even if it was so, it would not be solving

the question; for the Swya Siddhanta would then

stand in the same predicament, as the author of it

might also have borrowed, and therefore its real time

would still be totally unknown. But we do not de-

termine the antiquity of books by the most ancient

facts or expressions they may contain, but by the

most modern. The longitude of Canopus, as given

by Vasisht'ha, in the beginning of Cancer, is also in

the Surya Siddhanta

;

and this is more modem than

the epoch of the commencement of the modern
astronomy, to which all the tables of the Lunar
Asterisms refer, whether they be found in a book
written last year, or a thousand years ago : and the

positions of the planets given by the Surya Siddhanta,

show that it is still more modern than even the ob-

servation of Vasisht'ha. And to crown all this, the

very individual on whose account the age of the

Surya Siddhanta was to be perverted and twisted

about, turns out to have been contemporary with
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the emperor Akber. Had the Hindu astronomers

given us the longitudes of the stars from the vernal

equinoctial point, at the times they respectively

wrote, we should from thence be able to determine

the times in which they lived ; but this they took

particular care net to do, knowing well what would
be the consequence : on the contrary^ they reduce

the longitudes reckoned from the vernal equinoctial

point, whatever they may find them, to what they

would appear to be from the beginning of the Hindu
sphere, or Aswim, at the general epoch, when the

vernal equinox was supposed to coincide with it,

which being a fixed point, the longitudes must be

the same, or nearly so, by all ; and by that means

puts it out of the power ofthe most acute astronomer

that ever was, to determine the times when they

wrote, or the ages of the books in whiph they were

given ; which shows the complete fallacy of Mr. Cole-

brooke’s method, if it can be so called.

We shall now proceed to Mr. Colebrooke’s other

point, on which he seems to have laid so much
stress, in supporting the supp'osed antiquity of

Varaha Mihira, &c.

Variiha Mihira states, that one solstice is in the

beginning of Cancer, and the other in that of Capri-

corn. Hence Mr. Colebrooke says, that he must

have lived about thirteen hundred years ago, be-

cause he has assumed that the names Aries, Taurus,

Gemini, Cancer, &c. belong to the signs of the Hindu

sideral sphere, beginning from Aswini, and therefore

concludes, that the solstitial points were not in the

beginning of Cancer and Capricorn for these last

thirteen hundred years. But in so doing, Mr. Cole-

brooke has drawn a most incorrect conclusion ; for

the real matter of fact* is, that the names Aries,

D n
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Taurus, &c. as repeatedly stated, belong to the

signs of the tropical sphere, beginning from the

vernal equinoctial point, and not in any manner what-

ever to the signs of the Hindu sideral sphere, which

we shall now proceed to prove beyond dispute.

I have already mentioned, that 4he tropical sphere

was received by the Hindus from the west, I believe

about the second or third century of the Christian

era, with the names of the signs, the same as they

are still in use in Europe : that on introducing the

sideral sphere now in use in A.D. 538, the tropical

sphere was still retained for certain purposes ; and
in order that no confusion should arise, the names
Aries, Taurus, &c. were retained for the signs, com-
mencing from the vernal equinoctial point, while

those of the sideral sphere, commencing from As-

wini, were represented numerically only, by which
means all confusion was avoided. Now I will show
that the ‘same rule is still followed by the modern
Hindus ; and for which purpose I beg leave to in-

troduce the following table of the sun’s right ascen-

sion and declination, as now in use, for the end of

every sign, reckoning from the beginning of Mesha
(Aries), or the vernal equinoctial point.

PERPETUAL TABLE OP THE SUN’S RIGHT ASCENSION ANP
PECLINATION.

Names of the signs.
Son’s light ascension Difference of

jat the end of each sign, jright ascension.
Declination.

\Meshu, Aries, 1670^ 27® 50' 1670' 11® 43' N.

V^isha, Tauros, 3465 67 45 1795 20 38
Mithuna, Gemini, 5400 90 0 1935 24 0
Karkata Cancer, 7335 122 15 1935 20 38
\Sinha, Leo, 9130 152 10 1795 11 43

anya, Virgo, 10800 180 0 1670 0 0
Tula, Libra, 12470 2^7 50 1670 11 43 S.

Vrisekika, Scorpio, 14265 237 46 1795 20 38
JDhanus, Sagittarius, 16200 270 0 1935 24 0
Makara, Capricornus,' 18135 302 15 1935 20 38
Kumbha, •••... Aquarius, i 19930 332 10 1795 11 43
Mina Pisces, ' 21600 360 0 1670 0 0
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In the first column we have the names of the

signs in Sanscrit, with the same translated. The
second and third columns contain the sun’s right

ascension fo the end of every sign. The fourth

column contains the differences between the right

'

ascensions in th^ second column
;

and the fifth

contains the sun’s declination at the, end of each
sign, corresponding to the right ascension. Those
who may not have it in their power to consult Hindu
books or tables, may refer to Mr. S. Davies’s papers

in the second volume of the Asiatic Researches,

pages 271 and 272, where they will find the names
of the signs, the sun’s right ascension, corresponding

to the end of each sign, separately taken, which
corresponds with the fourth column above, and the

sun’s declination for the same points. All these,

and a great deal more, will be found in a modern
Hindu work, called the Tables of Makarjanda, to

which Mr. Davies refers.

By reference to the table, it will appear that the

sun’s right ascension at the end ofMithuna (Gemini),

according to the Hindus, is always 5400' or 90°, and

that the declination of the sun in the same point is

24° N. that the sun’s right ascension at the end of

Dhatms (Sagittarius), is lG200'or 270°, and declina-

tion 24° S. Now as the table is perpetual, it follows

that the signs named, are not those of the Hindu
sphere beginning with Aswini, but those of the tro-

pical sphere, beginning from the mean vernal equi-

noctial point:— the Hindu astronomers, by thus

inserting the names of the signs in their tables, pre-

vent any possibility of mistake. Brahma Gupta

says, that “ the very shortest hours of night occur

at the end of MithunaJS^emmi), and the seasons

are governed by the sun’s motion. Therefore the
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pair of solstices appear to be stationary by the

evidence of a pair of eyes.” And is not this the

case by the above table, which is now in use ? Are

not the solstitial points always in the beginning of
' Cancer and Capricorn ? Brahma Gupta did not

refer to the Hindu sphere, for the names of the

signs do not,belong to it; and therefore his own
simple expression ought to have been sufficient to

point out what he meant, without perverting it to

another purpose; nor is it possible that any real

astronomer could misunderstand him.

Varaha Mihira is equally explicit, and his meaning
clear and unequivocal. He says :

“ At present one

solstice is in the beginning of Karkata (Cancer),

and the other in that of Makara" (Capricorn); and

he again says: “ The sun, by turning without

having reached Makara (Capricorn), destroys the

south and the east; by turning back without having

reached Karkata (Cancer), the north and east. By
turning when he has just passed the summer solstitial

point, he makes wealth secure, and grain abundant,

since he moves thus according to nature ;
but the

sun, by moving unnaturally, excites terror.” By
this passage of Varaha Mihira, the solstices were

always in the beginning of Cancer and Capricorn.

Are they not so now ? and are they not so by the

table above given now in use ? Where is, then, the

foundation of the inference drawn from thence by
Mr. Colebrooke, that he lived thirteen or fourteen

hundred yeai's ago ? The foundation does not exist

in truth, and the whole error arises from Mr. Cole-

brooke assuming that the signs named belonged to

the sideral sphere
; but this could not be, from the

nature of the expression used, which referred to the

tropical sphere only, and could not be mistaken.
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I will now adduce another proof from the Taiwan

chintamani, a modern work by Lakshmidas, who
gives examples for calculating the sun’s right ascen-

sions, declinations, &c. in all of which he takes care

to distinguish the tropical from the sideral sphere.

In one of the eifamples he states the sun’s mean
longitude in the Hindu sideral sphere,,that is, from
the beginning of Amini, at . 11* 2® 9' 6*

He then adds the precession or dif-

ference of the spheres, . 0 16 10 69

The sum he calls Mina (Pisces), 1 8 20 5

Can any thing be more clear and decisive than

this example, to show that the names of the signs

are reserved alone for the tropical sphere ? The
sun’s longitude in the Hindu sphere is simply ex-

pressed by figures, without the name* of any sign

being mentioned ; whereas in the tropical sphere it

is particularly marked with the name of the sign,

the degrees, minutes, and seconds, being put down
in figures. To say that the sun’s mean longitude at

one and the same moment of time was 1 1* 2° 9' 6'

and 11’ 18° 20' 6" would appear inconsistent; and
to say that it was in Pisces 2° 9' 6* and Pisces 18°

20' 5" at the same time, would be equally so : there

was, therefore, no better way of distinguishing the

spheres than by affixing the name of the sign to that

to which it properly and originally belonged. The
sun’s longitude being thus expressed, serves as the

foundation for computing ^he right ascension and

declination for that point, as also the time of sun

rising and setting, length of the day and night, with

other particulars that may be required, all depending

on the tropical sphere. ,

1 shall give one example more from another
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modern writer, under the name of Bhattotpala,

whom I have already mentioned, and who appears

to have lived in the last century, but thrown back,

,
by the imposition of Dr. Hunter’s puiidit while at

Vjein, and no other authority, to the year A.D. 968.

The passage relates to the method of determining

the times of the solstices, and is thus :
— “ The ob-

servations of the solstices, or sun’s motion between
the solstices, is to be made at sunrise by the inter-

section ofa distant mark ; for the sun having reached

the beginning of Capricorn, moves daily towards the

north, and being arrived at the beginning of Cancer,

moves daily towSrds the south. Therefore, marking
the sun’s place at sunrise or sunset by some distant

object, as a tree, &c. examine the sun’s place again

next day, to ascertain whether the sun’s motion or

declination has stopped or not; and the observa-

tions may be continued for seven days after the

sun’s arrival at the beginning of the sign, by com-
putation, to determine whether the computed true

place agree, precede or recede. Or in a large arch

having delineated on smooth ground a circle marked
relatively to the quarters, erect in its centre a

gnomon, then at the equinox at sunrise and sunset

the shadow falls on the lines east and west. As
long as the sun advances towards the end of Gemini,

the shade at sunrise continues to move south of the

line east and west, and the same at sunset : it then

moves south until it reach the end of Virgo, and the

beginning of Libra the shadow falls on the line east

and west. From that time the shadow advances

daily north till it reaches Capticorn, and then re-

cedes daily south to the end'of Pisces”

This passage is as clear as possibly can be, in

showing that the signs named belong to the tropical
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sphere, and not to the Hindu. Indeed there is not

an instance that I know where the names of the

signs, as Aries, Taurus, 8cc. have been applied to the

signs of the- Hindu sphere: if such, however, has

occurred, it must arise either from inadvertence,

ignorance, or for the purpose of imposition, as in

the interlopation mentioned in the Jast section,

(p. 191), where the commentator is made to say,

that the greatest decrease and increase of night and
day do not appear now, when the sun’s place is at

the end of Mithuna (Gemini), because the interpo-

lator would wish to support the ideas that the names
of the signs belong to the Hindu sphere; but which,

by the facts we have shown above, is completely

refuted : and therefore Mr. Colebrooke’s other strong

point, founded on the assumption that the names of

the signs are those of the Hindu sphere, beginning

from Astvim, completely falls to the grqund, as

totally contrary to the Hindu astronomy and to

facts.

Indeed Mr. Colebrooke had ample means of cor-

recting his ideas, if it was his wisli so to do ; for in

fact the above passage from Bhattotpala is an actual

translation by Mr. Colebrooke, and wi’itten in his

own hand on the margin of the original, which was
borrowed for me, and from which I copied it. Will

it not, therefore, appear very singular that he should

bring forward such an interpolation to support his

opinion, while at the same time he kept back this

passage in Bhattotpala, which he himself translated ?

But this is not all: he has a copy of the Tatwa-

chintamani, made from the one in my possession,

from which the example>of the sun’s longitude above

given was taken. He might also have seen the tables

of the sun's right ascensions, declinations, &c. for
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each sign in different Hindu books of astronomy,

and must have seen the table given by Mr. Davies

already alluded to. No excuse can, therefore, exist

in holding an opinion so entirely contrary to facts

and to the Hindu astronomy, which carefully assigns,

in every instance, the names Ariesi*, Taurus, &c. to the

signs of the ^ropical sphere only.

Mr. Colebrooke takes notice of the sun’s longitude

being within 7® of Virgo at the time of the heliacal

rising of Canopus at Vjein, according to the testi-

mony of Variiha Mihira*, which, had he determined

the time to which it corresponded, he would not

only have seen that Varaha Mihira was a modern,

but that his works, interpolations, and assertions on
which he so much relied, were mere impositions, of

very modern date. The trick was first played off

on the emperor Akber, and ever since continued and

supported by all the ingenuity that Brahminical

cunning and imposition could suggest or invent.

Mr. Colebrooke notices the rules given in the Bhas-

vati and the Grahalaghava for the rising of Canopusf

;

but he does not tell us to what time or times they

. refer ;
but, what is still more singular, he seems to

understand them as rules for the visible rising of

Canopus. { Now, according to my own ideas of

astronomy, this is impossible, because the sun’s

longitudes, by the rules, come out less than in the

time of Varaha Mihira ;
whereas they should have

been greater, in proportion to the times posterior to

him. The rules, in fact, give the cosmical risings of

Canopus, and not the heliacal, as is evident also

from the authors themselves, who only state, that

As. Res. Vol. IX. p. 355 and 356. t As. Res. Vol. IX. p. 356.

t As. Res. Vol. IX. p. 357.
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when the sun is in the longitude given by the rule,

then the star Canopus rises with the sun, and not a
syllable about its being visible : but even if they had
said so, it would be of no use, as it would appear
from the statement of Varaha Mihira, which must
be our guide, to be an imposition.

Mr. Colebrooke also notices the heliacal rising of
Canopus in the time of Parasara.* Tfiis was when
the sun’s longitude was in the beginning of the

Lunar Asterism Hasta, and at the same period it set

heliacally when the sun was in the beginning of
Rohinl; from which Mr. Colebrooke concludes, that
“ the right ascension of Canopus must have been in

his time not less than 100*^, reckoned from the be-

ginning of Mesha (Aries), and the star rising cosmi-

cally, became visible in the oblique sphere at the

distance of 60° from the sun, and disappeared, set-

ting achronically when within that distance.”

Mr. Colebrooke has here evidently misapplied the

name of the sign Mesha (Aries), as he has done in

many other instances
;

for it is not the name of the

first sign of the Hindu sideral sphere, but the first

reckoned from the vernal equinoctial point, as has

been fully proved.

In the fifth section of the first part, I have shown
the real time of Parasara to have been 575 B.C., in

which year Canopus rose heliacally, when the sun

was in the beginning of the Lunar Asterism Hasta,

and at the same time distant from the vernal equinox
4* 25° 10' 5" in the latitude of Delhi. In that year the

right ascension of Canopus from the vernal equinoc-

tial point, was found to be 81° 43' 25", and its longi-

tude 2* 8° 47'. The vqrnal equinoctial point was

•As . Bes. V»l, IX. p. 35T.

E
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then about 14'" 50' to the east of the beginning of the

fixed Aswim.

Mr. Colebrooke does not say what method he

adopted, or the data he employed in his calculation

;

but it would appear from what he says, that he

assumed the colure to have beem in the middle of

Aslesha in the time of Parasara. If Mr. Colebrooke

meant by this, the middle of the fixed Lunar Aste-

rism Aslesha, which I suppose he did, it is incorrect;'

for Parasara was contemporary with Yudhisht'hira

and Garga, and the latter wrote his Sanhita in the

year 548 B.C. therefore the colure could not then

be in the point assumed, nor at any later period

than the year 1192 B.C. which was even 247 years

before the time of Rama. But if Mr. Colebrooke

meant the tropical or anastral Aslesha, the assump~

tion would ,be correct ; for the ancients had two
spheres, the one fixed, the other moveable ; that is,

the sidehil and tropical; the same in fact, as the

moderns still employ, and for the like purposes,

though differently divided. The moderns have their

fixed constellations and moveable signs : the latter

are always reckoned from the vernal equinoctial

point, or the intersection of the equator and ecliptic.

The ancients had in like manner their fixed and
moveable Lunar Mansions, which were called by the

same names, and the latter always began from the

winter solstice : hence one of the solstitial points

was always in the beginning of the moveable Lunar
Mansion Sravistha, and the other in the middle of

the moveable Aslesha. So that Garga is right

when he says ; “ When the sun returns, not having

reached Dhanisht'ha (i.e. Srqvishtha), in the northern

solstice, or not having reached the middle of Aslesha

in the southern, then let a man feel great apprehen-
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sion of danger.”* And Pilrasara says : “ When
having reached the end of Sravana in the northern

path, or half of Aslesha in the southern, he still ad-

vances, it is a cause of great fear.”* Thus in fact

expressing the same thing that Varaha Mihira had
done, in respect of the solstitial points being always
in the beginning of Cancer and Capricorn, from
which the expressions are of equal import in either

case: but instead of collecting or conceiving the

natural and true meaning of the Hindu writers, it

was supposed that they were igfnorant of the pre-

cession of the equinoxes, than which nothing could

be more incorrect ; for the precession was not only

known to Varaha Mihira, but also to Garga and Pa-
rasara, and was even known long before their times.

If such unaccountable mistakes could have been

made in respect of the tropical signs, or. those begin-

ning from the vernal equinox, which I proved above

to be the fact, can we wonder at similar ones being

made in respect of the moveable Lunar Mansions,

which always begin from the winter solstice, and

have the same names as the fixed,* but recede or fall

back by reason of the precession ?

Mr. Colebrooke also states, that Bhattotpala cites

from the Pancha Siddhantka a rule of computation

analogous to that which is given in the Bhasvati;

and remarks, that three periods of Canopus’ heliacal

rising are observed, viz. the 8th and 15th of Aswina,

and 8th of Cartica.'f

The rule here alluded to, as cited from the

Pancha Siddhantka, I have already given in the last

section, which shows most clearly that it is a forgery

As. Res. \’ol. \'. p. 397. t As. Kos. Vol. IX. p. 3.>0.
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of the last century only, and to which period its rule

refers.

With respect to the three periods noticed, viz. the

8th and 15th of Aswina and 8th of Cartica, there is a
mistake in the translation of the words, the original

being Astaml and Panchadasi. These names of the

days, as is well known to all the Hindus, invariably

refer to the moon’s age, and never to the day of the

month: therefore the passage should have been
translated, " the 8th and 15th lunar day of Axwina,

and 8th of the moon of Cartica^' The former reading

is totally irreconcilable to facts; but the latter is

easily understood by every person that has a suffi-

cient knowledge of the Hindu astronomy.*

* T)ic Hindus, as I have already observed, employ two spheres, the sideral and

tropical
;
and to thf signs in both they have corresponding months, which bear the

same name : the moment the sun enters a sign, that instant the month also begins

;

so that by knowing tlie name of the month, we also know the sign. The signs

which here are designated by Asmina and Cartica, are Virgo and Libra in the tro>

pical sphere, because the heliacal risings of Canopus are reckoned according to that

sphere. The moon is named after two diflerent, and 1 may say directly opposite

methods : in one if is named from the month or sign in which the new moon begins

;

in the other from the month "or sign in which it terminates : the last is the method

here meant. Thus, if there is a new moon in Aswina or Virgo, and the end falls in

Libra (Cartica), it is called the moon of Cartica

;

and in like manner, when the

moon ends in Virgo, it is called the moon of Virgo, or Aswina, Now to apply all

this to the solution of the problem, it will be seen that the 8tb day of the moon of

Virgo can never fall later than about the 8lh or 9th degree of Virgo, which is there-

fore one limit. On the other hand, it may be seen that the 8th day of tlie moon of

Libra can never begin earlier than the beginning of Virgo, because its end must ter-

minate in Libra : therefore the 8th day of the moon, in this case, falls also on the

same point, viz. on the 8th or Otfa degree of Virgo, which determines that Canopus

rose heliaoally in some part of India when the sun was between the 8ih or 9tli

degree of Virgo. To ascertain the place this could happen at, take a celestial globe,

bring Canopus to the eastern horizon, then elevate the globe until it is found that

the 8Ui or 9th degree of Virgo is 10 degrees below the horizon, while at the same

time Canopus is just on it, then the degrees of elevation of tlie pole will show the

latitude, which will be found to be that of Delhi, and that the time to which it refers

is the last century ;
which is a further confirmation that Bhattotpala is a modern,

and the Pancha Siddhantica a forgery. The 151h day of the moon of Aswitta (Virgo)

would of coarse fall, in some years, on the 8th or 9th day of the month of Aswina ;
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Thus I have shown that Mr. Colebrooke had the
same means and facts before him that I had, for in-

vestigating the truth or falsehood of those passages
and assertions that are intended to throw back into

antiquity the time of Varaha Mihira and others : on
this, however, I shall offer no comment, but leave it

to others. All that I can say is, that I have strictly

done my duty, notwithstanding all the difficulties I

have had to encounter, and the opposition thrown in

my way. My sole object has been the investigation

of truth
; and little I expected at setting out, that I

should find nothing but inveterate enmity as the

reward of my labours— but so it is. It is by the

investigation of truth, and the exposure of Braluni-

nical impositions, which can only be done through

the means of astronomy, that the labours of those

who are laudably endeavouring to inl;roduce true

religion and morality among the Hindus can have

their true and beneficial effect. So long as the

impositions and falsehoods contained in the Hindu

books, which the common people are made to be-

lieve are the productions of their* ancient sages, are

suffered to remain unexposed, little progress can be

expected to be made : but let the veil be undrawn,

uncover the impositions by true and rational inves-

tigation, and the cloud of error will of itself disap-

pear
;
and then they will be not only more ready,

but willing to adopt and receive the word of truth.

The time, however, is now come thal I must relin-

quish these pursuits. Ill health for some years past,

with an enfeebled constitution, from a long residence

SO that the three periods, so called^ are not very distant ones. The method of

calling the moon by the name of the month in which it ends is very ancient, though

at present little used. In Bengal, and many other parts of India, the moon is

named from the month in which it begins.
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in a warm climate, having been between forty and
fifty years in India, obliges me to lay down my pen,

and to desist from all further investigations : indeed

it has been with a great deal of difficulty that 1 have

brought this essay to a close, in the state it is in. If

my health had permitted, it might have been made
more perfect, and full ; but on this account I have

been obliged to curtail it, and leave out many things

that might be useful. However, though thus nar-

rowed, I believe the astronomer and man of science

will still find all that he may require, or that is ab-

solutely necessary, for forming a just idea of the

Hindu astronomy, and its antiquity.
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CONTAINING

I.— Hindu Tables of Equations, for calculating the true llehocentric and

Geocentric Places <f the Planets, Sfc,

•

II.—Remarks on the Chinese Astronomy, proving, from their Lunar Mansions,

that the Science is much more modem among them than is genesally believed.

The names of their Constellations are added, with the Stars in each.

III.— Translations of certain Hieroglyphics, which hitherto have been called

though erroneously) the Zodiacs of Dendera int Egypt.
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HINDU TABLES OF EQUATIONS, &c.

FOR CALCUrjiTINO

THE TRUE PLACES OF THE SUN A*ND MOON;

ALSO THE

HELIOCENTRIC AND GEOCENTRIC PLACES OF THE PLANETS.

F F



HAVING been requested by some friends to add to my work the Tables of

EqualionSf used by the Hindus in computinfr the true places of the sun and

mooUf and the hehocenlric and geocentric longitudes of the planelsy f feel a

pleamtre in complying tvilh the request^ by the insertion of the accompanying

Tables, which I believe have never before been published, those of the sun and

moon excepted. For the better understanding the tables, I hare added examples

under each, so that nothing more need be said here by way of explanation.
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EQUATION OF THE SUN S LONGITUDE.
Arg.Suns mean long.—Aphelion of Mer.

a 0- 1-

167 31
163 26
159 21

THB ELONGATION.
Arg. Mercury*e long.—Sun*s equated long.

0 0' 47H
1 16 494
2 32 508
3 48 522
4 64 536
5 82 552
6 98 568
7 114 582
8130 594
9142 612

Uee of the Table,

Suppose sun's long 11* 2^ 9^ 16"

Mercury’s aphelion subt 7 14 54 40
Remain 3 17 14 26
The equation for which is — 4 17 45
Subt. from sun’s long, k 11 2 9 6
Remain sun’s equal, long. 10 27 61 21

Note. The true heliocentric longitude of
Mvrcur> in n«tii?ed l»y tliv Hindu astronomers.

I

Use of the Table.

> Suppose Mercury’s long. 6«20°51^16"
Subt. sun's equated long. 10 27 51 21
Remains llie commutation 6 22 59 54
The elong. for which is.. — 12 16 0 I

Sun^s equated long. .... 10 27 51 21
Geocentric long, of Mere. 10 16 36 21

I
Degrees.
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EQUATION OF THE SUN*S LONGITUDE. I THE ELONGATION.
Arg, Sun's mean lottg— Venus's ApheVuM.\ Arg. Venus's long,—Sun's equated long.

Use of the Table.

Suppose son’s lonjf 11* 2® 9' 6
Venus’s aphelion subtract 2 21 17 10

Remain 8 10 51 50
The equation for which is — 1 40 0
Son’s longitude 11 2 ^ 6j
Sun’s equated longitude 11 8 40 6

Note. The true heliocentric lonjitnde of Venus



I
Degrees.
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F.WIJATION OP TIIK ORBIT. SF.MIPARALL AX OF THE ORB.
Arff. Mars's wean long— /Ac Aphelion. Arg. Sun'sJlongitmle— Mars's longitude.

Use gf the Table. Use of the Table.

Suppose Mars’s mean loug. 2* 7^35^ 18"|' Sun’s mean longitude ..11* 2^ 0^ €f*

The aphelion 4 8 24 57
Anomaly 9 29 10 21
The equation for which is + 9 35 0
Mars’s mean longitude .. 2 7 35 18
Mars’s true helioo. long.. • 2 17 10 18

Mars’s true long, subt . . 2 17 10 18
The commutation 8 14 58 48
The'hemiparallax _ 18 23 0
Its double 1 6 46 0
Mars’s true helioc. long. 2 17 10 18
Mars’s geocentric long. . . 1 10 24 18
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JUPITKR.

KQCIATION OF THE <

Arff. Jupiter's mean lung^
SEMIPARALLAK OF THE OKU.

t/{e Aphelion.U Arg, Sun's longitude— Jupiter's long.

- - - ' -
i
- :tn\ *

I
I I

• tf,| bcl

!•
!
2' 3* 4’

;
5- ,iS I'i !

0*

' 119' '200'

153 '2G2

158 :2G5

;irj2 ,2<i7

!i«7 1270

171 j27-*

175 '275

179 277
184 1279

1H8 1281

192 j2H3

19C ;2H5

•-JO 2S7
203 1289

207 291
211 292
215 291
218 295
221 290
225 297
229 299
232 300
236 301
239 301
>12 302
245 303
2-18 304
251 304
154 305
257 305
260 305

'
:;o;i o o'

.29: I 6
'28!; 2 10
'27*. 3 15
'261

1
4 19

;2:>
;
5 24

{2l|{ 6 29
1231; 7 34
22 1 8 39
21 ' 9 41

20
;
10 48

19 111 53
18 112 59
17|I|3 61
lO.jU 68
15i|l5 73
1411)6 78
13 117 83
12 1

18 87
ll|l9 92
10 20 97
9 21 102
8 122 107
7 12^ 111

I

ff 124 1 16
;

5 >25 121 I

4 ‘26 125
3 '27 130

;

2 128 135 i

1 i29 1 10 I

0 130 145

;

339'
.
326'

310
;
324

342
I
321

313
I

318
314 316
344 313
344 1309
345 306
315 304
346 301
316 297
315 294
345 290
345 285
315 282
315 278
344 ‘274

344 269
343 265
342 261
342 256
341 251
339 I 2 16

338 241
336 236
335 231

333 225
331 220
330 i2l5
328 i 209
326 i 203

120 / 130

|198 {29

>191 {28
|186 I27

1180 26
il73 25
>167 24
!16I 23
1154 22
;J 18 21
Ull 20
!|35 19
!l27 18
121 17

,114 16
:I07 15
;i00 14

I

96 13
86 12
76 111

I
67 10

{ 58 9
1 50 8
13 7
35 6
28 5
21 4

I 14 3

7 2
1

0 I

Use of the Table,

Sapp.Japiter's mean long. I0« 25°47' O'*

Snbtr. long, oi' Oie aphelion 5 22 35 16
Remains anomaly 5 3 11 50
The equation for which is — 2 26' 0
Mean longitude of Jupiter 10 25 47 6
Tine heliocentric long... 10 23 21 0

Use of the Table.

{ Son’s longitude It* 2^ O' 6"

! Jupiter’s true longitude .. 10 23 21 6
' The commutation •>.... 0 8 48 0
The semipar. for which is + 42 0
Ita doable a + 124 0
True longitude of JopiterlO 23 21 0
Geocentric longitude ... . 10 24 46 6
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The precedin” examples exhibit the usual mode of the Hinrlu

asirouomers in general. There are, 'however, some who pretend

to greater accuracy, and go through ten or a dozen operations to

get the geocentric place of a planet ; the method of which 1 will

now show from the Tati^a Chintlimani of Lakshnu Dasa, a com-
mentary on the Sidd/iffnia Stromani.

Let the f'cacentrk Umgilude of Saturn be required, an 4 his mean

Heliocentric place, us in the last example = I* V2' SO''

Place of the aphelion subtract 8 20 54 27
Reniniiis tiie mean anonial v -4 1*.« 1^4 29
Eqiialion of the orbit for x\hicli is. — 5 47 50
Satarn's iiieun lon^ritiide 1 4 12 50
Saturn’s true Inii^iiiule once eqiiiUeH 0 28 25 0

Which taken from the sun’s mean loni^itude II 2 9 0

Remains the first commutation 10 .1 41 0

Tlie parallax of the orb foi Avhich is 4 58 20

Which taken from his lonpjtmle once equafed 0 2S 25 0

Leaves the geocentric jiluce once equated 0 23 30 40

Second Operation.

From the geocentric, place once equxled , 0 23 30 tO

Subtract place of his aphelion H 20 51 27

Remains the second anomaly 4 ,2 42 13

The equation of the orbit for which is .. .. — 0 40 52

Saturn’s mean longitude 1 4 12 50

Saturn’s heliocentric longitude twice equated 0 27 32 4

Which subtract from the sun’s mean longitude II 2 9 0

Remains the second coiniriutatioii !... 10 4 37 2

The parallax of the oib for which is — 4 57 0

Saturn’s heliocentric longitude twice equated 0 27 32 4

Saturn’s geocentric longitude twice equated 0 22 35 4

Third Operation,

From Saturn’s geocentric place twice equated 0 22 35 4

Subtract place of bis aphelion 8 20 54 27

Remains third anomaly 4 I 40 37

The equation of the orbit for which is — 0 40 57

Saturn's mean longitude I 4 12 56

Saturn’s heliocentric longitude three times equated 0 27 25 59

Which subtract from the sun’s longitude • II 2 9 6

Remains third commutation 10 4 43 7

Parallax of the orb for wliicli is — 0 4 54 21

Saturn’s longitude thrice equated 0 27 25 59

Saturn’s geocentric longitude thrice equated. . • 0 22 31 38

Fourth Operation.

Saturn’s geocentric place thrice equated •..•••••••••••. 0 22 31 38

Subtract place of his a|>helion ...... .A 8 20 54 27

G O
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Remuiiis I’ourlli ariuinaly . . . • • • . . 4* 37" 11'"

The equation of the orbit fur which is 6 47 12

Saturn’s mean longitude I 4 12 60

Saturn’s heliocentric longitude four times equated .••••... 0 27 25 44

Subtract the same from the sun's mean longitude ........ 11 2 9 6

Remains the fourth commutation 10 4 43 22

Parallax of the orb for which is — 4 54 20

Saturn’s fourth equated longitude 0 27 25 44
Saturn’s geocentric inngitude four times equated 0 22 31 24

Fifth Operation,

.Saturn’s geocentric longitude four timers equated 0 22 31 24
Subtract his aphelion as before 8 20 54 27
Remains the fifth anomaly 4 1 36 57
The equation of the orbit for which is — 6 47 12
Saturn’s mean longitude 1 4 12 66
Saturn’s heliocentric longitude five times equated 0 27 25 44
Which coining out the same as in the fourth operation, the calculation terminates,

and the geocentric and heliocentric longitudes of Saturn remain as in the fourth

operation.

The same method also servos for Jupiter ^
but Mars requires a difierent one.

Thus for Mars ;

—

Suppose the mean longitude of Mars — 2* 7° 35" 18"

Place of his aphelion subtract 4 8 24 57
Remains the anoiyaly 0 29 10 21
Equation of the orbit for which is + 9 46 16
Its half + 4 53 8

Mean longitude, add 2 7 35 18

The sum is Mars’ longitude once equated 2 12 28 26

Which taken from the sun’s mean longitude 11 2 9 G
Remains the first comniutution 8 19 40 40
Sciiiiparallax of the orb fof which is.. — 18 28 43
Which taken f/oin the longitude once equated. . 2 12 28 26
Leaves Mars’ geocentric longitude once equated 1 23 59 43

Second Operation.

Mars’ geocentric longitude once equated 1 23 59 43
Subtract bis aphelion (corrected once) 4 6 43 35
Anomaly 9 17 16 42
Equation of the orbit for which is. . . + 10 41 37
Mars’ mean longitude 2 7 35 18

Mars* heliocentric longitude twice equated 2 18 16 55
Which subtract from the sun’s mean longitude 11 2 9 6
Remmns second commutation 8 13 62 11

Parallax of the orb corresponding — 1 8 19 7

Mars’ longitude twice equated 2 18 16 55
Mars’ geocentric longitude twice equated 1 9 57 48

Third Op^ation.

Mars’ geocentrus longitude twice equated 1 0 57 48

Subtract the aphelion (twice corrected) • 4 5 47 50
Anomaly 9-4 9 58
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The equatiou for which ia

Mars's mean longitade

Mars’ heliocentric longitude tlirice equated

'Which subtract from the sun's mean longitude

Remains the third commutation

Semiparallax of the orb corresponding

Mars’ longitude thrico equated

Mars’ geocentric longitude thr^e equated

Fourth Operation.

Mars’ geocentric longitude thrice equated

Subtract the aphelion (^thrice corrected)

Anomaly

Equation of the orbit for which is • •

Mars' mean longitude.

Mars’ heliocentric longitude four times equated ......

WliicQ subtract from the sun’s mean longitude

Remains fourth commutation

Parallax of the orb corresponding.

Mars’ longitude four times equaled

Mai s’ geocentric longitude foiii limes equated.

Fif'th Opaathn.

Mars’ geocentric longitude four times equaled

Subtract the aphelion four limes corrected

Anomaly

Half the equation of the orbit +

Mars’ mean longitude

Mars’ heliocentric longitude five limes equated. .......

Which being the same with that found in the third opeiation, puts an end to the cal-

culation, as all the rest comes out the same ;
therefore the Iiclioceiilric longitude of

Mars is 13° 10' 37'', and the geocentric longitude P 0° 55' 57

• 5° 35' 18"

2 7 35 18

2 13 10 36

11 2 9 0

S 18 58 30

0 18 3.3 31

2 13 10 36

1 21 37 2

%
1 21 37 2

4 C 36 44

9 18 0 18

+ 10 39 8

2 7 35 18

2 18 14 26

11 2 9 (i

H 13 .54 40

1 8 18 29

2 18 11 26

* 9 ri5 57

1 9 5.> 57

1 1 48 It

9 8 7 43

+ 35 19

2 7 35 18

2 13 10 37

Tofind the Ehngation and geocentric Longitude of Mercury

Suppose the sun’s place or mean longitude —
Subtract place of Mercury’s aphelion

Remains the anomaly

The equation for which is —
Suu’s mean longitude

Sun’s first equated longitude

Which taken from the mean longitude of Mercury

Remains first commutation

The elongation for which is

Sun’s longitude once equated

Mercury’s geocentric longitude once equated

Second Operation.

Mercury’s geocentric longitude once equaled ............

Mercury’s aphelion subtract

Remains anomaly ^
The equation for which is —

11* 2° 9' 6

7 14 54 40

3 17 14 36

5 46 59

11 2 9 6

10 26 22 7

5 20 51 15

6 21 29 8

12 50 12

10 26 22 7

10 13 31 5.5

10 13 31 55

7 14 54 40

2 28 37 1.5

6 3 15
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Sun’s tncnri lon^^ilude 11* 2^ 9' 6^'

Sun’s lont^itiulo twicf^ equaled 10 2G 6 61

Which t'>kei) from Me]TUi'> ’s mean Jungitude 6 20 51 15

Leases second coiniiiiitation (i 21 45 24

The elongation (nr wliich is 12 56 49

Sun’s Jongitude twice equated 10 20 6 31

Alercur^'s geocenlrio longitude twice equated 10 13 8 42

T/i/rd Operation. *

TMercur \
’.1 gf’occnti ic Inngi I iide twice equaled 10 13 8 42

]\lcrcurv’s aidielion.'suhtrael 7 1 1 54 40

Anomaly 2 28 14 2

The equation lor wliicli is 0 3 10

iSiin's mean longitude 11 2 9 6

Sun’s loiigiiiide thrice equated 10 20 5 56

Which taken from Mercury’s mean longitude 5 20 51 15

Leaves the third eomniiitalioii 6 21 45 19

The elongation for which is 12 57 6

Sun’s longitude thrice equated 10 20 5 50

TMercurv's geocentric hmgilude thrice equated 10 13 8 50

Vourth Operation.

iMerourv’s geocentric longitude thrice equated 10 13 8 50

iMorcurv’s aphelion, suhlract 7 11 54 40

Anonialv e 2 28 14 10

The equation (or whicli is,.... 0 3 10

M hich 1ieing«the same ns in the third operation, ail (he rest will he the same also :

thcrefoie the geocentric place of Mercury is found to be 10* 13° S' .>0", and the

elongation 12° 57' 0''. Venus’s g<*oceiitiic longitude and elongation is found in the

same w av.

To find the mean heliocentric hwfrifndefrom the true fi'eoeentrie lonffiinde. all the

requisite data heinff ffiren. This is the rirerse of the former operations. An
example irill he snjfieienf. ^

Required the mean helincciitric longitude of Satinii, fioni

(1 is true geocentric longitude found abo>c O” 22° 31' 24"

Subtract tlie siiiiie from the sun’s mean longitude 11 2 9 6

Leaves (irst JO 0 37 42

Parallax of tlie orh fur which Is, with a contrary sign + 4 33 59

L’eoccntric longitude, add 0 22 31 24

Sum 0 27 5 23

Subtract place of the aphelion 8 20 54 27
Anoiii.dv >1 6 10 56

Equation of the orbit for which is, with a contrary sign . . . . 6 25 59
Add 0 27 5 23

The sum is the mean heliocentric longitude 1 3 31 22
4

Second Operation,

Sun's mean ](>ngitude 11 2 9 6

Stibliact mc.in lonuitadc last I'uiind 1 3 31 22
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Second commntation 0» 28® 37' 44^
Parallax of tlie orb for which, with a contrary sign + 5 17 18
Add geocentric place as before 0 22 31 24
The sum is 0 27 48 42
Subtract the aphelion 8 20 54 27
Anomaly 4 G 54 15
The equation for which is, with a contrary sign + 6 22 28
Add 0 27 48 42
The sum is the mean heliocentric longitude 1 4 11 10

Third Operation, •

Sun’s mean longitude 11 2 9 6
Subtiact mean longitude last found 1 4 11 10

Third commutation 9 27 57 56
Parallax of the orb for which is, with a contrary sign -h 6 19 25

Geocentric longitude, add 0 22 31 21

The sum is 0 27 50 49
Subtract place of the aphelion' 8 20 54 27
Anomaly 4 6 56 22
Equation of the orbit for which is, with a tfnntrary sign . . .

.

-f 0 6 22 27

Add 0 27 50 49
The sum is the mean heliocentric longitude I 4 13 16

Fourth Operation,

Sun’s longitude 11 2 9 6
Subtract the mean heliocentric longitude 1 4 13 16

l-’ourth commutation (V 27 55 50

Parallax of the orb for which is, with a contrary sign + .7 19 42

Add geocentric longitude 0 22 31 24

The sum is . 0 27 51 6

Suhlracl place of the aphelion 8 20 54 27

Keiiiaiiis the anomaly 4 6 56 39

Equation of the orbit for which is, with a contrary sign • . .

.

+ 6 22 17

Add 0 27 51 6

The sum is the iiioaii heliocentric loiigifi^e 1 4 13 23

Fifth Operation,

Sun’s mean longitude 11 2 9 6

Subtract mean longitude last found 1 4 13 23

Fifth nomuiutalion 9 27 55 43

Parallax of the orb for which is, with a contrary sign + 5 19 42

‘Which bciug the same as in the fourth operation, puts an < nJ to any further calcu-

lation : so that 1” 4” 13' 23^' is the mean heliocentric loagitude required, diflering

only about 27" from the original in page 223.
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Table of the Cireun^erenceiy Semidiameiers, and Eccentricities the Orbits nf
the Planets, in Yojans*, according to Dada Bhai^ a Commentator^on the

Surya Siddhanta,

Planets.

Orbits. Eccentricities.

Circumfer. Semidiamet, LcaaU Greatest, Mean,

Son., ..

Moon ..

Mercury
Venus..

Mars ..

Jupiter..

Saturn .

.

684871
51229

16494G
42L316
1288140
8123328
20186140

26018 45 7
4523 48 19
12868 14 44
12879 23 4

262941 35 0
724922 53 2
215690 0 38

26018 45 7

4523 48 19
60663 28 24
304426 10 1

847254 18 4o!

1631114 5 47'

2262997 7 48

26018 45 7

4523 48 19
36765 51 34
158652 46 32
555097 56 50
1178018 29 24
12.39343 34 8

* The Yojan is about 0. 1-1 1th English miles, according to the Lildvatu But the astronomers

reckon the equatorial circumference of the earth about 5050 Yojans : the degree, therefore,

becomes equai to 14.1-lOth Yojaiis nearly, which makes the Yojan something less than five

miles, taking the degree on the equator to be 09 miles.
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No. II.

REMARKS ON THE CHINESE ASTRONOMY.

In the course of my investigation of the antiquity of the Hindu
astronomy, I was induced to take a cursory view of the Chinese, in

hopes of finding some analogy between them, and thence be able

to draw some conclusion which of the two was the most ancient.

In this enquiry, however, I met witli nothing that could induce me
to believe that any connexion existed between them, at least in

ancient times. I found that the Chinese were not only far behind

the Hindus in the knowledge of astronomy, but were

indebted to them, in modern times, for the introduction of some
improvements into that science, which they themselves acknow-
ledge. With respect to the Lunar Mansions of the Chinese^ they

differ entirely from those of the Hitidus^ who invariably make
theirs to contain 13” 20' each on the ecliptic ; whereas the Chinese

have theirs of various extents, from upwalds of 30° to a few mi-

nutes, and marked by a star at the beginning of each, which makes
them totally to differ from the Hindus.

The Arabs were the only people that I knew of beside the

Hindus that had Lunar Asterisms ; and as they are said to have

communicated some of their astronomy to the Chinese about eight

or nine hundred years ago, a comparison with their mansions, I

thought, might tlnow some light on the subject, and in this idea

I was not mistaken ; for, on comparing the Arabian and Chinese

Lunar Asterisms together, 1 found, to my surprise, that not less

than thirteen out of the whole number, which consists of 28, were

precisely the same, and in the same order, with scarcely a break

between them. Here then there appeared sufficient evidence to

shew, that there must have been a connexion between them at

some former period, and thaf the one must have borrowed from

the other : but the question then was, who borrowed fix>m the

H ll
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other,— was it the Chinese from the Arabians, or the Arabians

from the Chinese? If the Chinese were the borrowers, some
means might be found of determining the antiquity of the mansions

among the Arabs ; but if the Arabians were the borrowers, then

we must have recourse to the names of the Chinese mansions, to

see if they aflPorded some clue. I mentioned the circumstance to a

learned Mahomedan, in hopes of getting sotne information, and his

reply was, that neither the Chinese borrowed from the Arabs, nor

the Arabs from* the Chinese; but that they both had borrowed

from one and the same source, which was from the people of a

country to the north of Persia, and to the west or the north-west

of China, called Turkistan. He observed, that before the time of

Mahomed, the Arabs had no astronomy ; that they were then de-

void of every kind of science; and that what they possessed

since on the subject of astronomy was from the Greeks. To
which I replied, that I understood the Mansions of the Moon were
alluded to in the Koran ; and as the Greeks had no Lunar Mansions

in their astronomy, they could not come from them. He said,

that the mansions alluded to in the Koran were uncertain ; that no

one knew what particular star or mansion was meant ; and there-

fore, no inferenvje could be drawn that any of those now in use

were alluded to. Here our conversation ended ; and as no great

light was thrown on the subject, by supposing that the Chinese

and Arabs borrowed from one and the same source, instead of one

of them from the other, 1 thought it was best to adopt another

course, which was, to examine into the meanings of the names of

the Chinese mansions, which might refer us to some of the constel-

lations, in the same manner as the Arabian names of several of

their mansions refer to certain parts of the constellations from

which they derive their names, by which their antiquity would be,

at all events, limited by the period when the constellations them-

selves were first framed, beyond which they could not be carried,

but might otherwise be of a very modern date. With this view,

I carefully examined the name of the Chinese constellations, and

particularly their mansions, because on the latter only, the anti-

quity would rest; for of the former many might have been intro-

duced since the first arrival of the missionaries in China, and, per-

haps through their assistance ; but the latter could not, as they

existed before their times. In this search I was not disappointed

;

for I found that two mansions in S,corpio, Sin, Wei, referred to

parts of that constellation : the first, being the name for the Scor-

pion’s heart, is called the heart station ; the other, signifying tail.
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is called the tail station^ thus referring at once to the parts of the

constellation to which they respectively belong. We cannot,

tlierefore, on this ground, admit them to possess a greater anti-

quity than the constellation itself, from certain parts of which they

derive their names. Indeed there is strong ground to believe, that

they are not older than the third century of the Christian era : but

before we can enter on»this discussion, it is proper to exhibit both

the Chinese and the Arabian mansions together, in order to be

compared, as in the following Table. «

TABLE 1.

The Arabian tind Chinese Lunar Mansions^ exhibiting the first

Star of each.

Arabian Names and first Star of each

Mansion.

.Chinese Names, and first Star of each

j

Mansion,

1 Simakool uazul, Spioa Virg.

2 U1 Cillufr, OH Virg.

3 Uz Ziilmim, « Librae.

4 Ul Icleel, frpd(i Scorp.

5 HI Qulb, (Oolugrub,) a Scorp.

(> Ush Sliowlali, V Scorp.

7 Un Nwaim, y Sagitt.

8 Ul Buldn, Do.

9 Sad’oodli DlinbUi, (5 Capric.

10 Sad’ool Bula, e Aquar.

11 Sad *008 soo-ood, Do.

12 Sad’ool uklibiyuli, y Do.

13 Ul Furgh’ool Mooguddira, /S Pegas.

14 Ul Furgh'ool Mooukkliir, y Do.

\5 Ur Rislia, P Andromed.

10 Usb Shurutun, y Arielis.

17 Ul Botyn, Opp Do.

18 Ulb Thurvya, n Pleiad.

19 Ud Duburon. y Tauri.

20 Ul Iliqab, X Orionis.

i21 Ul Hinah, y GeiniDoruin.

22 Udh Dhira. a Geminorum.

23 UnXultruh, Prasepe.

24 Ut Tarfuli, f Lconis.

25 Uj Jebhali, ^ 7 Do.

20 Uz Zoobruli, 72 Br. C. Do.

27 Us Surfuli, Do.
^

28 Ul ^ Virginia.

' 1 Keo, Spica Virginia.

1 2 Kang, 08 Do.

j

3 Te, « Libra'.

1
4 Fang, 7r p /j Scorpii.

1

5 Sin, » a Du.
6 Wei, t Do,

1 7 Ke, y .Si^ittarii.

8 Tow, 0 Do.
9 New, jd Cuprieonii.

10 Ncu, f Aqiiarii.

1] Hen, fiDo.
12 Wei, a 1)0.

13 Sltili, a Pegasi.

14 Peeh, y Do.

15 Kwei, 38 Andromedw.
10 IjOw, /3 Ariefia.

17 Wei, 36 Br. C. Do.
18 Maon, n Pleiaduiii.

19 Peek, y Tauri.

20 Chuy, X Orionis.

21 Taan, d Do.
22 Taing, ft, Geroinoraiii.

23 Kwei, 0 Cancri.

24 lipw, S Hydrac.

25 Sing, a Do.
20 Chang, v Do.
27 Yih, a Crateris.

28 Chin, y Corvi.

The first four mansions appear the same with the Chinese and

Arabians; the 5th differs in,the Chinese beginning the mansions

with tr instead of a Scorp. but as including a, they call it the man-

sion of the heart ;
in the sixth they also differ, but the 7tli, 8th,
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9th, 10th, and 11th, are the same ; in the 12th and 13th they

differ a little, and in the 14th they a^in agree, but disagree in the

15th, 16th and 17th ; in the 18th, 19th, and 20th they also agree,

but disagree in all the rest.

Here then wc see, that out of die whole no less than 13 agree,

and these all within the first twenty. This regular agreement and
commencement of both firom the same point is so particularly

striking, that no one can doubt but that they must have been oIh
tained originally, from the same fountain head. That they are not
of Chinese origin is certain, because the point of commencement
does not agree in any manner with that of the Chinese year, which
either begins at the autumnal or vernal equinox ; and there is not

the slightest doubt but that the year, in the country where the man-
sions were framed, must have begun either at the vernal or autum-
nal equinox, but most probably the vernal, as the star in the Lu-
nar Asterism would then be on the meridian at midnight, and the
longitude of the star six signs from Aries. If we wish to know
when this was the case, we must determine the time from the pre-
sent longitude of Spica.

In A. D. 1750, the longitude of Spica Virginis was 6* 20*^ 2V
18'^, so that it h&s advanced 20® 21' 18". Now if we assume the
annual precision at 50"we shall get 1466 years, which, subtracted
from 1750, leaves A. D. 284, the time when the autumnal equinox
coincided with the star, which we conclude was also the time
when the lunar Mansions were framed. Consequently, if this

assumption be correct, fhe Chinese must have received their man-
sions from some quarter, since the Year A. D. 284, and, in order
to prevent detection, gave them names of their own. To this it

may be objected, that they have tables of Lunar Mansions of a
date many years anterior to A. D. 284 ; that they are mentioned
in their old books ; and that celestial observations of very great
antiquity are referred to them. To which it may be observed,
that all this is fine declamation, full of plausibility, but without
the slightest proof. A nation like the Chinese, who are proud and
jealous of all others, would naturally use every possible means to
conceal the adoption of a set of Lunar Mansions received from
another state, to which they would not confess themselves to be
under an obligation. They would therefore not only disguise

them by new names of their own, but would likewise compute
tables of them for different periods qf time, long anterior to the

time of their reception ; and to make the matter still more com-
plete, they would make mention of them in their pretended an-
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cient books, fabricated then, and refer Tarious fictitious celestial

observations to them, settled by computation backward, or per-

haps by no computation at all, as in the supposed observations on
comets, in which they knew they could not be detected* Many
of these pretended observations have been found to be false, and
the others that were supposed to come near the truth, were no
other than the effect ofi mere computation in modern times. But
that which destroys all these supposed ancient references most
completely, is the time of the formation of thp constellations,

which 1 have placed between the years 756 and 746 B. C., and
others carry back as far as 1100 or 1200 years before Christ. If

they have imposed on us in this respect, by goings beyond the limit

here assigned, what security have we that they have not imposed
on us in the first instance, in assuming to themselves tlic invention

and formation of the Lunar Asterisms above exhibited, which

most certainly never were Chinese, nor were invented before the

time 1 mentioned above, viz. A. D. 284? But whether these man-
sions were the invention of the people of Turkistan, or of the Ara-

bians, we have not the means to ascertain. The Arabians gene*

rally use the Lunar year ; but they have also the astronomical

solar tropical year, beginning at the vernal equino^, I believe, and

therefore there would be no inconsistency in considering them the

inventors, until we can discover the real country to» which they

originally belong. The Chinese themselves admit, in some of their

books, that in the year A.D. 164, they received from the West a

work containing a catalogue of 2500 stars ; but when this book is

enquired after, they pretend that it is lost— a circumstance which

at best looks very suspicious : that work might contain something

that would disclose some of the Chinese impositions, and there-

fore, it may be presumed, is carefully kept out of sight.

Some time after I had written the above remarks, and was just

ready to send them to the press, a book fell into my |iands (Kir-

cher’s Lingua Egyptiaca), containing the Egyptian Lunar Man-

sions, which appear to be those we are in search of ; for they make

the equinoctial colure to cut the star Spica Virginis, which could

not be later than A. D. 284, the epoch to which 1 referred the

formation of the Arabian and Chinese Lunar Mansions, as founded

on that circumstance.
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The following table of Lunar Mansions, with their Egyptian

names and explanations, longitudes, &c. are taken from this

work.
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* By AUitudlniSf which is also the name in Arabic and Chinese, is meant, that at the com-
mencement of the year, at the vernal equinox at noon, the star Spica is on the meridian at

midnight, and of course at its greatest altitude ; which points out the age of the mansions to be

about 1539 years in A.D. 1823. They could not therefore be known to Ptolemy.
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On looking over this table^ the lirst thing that strikes us, as

different from any other we have seen, is, that it is divided into

four portions or parts of 00® each ; the first of which begins with

Aries, or the vernal equinoctical point; the second with Cancer,

or the summer solstice ; the third with Libra, or the Autumnal

equinox ; and the fourth with Capricorn, or the winter solstice.

It also appears, that the extent of each Lunar Mansion is about

13®, and the Spica Virginis is placed in six signs from Aries,

which makes the antiquity of the table (now 1(^23) 1530 years.

I have given Kircher’s explanations of the Egyptian names of the

mansions, in order that they might be compared with the explana-

tions of the Arabic names of the same mansions, which I have

taken from the commentary on Ulugh Beigh’s Table of the stars ;

by which it will be seen that they are the same, or nearly so,

throughout, and that consequently the Arabs must have borrowed

from the Egyptians, and the Chinese from the Arabs ; at least I

am rather inclined to think so.

As the other parts of the Chinese astronomy afford no crite-

rion for judging of their antiquity, and being in fact generally

acknowledged to be modern, we shall now close the subject with

the following tables of the Chinese constellation,^, which I have

taken from the Rev. Dr. R. Morrison’s Chinese Dictionary, hoping

that, as they are not generally known, they may be acceptable to

those who take an interest in the study of astronomy.

TABLE III.

Alphabetical Arrangement of the Chinese Constellations and Stars.

1 Chang yuen

2 „ sha

3 „ suh,*

4 „ chin,

5 „ jin,

6 Chaou yaou

7 Chaou,

8 Chay foo,

9 „ ke,

10 „ sze,

11 Chih new,
12 Chin suh,*

13 „ chay,

k t and small stars, Leo.

f Corvus.

KvvWp<pff* Hydra.

Cor Caroli.

a Columba.

/3 Bootes.

\ Hercules,

m Capricorn.

P Z and 2 small stars, Cygnus.

TT 3324, L 3341, e 3358, Lupus.

V Serpens.

a Lyra.

y c Corvus.

y Libra^^f Lupus.
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14 Cboo,

15 M she,

16 Choo,

17 „ wang,

18 Chow,
10 „ ting,

20 Chung tae,

Chuy suh yih/
21 Chung shall,

22 £ tseo,

23 Fa,

24 Fang suh,*

25 Fe yu,
26 Foo yuc,

27 ehih,

28 loo,

20 urh,

30 pih,

31 sing,

32 shay,

33 shwo,
34 Fun moo,
35 Hac shih,

36 „ sban,

37 Han,
38 Hang,
30 He chung,

40 Hea tae,

41 „ tsae,

42 Heen yuen,

43 Heu suh,*

44 „ leang,

45 Heuen ko,

46 Hin chin,

47 Ho neaou,

48 ,, keen,

40 „ chung,

60 „ koo,
61 Ho,
52 Hoo fun,

53 ,, she,

64 „ kwa,
55 How kung,

66 How,
57 Huh,
58 Hwa kae,

^ V Auriga, t, g, k, A and another,

Centaur.

X Draco.
IT Pegasus, a Ara G s. name,
r B.C. 1200, 1228, between the horns of

Taurus.

/3 Serpens, s. n. rj Capricornus.
V cj Coma Berenice.

«

X fjL Preceding hind foot of Ursa Mti^^r.

X Orionis.

b { V Hercules’ hand.
Apus, Bird of Paradise.

1 V Orion, s. n. 1 4862 Capricornus.

P ^ TT p Scorpio.

Piscis Volans.
b 5333, 5345, 5362, 52, Stream of Aquarius,

c y near r, Cetus.

( X Cassiopeia.

Small stars near Aldebaran.

y Hydrus.

g small stars near Mizar, tail of Ursa Major.
Cluster in hand of Perseus.

y Telescopium.

y ( tf TT r Aquarius.
A Argo ?

X and small stars near Crux, and the foot of
Centaur.

^ Ophiuciis’ knee, s. n. ^ Capricorn.

V 3030 fi 3030 0 3069 Centaur.

If 6 Cygniis.

V *4 following hind foot of Ursa Major.
6 Draco.
Regulus, A 2232 yeXrippo^K Leo.

/3 Aquarius.
K Aquarius.

y Bootes.

2629 Coma Berenice, near E, Leo.
Phoenix.

y Hercules..

Hercules.

Altair /3 y Aquila.

Grus.
1 2470, near ^ Leo.
B e KTi Canis Major, and B oi Argo.

n y B ( Delphini.

b 3162 Ursa Minor,
a C^hiucus Ras Alhaque.
I K Ophiucus, k i Hercules, near ditto.

4 stars bet. Cassiop. and Camelop. uncertain.
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Hwan chay^ e i and two amall gtars near chin of Ophiuciw.
K Pegasus fi Cygnus, s. n. ic \ Libra.

61. Jin uh, 0 f g Peg^us, near fore foot.
62 Kae uh, o Aquarius.
63 „ yang, ( Mizar Ursa Major.
64 Kang che, 4 small stars near Arcturus.
65 ,, suh,* I K \ fi p Virgo.
66 Kang, p^3947> Sagittarius.
67 Kang ho, p B Bootes.
68 Ke suh,* First y 4053, B Sagittarius.

^
69 „ wan, k Centaurus, p Lupus.
70 Ke chin 1 ^ ,

70 tseang keun, §
P

71 Keaow pih, 0 Dorado.
72 Keen sing, v $ o p s Sagittarius’ head.

73 ,, pe, V Scorpio.

74 Keih, 0 Aquarius.
75 Keo suh,* Spica, ( Virgo.

76 Keiie kew, k m Monoccros.
77 Keuen she, p Perseus.

78 Kean nan mun, x ^ Andromeda.
70 Kung tsiiig, i k \ p Lepus’ Ears.

80 Keun she,
ft Canis Major.

81 Kew hiang, p and small stars, Virgo. •

82 ,, ho, p. Hercules’ arm.

83 ,, yew, /i (fi b Eridanus, and stars in Sceptrum Bran-

denburg.

04 ,, chowchoo yih A o d c £ r &c. Eridanus.

85 Kih sing. New star in Cassiopeia.

86 Kin yii, e Dorado, probably tlie whole.

87 Ko taou, v { o tt Cassiopeia.

88 Koo low, y r Centaurus.

89 Kow ching, ( Ursa Minor.

90 Kow, ^ 4322, two x 4364, 4365 Sagittarius.

91 „ kwo, ^ b a c Sagittarius.

92 ,, ling, Two oi Scorpio.

93 Kuh, /X Capricornus.

94 Kung tseo, Pavo.

95 Kwan, ^ X» ^ w
'Z'

Cancer.

96 Kwan Soo, Corona Borealis.

97 Kwei suh,* B e i ri fivw and Mirack, ft A ndromeda v 0 x»
and two xj/ Pisces.

98 „ „ * XBrjB Cancer.

99 Lang wei, a b c d e f. Coma Berenice.

100 Lang tseang, p Do.

101 Laoujin, Canopi^.

102 Le kung, X /x, r v, and n o Pegasus.

103 „ shih, Taurus.

104 Leang, B Ophiucus, Ycd.

I I
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105 Lee tszc,

106 Leen taouj

107 Lew suh,*

108 Ling tae,

100 Lo suh,*

110 Low suh,*

111 Luh kea,

112 Luy teen,

113 „ pcih chin,

«

114 Ma we,
115 Ma fuh,

116 Maou suh,*

117 Meih fung,

118 Ming tang,

110 Nan ho,

120 Nan chuon,
121 Nan mun,
122 Nan hae,

123 Neaouhwuy,
124 Neu tsang,

125 ,, she,

126 „ suh,*

127 New suh,* •

120 Nuy keae,

120 „ ping,

130 „ ping,

131 Pa,

132 Pa kcuh,

133 Pae kwa,
134 ,, kew,
135 Pae,
136 Peih suh,*

137 „ leih,

130 „ suh,*

130 Pih too,

140 ,, ho,

141 ,, lo sze mu,
142 Ping taou,

143 „ sing,

144 „ sing,

145 Po sing,

146 San sze,

147 San kung,

140 „ keo king.

\ Ophiucus*
d Lyra.

SeitiSpaot Hydra.

X c d Leo.
V CapricornUS.
a /3 y Aries* head, &c.
Stars bet. Tarandus and Camelop. ?

( Pegasus. •

£ K y c Capiic. I flr \ 0 Aqiiar. p s q 5476
Pisces.

^ Centaurus.

/3 Do. W. foot.

Pleiades.

Musca Australis.

T u 0 e r,^Leo.

a, /1 1; Canis Minor.
6 &c. Kobur Caroli ?

a Centaurus, £. foot.

i*and 2027 Serpens.

B Toucan, perhaps the whole.
e w p Hercules.

\p Draco.
€ V Aquarius.
a /3 aud Neb. 323 324 Capric. and Neb. 322

Sagittarius.

r i and small stars between Eye and Nose
Ursa Major.

r o TT S Leo Minor ? if not Virgo.

r o w ( Virgo.

€ ^erpens.

^ { h k i head of Auriga D D f near Cas-
siopeia.

£ Delphinus,
X y Grus.
Corona Australis.

Algenib y Pegasus.

13 y 6 tut Pisces.

Hyades Aldebaran y t X o.

C B P Q Cerberus* head,

p <r Gemini.
Fomalhaut.
t 6 Virgo.

V Hydra, h Centaurus.

£ fi Lepus.
a Indus ?

p or or near Ear pf Ursa Major.
Three smaU stars bet. y ^ i? Virgo, s. n. to

3 stars near Astcrion’s head.
Southern triangle.
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149 Se han, e ( tj d J^e Libra.
150 Scan^, Small stars bet. d and c Ursa Major.
151 Seaou tow^ Cameleon.
152 Sen, 0 Serpens.
153 Shang ching, A Camelopardalis.
154 Shaiig wei, L Do. s. n. k Cephcus.
155 Shang tae, c ic. Fore foot of Ursa Major.
156 ,, tseang, Leo, s. n. v Coma Berenice.
157 ,9 seang, ^ Leo, s. n. y Virgo.
168 „ foo, \ Draco.

,
159 ,, peeh, f Draco.
100 „ shoo, A 3687.
161 Shaou wei, y Cephcus, s. n. C. Camelopard.
162 „ ching, ii Taraiidus.

163 ,, foo, d Ear of Ursa Major.
164 ,, wei, m Leo, and m p r Leo Minor.
165 ,, foo, X Ursa Major.
166 ,, tsae, 7; 2348 Draco.
167 ,, peih, 23-48 Draco.
168 Shay full. Small stars between llydrus and Toucan.
169 ,, show, € Z llydrus.

170 ,, we, Octans.
171 She, Small stars near leg of Columba.
172 ,, low, Ophiucus. •

173 Shih tsze kea, Crux.

174 „ suh,* a Pegasus, Markab. •

175 Shin kung, ( 3739 and 3745, Scorpion's tail.

J76 Shull, a \ Serpens.

177 Shwny foo, r i Orion\s hand.

178 ,, wei, ( 0 o n Canis Minor^

179 ,, low, a Eridanus, Achernar,

180 Sin suh,* Aiitares <r r and two c and 7 Scorpio.

181 Sing suh,* Alphard, a Hydra and small stars near.

182 Sun, 0 K Columba.
183 Sung, ?; Ophiucus.

184 Sze kwae, Ii Taurus x X
185 Sze wei, a ft Equuleus.

186 „ fe, y 5 Do.

187 „ fuh, b f g i Monoceros.

188 ,, foo, N and small stars near head of Camelopard.

189 Ta ling, t Perseus.

190 „ tsun, S Gemini.

191 „ keo, Arcturus.

192 Tae tsun, Ursa Major.

193 „ yang show x Ursa Major.

194 yik, i Small stars near a Draco.

195 „ tsze, y Ursa Minor, s. n. E, Leo.

196 Tang mun, b c c Centaur.

197 „ shay, n Cygups and stars near.
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198 Te,

APPENDIX.

Kochab, Ursa Major.

199 9f tso. a Hercules, Ras Algethi.

200 99 snh,* a ^ y Z 1 fi V Libra.

201 Teen choo. a Ursa Major, Dubhe.
202 99 choo. Z E ir p 9 Draco.

203 99 chuen^ y ri Perseus.
* 204 99 fow, 6 Antinous.

205 99 fuh, d o Scorpio. *

200 99 han, Via Lactea.

207 99 hwan^i Four 0 Cetus.

208 99 hwang. fJL p 9 near X Auriga.

209 99 liwang )

ta te, 5
Pole Star.

210 99 joo. Second a, m Serpens.

211 99 kaou. i Taurus.

212 99 ke. X Ursa Major.

213 99 ke. e f Sagittarius.

214 99 ko. Small stars near 6 Hercules, s. n. J' Argo.

213 99 keae. K V Taurus’ Ear.

210 99 kew. 0 p 9 Andromeda’s Arm.
217 99 keang, /3 0 p, e Ophiucus, and a b Sagittarius.

218 99 keun. a Menkar, y Z \ fji v two { Cetus.

219 99 kow, 1971 Argo.

220 99 kwan,* 1217, 1192 f Taurus.

221 99 kwati. Z Ursa Major, 97, if not p.

222 99 lasiff, Sirius, a Canis Major.

223 Teen laou. it), and stars near, in Ursa Major.

224 99 le. Four stars within the a of Ursa Major.

225 99 lin. £ e fG o Taurus.

220 99 luy ching. £ ^ Capricornus and other small

stars.

227 99 mun. 2395, p r Leo.

228 99 o> e Aries.

229 Teen peen. i X, h g. Foot of Antinous, and stars in Scu-
tum Sobieski.

230 99 seang. q SesKtans.

231 99 seuen, Ursa Major.

232 99 shay. V Argo.

233 99 ta tseang \

keun,
j

1
Triangle, includes X Andromeda and other

\
small stars.

234 Teen teen. 9 r Virgo.

235 9» tsan, 0 Z Perseus’ foot.

230 Pf tsang. 17! Q T Cetus.

237
238
239
240
241
242

99 tsang,

tsee,

tain,

wang,
yih.

yin,

c 0 1C hand of Bootes.

IT p b h c small stars near Hyades.

y Cygnus.

p 4" Piscis Notius.

X Draco.
Z f Aries.
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243 Teen yu,

244 „ yuen,

245 „ yuen,

246 „ yuen,

247 9 9 tseen,

248 To ming,

249 To kung se,

250 Too szc kung,
251 Too sze,

252 Tow,
253 Tow sub,

254 Tsan ke,

255 Tsan sub,

256 Tsaoii foo,

257 Tse,

258 Tseih she,

259 „ shway,

260 „ sin,

261 ,, sbe kc,

262 Tseib,

263 Tseen tae,

264 Tsew ke,

265 Tsib,

266 Tseih kung,

267 Tsin been,

268 Tsin,

99

269 Tsing kew,

270 Tsing sub,

271 Tso Lang,

272 Tso clioh fa,

273 „ she te,

274 „ cboo,

275 „ kea,

276 „ ke,

277 „ ke,

278 Tsoo,

99

279 „ kaou,

280 Tsow,

99

281 Tsung kwan,

282 „ ching,

283 „ jin,

284 „ sing,

285 Tsze tscang,

Small stars in Fornax Chemica.
4 k' X 0 Eridanus*

Elmt, Eridanus.

flaUK Sagittarius.

rf B I Piscis Notius.

d Piscis.

d Pegasus.

ft Cetus.

D F. Cerberus’ head.

(u, h g n o Hercules, near h^nd and club.

{ \ 0- r ^ Sagittarius.

0 o <^c. Lion’s Skin, Orion.

Betclguese, Beilatrix, lligcl, y ^ e ( k Orion.

f Cepheus.
II Hercules, near Cerberus.

Caput Medusse,

\ jjL Perseus.

X Cxemini, /j. Cancer.

Presepe, in Cancer,

y and anodier star, Lupus.

^ I Lyra.

Leo 2083, c ( Cancer,

y Cassiopeia.

^ H' ^ ^ X X Bootes,*

X* g Virgo.

K q Hercules. *

b Capricoriius.

/3 { V Hydra.

y \ fiv Gemini.

€ Aries. ,

ri Virgo.

4 « TT { Bootes.

1 Draco.
^ Algorab, ft rf Corvus.

( Aquila.

y, and stars near hand of Auriga,

c Ophiucus.

A Capricorn.

e p (F Cetus.

^ Serpens.

6 Capricorn.

2567 Leo.
Lupus.

ft y Ophiucus.

k n o p q Taurus, Poniatowski.

K M N,0 Hercules.

1 Leo.

c Virgo.
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28G Tszcseang,

» 9 >

287 „
288 „
28$) ,, suli^

290 Tung han,

291 „ hac,

292 Wae ping,

293 „ choo,

2$)4 Wan chang,

2$)5 „ lang,

290 Wei suh,

297 „

298
299 ,, '^uli,

300 ,, suh,

301 Woo cliay,

302 „ choo how
303 „ tc iso,

304 ,, tisze,

305 ,, yuc,
300 Yang mun,
307 Yaoii kwaiig,

308 Ye ke,

309 Yen,

99

310 Yew kang,

311 „ ciiih fa,

312 „ she tc,

313 „ choo,

314 „ pea,

315 „ ke,

310 Yin tih,

317 Yu neu,

318 Yih suh,

319 Yu,
320 Ye liii keun,

321 Yue,
322 „
323 „
324 Yunyu,
325 Yuh tsing,

326 „ kaiig,

327 Ye chay,

6 Leo.
^ Virgo.

X Columba.
a 7 ^ Lupus.
X Orion.

0 X ^ ^ Ophiucus’ foot.

ri ( Serpens.
2i S e ^ fi V ^ Pisces, Pish band,

q r Monoceros’ tail.

0 0 V Ursa Major, fore leg.

a j3 17 k: Cassiopeia.

Musca.
a Hercules.

X Capricorn,

d Telescopiiim.

a Aquarius, c Pegasus.

£ fj
Scorpio,

Capella [i 0 k Auriga, and /3 Taurus.

0 4 u r 0 Gemini.

ft Leo, and four small stars near.

a Ursa Minor.

c ^ Aquila.

a Lupus.

ri Ursa Major.

o TT, and small stars, Canis Major.

r ^ Ophiiicus.

f Capricorn.

ft o p TT and star near, Pisces.

ft Virgo.
'

7j ft r Bootes,

a Draco,
a Corvus.

^ Tf I K Antinoiis.

Q Camelopardus.
TT Leo.

a Crater,

y Ophiucus.
S r X ^ ^ ^ Aquarius.

A Taurus, between Pleiades and Hyades.

Tj Gemini.
Capricorn.

K X Pisces.

/3 X 0 Eridanus, r Orion.

e Ursa Major,

c Virgo.
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King sing,

Muh sing,

Too sing,

NAMES OF THE PLANETS.

Venus. Shwuy sing,

Jupiter.
I

IIo sing,

Saturn.

Mercury.

Mars.

TABLE IV.

CHINESE NAMES, •

Right Ascensions^ Declinations^ Longitudes, and Latitudes of Ninety-tico

Stars, for the Year A. D. 1003.

Chinese Names, R,A. Detlin, Jjomj, Lttt, European Names,

1 Tiiiig hae 9s 1018' 2''51'S. g. 1023' 20^^ 38' N 1] Serpentis.

2>Ciiih neu jrih ...... 0 6 18 38 22 N. 9 10 27 111 iM . T .r*-.

3'Tow suh yili 0 6 23 27 12 S. 9 5 50 3 50 S.l^sigittarii. (Ist Mans.)
4! Vu 9 10 7 3 53 N. 9 11 20 on r.n -KT

5'Tcen yun 9 12 22 5 15 S. 9 12 56 17 41
6|Yew kc sail 9 17 21 2 36 N. 9 19 11 21 50 ^ Aqiiihe.

7jYew ke liih 9 17 58 7 37 9 20 27 14 28 K Antinni.

8jYew ke woo 9 20 6 1 45 S. 9 21 28 20 15
*

i Anlinoi.

U Ko koo san 9 22 51 9 51 N. 9 26 3(i 31 |8

lolllo koo urh 9 23 50 8 7 9 27 19 29 22 a Aifuilu*.

LI Yew ke tang tseih .. 9 24 3 8 15 9 26 0 21 38 1)
Atitinoi.

12 Ho koo yih 9 24 57 5 45 9 28 3 20 50 A([nii;e.

13 Yew ke tang pa .... 9 28 46 1 41 S. LO 0 32 18 48 9 Antiiioi.

14 New suh yih 10 0 16 15 42 9 29 37 4 11 fi Capricorn. (2)
15 Teen tsin yih 10 2 46 39 18 N. 10 20 35 57 10 y
Ki'Neii snii yih 10 7 41 10 33 S. 10 7 23 8 10 t Aquarii. (3)
I7|llea suli yih 10 18 44 6 52 10 19 1 8 42 Aquarii. (4)
iH'Wei snh san 10 22 12 8 28 N. 10 27 32 22 8 f Pegasi.

lolWei soil yih 10 27 26 1 48 S. 10 29 0 10 42 A Aquarii. (5)
>0 Fan nion ssse ...... 11 1 21 2 55 11 2 20 8 18 y Aquarii.

21 Lay teen yih 11 9 7 8 11 N 11 13 54 15 44 4 Pegasi.

22 Peh lo sze man 1 1 9 50 31 13 S. 10 29 22 21 0 S. Fomalhaut. a Pis. Aus.
23;Shih suh yih 11 12 17 13 33 N. 11 19 7 19 26 N. a Pegasi. (6)
24 Pcih suh yih 11 29 18 13 20 0 4 48 12 35 y Pegasi, (7)
25 Teen tsang yih 0 0 53 10 33 S. 11 20 33 10 1 8. t Cell,

26 Too sze kung 0 6 54 19 44 11 28 6 20 47 •1 Ceti.

27 Kwei suh yih 0 10 10 21 47 N. 0 17 54 15 58 N. 7 Andromedic. (R)

28 Teen tsang san 0 17 8 9 49 S. 0 11 53 15 47 S. 9 Ceti.

29 Low suh yih 0 24 18 19 15 N. 0 29 33 8 29 N. i Arietis. (9)
30 Wei shen tseih 0 26 27 1 14 N. 0 24 58 9 5 S. i Pisoium.

31 Teen kwan kew .... 1 5 54 15 8. 1 3 12 14 32 - 0 Ceti.

32 Wei suh yih 1 6 17 26 20 N. 1 12 33 11 10 N a Musca*. (10)
33 Teen kwan pa ...... 1 6 47 1 52 - 15 4 12 3 8. yCeti.

34 Teen yuen lufa 1 10 16 10 11 S. 1 4 20 24 34 7 Eridani.

35 Teen kwan yih 1 11 30 2 ^ N. 1 9 57 12 37 1 Ceti, Menkar.

36 Teen yuen woo 1 15 10 10 2 S. 1 9 26 25 57 X Eridani.

37 Teen yuen sze 1 19 36 10 32 — 1 13 35 27 47 E Ditto.

18 Maou sah yih 1 21 20 !23 3 N.
a

1 24 48 4 JO N. E Pleiadum. (11)
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TRANSLATIONS OF CERTAIN HIEROGLYPH K'S

WlllCIf HITHERTO HAVE HEEN CAI LEI>

(THOUGH KRRONUOUSLY) *

THE ZODIACS OF DENDERA

IN EGYPT.
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No. HI.

Translations of certain Hieroglyphics, which hitherto have been

called (though erroneously) the Zodiacs of Dendera in Egypt.

In consequence of the extraorilinary hi«h antiquity assigiieci

hy sonic of the French writers to those hieroglyphic sculptures

called Zodiacs, found in the temple of Deiidera, or Tciityra, in

Egypt, I was iiulHced some years ago to examine them minutely,

and found that, so far from their being Zodiacs, as represented, or

called, they were nothing more nor less than the Roman Calendar

for the year 708 of Rome, translated into hieroglyphics. This

circumstance gave me hopes that re-translating thfm would be use-

ful in developing the Egyptian method of hieroglyphics, in repre-

senting things by their supposed images, jiarticularly such articles

as are generally inserted in calendars, which might ultimately lead

to a more extensive knowledge of the subject.

The circumstance which appears to have deceived the French

writers into an idea of their being zodiacs, and of an antiquity of

15,000 years or more, is simply this. They found that they con-

tained tigures of the constellations, that is, outlines without stars;

and that some of these figures were again repeated or represented

at about the distance of six signs fiom the original ones of the

same name. The former figures they took for the constellations ;

but the latter they assumed to be the signs, which therefore would

require a space of time equal to 15,000 years to bring them into

the positions they stand in at present.

Thus they found that the constellation Aquarius, or the figure

representing either it or the sign Aquarius, was in its proper place

between Capricorn and Pisces. They found also another figure of

it under Leo in the circular calendar, and another figure in a boat

in the Calendar of the Portico, and from thence drew their conclu-

sion of the extraordinary antiquity of these sculptured zodiacs

as they conceived them to be.
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It is well known to astronomers, that the constellations appear

to rise and set differently at different times of the year. Thus,

when the sun is in the same part of the heavens with a zodiacal

constellation, that constellation will then appear to rise or set with

the sun ; and the time of such rising or setting would be recorded
* in the calendar, and all the risings or settings of the constellations

with the sun, would follow each other in regular succession. But

when the sun gets round to the opposite part of the heavens, then

the same constoUation would appear to rise at sunset, and to set

at sunrise : the time of the year of such observation being inserted

in the calendar, it will be found of course to dift’er about six

months from the former. There are other risings and settings of

the constellations which it is not necessary to nicntion, because

their effect is to be considered in the same way. Now suppose

this calendar is to be translated into hieroglyphics, with all the

different risings or settings of the constellations sculptured on stone,

according to the different times of the year at which they occurred,

such translation would be made by putting the ligure of the con-

stellation in those very places where the name of the same is in

writing : consequently the figures of the same constellation would

appear in differe,nt situations, and at six signs distant from the ori-

ginal. Thus the situation of Aquarius is between Capricorn and

Pisces : but according to the Roman calendar, Aquarius sets on

the 2dth of July, about six signs distant from the situation of the

original. Now this is the very figure given in the supposed Zodiac

of Dendera, even with the very date attached to if, (see No. 00,

in the Calendar of the "Portico, PI. vii ;) and all that was done in

the translation into hieroglyphics, was to substitute the figure of

the constellation in the room of the name, and attach the date to

it; which is represented by the figures 5. 6. 1. 1+0. 3. 1. l==25th

of July. There is another date which refers to the 13th of August,

the time for which Aquarius is marked in the cireular calendar as

entirely setting, (see No. 60, PI. viii.) He is there placed near the

figure of Diana with her bow, whose day in the Uomnn calendar

is the 13th of August, and accordingly so marked in the hierogly-

phic circular calendar, by the figures 6 and 8 = 1‘3, underneath,

with another figure of Diana with the crescent on her head. No. 49.

Having tlius far explained the cause of the deception, in respect

tp the supposed extraordinary antiquity of those sculptured Roman
calendars, I shall now proceed to give a general outline of their

contents, which will render them easier to be understood after-

wards.
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First. The Date.

Both file ciilciidars, that is, of the portico, PI. vii. and circular

one ot* the interior of the temple, PJ. viii. begin with the date 708
(of Rome), at the instant of midnight, and conjunction of the sun,

and moon at Rome.

Secon^. The Phases of the Moon.

The new and full moons and quarters are occasionally marked
throughout that year by a variety of symbols deputing the moon

;

such as,

1st.—An oval or circle, generally placed on the head of some
figure. See Plato vii. No. 31, 39, 48, 55, (50, Ac. Plate viii. No.
12, 19, 27, 57, 58, (12, Ac.

2nd.— An oval or circle, including within its disc some other

figures, in allusion to the spots on the moon. See Plate vii. No.

22, 77. Plate viii. No. 7, 17, 23.

3r<l. By the figure of an eye, whether included within a circle

or not. See Plato viii. under No 1; also No. 23, and under 73.

4th. By the figure of an animal like a sheep, sometimes with a

circle or oval on its head. See Plate viii. No. 12, (50, th5.

6th. By a bird, particularly the Ibis, whotiicr upited to any other

of the symbols or not. See Plate vii. No. 77, 91. Piute viii. N<».

(50, 78.

Cth. By the figure of a man, with the head and beak of an Ibis.

See Plate viii. No. 1. Plate vii. No. 53.

7tli. By the tigure of a fish ? Sec Plato viii. No. 8, 9, and 115.

There may be other symbols of the hiooii, wdiicli the reader

may discover.

Third. The SurCs entrance into the Sif/ns.

The day on which the sun enters the sign is sometimes marked

by a figure of a man with a hawk’s head, as a symbol of the siin ;

sometimes by a female figure, and sometimes by other figures in.

tended to represent tlic sun. Besides these, there is also a mark

to express the sun’s ingress into the sign, (see Plate ix.) All these

figures have in general the day of the moidli marked in tablets

close to them, except the last, which is to be found in the middl(>

column only, but with the day marked close to it. The sun en-

ters the sign twice in every month, on two different days. Thus tlie

sun enters the sign Capricorn on the 18th December, but the win-

ter solstice is marked on tlib 25th, making a difference of seven

days. The cause of this apparent inconsistency I shall endeavour
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to explain hereafter. See the Roman calendar, as also Columella,

at the four cardinal points of the year, or rather the months of

December, March, June and September.

Fourth. The Festivals and Agonalias,

The festivals and agonalias, (or sacrifices,) are generally marked

by such figures as seem best to convey aiv idea of the thing in-

tended ; and the days of the month on which the same occur arc

always marked. Sec Plate vii. No. 7, B, 33, and 07 ; and Plate

viii. No. 4, 5, 24, 30, and 83, for the agonalias or sacrifices. The

number of days the festival lasts is generally marked by as many

stars.

Fifth. The Rising and Setting of the Constellations

»

The rising and setting of the constellations arc simply marked

liy their figures, sometimes with dates, and sometimes not, the

situation in most cases being sufficient to point out the time nearly,

as well as the kind of rising or setting. The figures of the zodi-

acal constellations, as they stand in order, most probably are meant

to represent the signs only, there being no regard paid to proportion,

the manner or positions in which they stand, or their distances

from each other, ^or from other known figures near them.

• Sixth. The Seasons of the Year.

The seasons are generally marked with the figures of Amibiscs,

or figures of men or animals of any description, with dogs* heads

or faces, or dogs’ feet.
^
These figures are of a great variety of

shapes, but invariably marked with something canine, which makes

them easily known at first sight. Some are female, but mostly

male. Whether the difference in their shapes depends on any par-

ticular time of the year, I have not been able to ascertain with

sufficient precision- When they represent the time of harvest,

they are figured with an instrument to reap or cut down the corn.

See Plate viii. No. 60, 01, 75. The seasons appear to vary, being

sometimes earlier, sometimes later by two months, which appear

to be all referred to, not only in the Roman calendar, but also in

the hieroglyphic translations of it, which therefore obliges me to

give here a table of the different seasons for the sake of reference.
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I
Spring begins 11 Januarr*

: 9 Febmar\/ ;23 February, :12 Mareli.

Middle 25 Feliruary, '25 March,*
j

9 April, ,’25 April.
!

Summer begins II April, '13 Mav,* 25 May, il3Jiiiic\* !

Middle 24 M a}, >24 June,*
I
9 July, j25 July. f

Autumn begins 1 1 July,^ |11 August,* '24 August, |I2 September.

Middle 24 August, |2i September,* I 9 October, [25 October.
j

Winter begins 11 October,*
j

12 November, 121 November, |I2 Deeeiiiber.

I Middle 21 November, j2.5 December,* 110 Janiiarv,* *25 ,?ariiiary.

The* refers to the Roman calendar, where the dates here arraiip;rd

ill order will he found. Those not marked are known by consider-

ing that a whole season is, on a medium, Dlj days, and half a

season 45 or 4d days. The letters A, B, C, aiul l>, at the heads

of the eolunins, serve for the purpose of referring to the particular

season intended in the following translation.

Seventh. Birds of Passage.

These, as being connected with Iho seasons, arc also repre-

sented in the hieroglyphic calendars by the figures of the birds

being given, and the times of the year marjcial. But unfor-

tunately, as they are not all named in the Roman cabnidar

brought down to our time, we cannot say with certainty what birds

are intended by the difl’erent figures. The swallow, 1 believe, is

the only one marked in the Roman calendar, and is set down as

appearing on the 23rd of February ; and so we find it marked in

the hieroglyphic calendar plate vii. under Nt). 24. In the Roman

calendar the departure of the swallows is marked the 15th of Sep-

tember, and they continue to disappear for one month, or until tlm

l5th of October. These circumstances are also marked in the

circular calendar, plate viii. thus. On the 15th September is the

figure of a bird, No. G3, with expanded wings ready to d(*j»art;

and in October, nearly under the figure No. 72, is that of a binl.

No. 71, with one wing expanded; and just before it, the figure ot

a man sitting: the meaning of which, as will be hereafter shown,

is, end, termination, cessation, pause, stop, &e thereby indicating

the last appearance of the swallows.

It is needless to say more on the subject of birds of pa.ssage,

as we have not the means wjthin our reach of specifying them in

a more particular manner. It is proper to notice here, that there

are other figures of birds in the hieroglyphic calendars that have

no connexion whatever with the birds of passage, and thereiore
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must be carefully distin^iished, to avoid falling into error. These

are, the eagle or ha\vk, a symbol of the sun : birds representing

the number twenty, which arc in general connected with other

numbers ; and figures of birds symbolic of time, of the moon, and

of the month.

Eighth. Numbers and Ijisitcs.

These form the most essential parts of the calendars, because

iHs through their means wc are in a great measure enabled to

devclopc the meanings of all the principal Hgurcis, which otherwise

would be unattainable, or at most could only be conjectured. It

is to be regretted that the whole of the tablets are not legible, the

numbers in many of them being worn out by time. However, so

far as they are clear and distinct, I have given them in Plate ix. as

also the compound numbers, with their explanations.

It appears that the Egyptians had two modes of dating. When
the number exceeded a hundred, they used running figures, as we
do at present, reading them from left to right : thus, in the date of

the years at the heads of the calendars, we see 70B, seven hun-

dred and eight: but in small numbers under a hundred, as in the

days of the months, they made use of a different method. In this

case they employed any number of figures, all the same or dif-

ferent, to make up by addition the number required. Thus, sup-

pose the date to be represented was twenty-four, they would not

write 24, but take those numbers that would, by their addition^

make up that number, as 4, 4, 4, 4, 8 . See Plate vii. No. 72. &c.

It may therefore be necessary to attend to this distinction in read-

ing the numbers and characters. They had one peculiarity in

common with the Romans, which was, that a distinct unit, placed

before any number whatever, except an unit, diminished its value.

See Plate vii. No. 92, &c.

For the numerical value of most of the characters, simple and

compound, consult Plate ix. which may also assist in developing

their respective places and powers as alphabetical characters,

particularly the simple ones ; for the compound characters formed

no part of the alphabet, as far as I can judge from such hierogly-

phic inscriptions as 1 have hitherto met with.

Thus, the figure of a bird in numerals is 20 ; but as an alpha-

betic character, it seems to represent.the letter S or Sh, as appears

on the sarcophagus of Alexander the Great, in the name Alexan-

der, wliich is written Alegsander; in*the word Shere, son, in the

same ; and in the word Soth, one of the names of Mercury, or
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Thoth.—Thoth has a symbolic mark, and the name Thoth ex-

pressed under it by two semicircles with the arch uppermost,
which makes the character Tki and representing 8 in numbers,
it should stand in the 8th place in the alphabet. The l^erpent.

which represents 4, is the last in the word PArc, a name of the

sun, and written under it : therefore c is the 4th character in the
^

alphabet. Arranging^the alphabet as nearly as possible with the

Hebrew, Arabic, Coptic, and other alphabets of the East, throwing

together such characters as agree nearly in sound, so as to take

in the three characters above mentioned in their pro[>er places,

as marked by their numerical values, we shall have the alphabet

run in the following form, or nearly so

:

1 2 3 4 5 0
1

7 8 10 11 12 113

A G D E B. b\V, z. sz.
1

H. K TH. J K L M In

141 15 Ifj 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Ea
x'o.A. ini P TS Q R S.SH. T U PH CH PT o

I do not by any means intend to say that this arrangement is

correct throughout : for in the latter part we have no simple cha-

racters that I know of, that correspond to the numbers.

In the Sarcophagus of Alexander the Great, so called, we can

obtain the powers of several characters. In the name Philip we
get the two first characters sitting opposite each other, the one

PA, the other L; and the latter we find also the second in the

name, Alexander^ The character for p in Philip is variously

written, and the remainder of the name seems to be a title, as it is

found with other names. In the name Alexander, all the charac-

ters are sufficiently plain : after the characters for A, I, comes

that of a hand and arm for g

;

then the bird, as s or sh ; then a

figure somewhat oval, divided by a bar lengthwise, for n ; then

the semicircle with the arc upwards, which is /A; and lastly, a

circle with a cross in it for r, making the name Algshnthr, The

characters are probably syllabic, that is, each carries its own

short vowel. The circle for r is also found in the word Sheri,

already alluded to, which word is represented by the figure of a

bird, Sh, and a circle, r, placed between the names of Philip and

Alexander; as much as to say, Philip’s son Alexander. I men-

tion this merely as a hint to others ; for I have not materials suffi-

cient to enable me to enter more fully into the subject. But these

helps go but a short way in assisting us ; for it seems that the

very same letter of the alphabet may be represented ten or a

dozen different ways : we see also that the same number is repre-

L L
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sented by several distinct characters. See Plate ix. 'this cir-

cumstance in itself, exclusive of contractions, mere symbols,

must 4|eate considerable difficulties. The triple would, 1 sup-

pose, be sufficient to give a pretty correct view of the hieroglyphic

characters ; but unfortunately I have never seen but the Greek
‘ part, which alone is of no use in the investigation.

Ninth. Figures that represent Beginnings and Endings,

The beginningW any thing is represented by a head, and some-

times by a man standing erect.

The endings are marked by figures opposite to the former, viz.

by a pair of legs and feet, and by a man sitting.

Thus, for an example of both beginning and ending:— In the

calendar, PI. vii. nearly under No. 22, is the figure of a head and

a pair of legs. The day is that of full moon, which in the year

708 of Rome fell on the 13th of February, being the day held

sacred to Jupiter Ammon, who is figured in the boat underneath

with four rams’ heads. Now, if we look into the Roman calendar,

we shall find that the 13th of February was called the Ides of that

month, which were reckoned backward to the Nones, which fell

on the 5tli. Therefore from the Ides to the Nones are eight days,

which are p\pced under the figure of the head, to imply that from

the beginning of the Ides to their end, marked by the legs, arc

eight days. The date marked in the calendar of Dendera under

the figure of the full moon, and over the beads of Jupiter Ammon,
is 13, that is, 4 and 9. {See Plate ix.) Hence it is proved to be

only a hieroglyphic translation of the Roman calendar, which

gives the same date.

Calendar of the Portico, Plate VII,

We shall begin with this calendar, as the most simple, distinct,'

and easiest to be understood of the two ; which being explained,

the other (the circular one, PL viii.) will thereby become less diffi-

cult, as there are a great many figures in both that refer to the

same subject.

The Calendar of the Portico, as it is called, is divided into three

distinct columns, the first and undermost representing a number of

boats, arranged in regular order from beginning to end. This

range of boats seems to have been partly intended for ornament.
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and partly for the purpose of receiving such figures as could not

be represented in the third or upper column for want of room. The

second or middle column next to the boats is narrow, and tliere-

fore affords room but for few figures : it extends the whole length,

and is principally intended to have the date set down in it where

necessary, together with marks of tlie sun’s ingress into the signs,
^

and the marks which represent the beginning and ending of each

month, &c. The third or upper column contains a variety of figures

similar to those in the boats, each having a tablet, on which the

day of the month was originally inscribed ; but now many of Ihem^

are defaced by time. Besides these, there are also the figures of

zodiacal constellations, which, I believe, from the want of propor-

tion and other circumstances, are only meant to represent the signs.

The calendar, being to long to be represented in one piece, is

is divided into two separate parts, each of which is placed on the

opposite plat bands of the Portico, with a figure of Isis, or the

year, under each, as represented, PI. vii. The year 708 (of Home)

which is marked on the calendar, was that of the Julian correc-

tion, or, as some have called it, tiie year of confusion; be-

cause the ancients, not comprehending the nature of the correc-

tion, imagined that Julius Caesar had added 79^day8 to the year,

making it to contain 444 days, than which there could not be a

greater mistake ; for Julius Caesar did not add an hour to the year,

which will be seen, if his mode of correction be properly under-

stood. The matter was simply this : He found the whole of the

ancient festivals completely deranged ; and hence, to correct *eM,

as well as other matters relating to the c&lendar, he directed that

the 15th of October in Numa’s year should be called tiie first of

January, at the same time adding one day to the days m Novem-

ber, which before were only 20, and two days to those m Decem-

ber. which in Numa’s year were only 20, thereby making the former

month to contain 30, and the latter 31 days. Now, it must be ob-

vious, that by the method he thus adopted, he only changed the

name of the time, without adding an hour, and that the pMitions

of the sun, moon, and planets on the 15th of October m Numa a

year, were the same with their positions on the 1st January m toe

Julian year, allowing for three days that were add^. So t^t^
difference of the time was merely

by the ancient writers on the subject; fm they took
Jt

in a diffe^t

liaht and. computing from the 16th of October to the end of tont

month, they found it 17 da/s, to which addingNovemberM days,

and December 31 days, made to the end of December 78 days.
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and one day more, to make it the first of January, made the luim^

79 days from the 16th of October to the 1st of January, both days

inclusive, which they supposed to be in addition, and therefore

made the year 444 days,' that is, 365+70*444. But if Julius

Caesar had added 79 days, as was thus supposed, it would have

,
made no alteration whatever in Numa’s year, because then the 1st

of January, instead of being on the 15th of October, would fall

at its usual time, and no change take place except the three days

added in Noven^jber and December. Now in the calendars of

Dendera, we have the same thing expressed or represented on the

shoulders and body of Isis, thus:—On the shoulder of Isis, near

the top, (see the plate,) are marked on one side 7 units, and on the

opposite, 8 units more, making together 15, the day of the month,

as above mentioned, at which the correction was made;— next

below these are four stars on each shoulder, making together 8,

the number expressing the name of the month, October, the 8th

month of the year, reckoning from March as the first. Therefore

the 15th of October is the day given by the figure of Isis. Then

the next thing is to find the addition. Along the right-hand figure

of Isis, which begins the calendar, there are a number of stars

marked : these being counted down to the ankle-band, give 74, to

which adding the five stars in the ankle-band, we have the whole

number, 79 Hays, as the nominal difference to be added to the

15th of October, to hnd the time in the Julian year, which agrees

with what I have above stated. On the opposite, or left-hand Isis,

there are marked in the same manner down to the ankle-band 83
stars, which with the three on the ankle-band make 86, the num-
ber of days from the first of October, to tlie winter solstice, both

days inclusive, thus : October complete 31 days, November 30
days, and 25th December, make all together 86 days, as marked
on Isis. The object in putting three of the stars on the ankle-band,

was to point out the three days that were added at the end of the

year to November and December; and the five on the opposite

band was to remind the Egyptians, that they were to add five days

to the end of every year, in order to make it agree cr keep pace

with the Roman year : and in those years that were leap-years,

they were to add one day at the end of the month Mesori, by which

means the month Thoth would always begin on the 29th of August,

then sextilis, as it did in the year of the correction, and marked so

in the calendar, to the translation apd explanation of which we
shall now proceed.
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IVanslatioH of the Calendar of the Portico, Plate VII, with

explanatory Remarks.

No. ' Day of Ui«
Month.

1

3

|4,5,(f 1

Date, the Year 708 of Rome.
Thin in marked at the head of the middle ooliiinn, and
read from left to ri^ht, the lastifitpirc of whirh is di-

rectly under No. 1.

The Year contains 3G0 days.
Thin is represented by a small ri(;ure of Isis, the em-
blem of the year. She has a head-dress on of the Afri-

can or Nubian speckled heoi to denote the vicis.sitndes

of seasons ; and a tablet before her, containing tbe number
365 and a separate unit, to express that the year 70H. over

the last figure of which she stands, contains 306 days.

The 30t]i day of the moon and conjunction.
This is expressed by the figure of a bird, which stands

for 20, with the figure of 10 under his feet, making 30 ;

and the bird Ibis, the symbol of the moon, next to which

is the mark of conjunction.

The sun enters the sign the IGth.
This is represented by the figure of a man with a hawk's

head, a symbol of tbe t>un, witl^ a tablet before him,

expressing the date twice in dillcreut characters : first

12,4^10; and 4, 4, H =^16.

January, the 1st month of the year, tlie sun enters

the sign the 2dth.
This is represented by the figure of Aniibis with a cres-

cent on his head, having a tablet with a bird, 20, on it,

a serpent, 4, and an eye^l, making in all 25, tbe day of

the month.

The sun enters the sign Aquaiius on the IGth and
25th January.

This is marked by tlie figure of ingress Into the sign,

placed between Nos. 2 and 3 , and followed by two rows of

figures: the under ones are 8, 4, 4^16; tbe upper
oues are 12, 13 =:25.

The sun and moon in conjunction at night on the

first of the month, and commencement of the

year.
This is represented by the figure No. 4, symbol of the

sun, standing on the back ol .i goose, No. 5, symbol of

night, or perhaps of Rome ; and No. 6, the figure of a

mau with tbe head of an Ibis, symbol of the moon, in

the boat : all three in a line, with an unit, a bead, and
the figure of conjunction, in the middle column, to ex-

press the first, and commencement of tbe month and
year at such conjunction. In the circular calendar, the

owl represents the time as night : here the bird is a

goose, which however, with the Egyptians, might repre-

sent the same thing : unless we consider it as the sym-
bol of Rome, or as cominenceiiient of the Roman year,

a
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No.

7

B

i)

10

11

12

i

Day of the
Month.

0 Sacrifices to Janus, on the 8th.
This is represented by the figare of a man holding a

kid, qr some such thing, fur the sacrifice, marked under-

neath by tfie figure of 8.

9 The Agonalia, on the 0th.
This is represented by the figure of a man immolated,
marked the 9th by the figures 4, 5.

A festival for three days, marked in the tablet 18ih,

but not in the Roman calendar.

Tl^ sun enters the sign the 25th.
Marked by the figure of a female with a tablet, with

the number 25 on it, represented by a serpentine figure,

24, and an nnit under r=25: the female also points to

the numbers in the middle column, being 5, 8, and 12.

The sun enters the sign the 10th.
Marked hy a female, but tlie tablet date not legible.

The figure of Aquarius.

The end of the month of January.
Represented by a pair of legs in the middle column,

under the figure of Aquarius.

February.

18

14

15

10

17
18

0 The beginning of spring. See the table of seasons

under B.
' Marked hy the figure of a man in a boat, with a tablet,

with the number 10—1 ssO, and ahead, to express com-
nieuceinent : in the middle column it is also marked 10
— I .=.9.

A bird of passage marked in the middle column,

but name unknown.
The sun enters the sign Pisces the 24th.

The number of days in February 29.
Marked by a bird =20, and 9 under it =29, middlo

column.

The sun enters the sign the 17tli day.
Marked by a female and tablet, the numbers 12, 5 =17.

The number of days in the month of February 29,

again repeated.

The middle of spring the 24th. See table of sea-

sons, A.
Represented by a figure of Anubis, with a tablet,

marked 5, 7, 8, 4 =24.

February ends the 29th.
Represented by the figure of a small animal couchant,

followed by two compound numbers, each equal to 12,

and a figure of 5 =29.

The figure of Pisces.

A festival of four days on the 8th, hut not marked
in the Roman calendar.

Represented by the figure, symbol of the sun, in a

boat, with a tablet, and the figure of 8 over a star, that

is to say, the 8th day.
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No.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Day of the*

Mouth.

11

11

13

16

23

The days in February again marked in the middle
coliiinn—29.

The Genialick games. •

Represeuted by a Phallus under No. 19 in the middle
coluiiiii.

Arctophylax rises.

ib^presented by the figure of a bear, or bearward, in the

middle colnmii, the date H and 3=11.
To Jupiter Amnion and Fauiuis, the 13lh.

Represented by the figure of a m*^ in a boat, u itli four

rams’ heads, and ^ith two stars above them, to denote
that the festi\ai lasts two days : over the heads is the

date in the middle rolumn, uhich is 3, 1,9 =13tti, and 20
days after the sun’s entrance into Aquarius by the tablet.

Full moon the 13th.
Represented by the figure of man holding a hog by the

hind part within the moon’s disc, in allusion to the old

legend of the man or woman in the moon holding soine>

thing, supiMised by fancy to be represented by the dark
spots. The date is marked underneatli, being the same
with the last, answering for both.

The Ides of February, the 13th.
The Ides fall on the same day as the last, and us they

are counted backvvards to the None, which is the 5th ;

they contain 8 da3 S, represented by a head placed on

the figure of 8, and then a pair of legs, to express

that from beginning to end (hey cbntain 8 days.

The Lupcrcalia.
Represented by the figures of two hoys* running, being

a part of the ceremonies used in that festival by tlio

Romans.

The sun in the sign Pisces, the 15th.
Represented by a figure of the sun, with a tablet marked

3, 1, 10, 1 =:15. The lloinau calendar siiys 10th, but

Culiiiiiella says the 15th.

The swallow appears the 23rd.
Represented by a bird in the middle column.

The beginning of spring ? See table of seasons, C.
Represented by the figure of Anuhis, with a (ablet, date

not perfect.

IVlARCH.

26

27

28 12

The sun begins to enter the sign Aries the 18lh.
Represented by a female figure with a tablet, in which
is marked in numbers 6, 0, 4 +1, l:=sl8, A bird of
passage appears in the middh column.

The sun enters Aries on the 25tli.

Represented by a female figure without a tablet, stand-

ing above the date 5, 6, 5, 10=s25 and 5, 5, 5, 6, 5 ss

25, in the middle colnmn.

The beginning of spring. See tabic of seasons

under D. «
Represented by the figure of Harpocrates sitting on a

flower in a boat, having a tablet marked I2th day, with

a head, to expreaa commencement.

a
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I
Day of the I

Month. I

The fig^ure of Aries and middle of spring.
Repreaented by the fij^are of Aries, or the Ram, aur-

rouaded by 45 stars, to denote, that when the son en*
ters that sign, it is the middle of spring, that is, 45 days
from the commencement of that season on the 9th of

February ; therefore the middle of spring is the 25th
March. See table of seasons nnder B.

The middle of spring, the 26th March.
Represented by the figure of Annbis.

Full moon the 14th.
^ Represented on the head of Harpocrates. The tablet

marks 4, 10 bs 14, or 6 and 8r=14.

The festival, second Equiria, upon the Tiber ?

Represented by the figure of a man with a staff : the

date in the middle colnmn is 8, 6 =.14.

The Agonalia, and Milvius sets, the 17th.
Represented by the animals for sacrifice tied together,

surmoanted by the bird Milvius : the date underneath is

8,9«17.
The end of March, represented by a boundary pil-

lar, or barrier.

April.

The sun enters the sign Taurus the 24th.
Represented by a female and tablet, marked 8, 4, 4,

, 8-24.
The sun eiiterd the sign on the IDth, by the Roman

calendar.
Represented by a female flgure—the date in the tablet

not legible. Columella says the sun enters the sign the

17th.

The sun enters the sign the 24th.
Represented by the figure of a man in a boat, with a

tablet expressing 8, 13, 2, 2—1 =s24.

The sun enters the sign, and middle of spring the

24th. See table of seasons under D.
Represented by the united figure of the sun and Anubis :

the tablet illegible, but underneath, in the middle column,

is the usual figure, marking the ingress of the sun into

the sign, where also the date is 4, 8, 8, 4=;24. It

seems to have been a festival of four days, by the stars

on the Bull’s tail.

The beginning of spring on the 11th April. See
table of seasons under A.

The numbers in the middle column, being 7 and 4 all,
with the figure of a mao standing, which signifies com-
mencement.

Full moon on the 11th.
Represented on the shoulders of the Bull.

The commencement of the Floralia.

Represented by the numbers in the middle column over

the head of the figure in the boat : the numbers are 9,

8, 10. Iss28, and six stars, 3 behind and 3 before.

The figure srems to point by his tablet the number of
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No. Day of (be
Month.

41
r

30
'

42 1

3
'

43
f

44 15
'

45 19
'

40
47 24 1

48
r

26 ]

49 L

50 \ 1

[

r

dajrain the month sSO, or else a festival on (hat daVf to

continue four da^s.

he Floralia, for six days.
Keprescuted by the figure of a man holding a serpent,

with three stars before the serpent, and three after it,

and with a flower under his right foot. The serpent
denotes the commencement of the year with the month
of May.

he end of April, marked by the figure of a man
sitting, as a pause or rest.

^

May.

Represented by the figure of a serpent, held in the hand
of No. 41.

Marked by the figure H, under the last three stars.

II enters the sign.
Represented, as usual, by a female figure, but her tablet

not legible.

rth of Mercury.
Represented by a figure with a cap on : the tablet stales

the date as 8, 8—1«15, and the figure has the same
uiiniber of stars about it.

n enters tlie sign on the lOtli^

Represented by a female figure, os usual, her tablet

marking 9, 9, 1 » 19Ui day.

under A.
Represented by a female Anubis in a boat, with a small

serpent on her head, to ^enote that it is a purtieufar

stated time of the year for settling accounts, making
contracts, &c. &o. Her tablet not legible, but over her

head in the middle column are the nnmbers, 4, 5, •*», 6, 5
=21 .

be sign Gemini, or the Twins.
Represented by two figures

;
one a male Aniibis, with

a feather in his cap ; the other a female Anubis, holding

each other by the band, and having a number of stars

between and about them, equal to 24, to denote that the

sun is in Gemini on that day. The female Anubis is

the same with the one in the boat, No. 47, representing

Midsummer day.

ew moon.
Represented on tbe head of the teuiale Anubis, No. 48.

ti attendant on the female Anubis No. 48, the same
as No. 46 is an attendant on the male figure 48 :

they appear to have no other meaning.

; is uncertain to what this figure refers, neither the

number above its head in the middle column, nor

the remains of his tablet being sufficiently legible.
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No l*>ayoftlie|
Month.

The sun enters the sign Cancer the 19th and 25th.
Represented by a (if^ure in a boat, the numbers in the
tablet not very legible. Underneath in the middle co-
lumn are the marks representing the sun and moon’s in-

gress into the sign at the same time, consequently a con-
junction, on the 25th of June.

25 The sun in Cancer.
Marked by the figure of a hawk or eagle, elevated on

9 a perch, to denote that it has attained the highest point
in its course.

New moon.
Represented by the figure of a man with the head of an
Ibis in a boat: the date in his tablet imperfect, but the
middle column marks 25. The eagle, No, 52, and this

are in a line.

The end of June, marked by the figure of a leg.

Quintilis, or July.

8 The middle of Capricorn sets.

Represented by the figure of a couchant goat, very ill

drawn, in a boat. The six stars or days marked, pro-

bably allude to other festivals, the days for which are

marked under the boat ;
as the Poplifugium on the 5th,

the Ludi Apollinares on the 0th, the Nonsc Caprotinae

on the 7th, &c.

25 The new moon and sun enter Leo.

^
Represented by the figure of a man with a hawk’s head
surmounted by a figure of the moon : the tablet not very

plain, but the middle coluniii marks 10, G, 5, 4s25,
and again 10, 7, 8s25.

The middle of A(|uariiis sets.

^ Represented by the figure of Aquarius in a boat: the

^'date marked is in two rows of figures thus, 5, 5, 1, 1,

1, I, 3, 8ss25. There is another figure in the same
boat, to represent the entire setting of Aquarius on the

13th of the following month : the date is 8, 1, 4:=13,
or 13th of August. See the circular calendar, where
the figure of Aquarius is given under Jjeo, along with

that of Diana, the 13th of August.

Diana, but here misplaced, being marked in the

middle column the 13th of August.
Represented by three figures of that goddess, two of

them seated, with the moon on their heads ; but in con-

sequence of their being here misplaced, the numbers on

their tablets were entirely erased : their proper place

being under the hind part of Leo, at or behind No. 62,
which is the 13th of August, the day sacred to Diana.

Aquarius, most probably, bad been placed under the hind

part of Leo, but erased from thence, to place it where
it now stands ; and in the removal of Aquarius, that of

Diana took place, by mistake. The date in the middle

column betweep Aquarius and Diana, is the 13tii of

August, thus ; first a bird, implying month, or lime
\

then an oval, 5, which with three units annexed, make
8, the number of the month. Within the oval is the
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Month.
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58

50

60

61

62

64

65

66

67
68

date 12 and I united, to express tbat it is the 13th day
of the 8th month, leckoiiing from January as the Hrst.

This is the same with Noi 62, here misplaced, along
with Diana.

The sun enters Leo the 20th, by the Roman calendar.
Represented by a female figure as umiuI, standing at or •

near the head of the serpent H\dra : the numbers in her
tablet not legible.

The sun and moon enter Leo.
Represented In a iigure of the^iin, and moon on its

head. This i.s the same wilhNo. A.'i ahn\e given, and
here again repeated, which shows that there i.s consider-

able confusion in this part of the calendar. The date it

2.'ith July as before, vi/.. 9, 1, 5, 10r.=25.

The end of July marked by a pair of legs.

Sextilis, or August.

4

13

24

The middle of Leo rises.

Represented by the figure of Leo, having his left foro

paw nearly o\er the date 4.

The feast of servant maids and slaves; and the

Ides of August.
Kepresented by a female in a boat, with a serpent : the

latter .seems to express that this is some particular period

in the year, with the nature of •which 1 am not ac-

quainted. The Ides are expressed hy the figure of a

head in the middle column : the dale marked in the ta-

blet is 8, 1, 4si3th of August.

This is the place where the figures of Diana, No. 57,
should come in.

The beginning of Autumn. See table of seasons,

under C.
,

' Reprc.sented by the figure of a man in a boat, the tablet

not legible ; and the Kgure of a small bead in the middle

column, to denote commencement. A thri'c days' festi-

val.

The sun enters Virgo the 24th,
Represented by a figure in a boat, having a pot on bis

head the tablet date is 8, H, 3, 5 =24. A three da^s’

festival.

The sun enters the sign Virgo the 20th.
Represented by a female, the numbers on whose tablet

are imperfect ; but under her feet in the middle column

is marked 8, 12=20.

The sun enters the sign the 24th.
Represented by a female figure, her tablet expressing

the following numbers, viz. 4, 7, 5, 8=24 : the same
expressed differently by the numbers under his feet,

as 6, 8, G. 4 =24.

The figure of Virgo requires no explanation.

The sun enters Virgo the 20th.

Represented by a Iigure in the boat, nearly under Virgo.

The tablet numbers incomplete, but in the Circular Ca-
lendar, ih| same is marked 10, 1, 9=20.
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No.

The commencement of the month Thoth, the first

of the Eg^yptian year.
Represented by a figure of the Anubis kind, with a

orescent and a star on its head, and a torch at his fore*

most foot, to denote that it commences the year. Un-
der the same foot are marked in the middle column

three tens, to denote that the month contains 30 dajfS :

near which, and directly under a bird with a dog’s head, is

the figure ofa small head, to signify commencement ;
and

under the head is a tablet over the boat, in which the date

^ is inserted, viz. 10, 10, 9 ===29, or the 29th of August.

70 The commencement of Thoth
Is again represented by the figure of a bird with a dog’s

head, or time, united to Aimhis. It is directly over the

small head in the middle column, and the tablet over the

boat, as already mentioned.

71 30 First quarter of the moon the 30th.

Represented on the head of tlic figure in the boat, which

has a star between it and the tablet, to express that the

day is one day later than that date, making the first quar-

ter on the 30th. It has also two stars after it, to denote

that two days after the first quarter is the first of Sep-

tember, marked in the middle column by the figure of

a small head.

September.

1 Tho beginning of the month.
Marked by a small head in the middle column, as men-

« tinned sbovc.

72 The sun enters the sign Libra the 24th.

Represented by a female as usual. Tiie tablet date is

8, 4, 4, 4, 4 24.

73 The sun enters the sign Libra the 19th.

Represented by a female as usual. The tablet date is

8, 4, 3, 3, 1 =19.

74 The sun in Libra the 24th.
Represented by the figure of the balance and Harpo-

crates under it, within the figure, which usually marks

ingress of the sun. The date is repeated in the middle

column in different numbers and characters.

75 21 New moon the 21st.
Represented by Ibe moon being placed on the head of

a man in a boat below tbe balance. The tablet date is

20, 1 =21 St day.

70 This figure marks the entrance of the sun into the

sign the 24th.
The tablet is 20, 4=the 24 th day.

77 29 First quarter of the moon the 29th.

Represented by a circle with a female within it, and the

bird symbol of the moon standing on fop of it. The

numbers in the middle column are here erased, as if some

mistake had arisen ;
but from the numbers in the tablet

below =24, this Ihust be the 29th of the month.

This ends Septembe r. The usual mark for termina-

tion is erased.
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No. 1

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

80

87

88

89

11

13

21

28

5

October.
The bcn'iiinin^ of winter.

Represented by tlicf figure of Aiiubis
;

but llie dafes
are all erased from the middle column, and therefore wc
must be guided by those iu the boats below.

The sun enters Scorpio. ^

Represented by the figure of a female as usual ;
but

there is no tablet nor date to refer to.

Last quarter of the moon the 13th.
Represented by a figure in thewboat, hav iiig the moon
on its head. The tablet date is B, i, 3, 1 k13.

The sun enters the sign the 20th.
Represented by a figure of the Anubis kind, under whoso
tail is the date 1, 12, 5,1,1 —2d.

New moon the 21st.
Represented by the moon being placed on the top of a

siipj)ort, h^ld by a figure in the boat. This is a figure

of the sun in antunin, pointing out the .seii.soii for tliiesli-

itig the corn, of which more niriy be seen in tlie C'iiciu

lar Calendar.

The figure of Scorpio, which requires no further

explanation.

iThe coinmeneemont of the Egyptian month Athyr.
Repre>eiile<l h^ the figure of a bird, to denote the Hiin’s

entrance into the month Atliyr ; under which, in the

middle coltiniii is the figure of a^sinall head.

The same otherwise.
Represented bv the figure of a wolf, with a smalf ser-

pent Hiid a toreJi, to exprevs th.ii it was the commenee-
iiient of the year at some former period, 'file dale

marked in the middle column is 20, 4, 4 -=-2H.

Represents a festival for five tlays, hy the niiiiiber of

stars. ,

The hand implies two, and the head one, making up the

j

nuiiihcr three, to denote that Athyr was the third iiioiilh

! of the Egyptian year. Tlie three posts erected in the

i boat also denote the same.

j

November.

Full moon and eclipse.

Represented by the figure of the moon on a boat, witli

Anubis on the disc. TJie date marked in the inidd'e

column is 5 , and in the tablet 's 3, 1, 1 —.1 , with a head

to express coiumencemerit ,
and an eye mid a bird above,

as additional symbols of the mm >. Some lords of jias*

I
sage appear also in the middle <«diimti, ready to depart,

' and one in the act of Hying
;

hut we know not their

j

names.

iThe suit enters the sign Saggitarius the 24th.

Represented by a female figure and tablet, marked 4,

I

12,4,4=21.

The sun enttnrs the sign thc^ 181h.

;
Represented by a female figure and tablet, maikcd 8, 5,

5sl8.
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The sun enters the sign the 24th.
Represented by a figure of the sun in a boat, with a
tablet ,marked in two rows (1, 5, 1 and 4, 6, 1, 1 ss24.

The sun enters the sign the 18th.
Represented by the figure of Saggitarius, with the mark
of ingress into the sign underneath, and the figures K,

lOrz.18.

Thus we may perceive how often the same thing is

repeated, as if with a view to prevent mistake, or to

make it more clear or better understood to diflerent per-

I sons, who might understand one mode, and not another.

The bird on the hind part of Sagittary represents the

new moon on the lUth ; and the Anubis united with Sa-

giltary, marks the beginning of winter. See seasons,

under C.

New moon the lOih.
Represented by the figure of the moon, placed on the

head of the symbol of the sun in a boat. The tablet

marks— 1, 20 slOth. Here we have an instance of the

number, when preceded by an unit, being diminished
in value, as in the Roman method.

The sun enters the sign the 24th.
Represented by a female figure, pointing to the date in

the middle column 20 and 4 3=24, which diflers from the

others already mentioned, this being a bird s20, and
broken chain with four links =s24 the whole.

The horns of the Bull sot the 20th.

Represented by the figure of a bull on one leg. No, 05,
opposed by a figure of the sun. No. 94, bolding a dart

against one of the horns, as it were to stay their setting.

Uncertain— but a festival of two days.
Represented by a figure in a boat, having a small serpent

on its head, denoting therefore some particular day.

Th4 tablet not complete, without which it cannot be

read.

The end of November marked by a man sitting.

December.

The Agonalia for three days, the 11th, 12th and 13th.

and the moon in her last quarter the 12tl].

Represented by the figure of a man in a boat, with the

bend ofl*. and its place supplied by the figure of the

moon. The festival lasts three days, as marked by the

three stars. The date, as expressed in the tablet, is 5,

4, 3=12th day.

The beginning of winter. See table of seasons,

under D.
Represented by a female Anubis, generally called Nepb*
the, and mother of Anubis ; but this distinction is not

of the slightest consequence, for any of the family an-

swers the same purpose to represent time. She holds

the bull. No. 9.5, |iy a chain, the number of linka of

which express the day of the month, with a star at the

end of it. Properly drawn, it should contain 12 links,

which with the star denotes the 12th day.
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No. Day of the

Month.

99 18

100 25

101

102

1

103

The sun enters Capricorn the 18tii.

Represented b>' a female ti^ore ivitli a tablet, the date

marked in which is 14 sl8th da}'. The 14 is a com*
pound number, made up of 6 , 1, 5, 1, 1 bs14*

The winter solstice the 25th.
Represented by the fij^aro of Capricorn, with the son,

under the symbol of the eagle on the top of its hornt,

to denote that it hvi attained its utmost limit in its

course. The date marked underneath is C, 6, 6, 0, 1 a
25 th day.

The sun enters the sign the 2&tll.

Represented by a figure, symbol of the sun, in a boat

:

tablet marked 25th.

The same.
Represented by the figure,of a female, the tablet num-
bers nut legible ; but she points to the date in the mid-
dle column, whioli is 10, 8, 3, 4 sB25th day.

The end of December, and of the year.
Represented by a sitting figure, as the usual mark of

end, termination, cessation, &c.

We shall now proceed to the Circular Calendar, which, from
the irregular manner in which it has been drawn and sculptured,

it is very difficult to arrange in proper order, notwithstanding the

assistance we derive from the above; and in all probability, with
all our care, errors in this respect will escape us, as we have but
few dates to guide us in the labyrinth.

Translation of the Circular Calendar^ Plate VIII, with

Explanatory RenAirks,

E THE Year 708 of Rome. Month January.
Represented by the outer circular space, in a line with
Noa. 1, 2, and 3, and having an unit with a small erect
serpent above the last figure of the date, 8, to denote
it is the first point or commencement of the year.

Conjunction of the sun and moon at midnight.

Represented by the figures No. 1. symbol of the moon.
No. 2, symbol of the sun, and No. 3, the owl, symbol
of night, all in a straight line

,
the figures for the «un

and moon being each marked i^ith a star and an unit

above it, to represent the first day of the year, the first

of the month, and the first of the new moon. The new
moon is also indicated by the representation of a pair

of eyis, near the date in the outer circular space.

ISacrifices to Janus.
Represented by the figure of a man, holding the victim

by one hand, and a club in the other, the same as No. 7
in the calendar of the portico, PI. vii.

i]
1 '

4 B
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G

7

8

9

10
11

12

13

14

15

IG

Day of the

Moiilli.

9

15

17

22

24

25

30

The Agonalia.
Represented hj the figure of a horse with human feet,

without a head. This is the same as No. 8. in PI. vii.

diflereiitly exhibited.

The bird Ibis, symbol of the moon, represented in

No. 7.

Full moon the 15th.
Represented by an oval, enclosing the figures of eight

persons kneeling with their hands behind their hacks, in

allusion perhaps to some old legendary tale respecting

the cause of the spots on the innon's face or disc. The
date above it is— 1, 10, Crsi.!, the unit being negative

by position.

A fish over the fall moon No. 7.

Supposed to be also a symbol of the moon : but see

under No. lO.

A fish in the outer circular space.
Supposed a symbol of the moon, and to refer to either

No. 7 or No. 12. See under No, 16.

The sun in Aquarius— figure of Aquarius.
The Ibis, symbol of the moon, on the head of fi-

gure No. 12.

Last quarter of the moon the 22nd.
Represented by the figure of a sheep, with the moon on
its head.

Tbo Sun in Aquarius.
Represented by a figure next to Aquarius—the date not
legible.

The middle ofwinter. See table of seasons, under D.
Represented by a figure of Aiiubis, the date 12, 3, 10
=25.

Fidicula, the harp, sets.

Represented by a man with a Iiaiq) in his hands.

A fish, symbol of the moon ?

No. 8, 9, and 16, from their situations, appear as sym-
bols of the moon. Ovid, in his Fasti, says, the Dolphin
rose the 9th January, and set the fourth February

;
but

these do not agree with the times and positions given :

therefore I am rather disposed to think them symbols
of the Moon, like the Ibis, Nos. 6 and 11.

17

18

19

February.

9 The beginning of spring.
Represented by an inverted Slower under No. 17.

The figure of Pisces, which requires no explana-

tion.

13 To Jupiter Ammon and Faunus. See Cal. Portico,

No. 21.
Represented by a figure on a pedestal having four rams'

heads, to denote the sun in Aries, and next to it the

figure of Faunas seated : over the heads of Jupiter

Ammon is placed the moon, to denote its being then full.

To Ihe left of the moon, and nearly over the head of Fau-

nas, are two birds, widi s star to the left of them : these
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^(5

24

12

14

17

signify forty days that tho festival had deviated or fallen

back at the time of the Julian correction from Aries, the

position at the time o( instituting the festival : therefore

forty days being reckonedfrom Aries, or the 25th March,
gave the 13th of February, to which it was fixed for the

future. The cause of its falling back, was owing to

the Egyptian year being one day deficient in every four*

years: hence, 40x4 —ICO, the number of years then

elapsed since the festi%\l coincided with Aries ;
and this

was the antiquity of that festival at the time of the Ju-
lian correction. •

A little to the right of the figure of the moon, over
the head of Jupiter Ammon, are four birds more, with
a star : these signify eighty days, each bird being 20,
and relate to the Julian correction already explained ;

being the 79 days nominally counted from the 15th of

October to the 1st of January, both included, and one
day more for February, the year being bissextile, make
HO, the number here marked.

Full moon the 13th. See Cal. Portico, No. 22.
Represented by the figure of the moon, with that of a
female holding a hog, or some such animal by the tail,

ou the moon’s disc, in allusion to some legendary tales

respecting the moon’s spots. In the other cahendar tho

figure is a male holding a hog by the tail, date 13th.

The sun in Pisces the ICtli.

Represented by a cap, 12, and 4 stuck into it =16,
marked in the circular margin. «

The sun in Pisces the 24th.
Marked in the circular margin by 5, 5, p, 4, 2, 3 =24th.

March.
The sun in Aries the 17th, according to Colu-

mella. The Roman calendar says the 18th.
Represented by the figule, symbol of the sun, with the

numbers 8, 9 over his head : the number is compound

,

and made up of 8, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, in form of a globe.

The beginning of spring. See table of seasons

under D.
Represented by Harpocrates sitting on a flower, and two

figures of Anubb above him. The numbers appear in-

complete.

Full moon the 14tli.

Represented by the figure of the moon, with an eye in

the centre.

The Agonalia, and Milvius sets the 17th.

Represented by the victims tied together, surmounted

by the bird Milvius.

The constellation Aries sets ?

Represented by a figure over the heads of the Anubises,

resembling a sheep : but as a sheep a symbol of the

moon, it may represent the last quarter of the moon,

placed gn the head of the ram. No. 27.

The quadriennium of Julius Caesar.

Represented by four small serpents erect on their tails

on a square pedestal, each of which signify 360 j
and
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27

29

31

Day of the

Month.

18

24

25

over the heed of each is a small circle, which stands

for 5, with a star over each, to represent 363 days : but

over \he head of the first serpent to the right, there is

an additional star, to denote that the first year of the

four, or of the Julian correction, was a leap year, and

contained 366 days.

The sun enters Aries the 24th.
Re[\resented by the number in the circular margin, being

6 , 8 , 10 .

The sun enters the sign the 18th.
* Represented by the numbers iu the margin, but not

complete.

The yernal equinox.
Represented by the figure of a ram’s head and neck in

< a boat. Thu numbers below are 3, 3, 3, 9=2lth:
the 9 is compound. Over the head, between the horns,

is the symbol of the moon, to denote the tliinl quarter,

with three stars to the right, to denote that the time is

three days later than the entrance of the sun into Aries

on the I8th, or else three days earlier than his entrance

on the 24th. Both days may be seen in the Roman
Calendar.

The middle of Spring. See table of seasons under B.
Represented by a figure of Anubis seated on its legs,

having four small serpents over its head, to denote the

succession of four yeais, and seven stars before him, to

imply that the middle of spring is seven days after tho

entrance of the sun into Aries, which, according to the

Roman Calendar, was the iSth.

The end of March, marked by a man sitting in the

circular margin.

April.

Full moon the 11th.
Represented under the figure of a boar or hog, being

one of those figures marked sometimes on the moon's
disc, as in No. 22, Calendar of the Portico. The disc is

not always necessary to identify the moon, as will be
seen hereafter in another instance, in which it dispensed

with but the figure of a boar here may also be intended

to represent Uie Hyades, which the Romans denominated
Sus, Sucula. In the Calendar of the Portico, pi. vii. the

full moon is placed on the bull’s shoulders. See No. 39.

18

18

25

The sign Taurus.
Represented by the figure of the bull. The sun enters

it the 19tb, according to the Roman calendar : Colu-

mella says the 17th.

The Hyades set ; that is, begin to set.

Represented by the date, 6, 10, over the stars.

The Hyades hide themselves in the evening. Colu*
mclla.

Represented by tlie date, 8, 10, a part of which only is

legible.

Middle of spring, the latest. See table of seasons

under D.
Represented by the figures of two men apparently alike,
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Day of the

Month.

with a date marked underneath them, made up in the
form of a crosa, consisting of 12, 12, 1 sb25. Under
are various birds of passage marked, with which I am
not acqnainted : the spotted one seems to denote the
new moon.

28 Time of tlie commencement of the Floralia for
six (lays. »

Kopresented by the #ame figure as in the Calendar of
the Portico, Mo. 41, which see. Here the bird seems
to represent the new moon on the 26th.

May. *

1 The first of May, and commencement of the old
mercantile year.

Represented by the figure* of a long serpent in folds,

placed on a pedestal, and coronated.

15 'riie birth of Mercury.
Represented by the same figure as in the Calendar of the

Portico, No. 44, but ao date : it has a bird after it.

The Twins.
Represented by the figures of two men exactly alike,

behind No. 32. As there is no date, they require no
further explanation here.

21 The Agonalia of Janus.
,

Represented by the hind leg of the victim, with some
otlier victims tied to it.

June. •

25 The summer solstice.

Represented by the figure of an ca^le perched on a
stand, to denote that the sun is at its utmost limit in its

course. This is also midsummer by the table of seasons
under B.

The sun enters the sign tjie 25th.
Represented by the figure of the sun, with a dale 7, 8
10=25. In the marginal space, a little further on, is

marked a conjunction of the sun and moon at the sum-
mer solstice.

In this part of the calendar the figures are intermixed
with each other, in such a manner, as to make it difficult

to distinguish them with suflicient accuracy.

The sign Cancer.
Represented by the figure of Cancer

j
but from the

crowded manner in which the figures are placed, it

seems to be out of its proper situation.

The sun enters Cancer, supposed the 20th.
Represented by a figure of the sun, or man with a hawk's
head, under Cancer, but no date.

The cosmical rising of Sirius.
This is supposed to be represented by a small Anubis,
or dog, ov^r the back of Leo.

Quintilis, or July.

6 TheTwins eritirely set ; and the middle ofCancer sets.
Represented by two small figures, holding each other

by the baud, near the right claw of the Crab.
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No.

43

.44

45

40

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

50

Day of thf I

Month.
I

8 The middle of Capricorn sets. Roman Calendar.

Columella.
Represcsnted by the figorc of a goat, in a boat. The
figure is very ill drawn, but it can be intended for no

other than Capricorn.

The sun enters Leo the 25th.
Represented by the figure or symbol of the snn, the

date 15, 10 =.26.

The sun enters Leo the 20th.

,
Represented by the figure of a man, with tlio date 6,

4, 10rr:20.

Leo and the Hydra begin to rise cosmically.
Represented by the figure of Leo, with Hydra under

« him.

The heliacal rising of Sirius.

Supposed to he represented by the figure of a small

Anubis, or dog, standing on the tail of Leo.

• Sextilis, OR August.

The sun enters Virgo the 24th.
Represented by the figure of the sun, with the date 6, 5,

4, 9=24 ;
and underneath in the circular margin 5, 6,

6, 9=24 : the 9 is compound, and made up of 4, I, 1

1, 1, 1=9. The three stars imply that it is a festival

of as many days.

1 3 Sacred to Diana.
Represented by the figure of Diana, with a bow and
arrow in her hands. Under her is another figure of

• Diana, with a crescent on her head, and the date 6, 8,

=13th day.

Aquarius entirely sets^

Represented by the figure of Acpiarius, with a waterpot

in each hand.

The Sun eiiters Virgo the 24th.
Represented by the figure of the sun, date 20, 4 =24 :

a festival of three days. The date is also marked in

the circular margin by 8, 8, 8 =24, and repeated by
3 other 8’s, diflerently made from the first.

The sun enters Virgo the 20th.
Represented by the figure of a man, date 10, 1, 3,3, 3 =
20th day. He points to three stars, to show that it is

a festival of three days.

Sacred to Isis and Crus.
Represented by the figure of Isis, with the infant Orus
standing in her lap.

iVliddle of the Crow sets.

Represented by the figure of a crow above the head of

Orus, and standing on the serpent Hydra.

The sun enters Virgo.
Represented by a figure of a man, above the ear of

corn in the hand of Virgo. No date is marked, unless

in the circular margin, where tbej^ are incomplete.

The sign Virgo.
Represented by the figure of Virgo, and the spike of

ripe corn in her hand.
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ay of Uu-

Month.

23

24

20

j

New moon the 23ril.

I

Ri'prcscnted by the figure of the sun, with the moon on
his head, and point^ig to five stars, to represent so many
days' festival. The date near the figure is three units,

which added to 20, the date of the figure next before it,

makes 22. The same is marked in Uie circular margin
by a bird, 20, and three units under a stBr=s23rd day.*

The beginning of Autiyun. See table of seasons

I

under C.
i

Represerded hy the figure of Aniibis, with a new moon

;

on his head, which, as being offe day later than the day

j
of new moon, he points to six days, which is tlie former

i' five, and one day more.

The commencement of the Egyptian month Tlioili,

and of the Egyptian year.*
Represented by the figure of Thoth, with a scythe in his

;

hands. The crescent on his head implies cominciicerneiit

I of the year, whicfi may also he seen in the figure No. 3,

I

Calendar of the Portico. The date underneath is2(), d,

5 =29.
30 The first quarter of the moon.

Represented by a figure holding a support in his Ifhnds,

on which rests an animal like a sheep, and a bird on the

top of it, both symbols of the moon, and the coiniiience-

inent of harvest.

The commencement of harvest.
This is represented hy a figure*above (he last, having a

cutting instrument in his hand ;
and the same is al.so ex-

pressed by the scythe in the hands of the figure repre-

senting Thoth : MO that the corn in^he hand of \'irgo

was, on the 29lh of August, supposed to he suflicieutfy

ripe for cutting.

|The moon in her first quarter.
Rejiresenied by the figure of Anubis, with tfie inooii on

I

its head.

September.

a

21

29

'.Departure of the swallows.

I

Represented hy the figure of a bird witfi expanded
* wings : dale 8th,

The constellation Pisces sets in the morning. Co-
lumella.

Represented by the usual figure of wavy lines.

Leo entirely sets.

Represented by the figure of Leo, under the balance.

The sign Libra, or the Balance

.

Represented by the figure of the balance, with Har-
pocrates and the wolf, symbols of the sun and the au-

tumnal equinox.

The sun enters the sign the 24th.
Represented by a roan with the date 20, 4 =24th day.

The moon in her first quarter.

I
Represented hy the moon on (he head of tlic sun, sitting

at the end of (he ba/anoe.
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IDuy or the

Month.

October.

The cosmical setting of Sirius.

Represented by the figure of a small Annbis, or dog^
holding the tail of No. 65.

The moon in her last quarter.
Represented by the moon placed on the bead of 6ie

snn nnder the last figure.

The swallows entirely disappear.
Represented by the fignre of a bird in the circular mar-

« gin, with wings expanded
;
the figure of a man sitting

before it, signifying end of appearance.

New moon, indicated by a pair of eyes in the outer

circular space, nearly under No. 73.

The sun in Scorpio the 24th.
Represented by a figure of a man, with a flail on one
Nhoulder and a whip on the other : these appendages
imply that it is now time to thresh the corn that has

been eat : the whip is to drive the bullocks that tread

out the grain. It is properly a figure of the sun in

autumn.

The middle of Autumn the 25th.
Represented by the compound date in the broad circu-

lar space beneath, made up of 1, 5, 8, 8, 3=:25tb.

The first day of the Egyptian month Atbyr, and
first quarter of the moon.

* Represented by the head of a wolf on a pedestal, sur-

mounted by a figure of the moon.

The same thing.
Represented by the figure of a wolf near the centre of

the plate, with a cutting or harvest instrument under
his feet, to denote that harvest is entirely over.

The sign Scorpio.
Reprtsented by the figure of Scorpio, and requires no
fuitlicr explanation.

November.

Full moon.
Represented by the figure of Anubis in a boat. This
figure in the Calendar of the Portico is surrounded
with the moon's disc, (see No. 87,) which shows that

the moon's disc is not always necessary to represent the

moon's phases.

The sign Sagittarius. The sun enters it the 18th,

and new moon the 19th.
Represented by the figure of Sagittarius, with the bird

Ibis, a symbol of the moon, on his back.

The middle of winter. See table of seasons

under C.
Represented by the figure of Anubis.

Midwinter the 24th. See table of seasons under C.
Represented by anothbr figure of Anubis, next the last.

The sun enters Sagittarius the 24th.
Represented by a figure of the sun, next the last.
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No.

82

Day of dll'
1

Ittuntii.
1

29
;

83 12

84 25

85

86 27
’

The Twins begin to rise in the evening.
Represented by the figures of two men dA each other,

and exactly alike, at, the back of Sagittarius.

December.
The Agonalia, and last quarter of the moon.

^
Represented b}' a figure t>f a man, with the moon on hia

shoulders, in place of liis head.

The winter solstice.

Represented by the figure of C^iricorn.

sun enters the sign.
Represented by the figure of the sun, under the last,

first (luarter of the moon.
Represented by the ligure ol^ a sheep, with the moon on
its head.

This terminates the Circular Calendar; but at the corners of

the ceiling of the apartment which contains it, there is given cither

a supplementary calendar, or rather one of a later date ; for the

year to which it seems to refer, if I am not mistaken, is 747 of

Rome, or*39 years later than those 1 have just explained. It is,

however, on so small a scale, and the numbers so imperfect and

indistinct, that it would be no easy matter to rn^pke it out. This,

however, may be no great loss, as in all probability it is similar

to those given ; for it begins the rising of Lyra on the 5th of

January, and the entrance of the sun into Aquarius on the 17th,

See. I have therefore omitted it in the plate.

Having adverted to the circumstance of the sun entering the

same sign twice in every month, which to some may appear extra-

ordinary, as inconsistent with real facts, I shall now give the

explanation which 1 promised, because I do not find that any of

the Roman writers, whose works have come into my hands, have

given the slightest intimation of the cause, though they mention

^e fact, and expressed it in the Roman calendar in those months

in which the solstices and equinoxes fall.

The cause, however, of this seeming inconsistency is simple,

and founded on an ancient custom, that existed long before the

time of Julius Cicsar. It is this :— In early times, the months and

the signs coincided, and were therefore considered the same

;

and though in process of time they deviated, yet custom still

held them the same, and no aliteration was made on that account

:

so that if the solstice happened to fall on the 8th, 10th, 12th, or

15th day of the month, according to the -quantity of deviation, it
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would be stated as being in the Oth, 10th, 12th, or 15th degree ot*

the sign, hy reason that tlie month and sign were considered as

synonymofPs, or the same : and this practice prevailed doWn to the

time of the Julian correction, which was the cause of the sun

appearing to enter the sign twice in the month ; once according

fto tho ancient method, the other according to the new, or rather

Chaldean, as it appears (o have been called. In order to show

this more clearly, let us carry back the calculation to the old year

of Nunia, and see Jiow they will then stand. I have stated above,

that the nominal diliercnce between the old and new style was 79

days, which made the 15th of October to be called the 1st Janu-

ary. Now by the K9man calendar, Julian style, the sun is said

to enter the sign Aquarius on the 10th of January. On what day,

therefore, of the old year of Numa did this fall? If the 16th of

October be the 1st of January, then the 16th of January must be

the noth of October, the day on which the sun was supposed to

enter the sign in the old year. Again, as the sun entered the sign

on the IBth of December by the Roman calendar, on what day of

tile month did that fall in the old year 7 From the 18th ot Decem-
ber to the Ist of January is 14 days : count these back from the

16th of October, QXcUisive of that day, because already reckoned,

and it will carry you to the 1st of October, the day on which the

sun was suppjsed to enter the sign by the old method. Thus, I

think, I have given sufficient proof that the months and the signs

were considered the same in ancient times. But to proceed

farther :— the winter solstice fell on the 25th of December, ac-

cording to the calendar o^ Julius Cscsar, which is the Oth day after

the 1 Oth of December, both inclusive ; but the 10th of December
I have shown to have been the 1st of October, consequently the

25th must be the Oth of October, the day on which the winter

solstice fell : and as the month and the sign wore considered the

s.ime, the solstice of course would be said to be in the Oth degree

of the sign,— a circumstance which, though very simple in itself,

has perplexed many of our modern astronomers, who could not

comprehend how the solstice, which of itself was the beginning

of the sign, should be in the Oth degree.

Columella is the only writer that 1 know of that speaks on this

subject, but without entering into any explanation. Pie says.

Book ix. ch. 14. ** From the setting of the Pleiades to the winter
** solstice, which happens almost about the 23d of December, in

the eighth degree of^Capricorn, &c. Nor am I ignorant of
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** Hipparchus’s computation, which teaches, tliat the solstices and
• * equinoxes do not happen in the eighth, but in the first degree of
“ the signs. But in this rural discipline, I now follow the caleii-

“ dars of Eudoxes and Meton, and those of ancient astronomers,
** which arc adapted to the public sacrifices ; because husband-
“ men arc both better acquainted with that old opinion which has |

“ been commonly entertained; nor yet is^the niceiiess and exact-

ness of Hipparchus necessary to the grosser apprehensions and

scanty learning of husbandmen/’ Again, Book xi. ch. 2. he

says : “ The 17th of December the sun passes into Capricorn : it

‘‘ is the winter solstice, as Hipparchus will have it. The 24th of
“ December is the winter solstice (as the Qhaldeans observe).”

Here Columella would make a distinction, as to the supposed

difference between Hip^mrchiis and the Chaldeans. But he was
mistaken in his idea : he supposed the sun entered the sign on the

17th of December, because, according to his opinion, it was tlie

beginning of the month in the old year
; but it did not follow

from thence that Hi[)parchus w^ould have made it the solstice :

on the contrary, he would, as before expressed, have made
the sign td have commenced at the solstice, whether the time of

it was by his own observations, or by tlie Chaldeans, if he found

it right.

The explanation now given, while it serves to show* the original

cause of the two entries of the sun into the same sign in one

month, will, I hope, likewise bo suiiicieiit to point out the fallacy

of depending on the positions of the colures, as mentioned by

ancient writers, for determining the antiquity of the time to which

they might be supposed to refer ; for we here see, that the de-

grees referred to for the position of the colure are nothing more

nor less than the days of the month, which cannot be of any

real use, as we are totally unacquaintcul with the various changes

they may have undergone, and the times when such changes

were made. Therefore nothing short of an actual observation,

referring the positions of the colures to some fixed star, can be

relied on.

With respect to my translations of the two calendars above

given, I hope they will be received with indulgence, and that

weight and attention their apparent correspondence with the

Roman calendar entitles them td. All 1 can now say is, that 1

have spared no pains to render them as correct as the imperfect

state of the originals would allow, and that I have spent a great

O o
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deal of time in their investigation. Should, however, my labours

in this respect ultimately prove useful, in throwing a ray of light

on the subject of hieroglyphics, which was the principal object I

had in view in undertaking so difficult a task, I shall not deem
the time employed as lost or thrown away.

FINIS.

Ta>loi', Green, & Littlewoorl, Prioten, 15, Old Bailey.
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With an cmbleiiiatical Frontispiece, by LAWRENCE LANGSIIANK, Gent.

Author of “ Modern AUietis,” “Babylon the Great,” &c. 12mo. Price 7s. boards.

MOSHEIM’S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.
AN ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, Ancient and Modern,

From the Firth of Christ, to the heginniny of the Eighteenth Century,

In which the Rise, Progress, and Variations of Church Power are considered in

their connexion with the State of Learning and Philosophy, and the Political

History of Europe during that period.

By the lute learned JOHN LAWRENCE MOSHEIM, D.D. and Chancellor of the
University of Gottingen.

Translated from the original Latin, and accompanied with Notes and Chronological

Tables, by ARCHIBALD MACLAINE, D.D.

And continued to the present time, by Dr. CHARLES COOTE.
A new Edition, 6 vols. 8vo. In the Press.

FINLAYSON’S BRITISH FARMER.
Just Published in 8vo. price 9b. Boards.

THE BRITISH FARMER ; or a series of Scientific and Practical ESSAYS on
AGRICULTURE ;

to which is added The pIWjii man’s Guide. By John Fin-
LAYSON, Inventor and Patentee of the Self-Cleaning Ploughs and Harroys. Em-
bellished with seven Copper-Plate Engravings, showing the Author’s Nev Patent

Agricultural Instruments. J

I



PDTBUSHEBi BY SMITH, HtiPBW, ft (C^

MORISON’S LECTURES.

LECTURES on the RECIPROC\L OBLIGATIONS of'UfTy
Or a Practical LYpositioii ol Dome«Uc, Ertleaiaatical, Patnotio, tod Memiitiltt

Duties.

Bv JOHN MORISON. Almister of Tre\or CliapJ, Bromptoii.

In 1 %ol limo PiiceTs boirda

To the lustncHs and excellence of the sentiments (expressed in these Lietores)
Vki are not aware ut an exception

, and they are enforced as the quotations ampll
evince, in a popular, judicious, and sti iking manner — 1 1 lei tie Renew Jor Jutted

* e give a cordial welcome to Mr Mot isox s Book , he hi s exteuted liis task
in a spirit of wimIoiu and piety, which calls for oor decided commendation If is

highly desiiable that the main principles nf action the gre inlaws of rtligtous iiitei

course should be set forth lo their strong bearing on pin ate and public liie Jbis
liTs been eflected in the volume before us at once with hdelity and discretion and in

a style coiieit, inipiessivc, and rtmirkibly tiee liom the current ufleetations of
modem eoiupositioii — Cong Mag foi Mag

Sec iNo Cbiistian Guardi in and Evan Msg fni Aug

PORTLUS' Lrcri'Rl s

LrcUkCS ON TIIC r.OSPEL or ST. MVTTIfL\\.
Delncied in the Pinsh ( hurtli of St J *111118 Weslininstei

By the Right Rev BULB\ PORILLS D 1) Bishop 1 1 London

( oiriplc U in 1 vol 8vo with i Sketch of liis I ife Os bds

lhe»<e sdiniisble lectures have now been before the public upwauls of a qunr

t(i of iceiitniv Tnd dining that time bite tbro igb the Divine blessing tciidid

more to the adv inceineiit tiid stauilitv of oui Christian faith than any work of the

kind evci published For lieauty of sentinicnt pistncss of fc ibomiig and sfieiigth

of argument they ceitiii ly cinnot be surpassed llie man who tuuld use from a

(ireful perusal of thc'<e Lc ctuies vtitbout being coot im ed of t^e gi cat truths ot

GUI leligion IS ill itifidel indeed ' *

This is the most 1 oriect and complete tdifion tint hnsivei appeared, and
the only one that contains i Life ot the Authoi

HL\lRh LECTURES
LECTURES ON RHETORIC anti BELLES LETTRLS,

Deliveied in the Lniversity of Ldinbiirgh,

By IILGH BLAIR DD FRSE
One of the Miiiisteis nf the High Chuicli and Piofessoi of Rhetorii and Belles

Letties in the Lniversity of Edinburgh

Complete 111 1 vol 8vo with Pot trait lOs bd Ids

BLAIRS SERMONS
SERMONS, by HUGH BLAIR, D.D. J R S E
The hire volumes completL in 1 vol bvo Puce li. htlv

ADAMS PRIVCTE THOUGHTS
PRIVATE THOUGHTS ON RELK.ION,

And other eubjeots connected with it Extracted fiom the Diaiy of

I
The Rev THOMAS lOTfM, late Rector of M intriugham.

To whiclms prefixed, a Sketch of bis Life and Character. A new and beautifully

> printed edition, 12mo 4s boards



iMBW WORKS Rzn> KZtW jEDITIONS

,Mi|[i|Pl|llSf of die late REV. ALEXANDER STEWART, D.I).
One of the Mjnistnrs of Canon^ate, Edinburgh.

12010. Tliird Edition. In the Press.

LETTERS from the lat<! Rev. WILLIAM ROMAINE, A.M.
To a Friend, on the most inifiortant' Subjects, during a Correspondence of 2') \e»rs.

Publisbcd from the original MSS.
Bjr llic Uev. THOMAS WILLS, A.B.

Fifth Edition, beautifully printed uniform with Adam’s Private Thoughts.
^ l2iiio. 3s. boards.

YOUNG’S SEUMON ON SLAVERY.
A VIEW OF SLAVERY, in Connection with Christianity

;

Being the Substance of a Discourse delivered in the Wrsi.F.YAN Chapel, Stonev-
IIii.L, Jamaica, Sept. 10, 1821.

By UOBKUT YOUNG, Wesleyan Missionary.

With an APPENDIX, coiitainiiig the Re.sointions of the Missionaries in that (^^n•

iiectioii, at a general Meeting held in Kingston, Sept, (ith, 1824.

“ Alt thou called being a seivant (AouXec, .Slave), care not for it.”— Pal l

.

“ My kingdom is not of this world.*’—

J

ksi's (’hkist.

bvo. Price Is. fid. stitched.

HOOKER’S ECCLESIASTICAL POLITY.
THE LAWS OF ECCLESIASTICAL POIJTY, in Eight Books :

YX ith several other Treatises, and a General Index.

BY RlClfAUl) HOOKER.
Also, a Life of the Author, by I.SAAC WALTON.

(Umiplete in two very thick Volumes, “t’l Is.

In this Edition the ituinermis references have been evainiaed, and tbo.^c

wanted are supplied. The whole carefully read throughout by the Rev. W. S.

Dobson, A.M. Trinity College, Cambridge.

t

SKEL’TON’S YVORKS.
The COMPLETE WORKS of t!ie late REV. PHILIP SKELTON,

Rector of Fintoim, N’c. N.r,

To which is prclixed, Burby’s Ufe of the Author.

EDITED BY THE REV . R. LY'N AM, A. M.
Assistant Chaplaiii to the. Magdalen Hospital, fi Y'ols. 113. I2.s'.

To those who admire sound argument and genuine piety, iilustrnted anti enlivened

by genius, we trust that we sliull perform an acceptalile service in pre.senting a new

E lition of .Skelton’s Works, whie.li, as their merit is rare, have lately bccomt* propoi •

tionably scarce.

THE FIRST DAY IN HEAVEN,—A Fragment.
BY an i.MtNF.XT FUorr.NsoK in one of the Colleges.

— YV’hotif earth

Be but the shadow of heaven, and things therein

Each to each other like, more than nii earth is thought 1

Milion*s Petr, Lttslt V. 57-1.

Dciuy 12nio. Price 4s. boards.

This work was originally collected by the Author for the use of a fiieud, and

is now published in (he hope of its being of some little benefit to others. The Frag-
ment of Cicero, entitled SCTPlo's Dream, supplied the model of its arrangement;

but the chief design was, to connect some of the discoveries lately made in the

Natural Sciences, with the most important M^^ral Truths. The ample and interest-

ing Notes at the end of the volume are intended to guide tlie reader to le perusal

of those YYriters, whose Moral and Scientific YVorks are so well calculatt I to illus-

trate his subject.



« PUBXJSREXI BY SMITH, 8X001, It OO.

THE PORTEUSIAN
CONTAINING THE WHOLE OF

THE AUTHORISED ENOLISH VEIISION,
W ITH TH»

MORE INTERESTING AND DEVOTIONAL CHAPTERS
D ISTINGUISHED

Foil

YOUTHFUL AND FAMHY READIN(; :

FRECISCLY ACCOltlHNG TO THE SELECTION OF THE LATE •

BISHOP PORTKUSy*
OR THE MORE GENERAL AND EXTENDED SCALE OF

|3orttasiau Mbit

To tins Ri RLE is iirefixcd the PORTEUSIAN INDEX; or FAMILY
GUIDE to the HOl.Y SCRIPTURES; coiitainiiiu;, niiion^ u lar«:o

variety ot* Scripture, matter, an aiTaiit'omeiit of Tc\ts, e\lii):iliii^ the wIihIc

scheme of the Cliristian Religion— a Textual arranj^emciit of Scripture Pro-
mises — a Classification of tlic wliole series of Prophecies relative to the Mes-
siiih— a Harmony of the Gospels— liishop Pohtkls on the Aiitheiittcity of
the Scriptures, Ac. Ac. Ac. The whole forming a complelo Itibiical Assistant

;

witli the Scripture Precepts, Promises, and Threatcjiiiiigs, selected and ar-

ranged under proper Heads, so as to form, in the of Holy Writ, a

ctiniprelicnsivc Scripture View of the Christian’s Faith and Duty.”

THF-POlitKUSIAN lUBLEand INDEX have now been a snfliciciit.

time before tlie Public to ascertain its opinion of their nfl^rils, and of their effi-

ciency to accomplinli the important purposes of their adoption. This opinion, so

tincipiivocally expressed, has fully satisfied the expectations of the Editors

;

wliile the sale, of nearly I'.iglit Editions, amounting to Thirty Thousand Copies,

has afforded them opportunities of improving upon their original plan, assisteil

by the valuable aid of many distinguished Clergymen of the Establishment, and
of Ministers among the several classes of Dissenting Christians. 'I’lie obvious
facilities which this Work affords to the youn;q^ and inexperienced Reader, in

obtaining an ac(piaIiitaiico with the Book of God, have in many instances been
crowned with the happiest success ; W'hile its acknowledged freedom from all

party viewsand f'ecliiijr, has obtained for it the* warm approbation of ercry I)e~

7tomimlion in the Christian World, Unable, hitherto, to meet the extensive
demands made for the various Editions of their Work, the Publishers have
been induced to adopt new arrangciuents thronghoiiL tiic three Kingdoms, by
which they hope to be relieved from the nuiiitnoiis complaints of the difficulty,

and in many cases, the impossibility, of procuring Copies of the PORTEU-
SIAN BIBLE.

_

Several new Edilion.s of the PORTEUSIAN BIBLE ami TESTA?,iENT are now
completed, and may be obtained of Hie PiibliNliers in nil tin* flin'oreut si^:eM, frojii a

Pocket ^ oluiiu* to a Royal Quarto, and in every variety of plum ami elr;^>iiJl Bimlings.

Tlie PORTEUSIAN INDEX, in Demy 12ino. may be Imd alooe, price 2s. fid.

neatly lialf-bouiid and lettered.

The other sizes of the INDEX are also sold separate, and in sheets, if desiicd, to hind

up with any other Edition of the .Scriptures.

PUBLISHED BY SMITH, E]^ER, A CO. 05, CORNHILL, London.

Sold also ^ Hatchard and Son, Pi^badilly ; Waugh and Innes. Edinburgh ; Chalmers

and Colli^ Glasgow ; A. Brown and Co. Aberdeen; U. M. Tims, and Wcstley and

Tyrrell, lAblin
;
and by all Booksellers in the Uniicd Kingdom.

TbllBiblcs of the Porteusian Bible Society, in plain JlindiufjSy may he had to

Siihscrihertw^rderSf of the PuhlisherSy .S'lITIl, El.DCR, A C‘0. 05, Comhifl ; and also

oj J. I., Leirestei Square.



WpBXS AMD NEW| EDITIONS
‘ THE ENGLISH Classics.

• Tbe following interenting jPablications, form a part of this

J^USOANT CA3INET EDITION of the ENGLISH CLASSICS,
''

’Wliio'h ia intended to include all the most important Works that English Literature

Jini Ikrodoced, ns well as correct Translations ofthe most Popular Works of Foreign
Authors. Eminent English Artists are engaged to famish Appropriate and Superior

Embellishments to each Work ; and the Typographical Part of tbe whole series will

he eximnted In the same superior manner, and on the finest wore Paper.
foliowing are now ready and may be. had xeparately Cin boards) at the Prices

flexed to each. They are also kept in handsome bindings, and are admirably adapted
Presents to both Sexes,

Xkenside’s Pleas'*, of Imagination 3 0 ' Old English Baron and Castle of

Arabian Nights, 3 vuls 13 0
AfcUa

j Death of Abel ; Idyls ;
and

First Navigator...^ 4 0
Beattie on Trutli 4 0
Bosweirs Life of Johnson, 3 vols. 13 6
Burns’s Poems and Songs ...... 60
Beauties of Sterne 3 6
Belisarius, &.Nunia Poni|xlias .. 4 0
Beveridge's Private Thoughts .... 40
Blair’s Essays 3 0
Buccaneers of Ainerioa 6 0
Butler's iiudibras 3 6
Chapone, Gregory, and Pennington 3 0
Chesterfield's Prineijiles of Polite-

ness 3 0
Chinese and Oriental Tales. ..... 46
Citizen of the World 4 0
Cowper's Poems 5 0
De Lolme on the Constitution .... 36
Devil on two Sticks 3 6
Doddridge's Kise, 3 6
Dodd’s B. of Shakspeare ....... 4 6
Don Quixote, 2 vols 10 0
Dryden’s Virgil ; 5 0

Otranto 3 G
Ovid’s Metamorphoses 4 0
Paley's Philosophy 4 6
Paley’s Evideiie.es. and Life of the

Author 4 6
Natural Theology, and Tracts 4 0

Hora‘ Paulinie, and Cler-

gyman’s Companion 3 6
Sermons 4 t>

Works, complete 20 O
Paul and Virginia

;
Elizabeth ; &

Indian Cottage 3 6
Peregrine Pickle, 2 vols 9 0
Peruvian Tales 6 0
Pilgrim's Progress 4 6
Poetical Works of Collins, Gray, "V

and Beattie : with Ijord Byron’s /
English Bards and Scotch Re- \5 0
viewers. Hours of Idleness, i
Waltz, &o

Pope's Poetical Works 6 0
Homer’s Hind 5 (t

Odyssey 4 O
Kasselas and Dinarbas • 3 0

Falconer's Shipwreck 1 0 Remains of H. Kirke W hite .... 40
Fiiiry Tales, 2 vols S 0 Romaine’s Treatises 5 0
Francis’s Horace 4 0 Robinson Crusoe 6 0
Franklin's Works 3 6
Gay’s Poetical Works, 4 0
Gil Bias, 2 vols 8 0
Goldsmith's Essays, Poems, & Plays 3 6
Gulliver's Travels 3 6
Ifervey's Meditations 4 0
Hoole's Tasso 5 0
Hoole’s Orlando 5 0
Humphrey Clinker 4 0
.fohnson’s Lives, 2 vols 9 0
.lohnsoii’s Kuiiibler, 2 vols 9 0
Josepli Andrews 4 0
Junius’ Letters 3 6

Robinson’s Scripture Characters,

4 vols 16 0
Roderick Random ii 0
Sandford and Merton 4 0
Seven Champions 4 0
Sir W. Jones' Poems and Life . . 3 6
Spectator H vols 30 O
Spenser's Fairy Queen, 2 vols • • 10 0
Spiritual Quixote 5 0
Sterne's Journey 1 6
Sturm's Reflections, 2 vols 8 0
Tales of the Castle, 2 vols 9 0
Tales of the Genii * 4 0

King Authnr 2 vuls 9 0
Klopstock’s Messiah 6 0
Jjorke on the Lnderstaiiding, and

Bacon's Essays 3 0
Mackenzie's Works 5 0

Teleinachus 4 0
Thomson's Seasons, and Castle of

Indolence 2 6
Theodosius and Constantia ....•• 30
Tom Jones, 2 vols 10 0

Marmontel's Tales 6 0
Mason on Self-Knowledge ;

Econo- i

my of Life ; & Melmulirs Great ^36

Milton's Poetical Works ....... 46
Montagu’s (Jjady) Letters ..•••. 5 0
Nonrjahad, & Alnioraii Ifamraet 3 0
Ossian's Poems 4 0

Tristram Sliandv 6 0
Vicar of Wakefield 2 6
Vai^iyU^’s Charles XII. and Peter

6ie Great JL . . 6 0
Walton arid Cotton’s Angler .L . 5 0
Watts on the Mind 4 0
Young’s Night Thoughts 30
Zimmerman on Solitude i 0
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^

ELGIN CATHEDRA1^ *
,

A SERIES of FIVE VIEWS of the Veaen^eand
Ruins of this justly celebrated Cathedral.

. ,

From accurate Drawings taken by Mr.WiLLiAM CiMK, an Ardft^ resident
at Elgin, are now in the hands ot’tlie Kngmver.

This most splendid Editicc, which has for Centuries past called forUi the
admiration of the Artist, the Antiquary, and the Connoisseur, is too well
known to require any etiioginm ; and the interesting Views now offered to
the public, will compreliend every Arch and object worthy of notice in the
w hole of its extensive range. The Kngravipgs will be executed in tie most m
finished Style of Aquaiinfa, and printed in the Bistre Tint, in imitation of^the ^

Original Drawings, which have received the approbation and patronage of,
and will be dedicated, by permission, to tiis Grace #iie Duke ofOordom.
The Drawings may be seen at Smith, Elder & Co.*s, 65, Cornhill, by whom Sob-

soribers’ Names will lie received, and also by J. Forsyth, Bookseller, Elgin.

The Sets will be delivered precisely in the Older of Subscription, Price Two
Guineas each, in a Cover, with an Historical aud« descripth e Account of the

Cathedral, from its erection in I22i.

A MANUAL OF THE ANTIQUITIES, DLstinguished Build-
ings, and Natural Cariosities of the Province of MO BAY, comprehending Inverness
and an Account of the Caledonian Canal, (kc. with a View of Elgin Catliedrul

l2mo. Price 48. boards.

WATT ON LIFE ASSURANCE AND ANNUITIES.
COMPARATIVE TABLES of the RATES OF LIFE ASSURANCE

DEMANDED IN SCOTLAND;
With an Exposition of the Doctrine of Life Assurance aud Annuity, shewing how

the Rates are calculated, aud tlie present value ascertained, when claimed to be rank-

ed on a Bankrupt estate, or sold for their true value.

By PETER WATT, Accountiint, Edinburgh.
Second Edit ion, 8vo. Price 6s. boards, f

THE HISTORY OF GUATEMALA.
A STATISTICAL AND COMMERCIAL HISTORY OF THE

KINGDOM OF GUATEMALA, IN SPANISH AMERICA :

Containing important Particulars relative to its I’rodnctions, Manufactures, Cus-
toms, &c. &c. &c. with an Account of its Conquest by the Spaniards, and a Narra-
tive of the principal Events doan to the present time: from original Records in

the Archives
;
actual Observations ; and other authentic Sources.

By Don DOMINGO JUARRO.S, a Native of New Guatemala.
Translated by J. BAILY, Lieutenant R. N.

Dedicated, by permission, to the VisdUUNT Melville. Two Maps. 16s. bds.

ROLLIN'S ANCIENT HISTORY.
Tht^ ANCIENT HISTORY of the Egyptians, Carthagiftians,

Assyrians, Babylonians, Medes and Persians^ Cirecians and
Macedonians.

By M. ROLLIN,
Late Principal of the University of Paris, Professor of Eloquence in the Royal Col-

lege, and Member of the Royal Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres.

A new edition, revised and corrected, with a Life of the Author, and 19 Plates.

8 vols. 8vo. Price £5 4s. in boards.

HOOKEI^^OMAN HISTORY.
The fi^MAN HISTORY, from the Building of Rome, to the Ruin

of the Commonweallh. By NATHANIEL HOOKE, Esq.

6 vols, 8vo. Price £3 3s. in boards.



#'

ViaWS IN BNCKAND AlilD WAZ.B8.

3WVf% &.C0, Proprietors of the VIEWS IN SCOTLAND, which

^ ^ ^^.iSotjioared ifith snch ver; extensive Patronage, respecllull^ announce that

Moat to Publish au uniform Series of

VIEWS OF THE PRINCIPAL CITIES AND TOWNS

IN ENGLAND AND WALES,

To *be Engraved by the first Arthts, in the most finished style of Aquatinta, on

a Scale of 22 Inches by^5, and carefully coloured to represei.t the Oritfinal Dniw
ings; which will be taken by Mr. JOHN CLARK, expressly for this Work, from

tho most picturesque and conimaudiiig Points of View in the Vicinity of the re*

speotive Places.
«

The whole of this splendid Series will be published in an uniform size and style,

to admit of their being afterwards bound together, kept in Portfolios, or Framed
;

but any of the Engravings may be purchased separately, at 15s. each.

The Views of BATH and CHEPSTOW are now engraving by Messrs. HavelI 4'

Son, and will be finished in a few weeks, when they may be seen at the Publishers’,

or their Agents ; as Specimens of the whole Series.

Subscribers* Names will be received by th^Pnblishers, as well as by the Principal

Booksellers and Printsellers throughont the Kingdom y and a preference in the

order of Publication will be given to each place, in proportion to the number of its

Subscribers. #

If any Town, worthy of a place in tliis Collection, should escape tho notice of

the Publishers, anf the Inhabitants should desire a View of it to form pait of the

iutended Series, the Proprietors will very gladly attend to any snggestions on the

subject, accompanied by a aufficient list of Subscribers from the Vicinity.

MARSHALL’S MUSIC.

THE ADMIRED SCOTTISH MELODIES, STRATHSPEYS,
REELS, Ac. composed by

WILLIAM MARSHALL, Esq. of Keithniore.

This Volume contains upwards of One Hundred and Seventy Tunes, all of

Mr. A|^R5iiALL*a own Composition ; many of tliem (although never published by
himsell} having been long familiar to the Public, it is only necessary to state. here,

that his New Airs have been pronounced, by good Judges, to whom they have

'

been submitted, to be equal, if not superior, to any of his former productions.

But to secure to this Work the patronage of every admirer of Scottish Sono,
the publishers need only mention that Mr. Marshall ia the Author of that well*

known and beautifbl Air to which BURNS adapted his favourite words ** Of a’ tlje

airts the wind can blaw,'* Ac.

The whole accompanied by appropry*epasses, and adapted to

The Vifilin, VioHiieello, Harpsichord, Pianoforte,

Song Size. Price ISs. stitched.








